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WB9030 
ROCKIT BPM VACUUM STAINLESS STEEL 
BOTTLE   

2.75” Diameter x 10” H

Keep hot beverages hot and cold beverages cold longer with 
this sturdy double walled 18/8 Stainless Steel bottle that 
holds up to 500 ml. (17 oz.). Keep these bottles with trendy 
new designs at home, the office, in your gym bag and in the 
car.

Black, Royal Blue, Silver, White
IM 25 50 250 500 1000 
2AB2C 24.96 22.80 19.02 16.72 16.08
Stone Gray, Wood
IM 25 50 250 500 1000 
2AB2C 27.94 25.64 21.47 18.88 18.17 Stays Hot up to

hours
10

Stays Hot up to

hours
11

Stays Hot up to

hours
12

Stays Hot up to

hours
10

Stays Hot up to

hours
11

Stays Hot up to

hours
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WB8877 
ROCKIT VACUUM WATER BOTTLE 

3” Diameter x 10.75” H

Stay hydrated outdoors, at work and at school with this easy 
to clean Stainless Steel, vacuum insulated water bottle. 
It holds up to 500 ml. (17 oz.), is double walled and has 
a slim design for a sleek look. Stays cold up to 16 hours. 
Individually retail packaged.

IM 25 50 250 500 1000 
2AB2C 24.96 22.80 19.02 16.72 16.08

For no imprint pricing see www.debcosolutions.com.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB8877&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB8877+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB9030&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB9030+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB8877&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB8877+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB8877&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB8877+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB9030&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB9030+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB9030&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB9030+CAD
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WB7075 
WIDE MOUTH BOTTLE 

8.75” H x 2.75” Diameter 

Large wide mouth opening makes for easy drinking with 
this Stainless Steel bottle. Plastic twist-off cap with silver 
carabineer. Holds up to 500 ml. (17 oz.). 

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 7.60 6.33 5.53 5.32

WB9107
DUHRBRAY MATTE FINISH ALUMINUM 
BOTTLE 

2.875” W x 7.5” H

This bottle is the same styling as our WB7107 but has a matte 
finish like our WB7075 bottle. It is made from Aluminum, has 
a black Plastic screw on lid and holds up to 500 ml. (17 oz.). A 
great long-lasting promotional item. 

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 6.90 5.25 4.58 4.42

WB9940
GATRIABELLE MATTE FINISH STAINLESS 
STEEL BOTTLE 

3” Diameter x 9.5” H

Customize this Stainless Steel bottle with your company or 
sports team logo. It holds up to 750 ml. (25 oz.) and has a 
matching coloured carabineer with key ring. Same styling as our 
WB3940 bottle, but in a matte finish. 

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 9.76 7.71 6.75 6.48

WB9940

WB9107

WB7075

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB9107&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB9107+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB9107&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB9107+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB9940&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB9940+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB9940&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB9940+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB7075&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB7075+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB7075&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB7075+CAD
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WB7075

WB4833 
STAINLESS STEEL BOTTLE 

7.5” H x 2.875” Diameter 

Stainless Steel bottle holds up to 500 ml. (17 oz.). Matching 
coloured carabineer with black twist-off cap. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 6.90 5.71 4.97 4.77

WB3940 
STAINLESS STEEL BOTTLE 

9.5” H x 3” Diameter

This 18/8 Stainless Steel with 0.4mm single wall 
bottle holds up to 750 ml. (25 oz.). Includes black plastic 
screw cap with carabineer. 

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 10.66 8.49 7.43 7.15

WB3940

WB4833

WB8015

WB8015 
STAINLESS STEEL WIDE MOUTH
WATER BOTTLE 

9.5” H x 3.5” Diameter

Large wide mouth opening makes for easy drinking and refilling. 
This bottle is made out of Stainless Steel and holds up to 800 
ml. (27 oz.). Includes black twist off cap and silver carabineer to 
attach to bag. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 9.72 8.18 7.17 6.90

www.debcosolutions.com

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB4833&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB4833+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB4833&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB4833+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB3940&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB3940+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB3940&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB3940+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB8015&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB8015+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB8015&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB8015+CAD
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WB8007

WB7107

WB8007

WB4939

WB8007 
ALUMINUM WATER BOTTLE 

9.5” H x 3” Diameter

Aluminum water bottle with matching coloured 
carabineer key ring to attach to your backpack or bag. Holds 
up to 750 ml. (25 oz.) and has a black plastic twist off cap. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 6.16 5.09 4.45 4.28

WB7107
ALUMINUM WATER BOTTLE 

7.5” H x 2.875” Diameter 

This Aluminum reusable bottle is a great alternative to a 
disposable one. Holds up to 500 ml. (16 oz.). Black twist-off 
cap with matching coloured carabineer. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 5.64 4.64 4.05 3.90

WB4939 
ALUMINUM WATER BOTTLE 

10” H x 3” Diameter

Aluminum body water bottle with an ‘easy-hold’ black 
Silicone grip holds up to 750 ml. (25 oz.). Includes 
matching coloured twist-off cap and carabineer. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 7.88  6.58  5.75  5.53

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB8007&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB8007+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB8007&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB8007+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB7107&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB7107+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB7107&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB7107+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB4939&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB4939+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB4939&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB4939+CAD
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WB8987 
WESTGATE WATER BOTTLE WITH 
COMPARTMENT 

3.25” Diameter x 10” H

Store a key, cash, credit/debit card or ID in the inner 
compartment as well as your phone (fits devices up to 2.25” 
W like iPhone 5/6 and more, measure and test your phone 
before fully inserting into bottle) and run your headphone wire 
through the bottom plug. This bottle is made from AS Acrylic 
and has a screw-off, flip-top open PP lid as well as a carry 
handle. Holds up to 500 ml. (17 oz.).

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 11.58 9.78 8.58 8.25

7

Phone 
not included

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB8987&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB8987+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB8987&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB8987+CAD
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WB8907 
STATIS INSULATED WATER BOTTLE 

3” Diameter x 9.5” H

The thermal foil barrier on this insulated water bottle helps 
retain the temperature of your cold beverage. The bottle is 
double walled and is made from PP and Silicone. Holds up to 
600 ml. (20 oz.). 

IM 35 50 250 500 1000 
2AB2C 20.60 19.26 15.94 14.02 13.48

WB9054 
DIADEMBLE TRITAN BOTTLE

4” W x 7.75” H x 2.25” D

A tough and stylish canteen army style water bottle that 
holds up to 750 ml. (25 oz.). It is lightweight, durable, long 
lasting and has a screw off, flip-top open PP lid that stays 
attached so it doesn’t get lost. 

IM 35 50 250 500 1000 
2AB2C 16.82 15.66 12.84 11.27 10.83

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB8907&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB8907+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB8907&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB8907+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB9054&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB9054+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB9054&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB9054+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB9054&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB9054+CAD
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WB8192
TRITAN BOTTLE 

9.5” H x 3” Diameter

Tough and long-lasting Tritan Copolyester bottle. Screw-on 
flip-up sip lid with easy-carry handle. Holds up to 
750 ml. (25 oz.). 

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 8.78 7.36 6.45 6.20

WB6543 
THIRST MANAGER STRONG TRITAN 
BOTTLE 

4.25” Diameter x 10” H

Stay hydrated on-the-go with this Tritan Copolyester bottle 
with extra-large capacity. Features a screw off PP lid with top 
cap and carry handle. Unscrew the smaller top lid to take a 
drink. Holds up to 890 ml. (30 oz.).

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 10.88 8.69 7.62 7.33

WB7381 
TRITAN BOTTLE 

9” H x 4” Diameter

Lightweight and durable Tritan Copolyester bottle. Screw-on 
sip lid with matching coloured sipper and Silicone ring. Holds 
up to 750 ml. (25 oz.). 

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 8.18 6.84 5.98 5.75

WB6543

WB7381

WB8192

All imprinted products in this publication are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to endorse or misuse any trademarks or company names.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB6543&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB6543+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB6543&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB6543+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB7381&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB7381+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB7381&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB7381+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB8192&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB8192+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB8192&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB8192+CAD
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WB8579
TRITAN FRUIT INFUSER WATER BOTTLE 

WB8583
TRITAN WATER BOTTLE 

2.5” Diameter x 10.5” H 

Order WB8583 for just the water bottle or WB8579 for the 
water bottle with included fruit infuser. This single walled 
water bottle is made from Tritan Copolyester and has a dome 
carry handle lid with Silicone spout for easy drinking. Holds 
up to 700 ml. (23.5 oz.).

WB8579
IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 11.66 9.36 8.22 7.90

WB8583
IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 10.96 8.76 7.68 7.38

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB8579&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB8579+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB8579&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB8579+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB8583&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB8583+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB8583&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB8583+CAD
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WB8619 
HYDRATOR OVERSIZED TRITAN BOTTLE

3.25” Diameter x 10” H

This single walled oversized bottle is made from Tritan 
Copolyester and holds up to 1500 ml. (50 oz.). It features 
non-slip side grips, carry handle on the top and screw off PP 
lid for easy carrying.

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 18.16 15.00 13.18 12.68

WB8868 
FUNCTIONISTA PUSH-PULL SPORTS 
BOTTLE 

2.75” Diameter x 9.25” H

A soft and squeezable bottle that is great for the gym, biking, 
walking, hiking and sports teams. It holds up to 
750 ml. (25 oz.) and has a screw-on top lid with push-pull 
drinking spout as well as comfort finger grips on one side of 
the bottle.

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 4.40 3.56 3.10 2.98

NOW! Service - new Sameday service. Order Today. Ship Today.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB8619&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB8619+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB8619&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB8619+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB8868&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB8868+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB8868&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB8868+CAD
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WB8318 
TRITAN WATER BOTTLE 

10.5” H x 3.5” Diameter 

Uniquely shaped Tritan Copolyester bottle matches the look of a 
stainless steel bottle. Black twist-off cap and carabineer. Holds 
up to 780 ml. (26 oz.). 

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 8.76 7.35 6.43 6.18

WB8232 
FROSTY WATER BOTTLE 

3” Diameter x 10.75” H

Tritan Copolyester bottle with non-toxic clear freezing gel to 
freeze and keep your beverages cold. Screw on/off cap and 
carry handle. Holds up to 600 ml. (20 oz). CFTA Microbiology 
certified. 

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 16.44 13.49 11.83 11.37

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB8232&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB8232+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB8232&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB8232+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB8232&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB8232+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB8318&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB8318+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB8318&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB8318+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB8318&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB8318+CAD
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WB6995 
BENCH PRESSER TRITAN BOTTLE 

4.5” W x 10” H x 4” D 

Get in your 8-10 glasses a day with this water bottle made 
from Tritan Copolyester. It features a carry handle and a 
screw-on PP lid with a flip top cover that opens to reveal the 
drinking spout. Holds up to 750 ml. (25 oz.).

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 10.84 8.65 7.58 7.30

WB6317 
TRITAN CURVE BOTTLE 

2.5” Diameter x 9” H 

Easy-grip curved shape. Tritan Copolyester bottle and 
lid with your choice of coloured Silicone spout. Holds 
up to 500 ml. (16 oz.). 

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 9.90 7.84 6.87 6.60

www.debcosolutions.com

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB6995&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB6995+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB6995&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB6995+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB6995&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB6995+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB6317&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB6317+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB6317&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB6317+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB6317&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB6317+CAD
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Can be rolled for storage 
when empty

WB8314 
WATER BAG 

5.5” W x 10” H

Collapsible Polyethelyne water bag with plastic cap and 
twist-off, push/pull lid. Holds up to 591 ml. (20 oz.). Stands 
upright when full. Can be folded or rolled when empty and is 
lightweight for easy carrying. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 3.60 2.85 2.45 2.33 2.22

WB8999 
RIVER EDDY WATER FLASK WITH 
COMPARTMENT 

4.75” W x 7” H x 1.25” D

This AS Acrylic container with Tritan screw on lid efficiently 
fits into laptop bags, purses and other bag with ease. It is 
uniquely designed to look just like a flask and holds up to 
400 ml. (13.5 oz.). There is a small removable compartment 
for vitamins, snacks, candy and more.

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 13.12 10.64 9.33 8.98

Easy Open Lid!

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB8999&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB8999+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB8999&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB8999+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB8314&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB8314+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB8314&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB8314+CAD
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WB8918 
RIVERBLOCK WATER FLASK 

4.75” W x 7” H x 1.25” D

The unique and trendy rectangle design of this product looks 
just like a flask. It efficiently fits into laptop bags, purses and 
more. It is made from Acrylic with a PP screw on lid and 
holds up to 500 ml. (17 oz.) of your favourite cold beverage. 
Individually retail packaged.

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 11.10 8.89 7.80 7.50

For no imprint pricing see www.debcosolutions.com.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB8918&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB8918+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB8918&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB8918+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB8918&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB8918+CAD
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WB8785
CROSS-TRAINER MAX LARGE SHAKER 
BOTTLE

3.75” Diameter x 9” H

This 600 ml. (16 oz.) shaker bottler is made from PP Plastic 
and includes a matching colour Plastic shaker ball to blend 
contents to a smooth consistency. The wide mouth opening 
makes it easy to add ingredients. The lid screws on and has a 
secure snap closure. See WB6785 for smaller shaker bottle.

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 6.78 5.64 4.92 4.73
Not available to ship to USA due to patent infringement

WB6434
FITNESS FANATIC SHAKER BOTTLE 

4.25” Diameter x 9.5” H

This PP and PE Plastic bottle features a shaker bottle, pill 
box and extra container. The wide mouth makes it easy to 
add ingredients and blend to a smooth consistency with 
removable strainer. The bottom compartment has space at 
one end for pills/vitamins and use the other end for your 
protein powder or other supplements. Holds up to 600 ml. 
(20 oz.). 
 
IM 40 50 250 500 1000 
2AB2C 10.94 10.26 8.16 7.15 6.88

WB8785

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB8785&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB8785+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB8785&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB8785+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB6434&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB6434+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB6434&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB6434+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB6434&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB6434+CAD
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WB6785
CROSS-TRAINER SMALL SHAKER BOTTLE

3.75” Diameter x 6.75” H

Easily mix protein, nutrition and meal replacement drinks as well as 
eggs, pancake batter and salad dressing in this shaker bottle. It holds 
up to 400 ml. (13.5 oz.) and is made from PP Plastic with a Plastic 
matching colour shaker ball that helps blend contents to a smooth 
consistency. See WB8785 for large shaker bottle. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 6.02 4.96 4.33 4.17
Not available to ship to USA due to patent infringement

WB8889
BAY BOTTLE SHAKER

2.5” Diameter x 9” H

So many great features in one bottle! This Tritan Copolyester 
bottle holds up to 800 ml. (27 oz.) of your favourite beverage, 
protein drink, supplement drink or smoothie with a shaker ball 
to blend to a smooth consistency. Twist the handle on the top 
lid to reveal a compartment to hold pills or protein powders and 
supplements. The wide mouth opening makes it easy to add 
ingredients.

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 11.04 8.84 7.75 7.45

All imprinted products in this publication are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to endorse or misuse any trademarks or company names.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB8889&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB8889+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB8889&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB8889+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB6785&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB6785+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB6785&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB6785+CAD
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http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB9030&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB9030+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB8877&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB8877+CAD
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WB8437 
FRUIT INFUSION GLASS BOTTLE 

8” H x 2.75” Diameter (bottle)

Flavour your water naturally! Glass bottle with wide mouth 
opening includes removable fruit infuser. Screw on/off lid 
with see-through glass. Holds up to 500 ml. (17 oz.). 

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 15.96 13.11 11.52 11.08

Contents 
not included

WB9027 
SELMA SIPPER TRITAN INFUSER BOTTLE 

3” Diameter x 9.25” H

Give your water natural flavouring by putting your favourite 
fruit into the infuser on this Tritan bottle. It is ideal for home, 
office, school, travel, yoga and your other work outs. The 
ABS lid screws on and has a carry handle. Holds up to 
680 ml. (23 oz.).

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 13.02 10.54 9.25 8.90

Contents 
not included

FAST FORWARD – FREE 1 day service. Order Today. Ship Tomorrow.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB9027&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB9027+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB9027&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB9027+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB8437&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB8437+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB8437&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB8437+CAD
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WB1503 
GLASS BOTTLE 

2.5” Diameter x 8.75” H (bottle)

600 ml. (20 oz.) single walled glass bottle with wide mouth 
opening for cold beverages. Screw on/off lid with 
see-through glass. 

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 11.64 9.35 8.20 7.88

WB8963 
TEA FUZER WATER BOTTLE 

2.5” Diameter x 7” H

This product is made of durable double walled Borosilicate 
glass to keep your tea or other beverage hot or cold longer. 
Use with the Stainless Steel tea infuser for steeping on the 
go or use without the infuser with your favourite beverage. 
Holds up to 300 ml. (10 oz.). Individually retail packaged.

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 15.94 13.09 11.50 11.07

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB8963&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB8963+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB8963&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB8963+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB1503&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB1503+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB1503&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB1503+CAD
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WB9066 
EVORA GLASS BOTTLE WITH NEOPRENE 
SLEEVE 

2.75” Diameter x 9.5” H (includes sleeve)

Protect your hands from hot beverages using the protective 
Neoprene sleeve on this Glass bottle. Includes a screw-on 
coloured Stainless Steel lid and Neoprene sleeve. Holds up to 
500 ml. (17 oz.). 

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 11.64 9.36 8.22 7.92

WB8293 
WIDE MOUTH GLASS BOTTLE 

3” Diameter x 9.75” H (bottle)

Single wall glass bottle with wide mouth opening 
accommodates ice cubes. Bottle holds up to 500 ml. (17 oz.) 
and has a top screw on cap with carry handle. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 8.56 7.16 6.27 6.03

Please visit www.debcosolutions.com/nousa for a complete list of items that cannot ship to the USA.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB8293&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB8293+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB8293&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB8293+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB9066&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB9066+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB9066&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB9066+CAD
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Silicone wrap provides 
extra protection

WB8208 
GLASS WATER BOTTLE WITH SILICONE 
SLEEVE

2.5” Diameter x 9.75” H 

Single walled glass water bottle with coloured Silicone wrap 
and cap. Silicone sleeve makes it easy to carry and provides 
extra protection for your bottle. Holds up to 600 ml. (20 oz.). 

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 15.68 12.85 11.28 10.85

WB8480 
GLASS WATER BOTTLE

2.75” Diameter x 10.5” H

Single walled Glass bottle with your choice of coloured 
plastic screw-on lid. The lid can also be used to carry the 
bottle. Wide mouth opening to accommodate ice cubes and 
holds up to 600 ml. (20 oz.). Dishwasher safe, BPA free and 
FDA approved. Individually boxed.

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 12.32 9.95 8.72 8.38

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB8208&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB8208+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB8208&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB8208+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB8208&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB8208+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB8480&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB8480+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB8480&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB8480+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB8480&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB8480+CAD
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SAHARA QUENCHER WATER BOTTLE 

3.5” Diameter x 11.25” H

The wide mouth opening of this extra-large water bottle 
makes refilling your hot or cold drink easy. You can access 
the drinking spout by unscrewing the top cap on the lid. It 
is made from Stainless Steel, is double walled with vacuum 
insulation and holds up to 945 ml. (32 oz.). Individually retail 
packaged.

IM 25 50 250 500 1000 
2AB2C 29.40 27.04 22.69 19.95 19.18

WB8342 
WIDE MOUTH WATER BOTTLE 

11” H x 2.75” Diameter

Stainless Steel water bottle with matte finish holds up to 750 
ml. (25 oz.). Matching coloured plastic twist off cap (except 
Graphite, Silver & White - black cap) with silver carabineer. 
Large wide mouth opening makes for easy drinking. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 9.32 7.82 6.83 6.57

WB9049 
CELAENO STAINLESS STEEL BOTTLE 

2.75” Diameter x 7.875” H 

Use the metal clip on the lid of this Stainless Steel double 
walled vacuum insulated bottle for easy carrying. Includes 
a screw on PP lid with a flip open mouth piece. Holds up to 
450 ml. (15 oz.). 

IM 25 50 250 500 1000 
2AB2C 26.10 23.90 19.96 17.55 16.88
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WB8902

WB8342

WB9049

NOW! Service - new Sameday service. Order Today. Ship Today.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB8902&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB8902+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB8902&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB8902+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB8902&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB8902+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB8342&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB8342+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB8342&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB8342+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB9049&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB9049+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB9049&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB9049+CAD
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DA8903
ZAPUSH TRAVEL TUMBLER

2.75” Diameter x 9.25” H

This travel tumbler will become one of your favourites! It 
is double walled, has vacuum insulation and is made from 
Stainless Steel. The twist-open easy-clean lid comes apart 
for cleaning and has a one touch button for a leak proof lock. 
Holds up to 500 ml. (17 oz.). Individually retail packaged.

IM 25 50 250 500 1000 
2AB2C 24.66 22.52 18.76 16.50 15.87
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DA8903

WB8866 
GLACIER TANK WATER BOTTLE 

3.5” Diameter x 8” H

The extra-large capacity of this double walled 800 ml. (27 oz.), 
vacuum insulated water bottle helps you stay hydrated. It has a 
wide mouth opening, a Silicone handle and a screw on PP lid. 
The lid is attached so it never gets lost. Stays cold up to 24 
hours. Individually retail packaged.

IM 25 50 250 500 1000 
2AB2C 28.62 26.30 22.04 19.38 18.63
Not available to ship to USA due to patent infringement
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Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB8866&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB8866+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB8866&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB8866+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB8866&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB8866+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA8903&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA8903+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA8903&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA8903+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA8903&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA8903+CAD
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DA4816 
STAINLESS STEEL TRAVEL TUMBLER 

8” H x 3.25” Diameter 

Double walled Stainless Steel exterior with plastic interior. 
Holds up to 500 ml. (16 oz.). The easy-grip Silicone wrap 
helps keep your hands cool. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 9.18 7.71 6.75 6.50

WB8282
DOUBLE WALLED STAINLESS STEEL BOTTLE 

2.75” Diameter x 9.75” H

Double walled, this Stainless Steel bottle holds up to 500 ml. (16 
oz.) and is vacuum insulated. Use the large wide mouth opening 
to add ice and for easy cleaning. Black screw on PP cap and 
6cm silver carabineer. This bottle can be used for hot or cold 
beverages. 

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 17.10 14.07 12.37 11.90

All imprinted products in this publication are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to endorse or misuse any trademarks or company names.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB8282&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB8282+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB8282&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB8282+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA4816&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA4816+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA4816&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA4816+CAD
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DA7363
STAINLESS STEEL TRAVEL TUMBLER 

6.5” H x 3.5” Diameter  

The perfect commuter tumbler. Double walled 
Stainless Steel with plastic interior. Holds up to 
500 ml. (16 oz.). Twist, slide open-close lid. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 8.50 7.11 6.22 5.97

WB8685
LEAKPROOF TRAVEL TUMBLER 

3” Diameter x 8.75” H

This travel tumbler has a Stainless Steel exterior and includes 
a leakproof lid. It is double walled with a vacuum seal to help 
keep your beverage warm. Includes an 18/8 inner Stainless 
Steel liner and EVA bottom. Holds up to 500 ml. (16 oz.). 
Individually boxed.

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 23.60 19.69 17.30 16.63

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB8685&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB8685+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB8685&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB8685+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB8685&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB8685+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA7363&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA7363+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA7363&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA7363+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA7363&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA7363+CAD
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Great Value at an 
Economical Price!
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DA8817
THE LIBERTY TRAVEL TUMBLER

3.5” Diameter x 8” H

An economically priced Polypropylene travel tumbler that 
holds up to 530 ml. (18 oz.) of your favourite hot or cold 
beverage. Includes a PP snap on lid with a slide closure and 
is double walled for extra insulation. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 7.52 6.25 5.47 5.25

One-handed push 
button closure
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COLOURADO FRESH VACUUM TRAVEL 
TUMBLER

3” Diameter x 7.75” H

A great product for people of the go! The double walled 
vacuum insulation creates an airless space between the walls 
and helps keep your beverage hot or cold longer. The PP 
twist-off and spillproof lid features a one-handed push button 
closure. Holds up to 400 ml. (13.5 oz.). Individually boxed.
 
IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 17.40 14.34 12.60 12.12

For no imprint pricing see www.debcosolutions.com.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB6816&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB6816+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB6816&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB6816+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA8817&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA8817+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA8817&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA8817+CAD
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WB6405
STEALTH OASIS VACUUM TRAVEL 
TUMBLER

3” Diameter x 8” H

The double wall vacuum insulation is designed to help keep 
your beverage hot or cold longer. The interior and exterior are 
made from Stainless Steel and the twist off, leakproof and 
spillproof lid is Acrylic and PP. Holds up to 400 ml. (13.5 oz.).

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 20.34 16.89 14.85 14.28

Locking mechanism on lid
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WB6590
THE WELLSPRING VACUUM TRAVEL MUG

2.75” Diameter x 9.5” H

The ideal travel mug for hot tea and coffee on the go! This product has a 
double walled vacuum insulated Stainless Steel interior and exterior and 
holds up to 450 ml. (15 oz.). The leak-proof and spill-proof PP lid has a 
flip-top and locking mechanism.
 
IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 21.02 17.47 15.35 14.77

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB6405&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB6405+CAD
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http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB6590&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB6590+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB6590&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB6590+CAD
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DA8891 
MEDELLIN TUMBLER 

2.75” Diameter x 8.125” H

A great mug for travelling and your daily commute. This 
tumbler has a Stainless Steel exterior with an inner coloured 
PP liner. The liner matches the coloured spill-proof lid. It is 
double walled for extra insulation and holds up to 
473 ml. (16 oz.). 

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 10.30 8.67 7.60 7.32

DA8881
VITALI TUMBLER

3” Diameter x 8.75” H

This will quickly become your favourite travel mug. It is 
Stainless Steel with a matching coloured inner PP liner, lid 
and grip. The lid twists off/on and has an open/close slider. 
Holds up to 473 ml. (16 oz.) with double walls for extra 
insulation. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 10.98 9.27 8.13 7.82
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www.debcosolutions.com

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA8881&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA8881+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA8881&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA8881+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA8891&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA8891+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA8891&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA8891+CAD
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PK6000

IM  50 
C  13.33

PK8000

IM  50 
C  10.17

Debco now offers custom die cut foam packaging 
for select drinkware and technology gift packs.  With 
production done domestically, you are able to pick your 
item from a wide variety of options.  Debco’s new custom 
packaging provides an elegant presentation option as 
well as a level of added protection for transportation.  Add 
value to your drinkware gift sets by offering this superior 
packaging option. Please see www.debcosolutions.
com/bydesign for more information.

Pricing is for the packaging only (box, foam and bow). 
Selected items packed inside are extra. Imprinted price 
includes a one colour imprint in one location on the top lid 
of the box (set up charge is extra).

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=PK6000&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=PK6000+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=PK8000&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=PK8000+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=PK8000&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=PK8000+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=PK6000&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=PK6000+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=PK8000&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=PK8000+CAD
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PK7000

IM  50 
C  15.33

• Custom foam die cut packaging

• Durable packaging that provides added protection

• Foam is cut precisely to the shape of your drinkware

• Standard domestic lead times are applicable

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=PK7000&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=PK7000+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=PK7000&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=PK7000+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=PK7000&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=PK7000+CAD
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DA6552 
PRISM STAR STAINLESS STEEL TRAVEL 
TUMBLER 

This item is made from 18/8 Stainless Steel and is double 
vacuum walled for extra insulation to keep your drink warm 
longer. There is a textured diamond pattern on the outside 
bottom third of the tumbler and a non-slip EVA bottom. Holds up 
to 500 ml. (16 oz.). 

IM 25 50 250 500 1000 
2AB2C 25.90 23.70 19.80 17.40 16.73
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WB6578 
SWEET VICTORY VACUUM 
TRAVEL TUMBLER 

2.5” Diameter x 9.5” H

The coloured plastic ring on this vacuum travel 
tumbler matches the lid closure. The lid screws on/off, is 
leakproof and has a slide closure. The tumbler is double 
walled with vacuum insulation, and is made from Stainless 
Steel. Holds up to 500 ml. (16 oz.).

IM 25 50 250 500 1000 
2AB2C 25.54 23.36 19.49 17.13 16.48

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA6552&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA6552+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA6552&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA6552+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA6552&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA6552+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB6578&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB6578+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB6578&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB6578+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB6578&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB6578+CAD
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DA9017 
CATANIA TRAVEL MUG   

4.75” W x 8” H x 3” D

The simple, sleek and sturdy design of this Stainless Steel 
double walled travel mug keeps your drink temperature 
longer. Features an inner black liner, black easy-grip handle 
and matching coloured flip-open lid. Holds up to 
473 ml. (16 oz.).

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 12.14 9.78 8.58 8.25

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA9017&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA9017+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA9017&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA9017+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA9017&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA9017+CAD
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DA4809 
SUMMIT TRAVEL MUG 

7.25” H x 3.25” Diameter

High-end Ceramic exterior with Stainless Steel 
interior travel mug. Holds up to 500 ml. (16 oz.). Matching 
open-close slide lid. 

Black
IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 26.14 21.93 19.30 18.57
White
IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 24.10 20.16 17.73 17.07

DA8846 
INVISI-MATE TRAVEL TUMBLER 

6.75” H x 3.5” Diameter

This double walled travel tumbler has a transparent 
Polypropylene body, non-slip EVA bottom and a screw-on PP 
leakproof lid with slide closure. Holds up to 500 ml. (16 oz.). 

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 8.04 6.24 5.45 5.25

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA8846&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA8846+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA8846&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA8846+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA8846&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA8846+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA4809&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA4809+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA4809&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA4809+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA4809&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA4809+CAD
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DA9047
VICENZA TRAVEL TUMBLER

3.5” Diameter x 6.75” H

The gradient colour design of this Stainless Steel travel 
tumbler stands out in the crowd! It holds up to 540 ml. 
(18 oz.), has an Acrylic snap on lid and is double walled to 
maintain the temperature of your drink. 

IM 25 50 250 500 1000 
2AB2C 24.24 22.12 18.42 16.18 15.57

NOW! Service - new Sameday service. Order Today. Ship Today.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA9047&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA9047+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA9047&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA9047+CAD
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DA5569 
RIGHT-ON TRAVEL MUG 

6” H x 3.5” Diameter

The perfect commuter mug! It is double walled with Stainless 
Steel exterior and plastic interior. Includes black plastic 
open-close leak resistant lid. Holds up to 500 ml. (16 oz.). 

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 6.80 5.64 4.92 4.72

WB9045 
AUSTRALE STAINLESS THERMOS 

2.375” Diameter x 10” H

This Stainless Steel glossy thermos is designed to keep 
contents hot for hours. The top lid screws on and also 
doubles as a drinking cup. The secondary lid offers leak proof 
protection and has a push button lock/release. Holds up to 
500 ml. (17 oz.).

IM 35 50 250 500 1000 
2AB2C 18.60 17.36 14.31 12.57 12.08
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http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA5569&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA5569+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA5569&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA5569+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA5569&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA5569+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB9045&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB9045+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB9045&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB9045+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB9045&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB9045+CAD
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WB6511 
FOODIE FRIEND VACUUM INSULATED 
CONTAINER 

6.5” H x 3.5” Diameter 

Keep your food hot or cold longer with this Stainless 
Steel double wall insulated vacuum food jar. Features a 
wide mouth opening for easy eating, cleaning and filling, 
screw-on leakproof lid and EVA non-slip bottom. 
Holds up to 500 ml. (16 oz.). Individually boxed.

IM 25 50 250 500 1000 
2AB2C 22.38 20.34 16.89 14.85 14.28
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All imprinted products in this publication are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to endorse or misuse any trademarks or company names.

DA9055
ABERDEEN TEA INFUSER VACUUM 
TRAVEL MUG

3.5” Diameter x 6” H

Brew your tea in this double walled Stainless Steel mug 
for tea on-the-go. Holds up to 450 ml. (15 oz.), has a 
screw on lid and an easy grip black handle. Use without 
the tea strainer with your other favourite hot beverage. 

IM 25 50 250 500 1000 
2AB2C 28.30 25.98 21.76 19.13 18.40
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http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB6511&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB6511+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WB6511&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB6511+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA9055&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA9055+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA9055&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA9055+CAD
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DA2321
SATURDAY NIGHT LED TUMBLER

4” Diameter x 7” H x 2.5” D

This tumbler is double walled, made from Acrylic and holds 
up to 500 ml. (17 oz.). There are multi-coloured flashing LED 
lights at the bottom (remove for cleaning). Includes a twist-off 
lid and stay-put drinking straw. Makes for a great gift, party 
favour or a unique item for outdoor parties and movie nights. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 10.32 8.69 7.62 7.33

DA5808
LARGE TUMBLER 

8” H x 4” Diameter 

This double walled Acrylic tumbler is perfect for iced coffee, 
iced tea or your favourite cold beverage. Holds up to 709 ml. 
(24 oz.). Includes matching coloured stay-put drinking straw. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 9.04 7.58 6.63 6.37

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA2321&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA2321+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA2321&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA2321+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA2321&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA2321+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA5808&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA5808+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA5808&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA5808+CAD
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DA8321
TUMBLER 

6.25” H x 4” Diameter
Double walled Acrylic tumbler in your choice of colour with 
matching coloured twist-off lid and stay-put straw. Holds up 
to 500 ml. (17 oz.). 

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 6.48 5.36 4.68 4.50

DA7321
TUMBLER 

6.25” H x 4” Diameter  

Double walled Acrylic tumbler to keep your hands dry and 
drinks cold. Twist off lid and matching colour stay-put drinking 
straw. Holds up to 500 ml. (17 oz.). 

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 6.48 5.36 4.68 4.50

DA8808 
LARGE TUMBLER 

8” H x 4” Diameter 

An array of colour options and combinations are 
available in this double walled Acrylic tumbler. Holds up to 
709 ml. (24 oz.). Choose your lid and your straw colour! 

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 9.04 7.58 6.63 6.37

DA8321

DA7321

DA8808

All imprinted products in this publication are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to endorse or misuse any trademarks or company names.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA8321&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA8321+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA8321&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA8321+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA8321&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA8321+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA7321&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA7321+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA7321&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA7321+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA7321&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA7321+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA8808&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA8808+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA8808&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA8808+CAD
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DA8766
JOLLY MAXER ACRYLIC MASON JAR 
TUMBLER

3” Diameter x 6” H

This single walled tumbler is shaped like a classic mason jar. 
It is safe to use around the swimming pool and at the beach. 
It is made from Acrylic, holds up to 700 ml. (23.5 oz.) and 
includes a twist-off lid and stay-put drinking straw. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 7.04 5.84 5.10 4.90

DA8821 
PRISM NEBULA STAINLESS STEEL 
TUMBLER 

6.75” H x 4.5” Diameter 

This tumbler with an 18/8 Stainless Steel exterior is double 
walled for extra insulation and to keep your hands dry. Holds 
up to 530 ml. (18 oz.) and includes a matching Stainless 
Steel stay-put drinking straw and twist off Stainless Steel lid. 
 
IM 25 50 250 500 1000 
2AB2C 24.52 22.38 18.65 16.40 15.77

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA8821&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA8821+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA8821&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA8821+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA8766&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA8766+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA8766&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA8766+CAD
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Embroidery Patch

Decal

Paper Insert

Rubber Patch

DA7393 Patent 
pending - removable 
twist on/off insert 

allows you to create 
your own unique 

custom paper banner 
inserts.

DA9321 - Your non-
removable decal, rubber 
patch with decal, paper 
banner or woven patch 
is inserted between the 
double walls and then 
sealed for insulation.

Screen Print

DA9321 
TUMBLER 

6.25” H x 4” Diameter

A sonic welded tumbler for creating your own custom 
four colour process paper banners, rubber patch, decal or 
embroidery patch. Double walled Acrylic tumbler holds up to 
500 ml. (16 oz.) and includes sturdy matching coloured straw. 

See website for decorating costs  

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 7.54 5.80 5.07 4.87

DA7393 
TUMBLER 

3.75” Diameter x 6” H

A unique tumbler option with removable twist on/off insert 
is perfect for creating your own custom four colour process 
paper banners. Double walled Acrylic tumbler holds up to 
500 ml. (16 oz.) and includes sturdy matching coloured straw. 
 
See website for additional decorating options

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 9.08 7.13 6.23 6.00

www.debcosolutions.com

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA9321&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA9321+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA9321&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA9321+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA7393&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA7393+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA7393&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA7393+CAD
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Sip through the lid or straw

Flavour Your 
Water Naturally!

DA9373
LARGE FRUIT INFUSER TUMBLER

4” Diameter x 8” H

This large fruit infuser tumbler holds up to 600 ml. (20 oz.) 
and allows you to flavour your water or other beverages 
naturally. Use this double walled Acrylic tumbler to hold 
various fruits and herbs in the infuser. The twist off lid allows 
you to sip through the lid or through the included matching 
coloured stay put straw. See DA6373 above for smaller 
version.

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 9.32 7.82 6.83 6.57

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA9373&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA9373+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA9373&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA9373+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA9373&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA9373+CAD
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DA6373
SMALL FRUIT INFUSER TUMBLER

4” Diameter x 6.25” H

This fruit infuser tumbler can hold various fruits and herbs 
to flavour your beverage naturally. It is made from Acrylic, 
is double walled and holds up to 500 ml. (16 oz.). Twist 
off lid allows you to sip through the straw or lid. Includes a 
matching coloured stay-put straw.

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 8.08 6.75 5.90 5.67

Straw not included

Slide closure on 
top lid

DA8381 
JUMBO DOUBLE WALL ACRYLIC 
TUMBLER 

4” Diameter x 8” H

This jumbo tumbler holds up to 24 oz. (709 ml.) and is made 
out of Acrylic. The double wall design helps  keep your hands 
dry. Choose your colour of PP lid with slide closure. The lid 
has an opening for an optional straw (not included). 

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 8.84 7.42 6.50 6.25
Optional STR160 straw available, please add $0.27(C). 
Clear only. Straw packed separately.

FAST FORWARD – FREE 1 day service. Order Today. Ship Tomorrow.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA6373&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA6373+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA6373&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA6373+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA6373&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA6373+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA8381&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA8381+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA8381&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA8381+CAD
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GIFT BOX
These items are packed inside an elegant black 
gift box and include a silver coloured pull bow 
with satin finish to make the perfect bow every 
time! Bows come inside a clear sleeve and are 
packed inside the gift box.

PK4009 
GLASS BOTTLE GIFT SET
Includes two single walled glass bottles with wide mouth 
openings for easy drinking. Each bottle holds up to 600 ml. 
(20 oz.). Keep your beverages cold in these odorless and 
tasteless glass bottles. Screw on/off lids with see-through 
glass. Gift boxed  
with ribbon.

Clear bottles with your choice of Black, Lime Green,Red, 
Royal Blue, or Silver lids  

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one 
location on each bottle. Set up charge(s) extra. 
WB1503: 4” W x 3” H side or  
6.5” W x 3” H wrap 

IM 25 75 250
2AB 38.72 36.00 30.51

PK4001
TRAVEL MUG GIFT SET 
This gift set includes two pieces of our DA4809 
high-end Ceramic exterior with Stainless Steel 
interior travel mugs. Each mug holds up to 500 ml. (16 oz.) 
and includes a matching open-close slide lid. Gift boxed with 
ribbon. 

Black & White – order one of each colour or two of the same 
colour  

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location 
on each mug. Set up charge(s) extra. 

DA4809: 1.75” W x 1.5” H (front horizontal)

IM 25 75 250
2AB 64.84 60.86 52.03

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=PK4001&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=PK4001+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=PK4001&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=PK4001+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=PK4009&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=PK4009+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=PK4009&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=PK4009+CAD
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PK4014
ROCKING GLASSES GIFT SET  

This set includes four distinctive rocking glasses with curved 
bottoms. The curved bottom on the glasses helps prevent the 
glass from falling over. FDA compliant. 

Imprinted price includes one colour imprint in one location on 
each glass. Set up charge(s) extra.  

IM 25 75 250
2AB 47.38 44.28 37.73

PK4015
TILTED GLASSES GIFT SET  

This unique gift includes four unique tilted ‘tipsy’ glasses with 
laser etched design. The glasses have slanted bottoms that 
allow them to sit on two different angles. FDA compliant.

Imprinted price includes one colour imprint in one location on 
each glass. Set up charge(s) extra.   

IM 25 75 250
2AB 47.38 44.28 37.73 AQUA MARK

Decorating Shown

PK2003
ICE ROCKS GLASS GIFT SET  
Includes two 370 ml. (12.5 oz) Double Old Fashioned 
glasses and six Soapstone ice rocks. Ice rocks will chill 
your beverage without diluting it. They are packed in a mesh 
pouch and are reusable (FDA approved). 
Gift boxed with ribbon. 

Clear glasses with soapstone rocks  

IM 25 75 250
2AB 43.64 40.90 34.96

AQUA MARK
Decorating Shown

Please visit www.debcosolutions.com/nousa for a complete list of items that cannot ship to the USA.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=PK2003&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=PK2003+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=PK2003&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=PK2003+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=PK4014&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=PK4014+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=PK4014&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=PK4014+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=PK4015&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=PK4015+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=PK4015&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=PK4015+CAD
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PK2008
ROCKING GLASSES AND ICE ROCKS GIFT 
SET 
This gift set includes two unique rocking glasses with curved 
bottoms and two Tritan Copolyester ice rocks with clips. 
The curved bottom on the glasses helps prevent the glasses 
from falling over. Store the ice rocks in the freezer so they 
are ready whenever you want a cold drink so you can use the 
ice rock to chill your beverage without diluting it. Just attach 
the clip to an ice rock and hang on the side of your glass. Ice 
rocks and glasses are FDA compliant. Instructions included.  

Imprinted price includes one colour imprint in one location on 
each glass. Set up charge(s) extra. 

IM 25 75 250
2AB 46.02 42.92 36.47

AQUA MARK
Decorating Shown

PK2009
TILTED GLASSES WITH ICE ROCKS GIFT 
SET  

Create a lot of fun and conversation about these ‘tipsy’ 
glasses! This set includes two unique tilted glasses with laser 
etched design and two Tritan Copolyester ice rocks with 
clips. The glasses have slanted bottoms that allow them to 
sit on two different angles. Store the ice rocks in the freezer 
so they are ready whenever you want a drink so you can use 
the ice rock to chill your beverage without diluting it. Just 
attach the clip to an ice rock and hang it on the side of your 
glass. Ice rocks and glasses are FDA compliant.  

IM 25 75 250
2AB 46.00 42.90 36.45

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=PK2008&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=PK2008+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=PK2008&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=PK2008+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=PK2008&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=PK2008+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=PK2009&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=PK2009+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=PK2009&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=PK2009+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=PK2009&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=PK2009+CAD
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DA8733 
FESTIVAL GOER DOUBLE WALLED 
PARTY CUP

4” Diameter x 4.75” H   

A cup for all occasions! The PP Plastic party cup is 
double walled to help keep your drink cold longer. It is 
100% reusable and holds up to 500 ml. (16 oz.). Cups 
are polybagged and packed into each other and stacked 
together for shipping. See DA8811 above for single walled 
party cup.

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 4.16 3.35 2.88 2.77 2.63

Great Stadium 
Cups!

DA8811 
BLOCK PARTY SINGLE WALLED PARTY 
CUP

4” Diameter x 4.75” H   

A cup that is great for parties and everyday use. It is made 
from PP Plastic and holds up to 500 ml. (16 oz.). This 
cup is shaped just like a standard party cup and is 100% 
reusable. Cups are polybagged and packed into each other 
and stacked together for shipping. See DA8733 below for 
double walled party cup without lid.

IM 250 500 1000 2500 
B3C 2.00 1.70 1.62 1.53

NOW! Service - new Sameday service. Order Today. Ship Today.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA8811&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA8811+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA8811&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA8811+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA8733&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA8733+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA8733&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA8733+CAD
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DA7437 
NYC PLASTIC CUP WITH NEOPRENE 
SLEEVE 

3.75” Diameter x 6.25” H

Lightweight 3mm Neoprene sleeves fits onto this PP cup and 
lid to help protect your hands. The mug is single walled with 
a snap-on lid and looks just like a paper cup, but it’s reusable. 
Cups packed into each other and stacked together; sleeves 
bulk packed separately. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 3.64 2.89 2.48 2.37 2.25

Cup and lid
not includedN7392 

NEOPRENE COFFEE SLEEVE 

4.75” W x 2.5” H x 0.5” D

This reusable sleeve can be used for both cold and hot 
beverages as it stretches to fit most standard sized paper 
and ceramic cups as well as water bottles. It is made out of 
4mm Neoprene to keep your hands dry and protect from hot 
liquids. Includes sleeve only. 

IM 150 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 2.12 1.73 1.47 1.40 1.32

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=N7392&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=N7392+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=N7392&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=N7392+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA7437&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA7437+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA7437&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA7437+CAD
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Debco’s proprietary decorating process looks stunning on a wide array of ceramics.  
Put some distance between your brand and the everyday dreary... 
...put some colour in your life.
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CM9057 
BOWERY STONEWARE MUG   

3.5” Diameter x 3.5” H

A great mug for conferences and event giveaways as well as 
coffee shops. It is made from Stoneware and holds up to 
400 ml. (13.5 oz.). The exterior is white with a matte finish, you 
get your choice of glossy coloured interior and there is a ‘D’ 
shaped comfort handle. 

IM 96 144 288 576 1152 
2AB2C 8.20 6.84 5.18 4.52 4.33

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CM9057&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CM9057+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CM9057&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CM9057+CAD
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CM9058 
PARSUMI TWO-TONE STONEWARE MUG     

4.125” Diameter x 3.5” H

There are unique colour combinations to choose from with 
this Stoneware mug. The exterior has a matte finish and the 
interior is glossy. Includes a “C” shaped handle and holds up 
to 416 ml. (14 oz.). 

IM 96 144 288 576 1152 
2AB2C 8.62 7.24 5.53 4.82 4.63

HD AQUA MARK
Decorating Shown

CM6531
TONAL THIRST CERAMIC MUG

5” W x 4.25” H x 3.5” H

This Ceramic two-tone mug with a glossy finish holds up 
to 355 ml. (12 oz.). The white exterior nicely accents the 
matching coloured handle and interior. Demand attention with 
this great design!

IM 96 144 288 576 1152 
2AB2C 7.24 5.90 4.36 3.78 3.63

AQUA MARK
Decorating Shown

CM916
METALLIC ‘C’ HANDLE MUG

3.75” H x 3.25” Diameter 

The metallic finish on this Bone China mug makes your logo 
stand out. This mug holds up to 325 ml. (11 oz.), has a large 
ergonomic ‘C’ handle and is the same design as our popular 
CM816 ‘C’ handle mug.

IM 96 144 288 576 1152 
2AB2C 9.88 8.42 6.55 5.72 5.48

For no imprint pricing see www.debcosolutions.com.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CM9058&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CM9058+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CM9058&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CM9058+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CM6531&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CM6531+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CM6531&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CM6531+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CM916&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CM916+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CM916&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CM916+CAD
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DA8979 
DOLOMITER TWO-TONE MARBLE LOOK 
MUG 

3.75” Diameter x 4.5” H

The exterior of this mug has a marbled effect matte finish that 
will help show off your logo. It is made from Stoneware, holds 
up to 400 ml. (13.5 oz.), has a ‘C’ shaped handle and you get 
to choose the colour of glossy interior. 

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 11.38 9.11 7.98 7.67

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA8979&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA8979+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA8979&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA8979+CAD
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CM1308 
FUZION HALO 

4” H x 3.75” Diameter

This extra-large Ceramic mug features a sturdy ‘D’ 
shaped handle with matching coloured rim and base. 
Holds up to 385 ml. (13 oz.). 
 
IM 96 144 288 576 1152 
2AB2C 8.90 7.50 5.76 5.03 4.83

DA9003 
QUARRY BREEZE TWO-TONE MARBLE 
LOOK MUG 

4” H x 3.5” Diameter

The exterior of this Stoneware mug has a matte finish with a 
marbled effect to help show off your logo. It holds up to 
400 ml. (13.5 oz.) and has a “C” shaped handle. 

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 11.54 9.25 8.12 7.80

CM8490
BARREL MUG  

3.5” Diameter x 4.25” H

Extra-large Ceramic mug holds up to 591 ml. (20 oz.) and has 
an ergonomic handle. The exterior has a matte finish and you 
choose your coloured glossy interior. 

White
IM 96 144 288 576 1152 
2AB2C 10.10 8.64 6.75 5.90 5.67
Colour
IM 96 144 288 576 1152 
2AB2C 10.58 9.10 7.15 6.25 6.00

www.debcosolutions.com

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA9003&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA9003+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA9003&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA9003+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CM1308&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CM1308+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CM1308&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CM1308+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CM1308&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CM1308+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CM8490&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CM8490+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CM8490&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CM8490+CAD
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Bamboo lid can be 
used as a coaster

DA8787
BAMBOO CHIC MUG WITH  
BAMBOO LID

3.75” Diameter x 4.25” H

You can use the environmentally friendly Bamboo 
lid to keep your beverage warm and then use it 
as a coaster. The mug is made from Ceramic and 
has a glossy finish. Holds up to 444 ml. (15 oz.). 
Individually boxed. 

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 11.92 9.58 8.40 8.08

HD AQUA MARK
Decorating Shown

CM6997
TRACTION SIPPER MUG

3.25” Diameter x 4.75” H 

Choose your colour of bottom Silicone band with this 
Ceramic mug. The interior and exterior are glossy white and 
it holds up to 355 ml. (12 oz.). Also includes a rectangular 
shaped comfort handle.

IM 96 144 288 576 1152 
2AB2C 7.24 5.90 4.36 3.78 3.63

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA8787&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA8787+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA8787&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA8787+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA8787&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA8787+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CM6997&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CM6997+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CM6997&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CM6997+CAD
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CM1202 
FUZION TWO-TONE WITH SPOON

4.25” H x 3.25” Diameter

This Ceramic mug includes a built-in spoon for the ultimate 
in convenience at the office or at home. The spoon matches 
the interior colour. Mug holds up to 355 ml. (12 oz.). See 
CM1219 for white mugs with coloured interior and spoon. 
  
IM 96 144 288 576 1152 
2AB2C 8.82 7.42 5.69 4.97 4.77

CM1219 
FUZION TWO-TONE WITH SPOON

4.25” H x 3.25” Diameter

This mug holds up to 355 ml. (12 oz.). The spoon matches the 
interior colour of the mug. Spoon is built-in for easy storage and 
to help you never to lose it!
 
IM 96 144 288 576 1152 
2AB2C 9.04 7.64 5.87 5.13 4.93

CM816 
FUZION ‘C’ HANDLE 

3.75” W x 3.25” Diameter

This Ceramic mug holds up to 325 ml. (11 oz.) and has a 
large, ergonomic ‘C’ handle. Make the most out of your 
marketing dollars! 

   
White
IM 96 144 288 576 1152 
2AB2C 5.94 4.68 3.31 2.87 2.75
Colour
IM 96 144 288 576 1152 
2AB2C 7.28 5.94 4.40 3.82 3.67

All imprinted products in this publication are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to endorse or misuse any trademarks or company names.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CM816&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CM816+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CM816&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CM816+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CM1219&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CM1219+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CM1219&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CM1219+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CM1202&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CM1202+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CM1202&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CM1202+CAD
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Match your logo to the 
bottom wave colour

CM7414 
WAVE ‘C’ HANDLE MUG 

3” Diameter x 4.5” H 

Ceramic mug with glossy finish has an eye-catching colour 
wave design on the bottom of the mug. Holds up to 375 ml. 
(12 oz.) and features a large, 
ergonomic ‘C’ handle. 
 
IM 96 144 288 576 1152 
2AB2C 7.58 6.24 4.65 4.05 3.88

CM6529 
GIZA SQUARE MUG 

4.25” W x 3” H x 3” D

This square mug is a fun alternative to the traditional. It is ceramic 
with a glossy finish and holds up to 250 ml. (8 oz.) 

White
IM 96 144 288 576 1152 
2AB2C 8.14 6.76 5.11 4.45 4.27
Black
IM 96 144 288 576 1152 
2AB2C 8.62 7.22 5.51 4.80 4.60

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CM6529&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CM6529+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CM6529&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CM6529+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CM7414&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CM7414+CAD
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Your choice 
of coloured 

interior!

CM2414 
C-TONE “C” HANDLE TWO-TONE MUG 

3” Diameter x 3.75” H 

The exterior of this Ceramic mug has a black matte finish and 
you choose the colour of the glossy interior. It has the same 
ergonomically designed handle as our CM8414 “C” handle 
mug. Holds up to 450 ml. (15 oz.). 

IM 96 144 288 576 1152 
2AB2C 9.20 7.78 6.00 5.23 5.03

CM216 
FUZION TWO TONE “C” HANDLE MUG 

3.25” Diameter x 3.75” H 

Made of Ceramic, this “C” handle mug is a new addition with 
a black matte finish exterior. You choose the colour of the 
glossy interior. This mug holds up to 325 ml. (11 oz.) and has 
a large, ergonomic “C” handle. Same design as our CM816 
“C” handle mug. 
 
IM 96 144 288 576 1152 
2AB2C 7.94 6.58 4.95 4.30 4.12

Please visit www.debcosolutions.com/nousa for a complete list of items that cannot ship to the USA.

CM151 
FUZION KONA 

4.25” H x 3.75” Diameter 

Extra large capacity Ceramic mug is perfect for your favourite 
hot beverage. Holds up to 444 ml. (15 oz.). 
 
White
IM 96 144 288 576 1152 
2AB2C 9.18 7.76 5.98 5.22 5.02
Colour
IM 96 144 288 576 1152 
2AB2C 10.02 8.56 6.67 5.83 5.60

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CM2414&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CM2414+CAD
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CM8414 
‘C’ HANDLE TWO-TONE MUG 

3.625” Diameter x 4” H

This Ceramic mug with glossy finish holds up to 450 ml. 
(15 oz.) and has a large, ergonomic ‘C’ handle. Interior 
is coloured with a white exterior. A popular trade show 
giveaway! 

White
IM 96 144 288 576 1152 
2AB2C 7.46 6.12 4.56 3.97 3.82
Colour
IM 96 144 288 576 1152 
2AB2C 8.08 6.72 5.09 4.43 4.27

CM8825
MUGSTAR CERAMIC MUG

6” H x 3.5’ Diameter

This ceramic mugs holds up to 500 ml. (16 oz.) and features 
a classic comfort grip handle. It is microwave and dishwasher 
safe and comes individually boxed.

IM 96 144 288 576 1152 
2AB2C 8.64 7.28 5.60 4.90 4.73

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CM8825&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CM8825+CAD
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DA8752
THE PERUVIAN COFFEE MUG WITH 
SILICONE SLEEVE

3.5” Diameter x 5” H (mug)

This Porcelain mug with glossy finish holds up to 295 ml. (10 
oz.). The Silicone wrap has a vertically 
textured grip. Includes a black PP lid with slide 
closure. Individually boxed.

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 11.10 8.89 7.80 7.50

DA8751
CHAMP DIMPLED MUG GOLF

3.5” Diameter x 5.25” H

The outside of this Porcelain mug has a glossy finish and is 
dimpled just like a golf ball. It is double walled and holds up to 
295 ml. (10 oz.). The top lid is PP and has a slide closure. 

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 11.90 9.56 8.38 8.07

HD AQUA MARK
Decorating Shown

CM6990 
SOUP-ER SOUP MUG 

5” W x 4” H x 5” D

This Ceramic mug is ideal for your favourite soup. The 
air-tight PE lid helps keep the contents warm and prevents 
spilling. Holds up to 500 ml. (16 oz.) and is freezer and 
dishwasher safe. Individually gift boxed. 

IM 96 144 288 576 1152 
2AB2C 11.98 10.44 8.31 7.27 6.98

NOW! Service - new Sameday service. Order Today. Ship Today.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CM6990&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CM6990+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CM6990&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CM6990+CAD
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A. DA8346 
GLOSSY MEDI MUG WITH SLEEVE 

6” H x 3.5” Diameter

Looks just like a paper cup! White double walled Porcelain mug 
with glossy finish. Includes protective sleeve and Silicone lid. Holds 
up to 328 ml. (11 oz.). Remove Silicone lid before placing in the 
dishwasher or microwave. 
 
IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 10.38 8.27 7.27 7.00

B. DA7296 
MATTE MEDI MUG WITH SLEEVE 

6” H x 3.5” Diameter 

Colourful options are available in our popular double walled 
Porcelain eco mug with sleeve. Sleeve helps keep your hand cool 
when using with hot beverages. Holds up to 328 ml. (11 oz.). Remove 
Silicone lid before placing in the dishwasher or microwave.
 
IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 10.38 8.27 7.27 7.00

C. DA8296 
GLOSSY MEDI MUG WITH SLEEVE 

6” H x 3.5” Diameter

Black glossy double walled Porcelain mug with your choice of 
coloured sleeve and Silicone lid. Holds up to 328 ml. (11 oz.). 
Remove Silicone lid before placing in the dishwasher or microwave.
 
IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 10.58 8.45 7.42 7.15

A.

B.

C.Available lid and 
sleeve colours

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA8346&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA8346+CAD
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D. DA8791 
MIGHTY MUG WITH SLEEVE 

7” H x 3.5” Diameter

Black glossy Porcelain mug looks just like a paper cup. Holds 
up to 500 ml. (16 oz.). Choose your colour of Silicone lid 
and vinyl sleeve. Remove Silicone lid before placing in the 
dishwasher or 
microwave.

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 10.60 8.47 7.43 7.17

E. DA7272 
MIGHTY MUG WITH SLEEVE 

7” H x 3.5” Diameter

Large Porcelain mug with glossy finish holds up to 500 ml. 
(16 oz.). Includes protective vinyl sleeve and Silicone lid in 
your choice of colour. Remove Silicone lid before placing in 
the dishwasher or microwave.

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 11.50 9.25 8.13 7.83

D.

E.

Available lid and 
sleeve colours

Sleeve is removable 
for easy cleaning

All imprinted products in this publication are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to endorse or misuse any trademarks or company names.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA8791&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA8791+CAD
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A.

B.

C.
Available lid 
colours

A. DA8297 
GLOSSY MEDI MUG 

6” H x 3.5” Diameter

Black glossy Porcelain mug holds up to 328 ml. 
(11 oz.). Environmentally friendly to reuse over and over 
again. Includes Silicone lid in your choice of colour. Remove 
Silicone lid before placing in the dishwasher or microwave.

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 9.70 7.69 6.75 6.50

B. DA4297 
MATTE MEDI MUG 

6” H x 3.5” Diameter

Double walled Porcelain mug with matte finish and Silicone 
lid. Holds up to 328 ml. (11 oz.). A great reusable mug for 
the home or office. Remove Silicone lid before placing in 
the dishwasher or microwave.

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 9.70 7.69 6.75 6.50

C. DA8299 
GLOSSY MEDI MUG 

6” H x 3.5” Diameter

Porcelain mug with glossy finish and Silicone lid. Holds up 
to 328 ml. (11 oz.) Environmentally friendly and reusable! 
Remove Silicone lid before placing in the dishwasher or 
microwave.

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 9.70 7.69 6.75 6.50

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA8297&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA8297+CAD
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D. DA8713 
MIGHTY MUG 

7” H x 3.5” Diameter 

Keep paper cups out of landfills! Use this double walled 
Porcelain mug with glossy finish over and over again. Holds 
up to 500 ml. (16 oz.). Includes Silicone lid. Remove Silicone 
lid before placing in the dishwasher or microwave.

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 9.94 7.89 6.92 6.67

E. DA7301 
MIGHTY MUG 

7” H x 3.5” Diameter 

Large Porcelain mug with glossy finish and Silicone lid. Holds 
up to 500 ml. (16 oz.). Great looking reusable mug! Remove 
Silicone lid before placing in the dishwasher or microwave.
 
IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 10.84 8.67 7.62 7.33

D.

E.

Available lid 
colours

For no imprint pricing see www.debcosolutions.com.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA8713&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA8713+CAD
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G9071
SKIPFREE MATE DIGITAL CORDLESS 
SKIPPING ROPE 

1” W x 7.25” Long handles

Jumping rope is a great cardio workout that you can do 
anywhere with these cordless jump rope handles. The 
handles are made from ABS and PVC and there is no rope to 
get in the way. One handle has a built-in display that shows 
digital rotation, distance, calories, timer and stopwatch. 
Portable and easy to pack for travel. 

IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 18.94 15.65 13.73 13.18

G8912
THE 1984 JUMP ROPE 

1” W x 118” Long (handle tip to handle tip)

This is a great giveaway item for health and wellness 
programs! Improve foot speed and conditioning by jumping 
rope with this PVC and PP Plastic 2.7 metre (9 feet) long 
skipping rope. Great exercise and lots of fun. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 4.60 3.71 3.20 3.07

All imprinted products in this publication are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to endorse or misuse any trademarks or company names.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=G9071&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=G9071+CAD
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YM9052
FLEXERCORE RESISTANCE BAND 

16” W x 5.5” H x 1” D

Add resistance band training to your exercise routine with 
this band made from TPR and Foam. It is a great portable 
way to work out and is versatile for all muscle groups. See 
YM9065 above for digital resistance band. 

IM 75 250 500 1000 
AB2C 5.62 4.44 3.85 3.68

YM9065
DIGI FLEXERCORE RESISTANCE BAND 

16” W x 5.5” H x 1” D

The built-in digital counter keeps track of reps, time and 
calories burnt. It is made from TPR and Foam and has easy 
to grip handles. Easy to pack for exercise while travelling. 
See YM9052 below for this resistance band without the 
digital counter. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 20.06 18.74 15.49 13.60 13.07

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=YM9065&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=YM9065+CAD
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SB8885
GOLDEN GATE STRETCH BAND 

2.5” W x 20.5” L (not stretched)

Use this item at home or on-the-go for a great workout 
anywhere. It is inexpensive, versatile, lightweight, packable 
and portable. It is made from ABS Plastic and TPR and 
includes handles that lock together when not in use. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 4.48 3.62 3.13 3.00

YM9041
COREGRIP 

3.5” W x 4.75” H x 1” D

Help increase your finger, hand and forearm strength with 
this inexpensive training device. It has solid Foam and Steel 
handles, is compact and portable and is the perfect tool to 
work on your grip strength. 

IM 100 250 500 750 
AB2C 4.40 3.56 3.08 2.97

FAST FORWARD – FREE 1 day service. Order Today. Ship Tomorrow.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SB8885&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SB8885+CAD
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FL8929 
PROTECTO-BRIGHT LED SAFETY FLASHER

1.25” W x 2.75” H x 0.25” D

Use this item while biking, walking, jogging and hiking to 
make sure you are noticed. It is made from ABS Plastic and 
has two LED light functions: strobe and continuous on. Clip 
onto your bag, strap, belt loop or key chain to keep handy.

IM 250 500 1000 2500 
B3C 2.36 2.02 1.92 1.82

FL6986
SHOEVIZ LED SAFETY CLIP 

2.5” W x 1.25” H x 3.5” D

Improve your visibility while walking, running and cycling 
outside with this ABS Plastic LED shoe clip that attaches 
to the back of your shoe. It has two working modes: steady 
on and flashing. Accommodates a wide range of shoe sizes. 
Instructions included and individually boxed.

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 9.40 7.42 6.50 6.25

FL6606 
CYNGUS BIKE LIGHT

1.25” W x 1.75” H x 0.5”D

Attach the Silicone strap of this bike light to handlebars, seat 
posts and frame tubes. Can also be installed on backpack, 
helmet, etc. so you can be seen while cycling, hiking and 
walking. There are two light modes: strobe and continuous 
on.

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 3.94 3.16 2.73 2.63

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=FL8929&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=FL8929+CAD
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N9699
SO-FIT LARGE SPORTS ARMBAND 

6” W x 7” H

A larger version of our N8699 that fits larger phones like 
iPhone 6, Samsung Note and more. The clear PVC pocket 
holds your phone and protects your device from scratches 
while you are walking, running, hiking and exercising. It is 
made from 3mm Neoprene and has an audio jack at the 
bottom and a hidden pocket on the back.

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 10.78 8.60 7.53 7.25

Phone not included

N8699
SO-FIT SPORTS ARMBAND

6” W x 5.75” H

Listen to your music hands-free while exercising and enjoying 
the outdoors using this 3mm lightweight Neoprene armband. 
The clear PVC pocket holds most sizes of phones or an iPod 
so that you can use your device without removing it from the 
case. There is a hidden pocket on the back for key storage 
or other small items.

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 9.62 7.60 6.65 6.40

Phone not included

Clear PVC pocket allows you to use your 
device without removing from case

FL8828
SPORT BEACON LED SAFETY ARMBAND

7.5” W x 1.75” H

A terrific product for running, walking, hiking, walking the 
dog and cycling that helps you be seen. It is made from ABS 
Plastic and features a coloured LED light on the adjustable 
strap. There are two modes: on and flashing. Individually 
boxed.

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 8.82 6.91 6.05 5.82
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N6446 
PERFORMANCE POCKET WRIST WALLET 

4” W x 3” H x 0.75” D

A great item for shopping, exercising and outdoor activities. 
Keep your cash, ID, credit/debit/hotel cards and keys inside 
the zippered pouch. Made out of lightweight 2mm Neoprene 
with elastic webbing.

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 8.62 6.73 5.88 5.65

Includes two 
bottles

N6453 
THIRST BREAKER TWO BOTTLE WAIST 
PACK 

14” W x 4.5” H x 2” D

This two bottle waist pack is perfect for running, hiking and 
walking. The pack is made from 2mm Neoprene and the 
water bottles are HDPE. The bottles hold up to 170 ml. (5.75 
oz.) each and are held in place with elastic straps. The waist 
pack is padded on the back, has a front zippered pocket and 
an adjustable webbed belt. Keep hydrated during your work 
outs!

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 27.20 24.96 20.91 18.40 17.70

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.
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P645M
PUERTOCASH RUNNING/TRAVEL BELT - MEDIUM

14.5” W x 3” H

P645L
PUERTOCASH RUNNING/TRAVEL BELT - LARGE

18” W x 3” H

Use this belt while running, walking and hiking. The design allows for 
less bulk and little bounce. It is made from double layered Lycra and is 
also great to secure your essential documents when travelling. Order 
medium to fit small-medium frames and the large size to fit larger 
frames.   

P645M
IM 40 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 13.66 12.84 10.38 9.10 8.75
P645L
IM 40 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 14.68 13.82 11.24 9.87 9.48

Contents 
not included

PD8887 
GAITER PEDOMETER 

2” W x 2” H x 0.75” D

Walk your way to 10,000 steps a day with this ABS and 
Acrylic pedometer with an easy to read five digit LCD display. 
Just clip onto your belt or waistband and get walking! 

IM 75 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 5.04 3.95 3.42 3.27 3.12

PD9056 
WRIST SAUNTER PEDOMETER WATCH 

1.125” W x 10” Long

This pedometer watch with adjustable Silicone wrist band 
is a great tool to help you monitor your progress towards a 
healthier and more active lifestyle. LED display shows time, 
distance, calories and steps. 

IM 40 50 250 500 1000 
2AB2C 10.66 9.96 7.87 6.88 6.60

Please visit www.debcosolutions.com/nousa for a complete list of items that cannot ship to the USA.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=PD8887&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=PD8887+CAD
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YM8914
NAMASKAR YOGA STRAP 

1.5” W x 71” Long

This six foot long Polycotton strap is adjustable to gently 
expand your range of motion during your yoga practice. 
It offers you help to deepen your stretches and improve 
flexibility.

IM 40 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 11.36 10.66 8.51 7.47 7.18

YM8908
SVANASANA YOGA BLOCK 

9” W x 6” H x 3.25” D

This EVA and PE yoga block with bevelled edges is for all 
levels of yogis in a variety of seated, standing, reclined, 
reversed, inverted and twisted yoga poses. It offers stability 
and support to help you work towards perfect alignment.

IM 40 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 13.32 12.58 10.22 9.00 8.70
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YM8943 
YOGA MAT WITH STRAP 

24” W x 66” H (mat)
1.5” W x 38” Long (strap)

4mm thick PVC yoga mat and nylon webbed carry strap. 
Roll up the slip resistant mat and keep closed with Velcro® 
straps for easy carrying. 

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 32.50 30.06 25.36 22.35 21.53

YM8704 
YOGA MAT WITH STRAP 

24” W x 66” H (mat)
1.5” W x 38” Long (strap)

Includes 6mm extra thick yoga mat and webbed
Nylon carry strap. A great non-slip textured surface for yoga 
at home or studio. 

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 43.26 40.30 34.22 30.17 29.05

YM3704 
DELUXE YOGA MAT 

24” W x 66” H (mat)
5” Dia. x 26” H (carry bag) 

Includes 6mm extra thick yoga mat and 600D 
Polyester carry bag. Perfect for yoga on the go!

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 41.42 38.54 32.69 28.80 27.73

Extra-Thick Mat

YM4943 
YOGA MAT 

24” W x 66” H (mat)
5” Dia. x 26” H (carry bag)

600D Polyester carry bag with 4mm thick PVC yoga mat. 
Use for yoga, as an exercise mat or for extra cushioning 
when camping. 

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 26.08 23.94 20.05 17.68 17.05

YM8943 OR 
YM8704 YOGA 

MAT WITH 
STRAP

YM8415 
YOGA MAT STRAP 

1.5” W x 38” Long 

Webbed nylon strap to make transporting your yoga mat to 
and from class easy. Roll up your mat and keep closed with 
two extra-long Velcro® closures. 
 
IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 9.68 7.67 6.73 6.48

NOW! Service - new Sameday service. Order Today. Ship Today.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=YM4943&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=YM4943+CAD
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Yoga mat not included

YM8872
LOTUS BOUND FOLDABLE YOGA MAT 

24” W x 67” H (open)
12” W x 10” H x 2” D (folded)

A great mat for travelling yogis! This mat is made from 4mm 
textured PVC and easily fits into a tote bag or backpack. It 
is easy to clean, durable, portable and can also be used for 
camping and as a meditation mat. Open and lays flat at 
24” x 67” and folds to only 12” W x 10” H x 2” D

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 28.38 26.12 21.94 19.35 18.65

YM9073 
FALKOR YOGA MAT STRAP WITH CARRY 
POUCH 

14.5” W x 8” H

A great item for yoga studios, gyms and fitness centers to 
make transporting to and from your yoga class easy. Just roll 
up your mat and close with the Velcro® straps. The padded 
carry pouch has a front zippered pocket for accessories 
and other items. Carry with the adjustable/non-detachable 
shoulder strap or the carry handle. Fits yoga mats from 
YM4943 or YM3704. 

IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 18.66 15.45 13.58 13.08

YM8274
YOGA / WORKOUT TOWEL

24” W x 66” H

This yoga and workout towel is made from 200 gram 
Microfiber and is extremely fast drying. Keep your hands and 
feet from slipping on your yoga mat. It is perfect for hot yoga 
classes and other workouts. Machine wash; hang to dry. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 21.44 20.08 16.67 14.67 14.12

Yoga mat not included

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=YM8872&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=YM8872+CAD
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Phone not included

CU8984
JAZZHANDER TOUCH SCREEN GLOVES

One size fits most

The conductive fibers in the thumb and pointer finger on these 
gloves interact with your touch screen device. They are made from 
Polyester and PU Leather. The PU leather on the palm gives extra 
grip, and for extra warmth. 

Black Slub Pattern

IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 22.96 19.16 16.87 16.23

CU8545
TOUCH SCREEN GLOVES

One size fits most

These gloves are both fashionable and functional. A pair of touch 
screen gloves with form fitting nylon stretch fabric with two 
conductive fingers on each glove. Keep your hands warm while 
using your touch screen device. Conductive fibers in fingertips 
interact with the screen on your touch screen device. Instructions 
included and individually gift boxed. 

IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 18.18 15.02 13.20 12.70

Phone not included

For no imprint pricing see www.debcosolutions.com.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU8984&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU8984+CAD
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CU6356 
TOUCHY FEELY TECHY FRIENDLY TOUCH 
SCREEN GLOVES 

One size fits most

A pair of Acrylic universal touch screen gloves 
feature conductive fibers in fingertips that interact with touch 
screen devices. Type with all five fingers, not just one. Keep 
your fingers warm while operating your touch screen devices. 

Standard Colours
Black with Charcoal fingertips, Black with Metallic Silver 
threads, Black with Gray fingertips, Dark Gray with Light 
Gray fingertips, Red with Gray fingertips, 
Premium Colours
Forest Green with Gray fingertips, Lime Green with Black 
fingertips, Orange with Black fingertips, Yellow with Black 
fingertips, Purple with Black fingertips, Hot Pink with Black 
fingertips, Royal Blue with Black fingertips and Navy Blue 
with Gray fingertips

Standard Colours
IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 7.22 5.55 4.85 4.68
Premium Colours
IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 7.60 5.87 5.15 4.97
Limited stock available of Premium Colours:
Forest Green, Lime Green, Yellow, Purple, Hot Pink, Royal 
Blue and Navy Blue 

E-Z Import™
EZ6356
CUSTOM COLOURED TOUCH SCREEN 
GLOVES

One size fits most 

You can now order as few as 1000 pairs of touch screen gloves 
in your choice of colour and decoration! These gloves are Acrylic 
with conductive fibers in all five fingers. The fingertips interact with 
touch screen devises to allow you to keep your fingers warm while 
still using your phone, iPod or tablet. 

• Minimum 1000 pairs per glove colour/logo (seasonally available 
September - February)
• 2,500 pieces or more (available year round) PMS colour match 
available (may not be an exact match)  
• 10 week lead time by ocean (deduct $0.70(C) from the pricing 
below) 
• 6 week lead time by air after pre pro approval (included in pricing 
below) 
• See website for more details  
 

IM  1000  2500 
2C 5.83  5.50 

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU6356&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU6356+CAD
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No Batteries 
or Bluetooth® 

Required!

Large imprint area
for multi-colour

decoration

CU9949
FOLDABLE SELFIE STICK

2” W x 7.75” Long (extends to 33”)

This new style of selfie stick has a large imprint area to show 
off your logo. The phone mount folds over the handle for a 
compact selfie stick that takes up less space to take with 
you in your pocket, bag or purse. Photograph yourself, your 
family and friends at better angles and with wider coverage. 
Includes Polyester storage pouch with drawstring closure. 
Instructions included and individually retail packaged.

IM 40 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 13.38 12.58 10.16 8.92 8.58

Phone not included

CU6508
SELFIE STICK

2” W x 21” Long (extends to 40”)

Take great selfies with this rubberized ABS selfie stick. 
Just attach your photo-taking device and plug in the 3.5mm 
cable. Extend in front of you and press the button to take 
the picture or video. No batteries or recharging required. 
Instructions included and individually retail packaged.

IM 40 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 12.56 11.80 9.49 8.32 8.00

Phone not included

Folds down to only 7.75”

www.debcosolutions.com
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CU8865

LG POWER BANK

1.625” W x 3.375” H x 1” D

This is the perfect companion to make sure you always 
have power for your Smartphone or other device. Includes a 
Premium LG lithium-ion battery with 5200 mAh capacity, four 
level LED capacity indicator and micro USB charging cable. 
Tested and certified by accredited 3rd party lab. Individually 
retail packaged.

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 38.80 35.98 30.42 26.77 25.73

CU8879
UL CERTIFIED SUCTION CUP POWER 
BANK

2.25” W x 4.5” H x 0.5” D

Free your hands by using the 15 suction cups to stick this 
3000 mAh power bank to the back of your phone. It is 
perfect for charging your phone on the go.  

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 40.04 37.16 31.43 27.65 26.58

Phone not included

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU8879&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU8879+CAD
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CU8934
UV XTRA SOLAR POWERED POWER BANK

2” W x 0.5” H x 3.875” D

Charge this ABS power bank in the sun so you can use the 
stored power to charge your Smartphone without an outlet or 
USB. It has a Grade A Polymer battery with a capacity of 2500 
mAh. The LED capacity indicator shows the charge status and 
remaining battery level. Tested and certified by accredited 3rd 
party lab. Individually retail packaged.

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 42.40 39.40 33.38 29.37 28.23

CU8944
UL CERTIFIED POWER BANK

2.625” W x 0.375” H x 4.375” D

This UL certified power bank is made from Aluminum and 
has lights that indicate the battery level. You can use this 
4000 mAh Polymer battery charger for your Smartphone or 
iPad/tablet. Includes on/off buttons on the bottom.

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 39.22 36.38 30.76 27.07 26.02

All imprinted products in this publication are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to endorse or misuse any trademarks or company names.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU8934&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU8934+CAD
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CU8952
UL CERTIFIED POWER BANK

2.125” W x 0.375” H x 3.25” D

ABS Plastic and Aluminum UL certified power bank with 
2000 mAh capacity to charge your phone on the go. 
Includes on/off buttons on the bottom, indicator lights for 
battery level and a black elasticized wrist/carry strap.

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 30.62 28.18 23.65 20.80 20.00

CU8909
LG POWER BANK WITH LIGHT

5.25” W x 0.75” H x 1.5” D

This 2.1A power bank with 9000 mAh capacity has ABS 
housing and a premium rechargeable LG battery. Use to 
charge your Smartphone, iPad or other tablet. The LED 
display shows charge status and remaining battery. Also 
includes a bright LED light on one end. Tested and certified 
by accredited 3rd party lab. Individually retail packaged.

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 80.56 75.74 64.83 57.10 54.90

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.
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CU9703
SAMSUNG PLASTIC POWER BANK

0.875” W x 3.5” H x 0.75” D

This Plastic power bank features a premium Samsung 2200 
mAh capacity rechargeable lithium battery, protection against 
overcharging, short circuiting and temperature heating as well 
as intelligent shut off control. Samsung battery complies with 
UN 38.3 and UL1642. Tested and certified by accredited 3rd 
party lab. Includes micro USB charging cable or can be used 
with your own cable.

IM 35 50 250 500 1000 
2AB2C 20.18 18.86 15.60 13.70 13.17

CU1703
UL CERTIFIED PLASTIC POWER BANK 

0.875” W x 3.75” H x 0.75” D

This Plastic shell portable power bank is UL certified and 
includes a grade A lithium-ion battery. Extra features include 
short circuit, overload, overcharge and over discharge 
protection. Stylish and lightweight design with 2220 mAh 
capacity. Includes micro USB cable.

IM 35 50 250 500 1000 
2AB2C 18.76 17.50 14.42 12.65 12.17

CU5703
SAMSUNG POWER BANK

0.875” W x 3.75” H x 0.75” D

This power bank with Aluminum shell features a premium 
Samsung 2200 mAh capacity rechargeable lithium battery, 
protection against overcharging, short circuiting and 
temperature heating as well as intelligent shut off control. 
Includes micro USB charging cable or can be used with your 
own cable. Samsung battery complies with UN 38.3 and 
UL1642. Tested and certified by accredited 3rd party lab. 

IM 35 50 250 500 1000 
2AB2C 22.20 20.78 17.25 15.15 14.57

Please visit www.debcosolutions.com/nousa for a complete list of items that cannot ship to the USA.
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CU6993
SAMSUNG POWER BANK

0.875” W x 4” H

This Rubberized ABS Plastic power bank comes in a wide 
variety of brightly coloured options. It features 2600 mAh 
capacity, premium Samsung lithium battery that complies 
with UN38.3 and UL1642, intelligent shut off control, LED 
capacity indicator, white Silicone strap, micro USB cable as 
well as protection against overcharging, short circuiting and 
temperature overheating. Tested and certified by accredited 
3rd party lab.

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 24.28 22.14 18.44 16.20 15.57

Phone not included

CU1528
UL CERTIFIED POWER BANK

3.75” H x 0.875” Diameter

This UL certified power bank with Aluminum shell features 
a grade A lithium-ion battery as well as overcharge, over 
discharge, overload and short circuit protection. 2200 mAh 
capacity and fits easily into your bag or pocket. Includes 
micro USB charging cable. Instructions included and 
individually boxed. 

IM 35 50 250 500 1000 
2AB2C 21.64 20.24 16.78 14.73 14.17

CU6464
BRIGHTON POWER BANK

1” Diameter x 4.5” H 

Use this ABS Plastic power bank with white Silicone strap 
to charge up on-the-go. Includes a flashlight, micro USB 
charging cable and UL certified rechargeable lithium-ion 
battery. 2200 mAh capacity. Instructions included and 
individually gift boxed.

IM 35 50 250 500 1000 
2AB2C 20.12 18.80 15.54 13.65 13.12

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.
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CU7303
UL CERTIFIED POWER BANK

1.25” W x 0.75” H x 3” D

A brand new UL certified ABS Plastic power bank with 2200 
mAh capacity. Features a lithium-ion battery, overcharge, 
over discharge, overload and short circuit protection. There 
is also a light on one end and a white wrist strap. Includes 
micro USB charging cable. Instructions included and 
individually boxed.

IM 35 50 250 500 1000 
2AB2C 20.90 19.54 16.18 14.22 13.67

CU4909
UL CERTIFIED POWER BANK

1” W x 4” H x 0.875” D

Use the key ring to always have charging power 
available. This ABS power bank has a Grade A lithium-ion 
rechargeable battery and is UL certified. 2200 mAh capacity 
with overcharge, over discharge, overload and short circuit 
protection. Includes micro USB charging cable. Instructions 
included and individually boxed.

IM 35 50 250 500 1000 
2AB2C 18.40 17.16 14.13 12.40 11.92

NOW! Service - new Sameday service. Order Today. Ship Today.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU7303&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU7303+CAD
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Magnetic flashlight

CU6390
MILLENIUM CAR CHARGER WITH LED 
TORCH AND POWER BANK

1.25” Diameter x 5.5” H

This car charger torch is made from ABS and aluminum and can 
be used to charge your phone when you’re on the go, as a car 
charger and as a flashlight. Includes a 2-in-1 USB cable. Torch 
has an adjustable head, 1W LED light and two modes. Power 
bank capacity is 1400 mAh. The top of the cover has a strong 
magnet to attach to metal objects. Tested and certified by 
accredited 3rd party lab.

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 45.94 42.78 36.31 31.95 30.72

CU3000
POWER PACKAGER

2.25” W x 4” H x 1.75” D

With your purchase of CU9703, CU5703 or CU1703 we will 
pack the power bank into this no imprint case for $1.15(E) 
each. If you would like to imprint on the case, please add 
$1.75(E) each for the case + a one colour imprint in one 
location plus set up charge. Order style number CU3000 on 
your purchase order.

Power bank not included

CU4000
POWER CASE

4.5” W x 1.5” H x 2” D

With your purchase of one of our CU1703, CU5703, 
CU1528, CU4909, CU6993, CU7303 or CU9703 power 
banks we will pack your item into this no imprint case for 
$2.00 (E) each. If you would like to imprint on the case, 
please add $2.63 (E) each for the case with a one colour 
imprint in one location on the case. Set up charge(s) are 
extra. Order style number CU4000 on your purchase order.

Power bank not included

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.
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CU2003
ALL-TECH KIT

6.25” W x 3.5” H x 1” D

This tech kit includes SB8499 smart phone wallet, CU4906 
USB car charger, CU6560 screen cleaner stylus, CU1999 
USB data cable and ear buds all packed into the black EVA 
case.

Black case with black SB8499, CU4906, CU6560 and white 
CU1999 and earbuds

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 18.66 17.46 14.44 12.72 12.27

CU2002
PORTABLE CHARGING KIT

6.25” W x 3.5” H x 1” D

This portable charging kit includes CU4906 USB 1 amp car charger 
and CU9703 Samsung 2200 mAh power bank. They both pack inside 
the EVA case for storage. Stay powered up on the go! Includes micro 
USB charging cable.

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 28.62 26.34 22.13 19.50 18.78

All imprinted products in this publication are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to endorse or misuse any trademarks or company names.
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See website for 
more details

CU1009
ADAPT-O-PACK I

Includes white CU1999 USB data cable and white CU6586 
USB to Lightning™ adaptor packed in a clear/white vinyl 
carry pouch. The CU1999 is Plastic and includes a micro 
USB connector. The CU6586 is Plastic, is MFi certified and 
has an identifying logo preprinted on one side. Printing not 
available on the CU6586.

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 23.76 21.70 18.09 15.92 15.33

CU1011
ADAPT-O-PACK III

Includes White/Blue CU5391 LED micro USB charging cable 
and White CU6586 USB to Lightning™ adaptor packed in a 
clear/white vinyl carry pouch. The CU5391 has a thin cord 
of EL in the centre and can be used for data transfer and/or 
charging. The CU6586 is Plastic, is Apple MFi certified and 
has an identifying logo preprinted on one side. Printing not 
available on CU6586.
Imprinted price includes one colour imprint in one location on 
CU5391

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 39.70 36.88 31.23 27.50 26.47

CU9060
CHEETAH BLITZ USB FAST CAR CHARGER

2.75” W x 0.75” H x 2.25” D

Charge up to 75% faster with this ABS Plastic single port 
vehicle USB charger adaptor. 12-24V input voltage and 5V 
output voltage. Tested and certified by accredited 3rd party 
lab.

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 14.42 11.74 10.30 9.90

CU6586 MFi adaptor available as 
a separate purchase for use with 
your Apple devices. See page 106 
or website for more details.

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.
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CU4906 
USB CAR CHARGER 

2.25” W x 1” Diameter

ABS single port low profile 1 Amp USB charger adaptor. 
Charge cell phones, MP3 players, portable games and 
other electronic devices. Use in your vehicle and always 
have power on the road. 5V; 1000ma output. CE and FCC 
certified. Tested and certified by accredited 3rd party lab.

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 3.38 2.65 2.28 2.18 2.07

CU8913 
DUO TRUEO USB CAR CHARGER 

1.5” W x 2.5” L 

This dual port USB car charger features your choice of 
brightly coloured Silicone ring. It is made from ABS Plastic, 
has a LED light and charges up to two phones at the same 
time or one iPad/tablet. Use in your vehicle to charge your 
devices through USB to always have power on the go! FCC 
certified.

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 10.26 8.13 7.10 6.82

CU7440
DUAL USB CAR CHARGER

1.25” Diameter x 2.5” H

ABS dual port 2.1 Amp USB charger adaptor. Charge cell 
phones, MP3 players, portable games and other electronic 
devices on the go. CE and FCC certified. Also charges iPads 
and other tablets. 5V; 2100ma output. Tested and certified by 
accredited 3rd party lab.

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 5.72 4.69 4.07 3.90 3.72

For no imprint pricing see www.debcosolutions.com.
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CU1993
THE SAFEHOUSE USB AC ADAPTOR 

1.25” W x 1.25” H x 1.25” D

Just plug this a 2-pin USB adaptor into a standard outlet 
and use your cord to charge your device through USB. It is 
made from ABS Plastic and fireproof PC and is UL certified. 
Individually boxed. 

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 10.82 8.62 7.53 7.23

CU2993
DUELING SLINGER ETL USB ADAPTOR 

1.5” W x 1.5” H x 1.5” D

This travel ready dual 2-pin USB AC charger adaptor is made 
from ABS Plastic and fireproof PC. You can charge your 
smart phone and your tablet simultaneously. Now you can 
charge two devices at once at home, in your hotel room and 
at the office. The prongs also fold for easy storage. 
ETL certified and individually boxed. FCC certified.

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 16.84 13.84 12.13 11.65

CU6402
DUO USB CAR CHARGER

1.75” W x 2.5” H x 1.25” D

This 2.1 amp powerful car charger is made from ABS Plastic 
and includes a LED ring that illuminates when charging. 
Charges your USB powered devices in the car. Individually 
boxed.

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 10.20 8.09 7.07 6.78

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.
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Phone and keys 
not included

KC8687
PHONE PAL PHONE HOLDER WITH 
KEYCHAIN AND SCREEN CLEANER

1.5” W x 2.25” H x 0.25” D

A product with many uses: key ring, screen cleaner and a 
phone stand/holder. The cap is attached to the key ring to 
help it from getting lost and under the cap you will find a 
screen cleaner with brush. Can also be used to prop up your 
electronic device.

IM 150 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 2.12 1.73 1.47 1.40 1.32

Phone not included

OTG104
OTG 4GB SWIVEL USB FLASH DRIVE

2.75” W x 0.75” H

Easily transfer, store and share important files 
between your computer and most Android phones with 
this Plastic with Chrome swivel USB flash drive. OTG 
(On-The-Go) allows users to be able to connect additional 
devices to their phone via the micro USB port. 4GB capacity; 
instructions included.

See website for pricing

CU6395
SWIVEL USB KEY CHAIN CAR CHARGER

0.75” W x 2.5” H x 0.5” D

Never lose your car charger again with this 1 amp charger 
that includes a split chain key ring. It is made from ABS 
Plastic and has a swivel cover that protects the USB port. 
Individually boxed.

IM 75 250 500 1000 
AB2C 5.10 4.00 3.47 3.32

Please visit www.debcosolutions.com/nousa for a complete list of items that cannot ship to the USA.
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USB101 – 1 GB
USB102 – 2 GB
USB104 – 4 GB
USB108 – 8 GB
INFOMATE FLASH DRIVES

075” W x 2.25” H

These flash drives are lightweight Plastic with a Chrome 
twistable swivel lid. The classic swivel design protects the 
USB plug. Never lose the lid!

See website for pricing

USB201 – 1 GB
USB202 – 2 GB
USB204 – 4 GB
USB208 – 8 GB
INFOKEY FLASH DRIVES

1” W x 2.25” H

This key shaped flash shaped is functionally designed just like 
a key and is made from Stainless Steel. Just put it on your 
keychain to take your data wherever you go.

See website for pricing

Shown with 
HD READY decorating

USB308 – 8 GB
INFOCARD FLASH DRIVE

3.3125” W x 2.0625” H

This Plastic flash drive has a slim design shaped just like a 
credit card and conveniently fits in your wallet.

See website for pricing 
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CU8978 
DYNAMIC HEADPHONES

7” W x 3” H x 7.5” D

The over-ear cushioned ear pads help block external noise so 
that background noise is hushed. They are great for travelling 
on an airplane. The headband is lightweight and adjustable. 
No batteries required. Individually retail packaged. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 21.50 20.14 16.73 14.72 14.17

CU8976
NECKBAND WIRELESS SPORTS 
EARPHONES

5.5” W x 6.25” H x 0.5” D

The around-the-neck design allow you to easily wear while 
walking and playing sports. Easily pair with your wireless 
enabled device to listen to music and talk on the phone. 
Includes noise reduction, echo cancellation and magnetic 
earphone storage. Individually retail packaged.

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 45.46 42.32 35.91 31.60 30.38

FAST FORWARD – FREE 1 day service. Order Today. Ship Tomorrow.
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CU9053 
SCHUBERT LISZT FOLDING WIRELESS 
HEADPHONES

7” W x 6.25” H x 3.25” D

Use these wireless rechargeable headphones with your 
Smartphone, MP3 player, tablet, laptop and computer. 
They are ABS Plastic with an adjustable headband. Listen 
wirelessly or plug in directly to your device. The on-ear 
cushioned earpieces are padded for extra comfort. 

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 56.30 52.72 44.98 39.65 38.17

Great Sound 
Quality!

Adjustable 
headband

CU8226 
WIRELESS BLUETOOTH® STEREO 
HEADSET 

5.75” W x 6.5” H x 1.25” D

Make and receive calls from your cell phone, listen to music 
on your computer or other Bluetooth® devices and make 
VoIP calls. 3 hour charge time for up to 10 hours of talk time. 

IM 12 50 250 500 
2ABC 75.86 69.04 59.11 52.10

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.
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CU8776
THE NEPTUNERS WATER PROOF 
BLUETOOTH® EARBUDS

2.25” W x 2” H x 1.75” H (each side)

Use these Bluetooth® earbuds while exercising, 
gardening or while enjoying the hot tub as they are water 
resistant and sweat proof. The built-in microphone allows for 
hands-free phone calls. They are made from ABS and TPS 
and include a rechargeable lithium polymer battery and extra 
earbud covers. FCC certified. Individually boxed and 
instructions included.

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 89.32 84.10 72.09 63.50 61.06

Water 
Resistant!

CU6401
DISCO BUDS LED LIGHT UP EARPHONES 
WITH MIC

45” Long

These fibre optic earbuds have LED lights that flow through 
the cable when in use. Also includes a mic to use with your 
phone hands-free and USB charging cable. Individually 
boxed.

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 31.22 28.76 24.18 21.27 20.45

www.debcosolutions.com

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU6401&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU6401+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU6401&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU6401+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU6401&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU6401+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU8776&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU8776+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU8776&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU8776+CAD
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CU8592
EARBUDS

2.5” W x 2.5” H x 0.625” D 

These earbuds are packed in your choice of coloured ABS 
travel case with clear lid. Listen to music on-the-go and have 
hands-free headphones for your phone. Standard plug fits 
most devices with a 3.5mm jack.

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500
AB3C 3.98 3.20 2.77 2.65 2.53

CU5996
EARBUDS WITH MIC

2.75” W x 2.75” H x 0.5” D

Hands-free headphones with a mic to use with your phone! 
Made from ABS Plastic these earbuds feature three soft 
rubber interchangeable covers, standard 3.5mm audio jack 
and a travel case to pack them in. See CU8205 above for 
Earbuds without mic.

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 5.92 4.87 4.25 4.08

CU8205
EARBUDS

2.75” W x 2.75” H x 0.5” D

You get to choose which colour your earbuds are! This ABS 
Plastic case contains three soft rubber interchangeable 
covers with earbuds. The standard plugs fits most devices 
with a 3.5mm jack. Earbuds and covers are packed inside 
travel case. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 4.24 3.42 2.97 2.85 2.72

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU8592&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU8592+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU8592&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU8592+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU5996&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU5996+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU5996&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU5996+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU8205&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU8205+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU8205&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU8205+CAD
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Includes Earbuds!

Shown with 
HD READY decorating

GP8405
TRAVELLER CREDIT CARD CABLE 
ORGANIZER WITH EARBUDS

3.35” W x 2.125” H (card)

This set includes CU8498 credit card cable organizer and 
earbuds that fit into a standard 3.5mm audio jack. The card 
has slots at all 4 sides to wrap earbud wires around. See 
CU8205 for earbuds in a case and CU8498 to purchase 
the card on its own. Card and earbuds packed together in a 
polybag (earbuds not wrapped around card).

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 4.88 3.98 3.47 3.33

Store your earphones tangle-free

Preprinted instructions on back

CU8498
CREDIT CARD CABLE ORGANIZER

3.35” W x 2.125” H 

PVC credit card sized cable organizer with slots on all four 
sides to wrap earphone wires or a charging cable around. 
Place wire/cable around the width of the card and secure 
at the other end when done winding. Thin and lightweight to 
easily store in your wallet or pocket when not in use. See 
GP8405 to purchase credit card organizer with earbuds. 

IM 150 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 2.02 1.64 1.38 1.32 1.23

CU6549
DISCO DYNAMOS EARBUDS WITH MIC

1” H x 2.75” Diameter 

Hands-free headphones with mic for use with your phone. 
Includes earbuds and extra covers packed inside round 
Aluminum Alloy cover with clear lid. The earbud wires are 
wrapped around inner disc to keep the cords tangle free. Use 
the mic control to answer your phone and play/pause music.

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 38.22 35.42 29.93 26.33 25.32

NOW! Service - new Sameday service. Order Today. Ship Today.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=GP8405&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=GP8405+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=GP8405&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=GP8405+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU8498&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU8498+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU8498&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU8498+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU6549&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU6549+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU6549&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU6549+CAD
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CU6449
ALL-DAY DJ WIRELESS SPEAKER WITH FM RADIO

4.25” W x 2” H x 1.75” D

This 3 watt wireless speaker with FM radio allows you to listen to music 
wirelessly from your device, from your micro SD card, by plugging in the 
3.5mm cable and from FM radio. Includes 2-in-1 3.5mm audio/micro USB 
cable to charge the Li-on battery. FCC certified.

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 34.86 32.24 27.18 23.92 23.00

WIRELESS RANGE
10m/33ft

BATTERY TYPE/ CAPACITY
Lithium/600mAh

PLAYBACK TIME
2-3 hours

TALK TIME
3 hours

RECHARGE TIME
5 hours

CU5449
HD READY ALL-DAY DJ 
WIRELESS SPEAKER WITH FM RADIO

4.25” W x 2” H x 1.75” D

Our popular CU6449 wireless speaker is now 
available with full colour HD Ready decorating on the front grill of the 
speaker. Order style number CU5449.

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 37.02 34.30 28.96 25.48 24.50

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU6449&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU6449+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU6449&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU6449+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU5449&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU5449+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU5449&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU5449+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU5449&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU5449+CAD
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CU8869
MILL POND MUSIC MAKER WIRELESS 
SPEAKER

3.75” Diameter x 1.75” H

Use this water resistant Silicone speaker to stream music 
wirelessly while in the bathroom, kitchen, around the pool 
or anywhere you want to hear your music.  There are touch 
buttons on the back for play/pause and volume up/down. 
Open the bottom hatch to reveal the micro USB charging 
port, power port and 3.5mm power jack. Includes micro USB 
charging cable and 3.5mm aux. cable.

IM 12 50 250 
2AB 97.88 89.96 77.18

WIRELESS RANGE
15m/49ft

BATTERY TYPE/ CAPACITY
Lithium-ion/600mAh

RECHARGE TIME
2-3 hours

PLAYBACK TIME
4-6 hours

99
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BLUETOOTH® RANGE
10m/33ft

BATTERY TYPE/ CAPACITY
Lithium-ion/600mAh

PLAYBACK TIME
2-3 hours

TALK TIME
3 hours

RECHARGE TIME
5 hours

CU8775
BOOM BOOM BLUETOOTH® SPEAKER

7” W x 2” H x 2.5” D

This speaker allows you to listen to FM radio or play music 
from a micro SD card. Micro USB cable for charging and 
3.5mm audio cable included. Stream your music wirelessly 
from your Smartphone, tablet or laptop with this rubberized 
ABS Bluetooth® speaker. You can also answer phone calls 
and use as a speaker for your computer or laptop. FCC 
certified. 5 watt output. Instructions included and individually 
gift boxed.

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 93.90 88.46 75.85 66.81 64.25

CU8809
HARMONY BOX BLUETOOTH® SPEAKER

7.25” W x 1.875” H x 2” D

Answer calls hands-free and stream your music 
wirelessly with this rubberized ABS Bluetooth® speaker. 
Use for video conversations and as a speaker for your 
computer or laptop. USB charging cable included to charge 
built-in rechargeable lithium battery with 3 watt output. FCC 
certified. Individually retail boxed. See CU8775 for upgraded 
version that includes FM radio and a SD card slot.

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 59.20 55.42 47.25 41.60 40.00

BLUETOOTH® RANGE
10m/33ft

BATTERY TYPE/ CAPACITY
lithium polymer/500mAh

RECHARGE TIME
3 hours

TALK TIME
9-10 hours

PLAYBACK TIME
3-4 hours

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU8809&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU8809+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU8809&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU8809+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU8775&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU8775+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU8775&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU8775+CAD
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Phone not included

BATTERY TYPE
Built-in Li-on

PLAYBACK TIME
1 hour

RECHARGE TIME
2 hours

CU7323 
MINI RECHARGEABLE SPEAKER 

1.75” H x 2” Diameter 

For music on-the-go! ABS and metal apple shaped 
rechargeable speaker with exceptional sound quality. 
Individually boxed.

IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 17.00 14.00 12.30 11.83

For no imprint pricing see www.debcosolutions.com.

CU8923
ROSEHILL PHILHARMONIC MINI BLUETOOTH® 
SPEAKER

2.25” Diameter x 1.875” H

Use this mini speaker to listen to music wirelessly from your Bluetooth® 
enabled device, micro SD card or with the audio cable. This item 
has a rubberized Plastic and Aluminum housing and includes a micro 
USB/3.5mm cable. You can use it to play music or as a speaker so 
you can be hands-free while talking on the phone. Individually retail 
packaged.

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 33.50 30.94 26.05 22.92 22.03

WIRELESS RANGE
10m/33ft

BATTERY TYPE/ CAPACITY
Lithium/300mAh

PLAYBACK TIME
3 hours

TALK TIME
2 hours

RECHARGE TIME
3 hours

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU7323&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU7323+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU7323&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU7323+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU7323&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU7323+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU8923&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU8923+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU8923&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU8923+CAD
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CU6338
BLUETOOTH® SUBWOOFER SPEAKER 

Dynamic wireless sound! Use as a speaker phone for 
your cell phone or listen to music from your cell phone, 
Bluetooth® devices, micro SD card, or 3.5mm audio jack. 
FCC certified. 

IM 12 50 250 500 
2ABC 111.00 102.46 88.00 77.53

BLUETOOTH® RANGE
15m/49ft

BATTERY TYPE/ CAPACITY
Lithium Polymer/430mAh

RECHARGE TIME
2 hours

TALK TIME
3-4 hours

PLAYBACK TIME
4-6 hours

Phone not included

 Wirelessly Picks Up on the Vibration 
of Your Phone to Amplify Sound!

CU6652
BEAT BOX INDUCTION SPEAKER

5” W x 2.75” H x 1.5” D

This ABS Plastic universal induction speaker picks up the 
vibration of your device and amplifies the sound wirelessly. 
It’s so easy to use – just place your device on top of the 
speaker. Individually gift boxed in retail packaging as shown. 
USB cable included; batteries not included (batteries 
available to purchase; packed separately/not inserted). 
Batteries available - $0.95(C) each . Not inserted/packed 
separately, 3 ‘AA’ batteries.

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 25.54 23.36 19.49 17.13 16.48

PLAYBACK TIME
2-3 hours

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU6652&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU6652+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU6652&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU6652+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU6338&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU6338+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU6338&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU6338+CAD
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CU8698
SILICONE BLUETOOTH® SPEAKER

This Silicone Bluetooth® enabled speaker provides great 
sound quality! There is a suction cup on back to stick on 
glass or a mirror and a side control panel.  Includes a micro 
USB charging cable and instructions. FCC certified.

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 42.16 39.18 33.20 29.22 28.10

BLUETOOTH® RANGE
10m/33ft

BATTERY TYPE/ CAPACITY
Lithium-ion/300mAh

RECHARGE TIME
4 hours

TALK TIME
3 hours

PLAYBACK TIME
2-3 hours

BLUETOOTH® RANGE
10m/33ft

BATTERY TYPE/ CAPACITY
Lithium-ion/300mAh

RECHARGE TIME
4 hours

TALK TIME
3 hours

PLAYBACK TIME
2-3 hours

CU8466
BLUETOOTH® SPEAKER 

1.75” Diameter x 2” H

This Bluetooth® speaker is made from ABS Plastic 
and allows you to listen to your music wirelessly. The 
rechargeable speaker easily connects to your Bluetooth® 
enabled device. You can also plug your headphones into the 
3.5mm audio jack. Includes USB charging cable to charge 
the battery. Individually boxed. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 37.58 35.44 29.96 26.37 25.35

CU8823
SOUND PICK MINI WIRELESS SPEAKER 
WITH CAMERA SHUTTER

A lightweight and portable mini wireless speaker made from 
ABS Plastic that you can use to listen to music, as a speaker 
phone, to snap pictures hands free and to find your phone. 
The speaker has a 1 watt capacity and a plug-in to attach to 
the 3.5mm audio jack on your device to keep handy. Includes 
micro USB charging cable.

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 28.52 26.20 21.96 19.32 18.58

WIRELESS RANGE
10m/33ft

BATTERY TYPE/ CAPACITY
Lithium-ion/180mAh

RECHARGE TIME
2 hours

TALK TIME
2 hours

PLAYBACK TIME
1-2 hours

All imprinted products in this publication are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to endorse or misuse any trademarks or company names.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU8698&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU8698+CAD
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Phones not included

BATTERY TYPE
No batteries required

PLAYBACK TIME
Endless

RECHARGE TIME
Recharging not required

CU8537
SILICONE AMPLIFIER/STAND

3” W x 1” H x 4” D 

This Silicone amplifier stand works by redirecting the sound 
from your cell phone or iPod so that it is aimed and sounds 
louder. Just insert your electronic device and use as an 
amplifier when lying down or prop your phone up and use as 
a stand. No batteries required. Works with most cell phone 
models.

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 4.88 3.98 3.47 3.33

Phone not included

CU8368 
RETRO HANDHELD PHONE 

2.25” W x 9.5” L

Combine modern and old technology with this ABS handset. 
Use with your cell phone. No batteries required. Plugs into 
3.5mm audio jack or included 2.5mm adaptor for use with a 
wider variety of devices. Individually boxed.

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 16.82 15.66 12.84 11.27 10.83

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU8537&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU8537+CAD
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CU9032 
MICRO USB POWER BANDIT 

0.5” W x 1 Metre Long 

Use this Aluminum and Nylon metallic braided one metre 
(3.3 foot) long cable to steal battery power from other 
devices! You can charge an Android phone from another 
Android Phone with the traditional USB port or micro USB 
port. Charge via USB or another device using the hidden 
retractable micro USB connector. Turn any cell phone with 
micro USB interface into a power bank. 

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 7.88 6.07 5.30 5.08   

Phones not included

Phones not included

CU9040 
8-PIN POWER BANDIT 

0.5” W x 1 Metre Long 

Steal battery power from other devices by turning a cell 
phone into a power bank with this Aluminum and Nylon 
metallic braided 1 metre (3.3 foot) long cable. You can 
charge an iPhone from an Android phone via traditional USB 
port or the micro USB port. Just plug male USB to your 
adaptor and the opposite end 8 pin plastic connector to 
iPhone. Charge via USB or another device using the hidden 
retractable micro USB connector. 

Not available for shipping to USA

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 7.88 6.07 5.30 5.08    

FAST FORWARD – FREE 1 day service. Order Today. Ship Tomorrow.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU9032&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU9032+CAD
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CU8938 
DATAWRISTER USB BRACELET

0.5” W x 9” Long

A great product to charge and sync devices. It is made from 
Silicone and has a metal plate to customize with your logo. 
The USB and Micro USB ends fit together to form a bracelet 
so you can keep it on your wrist to always have handy. 

IM 75 250 500 1000 
AB2C 4.66 3.62 3.13 3.00

Electronics not included

Identifying logo preprinted on one 
side. Custom imprint not available.

CU6586  
ADAPT-A-SYNC MICRO USB TO 
LIGHTNING™ ADAPTOR - MFi CERTIFIED

0.3125” W x 0.9375” H x 0.125” D

Use this micro USB to lightning adaptor to charge your 
Apple devices that use lightning connectors. It is made out 
of ABS Plastic and allows you to use with your own micro 
USB cable. Apple MFi certified. Individually packaged in a zip 
lock bag.

Apple® is A Registered Trademark of Apple Inc.  
Lightning™ is A Trademark of Apple Inc.

NO IMPRINT ONLY
SAMPLES NOT AVAILABLE
MINIMUM 50 pieces
$8.75(G) each

CU9917 
ASWAN USB CHARGING CABLE 

2” Diameter x 1m Long 

This convenient and portable charging solution charges and 
syncs a wide variety of portable devices. The cable is soft 
and flexible includes a micro USB connector. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 4.40 3.55 3.07 2.93    

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.
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http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU9917&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU9917+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU9917&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU9917+CAD
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CU8917  
SYNC SPRINGER RETRACTABLE USB 
DATA CABLE

2” Diameter x 32” Long

Use this one cable to charge and sync your portable devices. 
It is a convenient and portable charging solution. The case is 
ABS with a Silicone soft and flexible cable. Use the fold-away 
handle to wind up the cable. Includes USB connector on one 
end and micro USB on the other end for compatibility with a 
wide range of devices. CU6586 MFi Apple certified adaptor 
available as a separate purchase. 
(See page 106).

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 6.62 4.98 4.33 4.15

CU1999  
SYNCSTER RETRACTABLE USB DATA 
CABLE

1” W x 3.75” H x 0.25” D

This retractable USB data sync cable includes micro USB 
and mini 5-pin connectors. Use one cable to charge and sync 
your portable devices. The cable conveniently retracts for 
easy storage. It is compatible with a wide range of devices 
and is ideal for travelling. Bulk packed.

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 3.46 2.73 2.35 2.25

CU8936  
TWIN TURBO 2-IN-1 MFi CERTIFIED 
CHARGE AND SYNC BRAIDED CABLE

0.625” W x 1 metre long

MFi Certified 1 metre (3.3 feet long) USB sync/charging 
braided cable with both micro USB and Lightning™ 
connector plugs. Approved for use with iPod/mp3, iPhone, 
iPad and other Smartphones and tablets. Individually retail 
packaged as illustrated. Apple® is A Registered Trademark 
Of Apple Inc. Lightning™ is A Trademark Of Apple Inc.

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 30.32 27.90 23.42 20.58 19.78

Electronics not included

Please visit www.debcosolutions.com/nousa for a complete list of items that cannot ship to the USA.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU8917&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU8917+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU8917&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU8917+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU8936&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU8936+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU8936&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU8936+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU1999&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU1999+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU1999&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU1999+CAD
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CU1010
ADAPT-O-PACK II

Includes multi-coloured CU7836 multi adaptor and white 
CU6586 USB to Lightning™ adaptor packed in a clear/white 
vinyl carry pouch. The CU6586 is Plastic, MFi certified and 
has an identifying logo preprinted on one side. The CU7836 
includes a total of four connectors: black USB cable, red and 
green micros USBs and royal blue mini USB. Printing not 
available on the CU6586.

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 26.76 24.54 20.54 18.08 17.42

CU8982  
CHIEFTAN 3-IN-1 OTG CHARGING CABLE

1.5” W x 5.5” Long  

Use this PVC Silicone data sync plus 3-in-1 multi adaptor to 
eliminate the need to travel with a variety of cables. Includes 
green OTG USB, blue micro USB and red 8 pin plastic 
connectors. Decorate on the round white PVC splitter. You 
can charge iPhone/Android phones from another Android 
phone and are able to charge your phone two ways: via 
traditional USB port or micro USB port. If charging via micro 
USB device just extend the hidden micro USB from the male 
USB and connect.

Not available for shipping to USA

IM 40 50 250 500 1000 
2AB2C 11.38 10.66 8.49 7.43 7.13

CU7836  
TIDY SYNCRONAUT 4-IN-1 
MULTI ADAPTOR

1.5” W x 6” H x 0.25” D  

Use this one item to charge all of your devices and get rid 
of the tangled mess of wires. Includes Silicone multi sync/
charging cables to eliminate the need to travel with a variety 
of cables. It is small and lightweight for easy portability. The 
white Plastic splitter has a clip to always keep handy.

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 7.88 6.07 5.30 5.08

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU8982&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU8982+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU8982&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU8982+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU1010&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU1010+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU1010&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU1010+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU7836&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU7836+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU7836&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU7836+CAD
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CU8930
SOUND COMPANION EARPHONE 
SPLITTER WITH STYLUS

1.125” W x 2.125” H x 0.625” D 

Attach this ABS Plastic earphone splitter to your backpack, 
bag or purse with the key ring. Listen to one device with two 
sets of headphones and also have a mini stylus to use on 
your touch screen device. The perfect little gadget!

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 3.88 3.09 2.67 2.55 2.42

Earbuds not included

SB9042
CORD CORRELATOR SILICONE CABLE 
ORGANIZER

5” Long x 0.2” D

This reusable, durable and versatile cable organizer is 
made of Silicone and helps keep your cords untangled and 
organized. Just slip the end through the slot at the other end 
and tighten around the cable. Order different colours to easily 
identify different cords and cables.

IM 250 500 1000 2500 
B3C 1.36 1.13 1.07 1.00

Cable not included

CP9033 
LOMBARD CLIPPER CAR PHONE/GPS 
CLIP 

2.75” W x 1” H x 1.25” D

Your device is held in place on your vehicle air vent so you 
can be hands-free. It is made from ABS and TPR and is 
lightweight and small for easy travel. Rotates for vertical, 
horizontal or angled viewing. And is extendable to fit various 
phone sizes.

IM 150 250 500 1000 
AB2C 2.36 1.95 1.65 1.58

Phone not included

NOW! Service - new Sameday service. Order Today. Ship Today.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SB9042&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SB9042+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SB9042&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SB9042+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU8930&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU8930+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU8930&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU8930+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CP9033&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CP9033+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CP9033&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CP9033+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CP9033&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CP9033+CAD
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http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/nowservice.aspx?utm_source= main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=now+service+CAD
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Phone not included

CU8882
LOCKDOWN CARD HOLDER WITH STAND 
AND SCREEN CLEANER

2.25” W x 4.25” H x 0.125” D

Apply this Plastic card holder/screen cleaner to the back of 
your phone or case to hold up to two credit cards, pieces of 
ID, hotel cards or debit cards. The flip-out stand at the back 
props up your phone and the screen cleaner slides out of the 
bottom. See CU6386 on our website for card holder 
without stand.

IM 250 500 1000 2500 
B3C 1.71 1.45 1.38 1.30

SB8425
THE LOUVRE SMART WALLET WITH 
STAND

2.25” W x 3.5” H

This Silicone wallet/stand has adhesive tape on the back to 
apply to the back of your phone or case. It holds one card 
or up to four business cards and will not demagnetize your 
credit/debit/hotel cards. Use this item to prop up your phone 
to view multimedia or talk hands-free. See SB8499 on 
page 115 for Smart Wallet without stand.

IM 150 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 2.86 2.36 2.02 1.92 1.82

Phone not included

SB6588
‘THUMBS UP’ SMART WALLET STAND

2.25” W x 3.5” H 

This Silicone smart wallet is perfect for carrying ID, room 
key, business  cards, cash or a credit card. It is made of 
Silicone and includes 3M adhesive tape on the back to apply 
to your phone or case. Just push down on the centre strip to 
turn into a ‘thumbs up’ stand to prop up your device to view 
multimedia or talk hands free. Instructions included.
 
IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 3.74 2.96 2.55 2.43 2.30
NOT AVAILABLE FOR SALE IN USA

Phone not included

All imprinted products in this publication are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to endorse or misuse any trademarks or company names.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU8882&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU8882+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU8882&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU8882+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SB6588&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SB6588+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SB6588&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SB6588+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SB8425&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SB8425+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SB8425&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SB8425+CAD
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Preprinted instructions 
on back

SB8725
BENDY HOLDER MAGNETIC CLIP

4.625” Long x 1.75” W

Use this Silicone magnetic clip as a phone stand and cord 
organizer. It is small and convenient for travel or desktop use. 
The magnets stick together as well as to steel surfaces. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 4.88 3.98 3.47 3.33

Phone not included

SB6393
SILICONE SURE PHONE STAND

1.5” W x 3” H

Just apply this Silicone stand to the back of your phone/
case with the 3M adhesive tape and press the middle to turn 
it into a “U” shaped stand. Holds your phone for hands-free 
viewing.

IM 250 500 1000 2500 
B3C 1.65 1.40 1.33 1.25

Phone and earbuds 
not included

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SB6393&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SB6393+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SB6393&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SB6393+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SB8725&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SB8725+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SB8725&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SB8725+CAD
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Phone not included

DA5045 
PHONE STAND/CRADLE 

2” W x 2.25” H x 2.25” D

Sleek and modern stand to display your cell phone, iPod 
or MP3 player. Made out of lightweight and easy to clean 
Acrylic. 

IM 125 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 2.74 2.22 1.90 1.82 1.72
Quantities ordered must be divisible by 25 pieces (minimum 
25 pieces per colour)

Phone not included

DA6561 
ANTI-SLIP ELECTRONICS HOLDER 

2.375” W x 4.75” H

Keep your electronics handy with this ABS plastic 
holder. Features an anti-slip mat to keep devices in place. Easy 
to use and sets up in seconds. Bulk packed.

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 3.10 2.42 2.07 1.98 1.88
Not available to ship to USA due to patent infringement

For no imprint pricing see www.debcosolutions.com.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA6561&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA6561+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA6561&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA6561+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA5045&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA5045+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA5045&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA5045+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA5045&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA5045+CAD
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Phone not included

Ships flat and fits in 
No. 10 envelope

Phone not included

DA8031 
DESKTOP CELL PHONE HOLDER 

7” W x 3.5” H (flat)

Keep your device handy and ready-to-go with the PVC 
Leatherette cell phone holder. Individually packaged in black 
envelope for easy mailing. 

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 6.18 4.62 4.03 3.88

DA6436
STAND POINT PHONE STAND

1.625” W x 2” H x 0.375” D

This ABS phone stand can be rotated so that your device 
can be positioned horizontally or vertically. Your choose your 
colour of inner circle and ring.

IM 150 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 2.38 1.95 1.65 1.57 1.47

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA6436&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA6436+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA6436&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA6436+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA8031&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA8031+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA8031&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA8031+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA8031&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA8031+CAD
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Phone not included

SB8499
SMART PHONE WALLET

2.25” W x 3.5” H 

Use this product so you don’t have to carry your entire wallet 
or purse. This Silicone smart wallet has 3M adhesive tape 
at the back to apply to your phone or case.  Holds up to 
two credit cards, i.d., hotel cards or debit cards and will not 
demagnetize the cards. It fits most flat backed Smartphones/
cases. 

IM 150 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 2.44 2.00 1.70 1.62 1.52

E-Z Import™
EZ8499
SMART PHONE WALLET

2.25” W x 3.5” H  

You can now order as few as 1000 smart wallets decorated 
with your own custom four colour process logo. This Silicone 
smart wallet holds up to two credit cards, ID, hotel cards or 
debit cards, has adhesive backing to stick to your phone and 
will not demagnetize your cards. Instructions included. Bulk 
packed. 

Option #1
Four colour process logo centered on front up to 
1.5” W x 1.5” H
Set up charge $65.00(E)
 
Option #2
Four colour process edge-to-edge logo on front
Set up charge $130.00(E)
 
Minimum 1000 pieces; 2-4 week lead time by air after digital 
preproduction sample approval (air freight included in pricing 
below)  

1.5 inch by 1.5 inch imprint
IM 1000  2500  5000  
3C 2.75  2.63  2.50 
Edge-to-Edge imprint
IM 1000  2500  5000  
3C 3.48  3.33  3.17 

All imprinted products in this publication are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to endorse or misuse any trademarks or company names.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SB8499&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SB8499+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SB8499&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SB8499+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=EZ8499&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=EZ8499+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=EZ8499&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=EZ8499+CAD
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Phone not included

SB1499
SEE-ME SMART WALLET

2.25” W x 3.5” H x 0.125” D 

Use the 3M adhesive tape on the back of this Silicone smart 
wallet to apply to the back of your phone or case so that you 
can carry two cards and always have a mirror handy. It will 
not demagnetize your cards.
  
IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 3.92 3.13 2.68 2.57 2.43

CU6591
NEAR HOLDER SMART PHONE WALLET

2.375” W x 3.3125” H

This PP Plastic card holder holds one credit card or piece of 
ID. Slide the card into the sleeve and store the sleeve in your 
wallet or use the adhesive tape to allow to your phone or 
case. A practical and functional promotional giveaway.

IM 250 500 1000 2500 
B3C 1.55 1.30 1.23 1.15

Phone not included

Phone not included

CU8727
SIMPLE SLEEVE SMART PHONE WALLET

2.25” W x 3.625” H

This Lycra® material smart wallet has adhesive tape on the 
back to apply to the back of your phone or case and will not 
demagnetize your cards. Holds up to 8 cards or pieces of 
identification. Use this wallet so you don’t have to carry your 
entire wallet or purse.  See SB8499 below for our Smart 
Phone Wallet made from Silicone.

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 3.80 3.04 2.63 2.53

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU8727&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU8727+CAD
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CU6512
MIGHTY KNOX RFID CARD SLEEVE

2.5” W x 3.5” H 

Use this RDIF card sleeve to protect most credit/debit cards, 
license or health card against electronic ID theft. Holds two 
cards and is made from Polyethylene. See CU6577 RDIF 
smart phone wallet that includes 3M adhesive backing.

IM 250 500 1000 2500 
B3C 1.38 1.15 1.08 1.00

CU6577
MYCLOAK RDIF SMART PHONE WALLET

2.5” W x 3.5” H 

Use this smart phone wallet with RDIF for most cards to 
protect and hold two cards or pieces of ID. Make it harder 
for thieves to skim data for electronic ID theft. Use the 3M 
adhesive backing to apply to the back of your phone or case. 
See CU6512 RDIF single card without 3M adhesive backing.

IM 250 500 1000 2500 
B3C 2.07 1.77 1.68 1.58

Phone not included

Phones not included

CU6386
DYNO PLASTIC CARD HOLDER

2.25” W x 3.5” H x 0.125” D

Hold one credit card/piece of ID/hotel card/debit card or up 
to four business cards in this plastic card holder. Includes 3M 
adhesive tape to apply to the back of your phone or case and 
will not demagnetize your cards. Our least expensive 
wallet/card holder.

IM 250 500 1000 2500 
B3C 1.42 1.18 1.12 1.03

FAST FORWARD – FREE 1 day service. Order Today. Ship Tomorrow.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU6512&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU6512+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU6512&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU6512+CAD
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TG6462
LE ZISSOU WATER PROOF POUCH

4” W x 7.75” H x 0.25” D

Use this item poolside, at the beach or anywhere you want 
to protect your device from water damage. It is made from 
Phthalate free PVC and is designed for touchscreen use with 
Smartphones and iPods. Follow enclosed instructions to test 
first to ensure you do not cause damage to your device.

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 3.96 3.16 2.73 2.62

Phone not included

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

SB9091
SLIPHOLDER

2.25” W x 22.5” Long

You can easily hold your mobile device with this Silicone 
lanyard. It allows you to easily access your screen while 
keeping it secure. You can use it with the lanyard or 
simply detach with the metal swivel hook. A business 
card or cash can also be secured behind your device. 
Holds devices up to 6”.

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 3.78 3.00 2.58 2.47 2.33

Contents not 
included

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SB9091&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SB9091+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SB9091&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SB9091+CAD
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Phone not included

CU8650 
WATER PROOF CASE 

3.75” W x 6.75” H x 0.25” D

This TPU waterproof pouch helps to protect your device from 
water damage. Designed for use with Smartphones and iPods. 
The clear plastic allows you to use your device while in the case. 
Follow enclosed instructions to test first to ensure you do not 
cause damage to your device.

IM 40 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 13.78 12.94 10.47 9.18 8.83

CU6987
WRISTELLO PROMOTIONAL WATCH

1.75” Diameter x 9.5” Long
3.25” Diameter x 2.5” H (box)

This timeless promotional gift features a classic unisex 
design with a coloured ring on the large, round modern 
analog face and adjustable boldly coloured Silicone band. 
Individually retail packed as illustrated.

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 32.76 30.22 25.44 22.37 21.50

www.debcosolutions.com
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CU8957
BREEZY USB CLOCK

7.25” Diameter x 3” D

This USB powered fan provides a cooling breeze from the 
6” diameter fan blade. It displays the hour, minute, seconds 
and temperature and even keeps time after being removed 
from the USB port. 

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 55.72 52.12 44.42 39.12 37.63

CU9006
IOWA WIND VENT 2-IN-1 MICRO USB MINI 
FAN 

3.5” W x 1.65” H x 1.25” D

Simply plug in and use this ABS Plastic mini fan that is 
lightweight, compact and portable. It is powered by USB or 
micro USB and works with Android smartphones and devices 
with mini USB ports. 

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 7.02 5.35 4.67 4.48

Electronics not included

CU8977
MINI USB FAN

3.5” W x 6.5” H x 0.25” D

Simply plug this easy to use mini USB fan in for a cool 
breeze when you need it. It is adjustable, lightweight and is 
powered by the USB port on your laptop or power bank. No 
batteries or extra cables required.

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 6.22 5.13 4.47 4.28

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.
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CU8888
USB LED LIGHT

0.75” W x 6.5” H x 0.25” D

Use this adjustable and flexible Silicone USB light to provide 
some extra brightness where you need it. Easily plugs into a 
USB port so no batteries or extra cables are required. Great 
for travelling! See CU8989 above for LED light with touch 
sensor.

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 4.12 3.31 2.87 2.75 2.62

Electronics not included

CU8989
PLEIADES USB LED TOUCH LIGHT

0.5” W x 7.5” H

Use the touch sensor to turn the light on and off. It is made 
from ABS and Silicone and is adjustable and flexible so you 
can position the light where you need it. No batteries or extra 
cables required. See CU8888 below for LED without touch 
sensor.

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 4.64 3.76 3.27 3.13 2.98

Electronics not included

Your message is 
displayed on fan

E-Z Import™ Four week lead time
Limited stock and samples available. Ask us for details. 
EZ8603
USB FAN WITH LED MESSAGE

0.75” Diameter x 16” L

This USB powered ABS Plastic fan provides a nice breeze 
while advertising your message. The fan comes preloaded 
with up to two messages (maximum of 26 characters 
for each message). Up to 8 different messages can be 
preloaded (additional costs apply). Individually boxed.

IM 25 50 100 
2AB 31.40  29.02  24.47 

NOW! Service - new Sameday service. Order Today. Ship Today.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=EZ8603&pricing=CAD&utm_source=deals2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=EZ8603+CAD
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CU8946 
KEY COMMANDER WIRELESS KEYBOARD 
AND STAND 

4.75” W x 0.25” H x 7.75” D

This folding keyboard is made from ABS with a PU cover 
and easily connects to your Bluetooth® enabled device. The 
magnetic case folds into a stand to hold your device in landscape 
mode. Supports Apple iOS/Android/Windows/Mac and is 
perfect for students and travelling.

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 73.42 68.96 58.98 51.95 49.95

iPad not included

CU6407
PORT-A-NOTE MINI FOLDING 
BLUETOOTH® WIRELESS KEYBOARD 
WITH STAND

3.5” W x 6” H x 0.75” D (folded)
11.5”  W x 3.5” H x 0.25” D (open)

This mini folding keyboard connects wirelessly to your 
tablet or Smartphone. The cover is Aluminum Alloy and the 
keyboard is ABS. The protective carrying case easily turns 
into a stand to hold your device. Easily connect to your 
device wirelessly with Bluetooth®. Includes micro USB 
charging cable to recharge the lithium batteries.

IM 12 50 250 
2AB 104.64 96.38 82.72

Electronics not included

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU6407&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU6407+CAD
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CU6560
TECHSIE DAISY SCREEN CLEANER WITH 
STYLUS

0.75” W x 2.75” H x 0.375” D 

Keep your touch screen device smudge free while 
using the stylus pen at one end to prevent fingerprints. Clean 
your screen with the cleaner at the other end. Always have 
handy by attaching to your car keys with the split key ring.

IM 150 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 2.16 1.76 1.50 1.43 1.35

MACROFISHEYE

WIDE ANGLE

Phone not included

Interchangeable 
Lenses!

CU8640
CLIP-ON PHONE CAMERA LENSES

0.625” W x 2” H x 0.5” D (clip)

Take your mobile photography to a whole new level with 
this camera lens kit. ABS Plastic universal clip secures 
onto most Smartphones, tablets and laptops. Comes with 
various interchangeable lenses including fisheye, macro and 
wide angle and includes drawstring pouch to store lenses. 
Instructions included and individually boxed.

IM 25 50 250 
2AB 15.88 14.14 11.51

All imprinted products in this publication are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to endorse or misuse any trademarks or company names.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU8640&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU8640+CAD
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PE6467
ILLUSIONIST STYLUS SCREWDRIVER PEN

5.5” L x 0.25” H

This product includes a blue ink pen on one end and a touch 
screen stylus at the other end. It is made from Plastic and 
has a rubberized grip. Just twist the stylus end to reveal the 
screwdriver with flat and Phillips heads.

IM 150 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 2.82 2.35 2.02 1.93 1.83

Blue ball-point pen

Soft tip conductive stylus

PE8248 
MINI KEY RING STYLUS PEN 

0.375” Diameter x 3.125” H

ABS mini stylus has a key ring on one end with a blue ink 
coloured pen under the cap. Use this stylus with your touch 
screen devices and attach your keys to the key ring or to 
your case, zipper ring, belt loop or bag. Bulk packed.

IM 250 500 1000 2500 
B3C 1.33 1.10 1.05 0.98

A pen on one end and a 
stylus on the other

PE8605
ZURICH PEN STYLUS

5.5” Long x 0.25” Diameter

Keep your screen free of scratches, fingerprints and 
smudges with this plastic stylus pen. The body is rubberized 
and has a clip. Twist to reveal blue coloured ink pen on one 
end and the other end has a touch screen stylus with a soft 
tip. Bulk packed.

IM 250 500 1000 2500 
B3C 1.07 0.88 0.83 0.77

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=PE8248&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=PE8248+CAD
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Electronics not included

CU8561
SNAP WRITER STYLUS BRACELET

9” W x 1” H

A wearable and fashionable bracelet that ‘snaps’ around your 
wrist. It includes a built-in capacitive stylus to use with your 
touch screen devices. It can also be used as a bookmark. 
Lots of bright and colourful options!

IM 100 250 500 750 
AB2C 3.20 2.49 2.13 2.03

PE8613
NORTHERN LIGHT PEN STYLUS WITH LED 
FLASHLIGHT

4” Long x 0.5” Diameter

This product includes a blue coloured ink pen under the cap 
and a touch screen stylus on the end of the cap. It is made 
from Plastic and Aluminum and features a LED flashlight on 
the opposite end and a clip on the cap. Bulk packed.

IM 250 500 1000 2500 
B3C 3.25 2.80 2.67 2.53

For no imprint pricing see www.debcosolutions.com.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=PE8613&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=PE8613+CAD
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P8988
TIDY TECHER

5.25” W x 6.75” H x 0.5” D

This product helps manage all of your gadgets and gizmos so 
you can keep them handy in one place. It is made from Twill 
Nylon and has a three-sided zippered closure. The inside has 
a mesh zippered pocket on one side and four elastic straps 
on the other side.   

IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 7.88 6.11 5.35 5.17

P9010
LARGE TIDY TECHER

6.25” H x 9” H x 0.5” D

Use this Twill Nylon case to keep all of your tech accessories 
and charging cables organized. It features large and small 
zippered mesh pockets as well as six elastic straps with a 
three-sided zippered closure to keep everything secure. It is 
the larger version of our P8988 tech organizer.   

IM 40 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 12.38 11.64 9.36 8.22 7.92

Contents 
not included

Contents 
not included

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.
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EZ966

EZ866

EZ847

EZ847/EZ866/EZ966
E-Z IMPORT™ MICROFIBER CLEANING 
CLOTHS

6” W x 6” H (EZ866 & EZ966)
4” W x 7” H (EZ847)

You can now order your custom Microfiber cleaning cloth 
with four colour process sublimated decorating available on 
both sides. This soft cleaning cloth gently cleans dirt from 
your electronic screens. EZ966 is 260 Microfiber and EZ866 
& EZ847 are both 210 gram Microfiber.

3-4 week lead time by air after digital preproduction sample 
approval (included in pricing below)
Set up charge $65.00(E) per logo.

For all three items, please see website for current pricing 

EZ8925
E-Z IMPORT™ MICROFIBER MOUSE PAD

9” W x 8” H

This is the same as our CU8925 shown above that can be 
ordered with four colour process sublimated decorating on 
the entire top surface of the mouse pad. 

3-4 week lead time by air after digital preproduction sample 
approval (included in pricing below).
Set up charge $65.00(E) per logo.

See website for current pricing

CU8925
ROSEDALE MICROFIBER MOUSE PAD

9” W x 8” H

This mouse pad is made from 260 gram 80% Polyester/20% 
Polyamide Microfiber and can also be used to clean your 
electronic screens and as a screen/keyboard protector for 
your laptop. The front has a large decorating area to show off 
your logo and the back has Silicone slip-free dots. It’s soft, 
foldable, portable and great for home, office and travelling.

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 7.08 5.40 4.72 4.53

Mouse not included

www.debcosolutions.com
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CP8919
SMART GRAB MICROFIBER CLEANING MITT

7.75” W x 9” H

Use this Microfiber and terry cloth mitt to trap dirt and dust 
instantly on your TV, car windshield, computer screen, picture 
frames and much more. See EZ8919 E-Z Import™ version 
available with full four colour process sublimated decorating. 

IM 50 250 500 1000  
AB2C 7.52 5.78 5.05 4.87

Black Microfiber side and White 
terry cloth cleaning side

EZ8919
SPIC-SPANNER E-Z IMPORT™ MICROFIBRE CLEANING MITT

You can now order your custom cleaning mitt with four colour process sublimated decorating available 
on one microfibre side. Clean your electronic screens, vehicle windshield, TV screen and picture frames 
with this glove made from Microfibre on one side and terry cloth on the other side. 3-4 week lead time by 
air after digital preproduction sample approval. Minimum 250 pieces. See website for further details and 
current pricing.

See EZ5499 E-Z Import™ on 
our website for this product 
with four colour process  
sublimated decorating

Phone not included

SB5499
SMART PHONE WALLET WITH SCREEN 
CLEANER

2.25” W x 2.5” H

Use this smart wallet with screen cleaner so you don’t have 
to carry your entire wallet or purse. It is made from Silicone 
and features 3M adhesive tape on the back to apply to your 
phone or case. Also includes a soft Microfiber cloth to keep 
the screen on your phone or device clean.

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 4.68 3.80 3.30 3.17 3.02

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CP8919&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CP8919+CAD
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CP8876 
FARGO FOLDING MICROFIBER CLOTH

6” W x 8.5” H (open)
2.75” W x 2.5” H (folded)

Get rid of smudges with this Microfiber cloth that folds into 
its own pocket for easy storage. The cloth has contrasting 
zigzag stitching on all four sides. Ships flat (not folded). 

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 3.04 2.40 2.07 2.00

CP8969 
PRISTAVIEW MICROFIBER CLEANING 
CLOTH 

7.5” W x 7.5” H 

This 210 gram Microfiber cleaning cloth is uniquely combined 
with terry cloth. The soft microfiber gently cleans dirt from 
your electronic screens while the terry cloth can absorb 
water or be used with cleaning solution to wash windows and 
other surfaces. The Microfiber is made from 80% Polyester 
and 20% Polyamide. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 3.92 3.16 2.75 2.65     

EZ8969 
E-Z IMPORT™ MICROFIBER CLEANING 
CLOTH 

7.5” W x 7.5” H 

You can now order your custom microfiber cleaning cloth 
with four colour process sublimated decorating.

3-4 week lead time by air after digital preproduction sample 
approval. Minimum 250 pieces. See website for further 
details and current pricing.    

FAST FORWARD – FREE 1 day service. Order Today. Ship Tomorrow.
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Quoting. Sourcing. Compliancy. 
Logistics. Closures. Customs. 
Quality. Tariffs. Delays. Fraud.

Why tie up your precious 
resources, when you can leave 

it in our experienced hands?

Debco Custom Direct does it 
faster, more reliably, and more 

efficiently.  Guaranteed.

Importing made easy

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/debco_direct.aspx?utm_source= main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=now+service+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com?utm_source= main2016&utm_medium= zoom &utm_campaign=debcosolutions+CAD
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Importing is big business, but it’s not just a playground for the rich and famous.  Every 
year Debco imports millions of items for thousands of satisfied partners, just like you.  
Many of those orders are for just a few thousand pieces, but at a price-point that just 
may make you a little rich and famous yourself.  
 
Let us help you change your view.

Learn how easy it can be at www.debcosolutions.com/import

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/debco_direct.aspx?utm_source= main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=now+service+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com?utm_source= main2016&utm_medium= zoom &utm_campaign=debcosolutions+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/debco_direct.aspx?utm_source= main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=now+service+CAD
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133
For no imprint pricing see www.debcosolutions.com.

E8818 
PURIST LAMINATED JUTE TOTE 

14” W x 14” H x 5.25” D 

This tote bag is made of jute; a natural and 
biodegradable vegetable fiber. The inside lamination helps 
protect from moisture and ensures longevity. Includes 
webbed rope handles, Cotton piping and top zipper closure.

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 12.72 10.29 9.03 8.68

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=E8818&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=E8818+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=E8818&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=E8818+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=E8818&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=E8818+CAD
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E8958 
RIVERMEDE COTTON TOTE

17.75” W x 12” H x 5” D

A nautically themed tote made out of 12 ounce bleached 
Cotton that is great for everyday use or as an overnight 
bag. Includes a top zippered closure to the roomy main 
compartment and double rope handles. 

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 14.64 11.94 10.48 10.08

E8860 
TREE LINE COTTON TOTE WITH VINYL 
HANDLES 

21.5” W x 15.75” H x 10” D 

This 10 ounce Cotton tote is great for errands and shopping. 
It has a magnetic button closure to the roomy main 
compartment and an inside zippered valuables pocket.
 
IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 13.12 11.11 9.75 9.38

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=E8860&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=E8860+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=E8860&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=E8860+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=E8958&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=E8958+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=E8958&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=E8958+CAD
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E8915 
BELLEVUE COTTON TOTE

14” W x 16” H x 5” D

The two self-material carry handles/shoulder straps on this 
6 ounce Cotton tote bags go all the way down to the bottom 
of the bag. It is ideal for large grocery loads and is styled the 
same as our popular NW8008 non woven tote. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 5.48 4.49 3.90 3.75 3.58

E8974 
SAN RAMON VALLEY SHOULDER TOTE

17” W x 13” H x 5” D

A distinctive tote bag with comfortable round handles/
shoulder straps. It is made from 12 ounce Cotton 
and includes various pockets and a large inside main 
compartment. 

Natural
IM 50 250 500 1000  
AB2C 12.46 10.05 8.82 8.48
Black
IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 13.64 11.09 9.73 9.37 

E8906 
CASABLANCA FOLDING COTTON TOTE 

15” W x 16” H x 5” D (open)
6” W x 5” H x 0.25” D (folded)

A great reusable 6 ounce Cotton tote bag that unzips to 
become a full size tote and then folds into its own small 
zippered pouch. Great to keep handy for quick shopping 
trips. 

Natural
IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 5.84 4.80 4.18 4.02 3.83
Black
IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 6.32 5.22 4.55 4.37 4.18   

All imprinted products in this publication are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to endorse or misuse any trademarks or company names.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=E8974&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=E8974+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=E8974&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=E8974+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=E8915&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=E8915+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=E8915&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=E8915+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=E8906&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=E8906+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=E8906&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=E8906+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=E8906&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=E8906+CAD
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Contents
not included

E1000 
TOTE BAG 

14” W x 16” H

This sturdy tote is constructed of 12 ounce Cotton. It 
features strong, cross-stitched cotton webbed handles. It’s 
the perfect book bag! 

Natural
IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 6.42 5.31 4.63 4.45 4.27
Black
IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 7.06 5.87 5.13 4.93 4.73

E8000
COTTON TOTE BAG

14.75” W x 16.5” H

A newer version of our E6060 tote bag in a softer and 
smoother fabric. This tote is made from a soft touch 4.5 
ounce Cotton with a 40x40 fine weave. Includes two 
self-material handles/shoulder straps. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 4.38 3.53 3.05 2.92 2.77

E6065 
COTTON TOTE BAG WITH GUSSET 

15.75” W x 16.5” H x 3.5” D

This economically priced tote bag is made of 4.5 ounce 
lightweight Cotton and boasts cotton webbed handles. Keep 
it in your trunk to reuse over and over again.

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 4.24 3.40 2.93 2.80 2.67

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=E6065&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=E6065+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=E6065&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=E6065+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=E8000&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=E8000+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=E8000&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=E8000+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=E1000&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=E1000+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=E1000&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=E1000+CAD
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Our Least 
Expensive 

Cotton Tote

E6060 
ECONO TOTE BAG 

14.75” W x 16.5” H

Made of 4.5 ounce lightweight Cotton, this tote is inexpensive 
and features two self-material handles/shoulder straps. 

Natural
IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 3.98 3.18 2.75 2.63 2.50
Colour
IM 100 250 500 1000 2500
AB3C 4.22 3.38 2.92 2.78 2.65

Contents
not included

E6001 
TOTE BAG 

20” W x 17.5” H x 7” D

This oversized 12 ounce Cotton canvas bag with large 
bottom gusset is the perfect bag to keep in the trunk of your 
car. This handy and durable tote has endless uses. 

Natural
IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 8.74 7.31 6.38 6.12 5.85
Black
IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 9.70 8.13 7.10 6.82 6.52

E2000
TOTE BAG 

18” W x 15.5” H x 4” D

This durable tote is made of 12 ounce Cotton and has 
cross-stitched straps that can be used as carry handles or for 
over the shoulder straps. 

Natural
IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 7.32 6.09 5.32 5.12 4.90
Colour
IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 8.18 6.84 5.98 5.75 5.52

Contents
not included

FAST FORWARD – FREE 1 day service. Order Today. Ship Tomorrow.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=E6060&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=E6060+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=E6060&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=E6060+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=E2000&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=E2000+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=E2000&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=E2000+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=E6001&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=E6001+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=E6001&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=E6001+CAD
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TO4530 
ROPE TOTE 

13.5” W x 14” H x 5.5” D

Travelling has never been easier with this adorable 12 ounce 
Cotton canvas tote. It boasts two rope style handles, silver 
coloured grommets, a large gusset and coloured piping and 
trim. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 12.58 10.65 9.35 9.00 8.63

E7099 
ORGANIC ROPE TOTE 

14” W x 14” H x 5” D

Featuring a large gusset, two rope style handles and silver 
grommets, this tote is the organic version of our TO4530. 
This high-end tote is made from 10 ounce Certified Organic 
Cotton. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 15.52 13.18 11.57 11.12 10.67

Contents
not includedE4691 

COTTON TOTE 

15.75” W x 16.5” H x 3.5” D

This tote bag is made from lightweight 5.5 ounce Cotton. 
Features lots of colour options and two self-material handles/
shoulder straps. It’s a great bag for groceries or books! 

Natural
IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 4.70 3.80 3.28 3.15 3.00
Colour
IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 5.18 4.22 3.65 3.50 3.33

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=E4691&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=E4691+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=E4691&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=E4691+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=E7099&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=E7099+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=E7099&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=E7099+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=E4530&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=E4530+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=E4530&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=E4530+CAD
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E8564 
OUTRIGGER STRIPED COTTON TOTE 

15.25” W x 14” H x 4.5” D

A nautically designed tote bag with an eye-catching striped 
design! The main body of this tote is made from 10 ounce 
Cotton and the bottom is 8 ounce dyed Cotton. Other 
features include an inside coloured liner, double rope 
handles, rope loop and tie closure, inside valuables pocket 
and removable bottom base.

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 21.16 17.60 15.47 14.87

E8593 
MEDITERRANEAN COTTON TOTE 

14” W x 16” H x 6” D

A roomy tote bag made out of 12 ounce Cotton for carrying 
groceries or everyday use. Includes two webbed carry 
handles/straps and two inside pockets sized at 
8” W x 13” H.

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 11.70 9.89 8.67 8.33

Contents
not included

E2008 
TOTE BAG 

17.5” W x 16” H x 3.75” D

Made of 12 ounce Cotton, this durable tote features 
contrasting self-material top decorative band and shoulder 
straps. A great grocery or library bag! 

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 8.02 6.71 5.87 5.65 5.42

Please visit www.debcosolutions.com/nousa for a complete list of items that cannot ship to the USA.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=E8564pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=E8564+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=E8564&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=E8564+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=E2008&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=E2008+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=E2008&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=E2008+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=E8593&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=E8593+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=E8593&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=E8593+CAD
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E2308 
DUFFEL BAG 

19.5” W x 19.25” H x 7.5” D  

This 12 ounce Cotton bag features top drawstring closure 
with toggle, grommet holes for reinforcement, two-toned 
cotton shoulder strap and a side self-material pocket with 
Velcro® closure. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 14.16 12.02 10.55 10.15 9.75

E4769 
ORGANIC COTTON TOTE 

11.75” W x 13” H x 7.75” D

This tote is made from 10 ounce certified Organic Cotton and 
features two self-material shoulder straps/handles. Good for 
‘toting’ just about anything around! 

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 9.74 8.18 7.17 6.88 6.60

E3105 
HEAVY COTTON TOTE BAG 

19.5” W x 14.5” H x 7” D

Made of heavy 18 ounce Cotton, this tote is the perfect travel 
bag. It features three separate front slash openings, a top 
zipper closure, inside zippered valuables pocket and 
two-toned self-material handles/shoulder straps. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 16.92 14.40 12.65 12.17 11.68

Top zipper closure

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=E3105&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=E3105+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=E3105&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=E3105+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=E4769&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=E4769+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=E4769&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=E4769+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=E2308&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=E2308+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=E2308&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=E2308+CAD
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Nautical Stripe Design
TO6582 
MARINER CHIC POLYCOTTON STRIPED 
TOTE 

18” W x 15” H x 6” D 

The navy blue and white stripes on this tote bag give it a 
nautical theme. Features a Polycotton material, magnetic 
closure to the roomy main compartment and two rope 
handles/straps. It is a great bag for everyday use.
 
IM 25 50 250 500 1000 
2AB2C 22.46 20.42 16.94 14.88 14.30 

Top Zipper Closure

E3000 
TWO-TONE TOTE BAG 

18” W x 14” H x 7” D

This bag features contrasting self-material shoulder straps, 
an outside slash pocket and a top zipper closure. Made out 
of 12 ounce Cotton, it’s the perfect beach bag! 

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 11.60 9.80 8.60 8.27 7.93

E8364
ROUND COTTON BEACH TOTE 

16” Diameter x 19” H

This beach tote/duffle bag is made from 12 ounce Cotton 
canvas and features a two-toned adjustable/non-detachable 
shoulder strap, white plastic hardware, metal grommets and 
a top rope drawstring closure.

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 14.54 12.34 10.83 10.42

Contents
not included

NOW! Service - new Sameday service. Order Today. Ship Today.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=E8364&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=E8364+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=E8364&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=E8364+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=E3000&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=E3000+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=E3000&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=E3000+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=TO6582&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=TO6582+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=TO6582&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=TO6582+CAD
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Contents
not included

E6708 
LAMINATED JUTE TOTE  

14” W x 14” H x 5” D

Made of Jute with laminated backing, this long-lasting tote 
features two self-material handles/shoulder straps and a 
hangtag listing environmental properties.

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 8.70 7.29 6.38 6.13 5.88

E8983 
TULLAMORE LINEN TOTE BAG 

18” W x 14.5” H x 6” D 

The plaid design on the bottom half of this bag offers a 
simple and modern design. It is made from Jute Linen, has a 
magnetic closure to the main compartment and has webbed 
handles/shoulder straps. It has a wonderful texture and 
durability.

IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 18.76 15.51 13.62 13.08

E8961 
WEXFORD LAMINATED COTTON TOTE 

17.25” W x 12.5” H x 5” D 

The sturdy material of this 16 ounce laminated Cotton Canvas 
tote bag helps maintain its shape. Includes brown Leatherette 
handles/shoulder strap, a generously sized laminated interior 
and a large imprint area to show off your logo. It is water 
resistant and wipes clean.
 
IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 15.10 12.34 10.83 10.42

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=E8983&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=E8983+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=E8983&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=E8983+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=E8961&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=E8961+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=E6708&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=E6708+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=E6708&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=E6708+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=E6708&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=E6708+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=E8961&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=E8961+CAD
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E8217 
TRI-COLOUR COTTON TOTE 

14” W x 14.5” H x 3.5” D

A great 12 ounce Cotton tote bag for daily use. Features 
a contemporary colour block design with a centre natural 
coloured panel that is perfect for your logo. Features two 
self-material cross-stitched webbed handles. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 9.42 7.91 6.93 6.67 6.40

E8825 
WHOLE LIFE JUCO TOTE 

16.5” W x 15” H x 4.75” D 

A great reusable shopping bag for everyday errands made out 
of a mixture of 75% Jute and 25% Cotton. Features webbed 
rope handles and Cotton piping.
 

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 13.16 10.67 9.37 9.02

Contents
not included

E4732 
JUTE TOTE 

17.5” W x 15.5” H x 4” D

This strong, durable and water resistant tote is made of non 
laminated Jute and features two Cotton webbed handles/
shoulder straps. Jute is a versatile natural fiber that is a great 
substitute for Cotton. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 7.54 6.29 5.50 5.28 5.07

All imprinted products in this publication are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to endorse or misuse any trademarks or company names.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=E8217&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=E8217+CAD
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NW4873 
JUTE-NON WOVEN SHOPPING TOTE 

12” W x 13” H x 8” D

This tote bag is made from a mixture of non woven 100 
gram Polypropylene and natural Jute. Features a front slash 
pocket, removable bottom base and two self-material carry 
handles/shoulder straps. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500
AB3C 4.60 3.73 3.23 3.10 2.97

Original Kraft 
Paper Design!

TO7244 
KRAFT PAPER TOTE 

12.5” W x 14” H x 8.5” D

A tote with the perfect recycled material combination! Made 
of Kraft paper laminated on non woven
Polypropylene, this bag is reusable and eco-friendly. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 4.20 3.40 2.95 2.83 2.72

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW4873&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW4873+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW4873&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW4873+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW4873&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW4873+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=TO7244&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=TO7244+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=TO7244&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=TO7244+CAD
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Pen not 
included

TO8326 
POLYESTER VISION TOTE 

16.5” W x 15.25” D

This bag is made of 600D Polyester and 420D Dobby and 
features webbed shoulder straps/handles and a front pocket with 
Velcro® closure and pen loop. All bags have black coloured bags. See 
P8323 Business Brief to get a matching set!  

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 8.18 6.84 5.98 5.75

Top zipper closure

TO4159 
POLYESTER SHOPPER TOTE 

13.5” W x 14” H x 5” D

This 600D Polyester shopper tote features a brightly 
coloured front slash pocket with key ring. All bags have 
black coloured backs. Top zipper closure leads to main 
compartment. 
 
IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 10.36 8.75 7.68 7.40

TO5985
TOTE BAG

18” W x 16.25” H x 3.5” D

This tote bag is made from 600D Polyester and has two 
uniquely shaped slanted front pockets. Also includes 
two self-material shoulder straps/handles for easy 
carrying.

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 9.68 8.15 7.13 6.87 6.58

For no imprint pricing see www.debcosolutions.com.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=TO8326&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=TO8326+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=TO8326&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=TO8326+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=TO4159&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=TO4159+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=TO4159&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=TO4159+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=TO5985&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=TO5985+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=TO5985&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=TO5985+CAD
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TO7439
POLYESTER TOTE

15” W x 16” H x 3” D

600D Polyester tote with a white and coloured block design. 
All bags have black handles and top trim with large white 
imprint area. Choose your colour of bottom. Includes two 
webbed carry handles/shoulder straps. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 6.22 5.15 4.48 4.32 4.13

Vinyl base, trim and handles

TO8713
SACRAMENTO TOTE BAG 

19.5” W x 11.75” H x 4.5” D

This is the perfect beach or everyday bag! It is made from 
600D Polyester and features a vinyl base and handles/
shoulder straps. Also includes a top zippered closure to the 
main compartment and a front open slash pocket.

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 10.32 8.69 7.62 7.33

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=TO8713&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=TO8713+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=TO8713&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=TO8713+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=TO7439&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=TO8713+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=TO7439&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=TO8713+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=TO7439&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=TO8713+CAD
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Convenient 
inside pocket

Bottle
not included

TO4708 
EXTRA LARGE LAMINATED SHOPPING 
TOTE 

16.25” W x 14.5” H x 6.75” D

A larger version of our popular TO4511 recycled fashion tote. 
This soft touch tote made of 75 gram non woven and 35 
gram laminated non woven Polypropylene features an inner 
sleeve to hold a bottle. The perfect grocery bag! 

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 4.06 3.27 2.83 2.72 2.58

Show off your logo on 
the front

Full preprinted pattern 
on back!

TO6559
5TH AVE LAMINATED NON WOVEN TOTE 
BAG 

14” W x 10” H x 5.5” D

This laminated Non Woven 160 gram Polypropylene tote bag 
is a new unique shape and design. It is a multi-purpose tote 
great for daily use and activities. Includes two webbed carry 
handles.

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 4.20 3.38 2.93 2.82 2.68

www.debcosolutions.com

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=TO4708&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=TO4708+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=TO4708&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=TO4708+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=TO6559&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=TO6559+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=TO6559&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=TO6559+CAD
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TO4511 
LAMINATED FASHION TOTE 

9.25” W x 11.75” H x 4.5” D

Handy mini-sized tote bag perfect for gift-giving. 75 gram non 
woven and 35 gram laminated non woven Polypropylene with 
non woven gussets and handles. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 3.48 2.76 2.38 2.28 2.17

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=TO4511&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=TO4511+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=TO4511&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=TO4511+CAD
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TO4258 
WOVEN TOTE BAG 

14” W x 16” H x 6.5” D

Keep this handy, eco-friendly tote in your trunk to reuse over 
and over again. Made of 80% recycled laminated 160 gram 
woven Polypropylene this bag features an extra large gusset, 
two webbed carry handles and a huge, highly visible imprint 
area. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 4.52 3.65 3.17 3.03 2.90

TO7287 
MINI RECYCLED TOTE 

9.25” W x 11.75” H x 4.5” D 

Eco friendly 120 gram non woven and 30 gram 
laminated non woven Polypropylene. A bright, 
multi-coloured stripe design is featured on both sides. 
 
IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 3.64 2.91 2.52 2.42 2.30

Looks great 
with a 

Perma Press 
logo!

TO4815 
LARGE RECYCLED TOTE 

16.25” W x 14.5” H x 6.75” D

This bag features a colourful preprinted design on both sides. 
120 gram non woven and 30 gram 
laminated non woven Polypropylene. 
 
IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 4.72 3.84 3.33 3.20 3.05

All imprinted products in this publication are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to endorse or misuse any trademarks or company names.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=TO4815&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=TO4815+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=TO4815&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=TO4815+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=TO7287&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=TO7287+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=TO7287&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=TO7287+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=TO4258&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=TO4258+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=TO4258&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=TO4258+CAD
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TO8898 
ISTA-FASHION GLITTER LAMINATED TOTE 

10” W x 7.25” H x 5.25” D 

Use this bag to carry your lunch to and from work. It is made 
from 160 GSM PP non woven and PVC. The clear Vinyl 
shell is laminated with glitter. It is fashionable and stylish and 
includes an easy-clean interior, top zippered closure and two 
webbed carry handles.

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 6.82 5.16 4.50 4.32

TO8992 
SLIGHT SAC NEOPRENE MINI TOTE 

5” W x 9” H x 4.75” D 

Identify your lunch easily in the fridge at work with this 3mm 
Neoprene mini tote with two cut-out carry handles. It is ideal 
for school or work and you can also use it for snacks in the 
car or a cosmetic bag.

IM 50 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 9.22 7.25 6.35 6.10 5.85

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=TO8992&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=TO8992+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=TO8992&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=TO8992+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=TO8898&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=TO8898+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=TO8898&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=TO8898+CAD
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TO8740 
DOUBLE TROUBLE TOTE BAG

18” W x 14.5” H x 4.5” D

A distinctively designed tote bag! This easy clean tote bag 
is made from 120 GSM PP non woven and PVC. Includes a 
PP webbed handle and a clear PVC shell. Design your own 
custom import bag with printing on fabric under clear PVC 
shell. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 9.48 7.96 6.97 6.70

Meets stadium policies of clear bags 
no larger than 12” x 12” x 6”

Phthalate Free

TO6379 
THE STADIUM CLEAR VINYL TOTE 

12” W x 12” H x 6” D

This bag allows for smoother and faster entry times through 
security checkpoints and specifically meets NFL policy of 
clear bags no larger than 12” x 12” x 6”. It is made from 
Vinyl with webbed handles and is Phthalate free. It has 
coloured trim and handles and is perfect for sports fans.

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 8.12 6.78 5.93 5.70

Please visit www.debcosolutions.com/nousa for a complete list of items that cannot ship to the USA.

Contents not 
included

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=TO8740&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=TO8740+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=TO8740&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=TO8740+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=TO6379&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=TO6379+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=TO6379&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=TO6379+CAD
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Preprinted hangtag

TO7417
STONE PAPER TOTE

10.25” W x 12.75” H x 4.75” D

Made out of Stone Paper with matte finish and coloured 
Polyester rope handles. Hangtag is printed with a brief 
English/French explanation of how Stone Paper is made. 
Stone Paper is tree-free, made from natural stone, 
an eco-friendly choice, recyclable, water and tear resistant, 
durable and photo-degradable. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 4.84 3.95 3.43 3.30 3.15

RE6944 
PET PREPRINTED JUMBO GROCERY TOTE 

14” W x 16” H x 7.75” D

Made of laminated 75 and 35 gm/M22 22 needle stitch 
material, this jumbo tote features self-material straps and 
preprinted pattern with three important enviro messages. 

Teal pattern (as illustrated)    

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 4.68 3.80 3.30 3.17 3.02

Enviro messages preprinted 
on three sides

RE428 
RECYCLED PET TOTE BAG 

11.75” W x 13” H x 7.75” D

The possibilities are endless for this eco-friendly bag made of 
160 gm/M2 22 needle stitch material made from 
85% post-consumer recyclable plastic.  

Black
IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 6.10 5.04 4.38 4.22 4.03
Royal Blue
IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 7.00 5.82 5.08 4.88 4.67

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=TO7417&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=TO7417+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=TO7417&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=TO7417+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=RE6944&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=RE6944+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=RE6944&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=RE6944+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=RE428&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=RE428+CAD
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NW4300 
NON WOVEN CARRY ALL BAG 

11.75” W x 13.75” H x 8.75” D

This non woven 90 gram Polypropylene tote is the perfect 
grocery carryall. It is conveniently sized and features a large 
front slash pocket and removable bottom base. It is strong 
and durable and perfect for carrying all of your groceries. 

IM 150 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 3.96 3.33 2.88 2.77 2.63

NW8924
GLOBETROTTER NON WOVEN BUSINESS 
BAG

16” W x 14” H x 2.5” D

A great shopper tote with a front pocket and a large 
imprint area. This bag is made from non woven 90 gram 
Polypropylene and includes a front slash pocket with Velcro® 
closure and self-material handles/shoulder straps.  

IM 150 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 3.66 3.07 2.65 2.55 2.43

TO8152 
LAMINATED MID SIZE FASHION TOTE 

9.5” W x 11.75” H x 7.25” D 

An upscale looking tote that is the perfect mid-sized bag 
between TO4708 and TO4511 totes. Features a fully 
preprinted interior and the exterior is made of non woven 140 
gram double laminated Polypropylene with matte finish. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 4.26 3.44 2.98 2.87 2.73

NOW! Service - new Sameday service. Order Today. Ship Today.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW8924&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW8924+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW8924&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW8924+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=TO8152&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=TO8152+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=TO8152&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=TO8152+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW4300&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW4300+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW4300&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW4300+CAD
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NW8820
METROHIP SHOPPER DOUBLE HANDLE 
NON WOVEN TOTE 

15.75” W x 15.75” H x 4” D 

Carry this tote bag using the two 14.5” L handles or the 
35” L shoulder strap for over the shoulder or across the 
body. It is made from Non Woven 75 gram Polypropylene.

IM 150 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 3.24 2.71 2.33 2.23 2.13

NW2950 
NON WOVEN TOTE 

18” W x 14.5” H x 4” D

One of our most popular totes. Made of non woven 90 gram 
Polypropylene, it features perfect length 
self-material handles/shoulder straps. 
 
IM 150 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 2.82 2.35 2.02 1.93 1.83

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW8820&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW8820+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW8820&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW8820+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW2950&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW2950+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW2950&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW2950+CAD
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NW4915 
NON WOVEN CONVENTION TOTE 

15” W x 16” H 

This non woven 75 gram Polypropylene convention tote has 
a wide open main compartment. Use at your next convention, 
tradeshow or promotion for that extra advertising edge. It 
is an extremely popular and economically priced tote that 
comes in a wide variety of colours. 

IM 150 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 2.24 1.84 1.57 1.50 1.42

NW8191 
MID SIZE NON WOVEN TOTE 

9.5” W x 11.75” H x 7.25” D

The perfect mid-sized tote for smaller items, a night out 
or to use as a gift bag. Made on non woven 75 gram 
Polypropylene with two self-material handles/shoulder 
straps. 

IM 150 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 2.86 2.38 2.05 1.97 1.87

All imprinted products in this publication are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to endorse or misuse any trademarks or company names.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW4915&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW4915+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW4915&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW4915+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW8191&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW8191+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW8191&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW8191+CAD
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NW6351 
AH-YA OVERSIZE NON WOVEN TOTE 

20” W x 13” H x 8” D 

This tote offers plenty off room for groceries and other 
supplies. Made of non woven 80 gram Polypropylene with 
self-material cross-stitched handles/shoulder straps. 

IM 150 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 2.70 2.24 1.92 1.83 1.73

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW6351&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW6351+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW6351&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW6351+CAD
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Decorative heat 
sealed pattern

NW8298 
NON WOVEN TOTE 

16” W x 15” H x 6.5” D

Mid-sized tote in between NW6860 gift tote and NW8008 
jumbo tote. This bag is made of non woven 80 gram 
Polypropylene and features strong reinforced heat sealed 
seams and two self-material handles/straps with decorative 
heat sealed pattern. Holds up to 5 lbs.

IM 150 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 3.04 2.55 2.20 2.12 2.02

NW7007
NON WOVEN TOTE

12” W x 13” H x 8” D

A slightly smaller version of our hugely popular NW8008 
jumbo tote! This bag features a removable bottom base, two 
self-material handles/shoulders straps and is made from non 
woven 90 gram Polypropylene. A great bag for daily use. 

IM 150 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 2.82 2.35 2.02 1.93 1.83

For no imprint pricing see www.debcosolutions.com.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW8298&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW8298+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW8298&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW8298+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW8298&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW8298+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW7007&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW7007+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW7007&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW7007+CAD
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Replaces up to four  
standard sized plastic bags!

Our Best 
Selling 

Grocery 
Tote!

NW8008 
JUMBO NON WOVEN TOTE 

13” W x 15” H x 10” D 

Debco’s best valued extra large grocery tote! Made of 
non woven 90 gram Polypropylene this bag features two 
self material shoulder straps/carry handles. Durable and 
lightweight to reuse over and over again.

IM 150 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 3.02 2.53 2.18 2.10 2.00

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW8008&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW8008+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW8008&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW8008+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW8008&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW8008+CAD
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NW7048 
NON WOVEN JUMBO GROCERY TOTE 

13.75” W x 16.25” H x 7.25” D

This sturdy and durable tote is made of non woven 90 
gram Polypropylene and features two self-material shoulder 
straps/carry handles. Generously sized and lots of bright 
colour options! 

IM 150 250 500 1000 2500
AB3C 3.24 2.71 2.33 2.23 2.13

Contents
not included

Back side is black

NW4699 
NON WOVEN TWO COLOUR TOTE 

15.5” W x 14” H x 6.25” D

This colourful, oversize tote is perfect for large 
grocery loads. Made of non woven 90 gram 
Polypropylene, it features a large gusset and two 
different coloured self-material handles/shoulder straps. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 3.88 3.11 2.68 2.58 2.47

www.debcosolutions.com

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW4699&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW4699+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW4699&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW4699+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW4699&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW4699+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW7048&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW7048+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW7048&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW7048+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW7048&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW7048+CAD
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Cut out handle

Shoulder strap

NW7189 
NON WOVEN TOTE 

17” W x 17” H x 2.25” D

This versatile tote features a distinctive diamond design with 
contrasting coloured handles. Made of non woven 90 gram 
Polypropylene you can use the self-material shoulder straps/
handles or the convenient cut-out handles for carrying. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 4.84 3.95 3.43 3.30 3.15

Handy slash pocket 
on front

NW8013 
NON WOVEN TOTE 

18.5” W x 14” H x 2.5” D

This tote is perfect for carry documents and 
catalogues to your next meeting or appointment. Made of 
non woven 90 gram Polypropylene it features two 
self-material shoulder straps/handles and an eye-catching 
two-tone design on front with a solid coloured back. 

IM 150 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 3.36 2.82 2.43 2.33 2.22

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW7189&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW7189+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW7189&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW7189+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW8013&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW8013+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW8013&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW8013+CAD
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Top zipper closure

NW4835 
OVERSIZE NON WOVEN CONVENTION 
TOTE 

18” W x 15” H x 8” D

Walk the trade show floor and have lots of room in this giant 
tote. Made of non woven 100 gram Polypropylene, this 
bag features two 27” long handles, a full top zipper and a 
removable bottom base. 

IM 75 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 5.62 4.45 3.88 3.73 3.57

NW3788 
NON WOVEN CONVENTION TOTE 

14” W x 12” H x 6” D

Featuring two side slash pockets complete with  
clear vinyl business card pockets, this is the perfect 
tradeshow or convention tote. Made of non woven 90 gram 
Polypropylene, this bag also boasts adjustable shoulder strap 
and a full length slash pocket on the front. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 5.12 4.18 3.63 3.48 3.33

FAST FORWARD – FREE 1 day service. Order Today. Ship Tomorrow.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW4835&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW4835+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW4835&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW4835+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW3788&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW3788+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW3788&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW3788+CAD
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NW6768 
NON WOVEN CANADA TOTE 

16” W x 15.5” H x 3” D

This non woven 90 gram Polypropylene tote is 
preprinted as illustrated with imprinting available on front 
pocket or on back of bag. It features one white and one red 
self-material shoulder straps/carry handles. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 4.18 3.36 2.92 2.80 2.67

NW7025 
NON WOVEN USA TOTE 

16” W x 15.5” H x 3” D

Decorate with your logo and show your American patriotism 
with this unique non woven 90 gram Polypropylene tote. It 
is preprinted as illustrated with imprinting available on front 
pocket or back of bag. Also features one white and one red 
self-material shoulder straps/handles. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 4.70 3.82 3.32 3.18 3.03

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW6768&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW6768+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW6768&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW6768+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW7025&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW7025+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW7025&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW7025+CAD
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NW2942 
THE LANDER CUT-OUT HANDLE TOTE 

11” W x 14” H

This bag is made from non woven 65 gram Polypropylene 
and has strong reinforced heat sealed seams. It holds up to 
5 lbs. (2.2 kgs.) and is a great option for smaller items and to 
use as a gift bag. See NW4942 above for larger version.

IM 500 2500 5000
3C 1.13 1.08 1.02

NW4942 
NON WOVEN CUT-OUT  

HANDLE TOTE 

14” W x 16” H

This tote bag is made from lightweight non woven 65 gram 
Polypropylene. Features strong reinforced heat sealed seams 
and a convenient cut-out handle. Holds up to 5 lbs.

IM 500 2500 5000
3C 1.32 1.25 1.17

All imprinted products in this publication are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to endorse or misuse any trademarks or company names.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW4942&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW4942+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW4942&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW4942+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW2942&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW2942+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW2942&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW2942+CAD
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NW4680 
MINI NON WOVEN TOTE 

10.25” W x 10.5” H x 4” D

Handy mini sized tote for your lunch, make-up, a night out or 
as a gift or loot bag. Non woven 90 gram Polypropylene. 

IM 150 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 2.56 2.13 1.82 1.75 1.67

NW6959 
NON WOVEN ‘MINI STRIPE’ TOTE 

9.5” W x 12” H x 4.5” D

Made of lightweight non woven 75 gram 
Polypropylene, this handy tote boasts two matching coloured 
self-material handles and a coloured bottom stripe design. 

IM 150 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 2.92 2.44 2.10 2.02 1.92

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW4680&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW4680+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW4680&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW4680+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW6959&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW6959+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW6959&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW6959+CAD
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Foil Shows Through 
For An 

Elegant Two-Tone 
Look!NW8629

FOIL LAMINATED GIFT BAG 

9.75” W x 14” H

This gift bag is made from non woven 50 gram lightweight 
Polypropylene and includes a silver Aluminum Foil liner for 
that extra special presentation. Also has heat-sealed seams 
and a drawstring closure. The reflective silver foil shines 
through the material giving the bag an elegant 
two-tone look.

IIM 150 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 2.76 2.29 1.97 1.88 1.78

Contents
not included

NW6860 
MINI TOTE/GIFT BAG

7.5” W x 9” H x 4.25” D 

A stylish bag to use as a gift bag or loot bag. Made from non 
woven 75 gram Polypropylene with white rope handles. 

IM 150 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 2.86 2.38 2.05 1.97 1.87

NW6797
DRAWSTRING GIFT BAG 

9” W x 10” H x 4.25” D

There are so many possibilities with this little bag. It is made 
of non woven 75 gram Polypropylene and includes a black 
ribbon closure. It’s perfect for small giveaways, gifts and 
promotions. 
 
IM 150 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 2.52 2.09 1.80 1.73 1.65

NOW! Service - new Sameday service. Order Today. Ship Today.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW6860&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW6860+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW6860&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW6860+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW8629&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW8629+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW8629&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW8629+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW6797&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW6797+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW6797&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW6797+CAD
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NW6419 
GO-TIME GATHERER FOLDING TOTE 

18” W x 14.5” H x 4” D 

Just fold this tote bag into a smaller pouch for easy 
travelling and storage. It is made from Non Woven 90 gram 
Polypropylene and includes two self-material carry handles 
and a fold over flap with snap button closure.

IM 150 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 3.04 2.55 2.20 2.12 2.02    

New and Improved 
Zipper!

NW6203 
THE DAISY DAY FOLDING TOTE

12” W x 11” H x 4.5” D (open)
4.5” W x 4.5” H x 0.5” D (closed)

This tote folds down into a small pouch for easy storage 
when not in use. It is made from Non woven 75 gram 
Polypropylene. Also features two self-material handles and a 
matching coloured zipper. 

IM 150 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 3.40 2.85 2.47 2.37 2.25

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW6203&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW6797+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW6203&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW6797+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW6419&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW6419+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW6419&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW6419+CAD
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Folds Into Its 
Own Pouch

NW4733 
FOLDING NON WOVEN TOTE 

16” W x 14” H x 3.5” D

This lightweight folding tote is ideal for travelling. Made of non woven 
75 gram Polypropylene this handy tote folds into its own pouch. 
Available in a rainbow of colours, this tote’s front lower pocket imprint 
can be seen on the back of pouch when closed as well as the front 
when open. 

IM 150 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 3.28 2.75 2.37 2.27 2.15

NW4060 
FOLDING NON WOVEN TOTE BAG 

15.5” W x 15” H x 8.75” D (open)
8.75” W x 7.75” H x 1” D (closed)

Made from non woven 95 gram Polypropylene, this handy tote features 
self-material straps and a reinforced bottom. This large and spacious bag 
conveniently folds and then closes with a snap. The perfect travelling 
companion! 

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 5.56 4.56 3.97 3.82 3.65

All imprinted products in this publication are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to endorse or misuse any trademarks or company names.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW4060&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW4060+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW4060&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW4060+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW4060&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW4060+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW4733&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW4733+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW4733&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW4733+CAD
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Imprint Shows on 
Front When Open and 

on Pouch When Closed!

NW7011 
LARGE NON WOVEN FOLDING TOTE 

15” W x 18.75” H x 7.5” D

Here is the ideal replacement for a plastic shopping bag. 
It is made from non woven 90 gram Polypropylene and folds 
conveniently into its own pouch. It features two self-material 
shoulder straps/carry handles. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 4.14 3.33 2.88 2.77 2.63

Folds into its own 
little pouch

F7237 
FOLDING TOTE 

15” W x 24” H (open)

This practical and easy to carry tote bag is made from 
lightweight 190T Polyester. The tote folds into its own little 
pouch with elastic closure and plastic stopper. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 5.28 4.33 3.77 3.62 3.47

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW7011&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW7011+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW7011&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW7011+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW7011&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW7011+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=F7237&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW7237+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=F7237&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW7237+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=F7237&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW7237+CAD
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F5269 
FOLDING TOTE IN A POUCH 

15.5” W x 16” H x 5” D (tote open)
2.5” W x 5” H x 1” D (pouch closed)

This item is made from lightweight 190T Polyester and 
features a tote bag that folds into a separate pouch. The 
pouch has a snap closure and plastic clip to attach to your 
bag or purse. Stylish and reusable!

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 5.72 4.71 4.10 3.95 3.78

Print your own logo 
on back of bagF0701 

FOLDING CANADA TOTE 

15” W x 24” H (open)
5.25” W x 4.75” H x 0.5” D (closed)

Made of lightweight 190T Polyester this tote 
conveniently folds into its own compact pouch to store when 
not in use. Canadian flag is preprinted on one side and the 
back can be printed with your logo. Perfect for your Canada 
Day celebration! 

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 7.10 5.91 5.17 4.97 4.77

F4984 
FOLDING TOTE 

15.5” W x 16” H x 5” D (open)
5.25” W x 4.75” H x 0.5” D (closed) 

Lightweight 190T Polyester folding tote folds into itself to 
form a compact pouch. When the bag is open, the pouch is 
an inside valuables pocket. Great tradeshow giveaway! 

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 5.22 4.27 3.72 3.58 3.43

Folds into pouch

Folds into pouch

For no imprint pricing see www.debcosolutions.com.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=F5269&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=F5269+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=F5269&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=F5269+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=F5269&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=F5269+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=F0701&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=F0701+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=F0701&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=F0701+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=F4984&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=F4984+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=F4984&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=F4984+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=F4984&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=F4984+CAD
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E-Z Import™ 
SUBLIMATED NON WOVEN TOTES 

You can now order as few as 500 totes with your own four colour process 
design!
 
- Minimum 500 pieces per tote bag colour/logo
- Choose one of three sizes (see below)
-  Pricing includes up to four colours OR four colour process on one to four 

sides
- PMS colour match available (may not be exact match)
- Digital preproduction sample included with every order
- Four week lead time after artwork approval by Air
-  Pricing includes air freight from China and plate charges (set-ups) for up to 

four colours or CMYK on one to four sides
 
EZ100 - SMALL   EZ300 - LARGE
9.25”W x 11.75”H x 4.5”D  14”W x 16”H x 6.5”D
500 UNITS $6.75(C)   500 UNITS $9.33(C)
1000 UNITS $5.58(C)   1000 UNITS $7.83(C)
 
EZ200 - MEDIUM
9.5”W x 11.75”H x 7.25”D
500 UNITS $8.00(C)
1000 UNITS $6.75(C)
  
Please enquire for larger quantities

All imprinted products in this publication are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to endorse or misuse any trademarks or company names.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=EZ100&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=EZ100+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=EZ300&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=EZ300+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=EZ200&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=EZ200+CAD
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EZ8919
SPIC-SPANNER E-Z IMPORT™ 
MICROFIBRE CLEANING MITT

You can now order your custom cleaning mitt with four 
colour process sublimated decorating available on one 
microfibre side. Clean your electronic screens, vehicle 
windshield, TV screen and picture frames with this glove 
made from Microfibre on one side and terry cloth on 
the other side. 3-4 week lead time by air after digital 
preproduction sample approval. Minimum 250 pieces. 
See website for further details and current pricing.

EZ5499
EZ-IMPORT™ SMART PHONE WALLET 
WITH SCREEN CLEANER

2.25” W x 3.5” H 

You can now order your custom smart phone wallet with 
four colour process sublimated decorating on the back of 
the cleaning cloth. It is made from Silicone and Microfiber 
and has 3M adhesive tape on the back of the wallet to 
stick to your device. The soft cleaning cloth gently cleans 
dirt from your electronic screens. 4 week lead time by 
air after digital preproduction sample approval. Minimum 
250 pieces. See website for further details and current 
pricing.

Phone not included

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=EZ8919&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=EZ8919+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=EZ8919&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=EZ8919+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=EZ5499&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=EZ5499+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=EZ5499&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=EZ5499+CAD
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EZ966

EZ866

EZ847

EZ847/EZ866/EZ966
E-Z IMPORT™ MICROFIBER CLEANING 
CLOTHS

6” W x 6” H (EZ866 & EZ966)
4” W x 7” H (EZ847)

You can now order your custom Microfiber cleaning cloth 
with four colour process sublimated decorating available on 
both sides. This soft cleaning cloth gently cleans dirt from 
your electronic screens. EZ966 is 260 Microfiber and EZ866 
& EZ847 are both 210 gram Microfiber.

3-4 week lead time by air after digital preproduction sample 
approval (included in pricing below)
Set up charge $65.00(E) per logo.

For all three items, please see website for current pricing 

EZ8925
E-Z IMPORT™ MICROFIBER MOUSE PAD

9” W x 8” H

This is the same as our CU8925 shown above that can be 
ordered with four colour process sublimated decorating on 
the entire top surface of the mouse pad. 

3-4 week lead time by air after digital preproduction sample 
approval (included in pricing below).
Set up charge $65.00(E) per logo.

See website for current pricing

FAST FORWARD – FREE 1 day service. Order Today. Ship Tomorrow.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=EZ847&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=EZ847+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=EZ847&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=EZ847+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=EZ866&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=EZ866+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=EZ966&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=EZ966+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=EZ966&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=EZ966+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=EZ866&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=EZ866+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=EZ8925&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=EZ8925+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=EZ8925&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=EZ8925+CAD
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E-Z Import™
EZ6356
CUSTOM COLOURED TOUCH SCREEN 
GLOVES

One size fits most 

You can now order as few as 1000 pairs of touch screen gloves 
in your choice of colour and decoration! These gloves are Acrylic 
with conductive fibers in all five fingers. The fingertips interact with 
touch screen devises to allow you to keep your fingers warm while 
still using your phone, iPod or tablet. 

• Minimum 1000 pairs per glove colour/logo (seasonally available 
September - February)
• 2,500 pieces or more (available year round) PMS colour match 
available (may not be an exact match)  
• 10 week lead time by ocean (deduct $0.70(C) from the pricing 
below) 
• 6 week lead time by air after pre pro approval (included in pricing 
below) 
• See website for more details  
 

IM  1000  2500 
2C 5.83  5.50 

EZ8969 
E-Z IMPORT™ MICROFIBER CLEANING 
CLOTH 

7.5” W x 7.5” H 

You can now order your custom microfiber cleaning cloth 
with four colour process sublimated decorating.

3-4 week lead time by air after digital preproduction sample 
approval. Minimum 250 pieces. See website for further 
details and current pricing.    

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=EZ6356&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=EZ6356+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=EZ6356&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=EZ6356+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=EZ8969&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=EZ8969+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=EZ8969&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=EZ8969+CAD
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Your message is 
displayed on fan

E-Z Import™ Four week lead time
Limited stock and samples available. Ask us for details. 
EZ8603
USB FAN WITH LED MESSAGE

0.75” Diameter x 16” L

This USB powered ABS Plastic fan provides a nice breeze 
while advertising your message. The fan comes preloaded 
with up to two messages (maximum of 26 characters 
for each message). Up to 8 different messages can be 
preloaded (additional costs apply). Individually boxed.

IM 25 50 100 
2AB 31.40  29.02  24.47 

E-Z Import™
EZ8499
SMART PHONE WALLET

2.25” W x 3.5” H  

You can now order as few as 1000 smart wallets decorated 
with your own custom four colour process logo. This Silicone 
smart wallet holds up to two credit cards, ID, hotel cards or 
debit cards, has adhesive backing to stick to your phone and 
will not demagnetize your cards. Instructions included. Bulk 
packed. 

Option #1
Four colour process logo centered on front up to 
1.5” W x 1.5” H
Set up charge $65.00(E)
 
Option #2
Four colour process edge-to-edge logo on front
Set up charge $130.00(E)
 
Minimum 1000 pieces; 2-4 week lead time by air after digital 
preproduction sample approval (air freight included in pricing 
below)  

1.5 inch by 1.5 inch imprint
IM 1000  2500  5000  
3C 2.75  2.63  2.50 
Edge-to-Edge imprint
IM 1000  2500  5000  
3C 3.48  3.33  3.17 

Please visit www.debcosolutions.com/nousa for a complete list of items that cannot ship to the USA.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=EZ8603&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=EZ8603+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=EZ8603&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=EZ8603+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=EZ8499&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=EZ8499+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=EZ8499&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=EZ8499+CAD
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E9020 
EDENDERRY COTTON DUFFLE 

19” W x 9” H x 9” H

The timeless design of this duffle bag will never go out of 
style. It is made from 12 ounce Cotton and includes a barrel 
shaped main compartment, front open slash pocket, natural 
coloured zipper and carry handles. An old school classic 
looking bag!  

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 17.42 16.24 13.33 11.70 11.25

SP8804 
THE PLAYA 21.5” SPORTS BAG 

21.5” W x 19” H x 7.5” D

This newly designed sports bag is made from Ripstop 
Polyester with an inner 210D Polyester black liner. The inside 
of the handles and zipper are coloured – you choose your 
colour. Features open front pocket with Velcro® closure, one 
end zippered pocket, various inside pockets, one end with 
mesh pocket, two carry handles and adjustable/detachable 
shoulder strap. 

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 32.44 29.94 25.22 22.20 21.37

SP8986
20” CELEBRATION DUFFLE BAG

20” W x 12” H x 9” D

There’s lots of room in this sports bag for a gym towel, shoes 
and a change of clothes. It is made from 420D PVC and 
1680D PU and features two webbed carry handles, shoulder 
strap and various pockets and compartments. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 21.98 20.60 17.13 15.07 14.50

For no imprint pricing see www.debcosolutions.com.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SP8986&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SP8986+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SP8986&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SP8986+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=E9020&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=E9020+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=E9020&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=E9020+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SP8804&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SP8804+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SP8804&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SP8804+CAD
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SP6802 
21” SPORTS BAG 

21” W x 11” H x 9.5” D

Duffle bag with a sporty design is made of 600D Polyester. 
Features outside half moon zippered pocket, dual end 
zippered pocket, “U” shaped top zipper closure, 
adjustable/detachable shoulder strap, carry handles, bottom 
base and four bottom feet. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 35.88 33.84 28.58 25.17 24.22

SP6581 
HEALER DUFFLE BAG 

22.5” W x 19” H x 10.5” D

The adjustable/detachable shoulder strap on this duffle bag 
is coloured. The bag is made from soft Polyester PVC with 
Tarpaulin. Features a Vinyl bottom for waterproof protection, 
two main compartments with zippered closures, small 
zippered valuables pocket and webbed carry handles with 
snap button closure.

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 40.22 37.36 31.63 27.85 26.80

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SP6581&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SP6581+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SP6581&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SP6581+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SP6802&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SP6802+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SP6802&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SP6802+CAD
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SP7223 
COBLAT 21” SPORTS BAG 

21” W x 12” H x 9” D

The single top zipper opens to a roomy main 
compartment. Made of 600D Polyester and Dobby Nylon, 
this bag also features adjustable shoulder strap, carry 
handles, a mesh pocket on one end and an open slash 
pocket on the front.  

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 17.02 15.88 13.04 11.47 11.03

Bottle
not included

SP4806
COBALT 24” EXTRA LARGE SPORTS BAG 

24” W x 12” H x 10” D

Lots of room for extra large loads. 600D Polyester 
and Dobby Nylon sports bag with large main zippered 
compartment. 
 
IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 19.28 18.02 14.89 13.10 12.62

All imprinted products in this publication are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to endorse or misuse any trademarks or company names.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SP4806&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SP4806+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SP4806&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SP4806+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SP4806&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SP4806+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SP7223&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SP7223+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SP7223&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SP7223+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SP7223&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SP7223+CAD
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All bags have grey 
piping and zippers

SP5773 
VISION 20” SPORTS BAG 

20” W x 12.5” H x 12” D

Trendy sports bag made out of 600D Polyester with Dobby 
accents. Lots of pockets for storage. Hard bottom board and 
four bottom feet. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 33.50 31.56 26.62 23.43 22.55

Bottle
not included

Matches KN4951 
Sling Backpack

SP5268 
MAJESTIC 22” SPORTS BAG 

22” W x 12” H x 8” D

Use this bag for whatever sport you play! 600D Polyester 
and Mesh sports bag with top double zipper closure and 
removable bottom base.  

IM 40 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 25.70 24.32 20.34 17.90 17.23

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SP5268&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SP5268+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=KN4951&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=KN4951+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SP5268&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SP5268+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SP5268&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SP5268+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SP5773&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SP5773+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SP5773&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SP5773+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SP5773&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SP5773+CAD
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SP8262
20” DUFFLE / SPORTS BAG 

20” W x 12” H x 12” D

A great gym bag! This duffle features white accent piping on 
all bags and a small zippered valuables pocket under the lid. It 
is made from 600D Polyester and 420D Dobby and has two 
webbed carry handles with Velcro® grip closure, a padded 
bottom base and an adjustable/detachable shoulder strap.

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 28.80 27.10 22.74 20.02 19.27

SP6533 
IVY TRADER SPORTS BAG 

19” W x 11.5” H x 12” D

A sturdy and durable travel or gym bag that features a main 
compartment with zippered opening, side zippered shoe 
compartment, padded shoulder strap and webbed carry 
handles. It is made from 300D Polyester PVC and 160D 
Polyester.

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 43.58 40.56 34.40 30.28 29.13

FAST FORWARD – FREE 1 day service. Order Today. Ship Tomorrow.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SP6533&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SP6533+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SP6533&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SP6533+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SP8262&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SP8262+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SP8262&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SP8262+CAD
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SP8841 
COOL COLISEUM DUFFLE 

22” W x 12” H x 12” D

Newly designed sports bag that features a large main 
compartment and a front zippered pocket. The extra-wide 
shoulder strap is padded for comfort. The bag is made from 
600D Polyester with a 210D inner black Polyester liner. 

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 31.82 29.36 24.71 21.75 20.93

SP6500 
RIGGERMAN DUFFLE BACKPACK 

23” W x 11” H x 11” D 

A great bag for biking and the gym that is made from 
Tarpaulin and 1680D Polyester. The weatherproof material 
helps protect bags during rain, snow storms and at the 
gym. Use this bag as a backpack with the backpack straps 
and a duffle bag with the handles or shoulder strap.

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 72.64 68.30 58.47 51.55 49.61

Weatherproof material

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SP6500&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SP6500+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SP6500&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SP6500+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SP8841&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SP8841+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SP8841&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SP8841+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SP8841&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SP8841+CAD
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SP6473 
THE PARTNER DUFFLE 

22” W x 15.5” H x 10” D

The two front curved pockets with zippered closures on 
this sports bag give you extra storage options along with 
the main and back zippered compartments. It is made from 
Ripstop Polyester with a black 210D inner Polyester liner. 
Includes easy-carry cut-out handles, padded removable/
adjustable shoulder strap and five bottom feet. 

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 35.50 32.86 27.74 24.42 23.50

PREMIUM BONDED 
LEATHER COLLECTION

BL8590
DUFFLE/SPORTS BAG 

22” W x 10” H x 12” D

This sports bag matches our Premium Bonded Leather line 
of products and allows you to make your weekend escape 
in style. Includes top carry handles, adjustable/detachable 
webbed and padded shoulder strap, top zippered opening to 
main lined compartment and removable bottom base.

IM 12 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 114.56 105.86 90.94 80.13 77.06

WS8853 
JET AWAY TRAVEL BAG 

22.4” W x 10” H x 12.2” D

Another great addition to our Wall Street collection! This bag 
features a zippered opening to the large interior, adjustable/
detachable shoulder strap, two inside pockets, removable 
bottom board and two top carry handles. It is made from 
Richskin and also includes a luggage tag. Packed inside the 
dust cover for imprinted orders only. 

IM 12 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 121.96 112.88 97.00 85.45 82.16

Please visit www.debcosolutions.com/nousa for a complete list of items that cannot ship to the USA.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=BL8590&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=BL8590+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=BL8590&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=BL8590+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WS8853&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WS8853+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WS8853&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WS8853+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SP6473&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SP6473+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SP6473&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SP6473+CAD
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SP362 
20” SPORTS BAG 

20” W x 10” H x 8” D

Just the right size to use as your gym or team bag. Made of 
600D Polyester this bag includes a bottom base, two end 
and one side pocket, double zipper top opening with Velcro® 
tab closure, carry handles and an adjustable/detachable 
shoulder strap. 

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 24.16 22.06 18.38 16.17 15.57

PL950 
22” SPORTS BAG 

22” W x 13” H x 11.5” D

Lots of storage room in this Koskin duffle bag with 
adjustable/detachable shoulder strap, “U” shaped top 
zippered opening to main compartment, carry handles and 
zippered end and front pockets. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 37.00 34.90 29.51 25.98 25.00

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SP362&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SP362+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SP362&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SP362+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SP362&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SP362+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=PL950&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=PL950+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=PL950&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=PL950+CAD
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PL930 
22” SPORTS BAG 

22” W x 13” H x 12” D

Multi-use sports bag made of Koskin. Includes two end 
zippered pockets, two front pockets - one zippered and one 
with buckle closure, “U” shaped zippered opening to main 
compartment, hard bottom base with five bottom feet and 
adjustable/detachable shoulder strap. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 36.96 34.86 29.47 25.95 24.97

Weatherproof 
Material

SP6555 
WHAT IT TAKES DUFFLE BAG 

19.5” W x 11.5” H x 9.5” D 

This weatherproof duffle btag is made from Tarpaulin and 
1680D Polyester and helps protect the contents during rain 
and snow storms. Features top zippered closure to main 
section, small open slash pocket inside main area, webbed 
carry handles with Velcro® closure, side carry handles, 
shoulder strap and four bottom feet.

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 39.90 37.06 31.38 27.63 26.58

NOW! Service - new Sameday service. Order Today. Ship Today.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SP6555&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SP6555+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SP6555&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SP6555+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SP6555&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SP6555+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=PL930&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=PL930+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=PL930&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=PL930+CAD
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PERSONALIZATION 
Using Debco’s Perfect Print and MAX 
Perfect Print decorating methods,  
personalization may be added. Now 
you can easily and affordably  
individualize each product in your order 
with recipients’ names, numbers, dates, 
addresses, QR codes, and/or titles.

Contents
not included

SP411 
24” EXTRA LARGE SPORTS BAG 

24” W x 12” H x 10.25” D

Large duffle bag to hold your shoes and other 
essentials. This bag is made of 600D Polyester  
and features a “U” shaped top zipper closure with bungee 
cord, hard bottom base, built-in shoe compartment, 
elasticized water bottle mesh pocket, front and side zippered 
pockets. 

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 43.12 40.12 34.02 29.95 28.82

SP876 
40” EXTRA LARGE HOCKEY BAG 

40” W x 16” H x 16” D

Get custom imprinted hockey bags for the team! This bag is 
made of durable 600D Polyester and includes two extra-long 
carry straps with Velcro® closure. Also features large front 
skate pockets with ventilation, adjustable padded shoulder 
strap, double top zipper closure and one zippered end 
pocket. 

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 59.16 55.42 47.31 41.68 40.12

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SP411&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SP411+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SP411&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SP411+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SP411&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SP411+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SP876&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SP876+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SP876&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SP876+CAD
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SP7420
DUFFLE / SPORTS BAG

23” W x 13” H x 11” D 

This Duffle/Sports bag matches our KN7419 
Backpack and P7421 Business bag and is made from 600D 
Polyester with Mesh and Ripstop. It features a large front 
zippered pocket, top zipper closure to main compartment, 
padded adjustable/detachable shoulder strap and four 
bottom rubber feet.
 
IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 52.96 49.50 42.14 37.12 35.70

Contents
not included

Built-in shoe 
compartment

Smaller version of 
SP411 Sports Bag

SP211
19” SPORTS BAG 

19” W x 9.75” H x 9.5” D

600D Polyester sports bag with “U” shaped top 
zipper closure and attractive bungee cord. Also includes 
a built-in bottom base, end pocket with fixed shoe 
compartment, elasticized water bottle pocket and front and 
side zippered pockets. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 33.06 31.14 26.25 23.12 22.25

All imprinted products in this publication are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to endorse or misuse any trademarks or company names.
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SP4164 
23” JUMBO SPORTS BAG 

23” W x 11” H x 10” D

Giant duffle bag for the sporting enthusiast. High quality 
Dobby Nylon and 1680D Polyester fabrics add a high-end 
perceived value. Includes adjustable/detachable padded 
shoulder strap, carry handles with Velcro® closure, “U” 
shaped top zippered opening, two end and front zippered 
pockets, end grab handle and four bottom feet. 

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 59.64 55.86 47.65 41.96 40.37

SP472 
22” SPORTS BAG 

22” W x 13” H x 12” D

Includes two end zippered pockets, two front pockets - one 
zippered and one with buckle closure, “U” shaped zippered 
opening to main compartment, hard bottom base with five 
bottom feet and adjustable/detachable shoulder strap. 
Polyester version of our popular PL930 Koskin sports bag. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 30.82 29.02 24.42 21.48 20.67

Contents
not included

SP2663 
23” JUMBO SPORTS BAG  

23.5” W x 13” H x 11.5” D

A giant sports bag with ball holder perfect for 
basketball, soccer ball, rugby or volleyball. Made of 
600D Polyester and includes dual mesh water bottle 
pocket, a card pocket on side perfect for team 
numbering and a “U” shaped top zippered opening. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 36.14 34.08 28.80 25.35 24.38

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.
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PL934 
19” SPORTS BAG 

19” W x 10.5” H x 10” D 

An executive sports bag option made of Koskin. Includes 
a business card holder to help you identify your bag. Other 
features include an adjustable/detachable shoulder strap with 
padding, hard bottom base, front and end zippered pockets 
and carry handles. 

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 45.58 42.46 36.05 31.75 30.55

Distinctive textured material

TK969 
23” JUMBO SPORTS BAG 

23.5” W x 12” H x 13” D

Distinctive extra large duffle is made out of Textura material. 
The perfect overnighter bag that features adjustable/
detachable shoulder strap, “U” shaped top zipper closures, 
front and two end zippered pockets and bottom base with 
five feet. 

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 59.68 55.90 47.69 42.00 40.40

PL939 
23” JUMBO SPORTS BAG 

23” W x 12” H x 12” D

Large duffle made out of Koskin material features contrasting 
coloured stitching, comfortable handles and shoulder strap, 
and hard bottom base with five feet. 
 
IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 49.40 46.10 39.20 34.52 33.20

For no imprint pricing see www.debcosolutions.com.
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Bottle
not included

Slash pocket on front

Matches NW6342 
Backpack

NW7274 
18” SPORTS BAG 

18” W x 10” H x 8” D

600D Polyester with non woven diamond patterned sports 
bag includes two carry handles, adjustable shoulder strap, 
main zippered compartment and two end pockets. 
 
IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 11.54 9.27 8.13 7.82

SP8702 
19” SPORTS/DUFFLE BAG 

19” W x 9.5” H x 10” D

This 19” duffle/sports bag has black buckles and hardware. 
It is made from 600D Polyester and 420D Diamond Ripstop 
Polyester and features two padded webbed carry handles, 
an adjustable/non-detachable shoulder strap, zippered side 
shoe compartment, mesh side pocket and a small zippered 
inside pocket for valuables. All bags have white piping. 
 
IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 27.12 25.50 21.36 18.80 18.10

SP7384 
16” DUFFLE BAG 

16” W x 13” H x 7.5” D

600D PVC Twill duffle bag with leatherette wrapped handles 
and trim. Four bottom plastic feet for extra protection. Quick 
access to the front zippered pocket. 

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 29.18 26.84 22.53 19.82 19.07

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.
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RB9075 
WEEKEND STEELER ROLLER DUFFLE 

26.25” W x 10” H x 12” D 

The split level compartments on this roller duffle offer 
you extra packing convenience. It is made from Ripstop 
Polyester and features heavy-duty framing with smooth 
roller blade wheels as well as various pockets and grab 
handles.

IM 12 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 115.54 106.84 91.85 80.96 77.91

RB6445 
ROCHESTER ROCKET 20” ROLLER BAG 

13.5” W x 20” H x 8” D 

This strong and durable roller bag is made from Jacquard with an ABS 
Plastic hard shell case. It features an iron and aluminum frame, zipper 
closure to main fully lined compartment, telescopic handle, top grab handle, 
combination lock, four side rubber feet and 360 degree smooth rolling 
wheels. 

IM 12 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 140.92 131.02 112.78 99.41 95.65

www.debcosolutions.com
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RB4427 
20” ROLLER DUFFLE 

20” W x 11” H x 11” D

1680D patterned Jacquard material with large main 
zippered compartment. Dual roller blade wheels and 
two front zippered pockets. 
 
IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 91.56 86.32 74.09 65.31 62.86

Hard Shell 
ABS Case!

RB8653 
20” ROLLER LUGGAGE 

20” W x 13.75” H x 9” D

This heavy-duty carry-on bag is good-looking and functional. 
The case is a hard shell ABS Plastic and the frame is Iron 
and Aluminum. Includes 360 degree smooth rolling wheels 
for great manoeuvrability, zipper closure to fully lined main 
compartment, telescopic handle, top and side grab handles, 
combination lock, four side rubber feet and inside crossover 
straps. This bag is strong and durable and can also be used 
for checked luggage. 

IM 12 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 156.42 145.78 125.56 110.68 106.48

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.
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PRESTIGE 
COLLECTION

PL990 

25” EXTRA LARGE SPORTS BAG ON 

WHEELS 

25” W x 12” H x 12” D

A rolling duffle made of Koskin features smooth 
rolling roller blade wheels. Also includes a pull-up metal 
handle, carry handle, hard bottom base, shoulder strap and 
front, top and end zippered pockets. 
 
IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 82.86 77.96 66.78 58.83 56.58

RB3829 
22” DUFFLE BAG ON WHEELS 

22” W x 11.5” H x 11” D

Your logo will easily be seen when travelling with this 600D 
rolling sports bag. It has dual roller blade wheels and a 
heavy-duty hideaway pull-up carry handle to make your trip a 
breeze. Also includes “U” shaped top zippered opening to 
spacious main compartment, dual carry handles and outside 
zippered pockets. 

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 75.56 71.08 60.89 53.68 51.68

All imprinted products in this publication are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to endorse or misuse any trademarks or company names.
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KN8834 
QUANTUM BLAST BACKPACK 

12” W x 17” H x 6” D 

This backpack is great for carrying books, lunch and other 
items. It is made from 600D Polyester and has a zippered 
closure to the spacious main compartment, front zippered 
pocket, side mesh pocket, top carry handle and backpack 
straps.

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 18.58 17.36 14.33 12.60 12.13

JS6569 
JETSETT LAPTOP BACKPACK 

13.5” W x 20” H x 6.5” D 

‘Jet Set’ away with this laptop backpack designed for laptops 
15”-17”. It is made from 1680D Polyester and features a 
padded laptop compartment and a back panel to slip onto 
your roller bag for easy travel through security checkpoints. 
Part of our Jet Set collection that also includes JS8851 
laptop backpack and JS6534 laptop and tablet brief.

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 70.10 65.82 56.27 49.56 47.68

JS8851 
JETSETT LAPTOP BACKPACK 

12” W x 18” H x 6.5”D 

Travel like a ‘Jet Setter’ with this new laptop backpack that 
is part of our JetSett collection that also includes JS6569 
laptop backpack and JS6534 laptop and tablet brief. This 
backpack is made from 1680D Polyester and designed to 
carry laptops 15”-17” in the padded laptop section. 

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 79.46 74.72 63.98 56.36 54.21

Please visit www.debcosolutions.com/nousa for a complete list of items that cannot ship to the USA.
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KN6525 
ZIP-CHECKER LAPTOP BACKPACK 

12.5” W x 17.5” H x 5.5” D 

Both a fashionable and functional commuter backpack that is 
made from 600D Polyester, mini Ripstop and 210D Nylon. It 
fits laptops and tablets up to 13” in the padded compartment 
and is heavily padded for extra protection.

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 49.54 46.24 39.33 34.63 33.32

KN8849 
MONTE CARLO LAPTOP BACKPACK 

11.5” W x 15” H x 5.25” D 

This laptop backpack is made from a unique material 
combination of Oxford Polyester and Vinyl for a sophisticated 
look. It is designed to fit laptops up to 13” in the padded 
compartment and includes padded backpack straps, vinyl 
wrapped top carry handle and a front zippered pocket.

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 76.94 72.32 61.91 54.53 52.45

KN6589 
LAPBACKER LAPTOP BACKPACK 

12” W x 18” H x 7” D 

This laptop backpack provides protection for your laptop that 
is up to 15” and other essentials. Features padded backpack 
straps, carry handle and mesh back. It is made from 600D 
Polyester and 1680D Polyester. Designed for the everyday 
tech commuter.

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 40.86 37.96 32.16 28.32 27.25

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.
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KN7419
LAPTOP BACKPACK

11” W x 17” H x 7.25” D

This laptop backpack is part of a matching line of products 
that also includes P7421 Business Brief and SP7420 Duffle 
bag. It is made from 600D Polyester with Mesh and Ripstop. 
There is a zippered closure to main compartment that has a 
fully padded area to secure your laptop. Fits laptops up to 
15.6”.

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 44.14 41.10 34.87 30.70 29.53

P2423 
COMMUTER BACKPACK 

14” W x 21” H x 7” D

Large backpack made out of 600D Polyester with a total of four 
zippered compartments. Also includes adjustable side and bottom 
compression straps, grommet hole for headphone wires and two side 
mesh bottle holders. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 50.70 47.94 40.80 35.93 34.57

Contents not included

WS8847 
URBAN EXEC LAPTOP BACKPACK 

12” W x 16.2” H x 5.2” D

Another addition to our Wall Street Collection that is made 
from luxurious Richskin. This bag includes a removable 
sleeve that fits laptops up to 14”. Also features padded 
adjustable backpack straps, top grab handle, various inner 
compartments and zippered pockets and a matching luggage 
tag.

IM 12 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 109.60 101.12 86.83 76.50 73.56

NOW! Service - new Sameday service. Order Today. Ship Today.
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Contents
not included

KN9077 
PLAID LAPTOP BACKPACK 

12” W x 17” H x 6.5” D

This backpack is made from 900D Polyester and has 
an inside compartment to hold a laptop up to 15.6”. 
Also features grommet holes for headphone wires, 
small zippered pocket on top, adjustable padded straps, 
upgraded striped pattern on the inside and a large front 
zippered pocket with organizer section.

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 42.78 39.80 33.74 29.72 28.58

Contents
not included

KN8473
OVERSIZED BACKPACK

12” W x 19” H x 7.5” D  

This oversized backpack has a roomy main 
compartment with zippered closure as well as a front 
pocket and inside valuables pocket. It is made from 
420D Dobby and 600D Polyester and has padded and 
adjustable backpack straps. 
 
IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 25.72 24.16 20.20 17.77 17.10

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

Contents not 
included
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Contents
not included

P1921 
BACKPACK 

14” W x 17.5” H x 6.5” D

600D Polyester backpack with top zippered opening to main 
compartment, padded and adjustable backpack straps, built-in 
water bottle holder and padded bottom base. Lots of pockets 
to keep organized. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 25.94 24.36 20.38 17.93 17.27

Matches NW7274 
Duffle Bag

NW6342 
BACKPACK 

11” W x 16” H x 7” D

600D Polyester with non woven diamond pattern backpack 
includes spacious main compartment with zippered opening, 
adjustable padded backpack straps, top carry handle and 
front zippered organizer section. See NW7274 for matching 
duffle/sports bag. 
  
IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 13.98 11.38 9.98 9.60

All imprinted products in this publication are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to endorse or misuse any trademarks or company names.
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Contents
not included

KN8664 
STADIUM CLEAR BACKPACK 

13” W x 17” H x 6” D

Another addition to our Stadium Clear line that also includes P8622 
drawstring backpack and TO6379 tote bag. The Phthalate free clear 
vinyl allows for smoother and faster entry time through security 
checkpoints. Features coloured Polyester trim and handles, zippered 
and mesh pockets and adjustable backpack straps.

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 18.52 17.30 14.27 12.55 12.08

P1990 
BACKPACK 

12” W x 19” H x 7” D

600D Polyester with two-toned grey polyester for an upscale look. Also 
features zippered main opening with inside key clip, business organizer 
and section for mp3/iPod/cell phone with grommet hole for 
head- phone wires. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 29.86 28.10 23.62 20.78 20.00

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.
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Matches SP7223 and 
SP4806 Sports bags

Grommet hole for 
headphone wires

Contents
not included

KN7238 
COBALT SLING BACKPACK 

13” W x 17” H x 4” D

600D Polyester, Dobby Nylon and mesh sling backpack 
with triangular shaped main compartment. Includes inner 
valuables pocket for iPod/mp3 player and grommet holes 
for headphone wires. 

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 12.56 10.16 8.93 8.60

Matches SP5268 
Duffle Bag

KN4951 
MAJESTIC SLING BACKPACK 

15.5” W x 15” H x 7.5” D

Adjustable and padded single strap backpack made out 
of 600D Polyester with mesh accents. Includes triangular 
shaped main compartment, top carry handle, grommet 
hole for headphone wires and side mesh pocket. Matches 
SP5268 duffle. 
 
IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 13.74 11.18 9.82 9.45

For no imprint pricing see www.debcosolutions.com.
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KN9067 
FLEET FOOTER DRAWSTRING BACKPACK 

16.5” W x 20.5” H 

Use the drawstrings to close the bag and for backpack 
straps on this 420D Polyester cinch bag. Also includes an 
inside zippered valuables pocket and front zippered pocket 
with inner mesh pockets.

IM 40 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 14.12 13.28 10.76 9.43 9.07

KN9004 
HURON HUSTLER FOLDING DRAWSTRING 
BACKPACK 

14.25” W x 18” H x 4.25” D (open)
6.5” W x 5.25” H x 1.5” D (folded)

This Plaid Dobby drawstring bag folds into the front zippered 
pocket for storage when not in use. The drawstring cord 
backpack straps have padded mesh shoulder pads and 
the vertical zippered front pocket leads to an area for extra 
storage. Extra sponge and padding on shoulder pads offer 
extra comfort for carrying.

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 21.00 19.64 16.27 14.30 13.75

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.
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E9016 
WESTPORT COTTON DRAWSTRING CINCH 

13.75” W x 17.75” H

The natural coloured double cords act as a drawstring 
closure and straps can be used as a backpack on this 8 
ounce Cotton drawstring bag. The top 2/3 of all bags are 
natural coloured and you choose what colour the bottom of 
the bag is. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 5.82 4.78 4.17 4.00 3.82

P8962 
CINCINNATI CINCH BAG 

13.5” W x 17” H  

Cinch it up with this backpack made from 210D and 600D 
Polyester and Mesh. Includes double rope drawstring 
closure, a front pocket with Velcro® closure, mesh accents 
with white piping and reinforced bottom corners with metal 
grommets.

IM 50 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 7.50 5.76 5.03 4.83 4.63   

www.debcosolutions.com
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NW1190 
SMALL FRY DRAWSTRING BAG 

11.5” W x 15.5” H 

Use the rope strings on this kid size bag to carry it over-the-
shoulder or as a backpack. The rope strings include a release 
buckle that breaks away for safety. It is made from Non 
Woven 75 gram Polypropylene and is CPSIA compliant.

IM 150 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 3.28 2.75 2.37 2.27 2.15

Release buckle 
breaks away for 

safety

Reflective stripes 
help increase your 

visibility

P6494 
CINCH DAZZLER REFLECTIVE BACKPACK 

14” W x 17” H 

The vertical silver reflective stripes on the front pocket of this 
bag help increase your visibility. It is made from lightweight 
210D Polyester and includes rope drawstring cinch cords to 
use as backpack straps. 

IM 75 250 500 1000 
AB2C 5.62 4.45 3.88 3.73

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.
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KN6480 
DECATHLETE DRAWSTRING BACKPACK 

14” W x 20” H 

Carry this bag backpack style or over the shoulder. Just pull 
the rope drawstrings to cinch the bag closed. It is made from 
Plaid Dobby Polyester and has two mesh side pockets and 
two diagonal zippered front pockets. The back of all of the 
bags are black.

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 19.22 17.94 14.80 13.00 12.50

KN6479 
HURDLER DRAWSTRING BACKPACK 

14” W x 18.5” H 

This drawstring backpack is easy to open, pack with your 
essentials and close again. It is made from Plaid Dobby 
Polyester and features thick rope drawstring cords that act 
as backpack straps, reinforced corners with metal grommets 
and a front zippered mesh pocket. The back of all of the bags 
are black.

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 15.50 14.40 11.73 10.28 9.88

All imprinted products in this publication are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to endorse or misuse any trademarks or company names.
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P8285
ALOHA DRAWSTRING BACKPACK 

14.75” W x 17” H

Lots of colourful options! Made from 210D Polyester, 
this bag is a lower priced option to our P2485. It 
features a rope drawstring closure and metal grommets 
with reinforced corners.

IM 150 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 3.40 2.85 2.47 2.37 2.25

Pick Which Side You 
Want Your Logo On!

NW4801 
NON WOVEN DRAWSTRING BACKPACK 

14.75” W x 17” H

Same styling as NW4190 and now you can pick which side 
and colour you want your logo on. Cords/straps allow you to 
choose which side is the front and back. Made of non woven 
90 gram Polypropylene with reinforced bottom corners. 
 
IM 150 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 3.16 2.64 2.27 2.18 2.08

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.
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P5036 
DRAWSTRING BACKPACK 

14.5” W x 18” H

This bag features extra-thick and durable drawstring cords 
and is made of 210D Polyester on back and Dobby Polyester 
on front. 
 
IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 7.08 5.40 4.72 4.53

Reflective stripes

NW4622 
NON WOVEN DRAWSTRING BACKPACK 

16” W x 19.5” H

This drawstring bag features silver reflective accents and can 
be used as a tote bag or a backpack. Made of non woven 90 
gram Polypropylene with double cords that act as drawstring 
closure and straps. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 4.44 3.60 3.12 3.00 2.87

P9285 
MAHALO LARGE DRAWSTRING BACKPACK 

17” W x 20” H 

26.25% larger than our P8285 Aloha Drawstring Backpack! This 
bag is made from 210D Polyester and features rope drawstring 
cords, metal grommets with reinforced corners and double sewed 
stitch lines.
 
IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 4.24 3.42 2.97 2.85 2.72

Please visit www.debcosolutions.com/nousa for a complete list of items that cannot ship to the USA.
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P6353
DRAWSTRING BACKPACK

14.5” W x 17” H

This drawstring backpack is made from 210D Polyester and 
has black double cords that act as a drawstring closure and 
straps to use as a backpack. All bags have white accents and 
a front slash pocket with Velcro® closure.

IM 75 250 500 1000 
AB2C 5.62 4.45 3.88 3.73

P2485 
DRAWSTRING BACKPACK 

14.5” W x 17” H

Twice as strong as 210D Polyester! This backpack is made 
of 420D Polyester and includes double drawstring closure on 
both sides for utilization as a backpack. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 4.34 3.51 3.05 2.93 2.80

NW9190 
URBAN ADVENTURER DRAWSTRING 
BACKPACK 

17” W x 20” H

26.25% larger than our NW4190 Drawstring Backpack! The 
double rope cords act as drawstring closures for the bag 
as well as backpack straps. It is made from Non Woven 
80 gram Polypropylene and has reinforced bottom corners 
around the metal grommets. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 3.72 2.96 2.57 2.47 2.35

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.
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NW4190 
JUMBO NON WOVEN DRAWSTRING 
BACKPACK 

14.75” W x 17” H

Debco’s lowest priced drawstring backpack! Made out 
of non woven 90 gram Polypropylene with double cords 
that act as drawstring closure and straps. 

IM 150 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 2.90 2.42 2.08 2.00 1.90

P5978 
DRAWSTRING BACKPACK 

14.5” W x 18” H

Large front zippered pocket with black rubber 
reinforced bottom corners around silver metal 
grommets. Made of 210D Polyester. 

IM 75 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 5.62 4.45 3.88 3.73 3.57

NOW! Service - new Sameday service. Order Today. Ship Today.
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Elegant and stylish with 
extra-thick drawstring cords

P8701 
THE EXECUTIVE DRAWSTRING BACKPACK 

14.5” W x 18” H

This elegant, stylish and high-end backpack is made from superior 
Pongee 420D Dobby material. It features extra-thick drawstring 
cords that act as a drawstring closure as well as straps when 
being used as a backpack, a slash pocket on the inside and a side 
zippered pocket.

IM 40 50 250 500 1000 
2AB2C 11.46 10.74 8.56 7.50 7.20

 Large front zippered 
mesh pocket

P8556 
SURF DRAWSTRING BACKPACK 

14” W x 19” H

This cinch bag has a large front zippered mesh pocket 
and double rope closure to the main compartment. It 
is made from 210D Polyester with reinforced corners 
around the metal grommets. All bags have white piping 
and black backs.

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 6.98 5.80 5.07 4.87

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.
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Increase 
Your Visibility 

at Night!
P8604 
HIGH-VIZ SAFETY DRAWSTRING BACKPACK 

15” W x 19” H

Keep safe with this cinch bag that has a silver reflective stripe 
across the middle on the front that helps increase your visibility 
at night. The material is 100% Polyester and the bottom corners 
are reinforced and also include reflective material. The double grey 
cords act as a drawstring closure as well as backpack straps.

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 7.42 5.69 4.97 4.77

E8429 
COTTON DRAWSTRING BAG 

14” W x 17” H

Versatile cinch bag made out of 5.5 ounce Cotton. Features 
natural coloured double cords that act as drawstring closure 
as well as straps to use as a backpack. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 5.28 4.33 3.77 3.62 3.45

Contents
not included

P8622 
STADIUM CLEAR DRAWSTRING BAG 

14” W x 17” H

This bag is part of our Stadium Clear line that also includes TO6379 
tote and KN8664 backpack. It is made from Phthalate free clear 
Vinyl and helps get through security checkpoints faster. Cinch the 
bag closed with the rope drawstring cords and carry as a backpack.

IM 50 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 6.66 5.04 4.38 4.22 4.03

All imprinted products in this publication are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to endorse or misuse any trademarks or company names.
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NW7137
THE CRYSTAL BOWL LARGE COOLER

16” W x 13.75” H x 9” D

Use this bag to carry groceries and as a cooler. It is made 
from non woven 75 gram Polypropylene and includes 2mm 
Aluminum foil foam lining for insulation. Put in your own ice 
pack to help keep your food and beverages chilled.  

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 8.16 6.82 5.97 5.73 5.48

CB8965 
CEAPE LARGE COOLER DUFFLE 

18.25” W x 12.5” H x 10” D 

A large cooler duffle that is made from 600D Polyester and is 
great for a road trip and picnics. The side pockets offer extra 
storage, the main compartment is insulated and the 
extra-wide shoulder strap makes for easy carrying.

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 33.04 30.52 25.71 22.63 21.78    

CB702 
COOLER BAG 

9” W x 9” H x 8” D

An upscale look with upgraded two-toned webbed shoulder 
strap. This 600D Polyester cooler bag holds 6 cans, features 
a heat-sealed, leakproof clear Vinyl metallic liner, adjustable 
shoulder strap, three-sided top zipper opening to main 
compartment and front zippered pocket. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 18.98 17.74 14.65 12.88 12.40

For no imprint pricing see www.debcosolutions.com.
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NW8896 
THORNHILL CHILL NON WOVEN 
INSULATED COOLER BAG 

9.25” W x 14” H x 7” D 

Use this insulated cooler for groceries or as a lunch bag. It 
is made from non woven 90 gram Polypropylene and has an 
inner silver liner for insulation. Includes a top zippered closure 
to main compartment, two self-material cross-stitched 
handles, an elastic pocket on one side and a mesh pocket on 
the other side.

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 5.30 4.35 3.78 3.63 3.47

Contents
not included

CB8899 
LEMARCHANT LUNCH COOLER BAG 

7” W x 4.5” H x 3.5” D 

This lunch bag folds down for easy storage and is made from 
210D Polyester. It is insulated, has a top flap with Velcro® 
closure, front slash pocket and a webbed carry handle.

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 5.00 4.07 3.53 3.40 3.25    

CB8967 
VICTORIAVILLE LUNCH BAG 

9” W x 6.75” H x 4.5” D 

A great everyday lunch bag made from 600D Polyester with 
an insulated interior. It is a convenient size to fit in the fridge 
at work and includes a front slash pocket and a padded 
webbed handle.

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 9.52 8.00 7.00 6.73 6.45   

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.
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CB6544 
SIBERIAN FREEZE COOLER BAG 

9” W x 7” H x 6.25” D

Use this 420D Polyester cooler bag to carry your lunch, 
cutlery, napkins and additional snacks. The inside has 3mm 
foam insulation with a PEVA liner and holds up to six cans. 
Carry with the top padded mesh carry handle or shoulder 
strap. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 20.88 19.54 16.20 14.25 13.72

Contents not included

CB6657 
ICE CASTLE DUAL COMPARTMENT 
COOLER 

10” W x 11” H x 7” D

A dual compartment cooler bag for maximum carrying 
capacity and convenience. Includes two insulated zippered 
compartments, top carry handle, padded shoulder strap and 
various other pockets. It is made from 420D Polyester and 
holds up to twelve cans. 

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 30.84 28.42 23.89 21.03 20.23

www.debcosolutions.com
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CB6444 
CHILL RING ROUND COOLER 

8.25” Diameter x 7.25” H

The perfect cooler bag for lunch, drinks and snacks! This 
cooler holds up to six cans in the main section that is foam 
insulated and foil lined to help keep the contents cool. 
Includes a front slash open pocket, 
adjustable/non-detachable webbed handle and a zippered 
closure to the main compartment.

IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 8.38 6.53 5.70 5.48

CB6482 
BLIZZARD VORTEX ROUND COOLER 

8” Diameter x 10” H

A great bag for a picnic and the beach! This Non 
Woven 100 gram Polypropylene bag holds up to twelve 
cans in the foil lined 2mm padded foam insulated main 
compartment. Also features zippered closure to main 
section, adjustable/non-detachable webbed handle and open 
slash front pocket.

IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 8.88 6.95 6.07 5.83

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.
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NW5462 
INSULATED GROCERY COOLER

13” W x 15” H x 10” D

Great at the beach and to keep food chilled on your way 
home from the grocery store. This bag is made out of non 
woven 90 gram Polypropylene and includes inner silver liner 
for insulation, top zipper closure, front slash pocket and carry 
handles. 
  
IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 6.30 5.20 4.53 4.35 4.17

2 Imprints
for the

Price of 1!

CB4969 
MAGIC FOLDING COOLER BAG 

16” W x 16” H x 5.5” D (open)
8.75” W x 4.5” H x 1” D (folded)

Unique folding features allows imprint to show when bag is 
open and closed at no extra cost! This bag is made of 190T 
Polyester with inside metallic lining for insulation. The bag 
folds and zippers into itself to store when not in use. 
  
IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 7.48 5.75 5.02 4.83

FAST FORWARD – FREE 1 day service. Order Today. Ship Tomorrow.
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CB5990
CARRY COLD COOLER TOTE

17.75” W x 15” H x 7” D  

This tote features a fully insulated deep interior with PEVA 
liner to help keep your items cold at the beach, picnics and 
when coming home from grocery shopping. Made out of 
600D Polyester this bag also features two self-material 
handles/shoulder straps, top zipper closure and a full size 
front pocket with Velcro® closure. Holds up to 24 cans.
 
IM 50 250 500 750
AB2C 13.74 11.16 9.80 9.43

TO6557 
LUNCH BAG 

9.25” W x 11” H x 4.5” D

This lunch bag simply cleans up with a quick wipe using a 
damp cloth. It is made out of 75 gram non woven and 35 
gram laminated non woven Polypropylene with matte finish. 
Includes an insulated main compartment, top zipper closure, 
carry handles and side mesh pocket. 

IM 50 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 6.52 4.91 4.28 4.12 3.93

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.
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CB8569 
BLIZZKOOL GROCERY COOLER BAG 

11.75” W x 14” H x 7” D

Drop in an ice pack (not included) and keep your drinks 
and food cold with this Non Woven 90 gram Polypropylene 
bag that is perfect for carrying frozen products home from 
the grocery store. Features inner 2mm foam insulation with 
foil lining, top zippered closure and reinforced self-material 
handles. 

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 7.74 5.96 5.20 5.00

Holds up to 30 cans

CB729 
LARGE COOLER BAG 

14.5” W x 11.25” H x 10” D

This generously sized cooler bag holds up to 30 cans. 
It is made of 600D Polyester with two-toned Polyester 
highlights. Features a three-sided top zipper closure to main 
compartment that is heat-sealed with a white PEVA liner, 
elasticized mesh pocket on one side, slash pocket on the 
other side and an adjustable shoulder strap. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 29.98 28.22 23.73 20.88 20.10

Please visit www.debcosolutions.com/nousa for a complete list of items that cannot ship to the USA.
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CB800 
COOLER BAG 

9” W x 11” H x 6” D

This tall cooler bag holds up to 12 cans or an 
extra-large lunch. It is made of 600D Polyester and features 
a heat-sealed leakproof clear Vinyl metallic liner, three-sided 
top zipper closure to main compartment, outside slash front 
pocket, two side pockets and an adjustable shoulder strap. 

IM 50 250 500 750
AB2C 17.14 14.13 12.42 11.95

CB2466 
COOLER BAG 

13.5” W x 9” H x 9” D

This cooler bag is made of 600D Polyester and holds a total 
of 12 cans. Features a shoulder strap with an upgraded 
shoulder pad, heat-sealed PEVA liner with hard foam 
insulation, and various zippered pockets. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 36.96 34.84 29.44 25.90 24.90

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.
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Contents
not included

CB3103 
OVERSIZED COOLER BAG 

12” W x 12” H x 10” D 

An extra-large cooler bag that holds 24 cans. Made of 420 
Nylon with a black heat-sealed insulated PEVA liner. Also 
features two outside mesh pockets, spacious front zippered 
pocket perfect for cutlery and napkins and shoulder strap. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 31.90 30.04 25.29 22.27 21.43

CB5027 
ECONO COOL LUNCH BAG 

8.5” W x 7” H x 6.25” D

A lower cost option to our CB4027 cooler bag. This bag is 
made from 210D Polyester and features an inner PEVA liner 
with 2mm insulation, three-sided top zipper closure, top carry 
strap and a front open slash pocket.

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 6.54 4.93 4.30 4.13

NOW! Service - new Sameday service. Order Today. Ship Today.
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Variety of Colour Options!

CB4027 
COOLER/LUNCH BAG 

8.5” W x 7” H x 6.25” D

A best seller! This cooler bag is perfect for lunches. It is 
made of 70D Polyester and features an inside gray PEVA 
liner, three-sided top zipper closure, front slash pocket and a 
carry strap. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 6.80 5.64 4.92 4.72 4.52

NW6915 
NON WOVEN COOLER/LUNCH BAG 

8” W x 5.5” H x 5.5” D

Lots of colourful options for this non woven 90 gram 
Polypropylene cooler bag. Also includes a three-sided top 
zipper closure with inside grey PEVA liner, carry strap and 
front slash pocket. CPSIA compliant. 

IM 75 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 5.14 4.04 3.50 3.35 3.18

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.
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Contents
not included

CB700 
COOLER BAG

9” W x 9” H x 8” D

A long time best seller! Classically designed with a 
three-sided top zipper closure and a front zippered pocket. 
Holds up to 6 cans in the main compartment. 
Made of 600D Polyester. 

IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 17.20 14.18 12.47 12.00

CB6341 
LARGE COOLER BAG 

11.5” W x 8.5” H x 5” D

This mid-sized cooler holds up to 12 cans in the main 
compartment. It is made of 600D Polyester and has inside 
white PEVA lining. Also features a three-sided top zipper 
closure, adjustable shoulder strap, two front slash pockets 
and a side mesh pocket. See CB5032 for matching lunch 
cooler bag above.

IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 17.24 14.22 12.50 12.03

CB5032 
SMALL COOLER BAG 

9.25” W x 7” H x 5.5” D

Perfectly sized lunch bag or cooler bag for 6 cans. This 
cooler is made out of 600D Polyester with an inside white 
PEVA liner. Features a three-sided top zipper closure, side 
mesh pocket and two front pockets. 
For matching cooler see CB6341 below. 

IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 12.70 10.25 8.98 8.63

All imprinted products in this publication are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to endorse or misuse any trademarks or company names.
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CB8759 
EXPRESS LUNCHER COOLER BAG

7.75” W x 10.5” H x 5.25” D

This lunch cooler bag is made from 210D 
Polyester and the main compartment is insulated with 2mm 
Foam lined with Aluminum foil. There is also a Velcro® 
closure to the main compartment, a front vertical zippered 
pocket and two carry handles.

IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 9.00 7.05 6.17 5.93

CB801 
COOLER BAG 

9.75” W x 11” H x 7” D

Similar in styling to our CB800, but made of unique 420D 
Twill Nylon. Big enough for a jumbo lunch or 12 cans. 
Features a heat-sealed leakproof clear Vinyl metallic liner, 
three-sided top zipper closure to main compartment, outside 
slash front pocket, two side pockets and an adjustable 
shoulder strap.

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 20.90 19.56 16.22 14.27 13.73

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.
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NW4517 
NON WOVEN INSULATED LUNCH COOLER 

7.125” W x 10” H x 3.5” D

This lunch bag is a hot-seller! It is made of 75 gram 
Polypropylene and features an inside metallic 2mm foam 
lining for insulation, top Velcro® closure, carry handle and 
front slash pocket. CPSIA compliant. 
 
IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 4.46 3.62 3.13 3.02 2.88

NW5779 
NON WOVEN LUNCH BAG 

6.5” W x 8.5” H x 3.5” D 

Make your logo stand out with this non woven 80 gram 
Polypropylene lunch bag. Includes Velcro® 
closure to main compartment and carry handle. CPSIA 
compliant. 
 
IM 150 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 2.76 2.29 1.97 1.88 1.78

NW6762 
NON WOVEN INSULATED LUNCH BAG 

6.75” W x 10.5” H x 5.75” D

A long-time favourite! This lunch bag is made of non woven 
75 gram Polypropylene and features an oversized insulated 
main compartment with Velcro® closure, top carry handle 
and a front slash pocket. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 4.82 3.93 3.42 3.28 3.13

For no imprint pricing see www.debcosolutions.com.
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E3616 
COTTON LUNCH BAG 

9.5” W x 10” H x 4.5” D

A no frills option lunch bag made of 8 ounce Cotton with a 
drawstring closure. A great reusable alternative to plastic 
bags. 
 
IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 4.60 3.75 3.25 3.13 3.00

E3617N 
LUNCH BAG 

6.5” W x 11” H x 5” D

Made of 10 ounce Cotton, this lunch bag with a fold-over Velcro® 
closure is a smart reusable option. Great for school or work. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 4.72 3.84 3.33 3.20 3.07

‘Brown 
Bag It’ in 

Style!

TO8256
KRAFT PAPER RETRO LUNCHER

7.25” W x 11.25” H x 4.5” W  

“Brown bag it” in style with this distinctive lunch bag made from 
Kraft paper laminated on non woven Polypropylene. Features 
a silver foam insulated main compartment, matching coloured 
non woven carry handle and trim, Velcro® closure to main 
compartment and a front open slash pocket.

IM 50 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 6.16 4.60 4.00 3.85 3.68
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KP8624
POP N’ GO COLLAPSIBLE FOOD 
CONTAINER 

6” Diameter x 3” H (open)
6” Diameter x 1.25” H (closed)

You can collapse this reusable container with lid into itself when not 
in use for easy travel and storage. It is made from food grade PP 
and Silicone. BPA Free and FDA compliant.

IM 75 250 500 750 
AB2C 5.50 4.36 3.80 3.65

N8839
HOUSTON LUNCHER NEOPRENE 
INSULATED BAG

8.5” W x 8” H x 6” D

Carry your lunch bag in style with this 2mm Neoprene 
washable insulated lunch bag. The zippered closure allows 
for easy access to the main insulated 
compartment. Packed stuffed to ensure form is 
maintained during shipping.

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 24.88 22.74 18.98 16.70 16.07

All imprinted products in this publication are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to endorse or misuse any trademarks or company names.
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Food not included

KP8581
MUNCH N’ GO LUNCH CONTAINER WITH 
CUTLERY

8.75” W x 2.5” H x 6” D

A lunch container with a three piece cutlery set that fits right 
in the top of the lid. The lunch container is made from PP 
Plastic and the cutlery is ABS. The cutlery set includes a 
fork, spoon and serrated knife with a protective case. Under 
the top lid of the container there is an additional sectioned 
tray` that fits on top of the main compartment. Microwave 
and dishwasher safe. 

IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 9.38 7.38 6.45 6.20

KP8805
TRAINER ON-THE-GO SALAD BOWL

7” Diameter x 4” H

This ABS Plastic salad bowl includes a topping tray with four 
compartments, a fork that slides into the lid for storage and 
dressing container that nests in the topping tray and has a 
twist lid for closure. 
Instructions included.

IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 11.42 9.15 8.02 7.70

Food not included

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.
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Holds up to 
Six Cans!

N8356 
SIX CAN NEOPRENE TUBE COOLER 

2.5” Diameter x 27” H 

Use this cooler for your golf promos; just insert your golf 
towel, golf balls and t-shirt! Made out of 4mm Neoprene it 
is a great alternative to traditional styled coolers. Just slip in 
your cans, zip up and throw over your shoulder. 

IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 13.88 11.31 9.93 9.57

CB297
THREE CAN TUBE COOLER 

3.25” Diameter x 15.25” H 

Quench your thirst on-the-go with this 3 can cooler. It 
is made of 420D Nylon and features an adjustable and 
detachable strap, foam insulation, white PEVA liner, full 
length zippered opening and a clip to attach to your golf bag 
or other bags. 

 
IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 8.54 6.69 5.87 5.65

Dual end zippered openings

CB2864 
INSULATED SIX CAN TUBE COOLER 

28” W x 3” Diameter

This insulated cooler is made of 420D Nylon and holds 6 
cans. The dual end zippered openings make it easy to load 
the cans inside. Also includes a side half-moon zippered 
opening to main compartment, adjustable shoulder strap and 
a vinyl heavy-duty skid pad. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 15.52 14.44 11.80 10.37 9.98

FAST FORWARD – FREE 1 day service. Order Today. Ship Tomorrow.
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Bottles
not included

N6483
MALT GIVER NEOPRENE FOUR BEER 
BOTTLE CARRY BAG 

8” W x 11” H x 0.5” D

This 3mm Neoprene bag is specifically designed to hold 
four standard sized beer bottles. The material insulates your 
beverages and makes for easy transportation. Neoprene is 
washable, lightweight, stretchable and reusable.

IM 40 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 11.06 10.38 8.27 7.27 7.00

Contents
not included

CB290 
BEACH TOTE/COOLER BAG 

9.25” Diameter x 18” H 

Spend a day at the beach with this bag made of 600D Polyester 
and mesh. Bottom zippered compartment is a non heat-
sealed cooler bag. Top compartment holds your towel and 
sunscreen and has a drawstring closure. Easy to carry with 
the adjustable shoulder strap. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 18.60 17.38 14.34 12.62 12.15

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.
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Bottom is an 
insulated cooler

CB747 
COOLER CHAIR 

14” W x 10.25” H x 9” D

A portable seat with cooler bag for picnics, sporting events, 
fishing and camping. Made of 420D Polyester with a 
reinforced and riveted seating area and 
heavy-duty steel legs. Bottom cooler has a main 
zippered opening with inside white PEVA liner and front 
zipper pocket. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 46.54 43.98 37.36 32.90 31.65

CB847 
STASH SAVER COOLER CHAIR 

10” W x 12” H x 12” D

Enjoy outdoor activities in comfort with this 600D Polyester 
cooler chair. Store your beverages and food items in the 
bottom cooler. The cooler has a zipper closure for easy 
access to contents and a front open slash pocket. Holds up 
to 225 lbs.

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 27.58 25.92 21.73 19.12 18.40

CB8980 
TEMPRANILLO WINE/LUNCH BAG 

8.5” W x 12.75” H x 4.75” D 

The 600D Polyester bag doubles as a two bottle wine bag or 
a cooler bag. Use as a cooler bag or attach the divider to use 
as a wine bag. The thick insulation helps to keep contents 
cool.

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 18.92 16.13 14.17 13.62 13.07    

Please visit www.debcosolutions.com/nousa for a complete list of items that cannot ship to the USA.

Bottles not 
included
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PC8850 
ALPINIST PICNIC BASKET 

17.5” W x 9” H x 9.5” D

A perfect picnic basket for outdoor events. It is soft-sided, 
made from 600D Polyester and has a foil lined insulated 
interior to help keep your items cool. Also includes a top 
zippered closure to the main compartment and a self-material 
carry handle.

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 24.64 22.52 18.78 16.52 15.90

Contents
not included

Contents
not included

CB2315 
COOLER BAG ON WHEELS 

15” W x 16” H x 10” D

Bring your picnic to the party with this 600D 
Polyester cooler bag on wheels. Hot/cold top 
compartment and spacious bottom compartment hold a total 
of 24 cans. Features a sturdy base and handle with various 
pockets and compartments. 

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 88.40 83.28 71.41 62.93 60.55

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.
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Folds down for 
easy storage

PC6428 
PICNIC BASKET 

18.5” W x 11” H x 9” D

600D Polyester material with padded and insulated inner foil 
main compartment. Sturdy Aluminum frame with top zipper 
closure on lid. Folds down for easy storage when not in use. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 28.54 26.84 22.53 19.82 19.07

Folds down for 
easy storage

PC8693 
FAMILY SNACKER PICNIC BASKET 

17.25” W x 9” H x 10.25” D

This picnic basket is an upgraded version to our PC6428. It 
has a lightweight aluminum frame and folds down for easy 
storage when not in use. The basket is made from 600D 
Polyester with inside foil lining and a top zipper closure. 
Ships folded.

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 31.62 29.78 25.07 22.07 21.23

NOW! Service - new Sameday service. Order Today. Ship Today.
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AL6832
ALTTUDE LAPTOP BRIEF 

14.5” W x 10.75” H x 4” D 

Part of a collection that also features AL6821 toiletry bag and 
AL6853 duffel. This laptop brief is made from textured PU 
and is padded to fit laptops up to 13”. A great business brief 
to carry your laptop and other business essentials.

IM 25 50 250 500 
2ABC 72.98 68.56 58.65 51.66

AL6853
ALTTUDE DUFFEL 

16” W x 10.75” H x 4” D

This stylist weekender bag is part of a collection called the 
Alttude line that also includes AL6821 toiletry bag and 
AL6832 laptop brief. It is made from textured PU and 
features a large main section with zippered opening, various 
other pockets for storage, upgraded hardware and four 
bottom feet.

IM 25 50 250 500 
2ABC 90.44 85.18 73.03 64.35

All imprinted products in this publication are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to endorse or misuse any trademarks or company names.
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WS8832
THE CHIEF OF STAFF LAPTOP BRIEF

15” W x 11.2” H x 3” D  

This laptop brief is another addition to our Wall Street Collection 
line of products. It is made from Richskin and 
includes a padded compartment designed to fit laptops up to 14”. 
Also includes adjustable/detachable webbed padded shoulder 
strap, front slash pocket with magnet closure, extensively padded 
zippered main compartments, top carry handles and a back 
zippered pocket. Comes packed inside drawstring dust cover 
(imprinted orders only).

IM 25 50 250 500 750
2AB2C 91.02 85.74 73.52 64.78 62.30

Contents not included

WS8814
DAY TRADER BUSINESS BRIEF

16.75” W x 12” H x 3.75” D  

Part of our Wall Street Collection that includes a 
knapsack, tablet case, laptop brief and a travel bag. The large 
interior of this bag made from Richskin meets the storage needs of 
the travelling executive. Features a padded laptop compartment with 
Velcro® closure that fits laptops up to 15.6”.

IM 12 50 250 500 750
2AB2C 101.46 93.38 80.14 70.61 67.91
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Contents 
not included

PREMIUM BONDED 
LEATHER COLLECTION

BL6953
BUSINESS BRIEF 

16.75” W x 12” H x 3” D

Incredible value! Classic design with magnetic flap closure 
and various inner compartments. Premium Bonded Leather 
material with 210D inner nylon liner. 

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 72.04 67.66 57.87 50.98 49.03

JS6534 
JETSETT LAPTOP AND TABLET BRIEF 

16” W x 11” H x 4.5” D 

Be a ‘Jet Setter’ with this new collection that also includes 
JS6569 and JS8851 laptop knapsacks. This brief is 
made from 1680D Polyester and features two padded 
compartments for a laptop up to 13” and a tablet. Protect 
your electronics while you’re on-the-go.

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 62.84 58.90 50.29 44.30 42.61

www.debcosolutions.com
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Contents 
not included

BL6339 
LAPTOP BRIEF 

16.5” W x 12” H x 3.5” D

This laptop bag is made of Premium Bonded Leather 
with 210D Nylon inner liner. The main compartments are 
extensively padded to protect your laptop. Also features 
padded shoulder strap, top carry handles and vertical front 
zippered pocket. 

IM 12 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 129.20 119.80 103.01 90.76 87.28

Extra padded protection for 
your laptop

PREMIUM BONDED 
LEATHER COLLECTION

Contents 
not included

BL7261
LAPTOP BRIEF 

16” W x 13” H x 4” D

Fully padded interior to protect laptops up to 15.4”. Premium 
Bonded Leather with various inside pockets and outside 
magnetic flap closure. A step above BL6953.

IM 12 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 123.08 113.96 97.96 86.31 83.01

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.
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JETSETT COLLECTION
 

Travel like a ‘Jet Setter’ and protect your electronics on the go with this new Collection of 
bags made from 1680D Polyester. These bags are ideal for the travelling and commuting 

professional and student. Includes JS6569 and JS8851 laptop knapsacks as well as 
JS6534 laptop and tablet brief.

JS6534 LAPTOP AND TABLET BRIEF 

16” W x 11” H x 4.5” D

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 62.84 58.90 50.29 44.30 42.61

JS6569 LAPTOP BACKPACK 

13.5” W x 20” H x 6.5” D

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 70.10 65.82 56.27 49.56 47.68

JS8851 LAPTOP BACKPACK 

12” W x 18” H x 6.5” D

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 79.46 74.72 63.98 56.36 54.21

JS6534

JS6569

JS8851

239
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Contents 
not included

P4481 
BUSINESS BRIEF 

16” W x 12.5” H x 5.5” D (gusset expands to 8”)

A popular choice for a business bag! Made of 600D 
Polyester, this bag features inside pen/pencil and calculator 
holders, built-in plastic key tag, change pocket, umbrella 
loops, zippered front pocket and divided back pocket. Main 
roomy compartment for your business essentials. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 27.34 25.70 21.54 18.97 18.25

LP4093
LAPTOP BRIEF  

15” W x 12” H x 3.5” D 

Made out of Wrinkle Vinyl this laptop bag features a 
main padded compartment with top zipper closure. Also 
includes front zippered pocket with full organizer section, 
two carry handles and adjustable/detachable shoulder 
strap. 
 
IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 36.16 34.10 28.82 25.37 24.40

Contents 
not included

PL4174 
BUSINESS BRIEF 

15.5” W x 12.5” H x 4” D

The ideal business bag made of Koskin material. Main 
zippered compartment with inside divider and open slash 
pockets for your paperwork and portfolio. Front zippered 
pocket is lined and has a full organizer section. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 25.54 23.98 20.05 17.65 16.98

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.
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P8323 
VISION BUSINESS BRIEF

15” W x 13” H x 3.5” D

This business brief matches our TO8326 Vision tote bag. 
It is made of 600D Polyester with mesh and 420D Dobby. 
Includes zippered closure to main compartment, carry 
handles, shoulder strap, side mesh pocket and front pocket 
with hole for headphone wires. 

IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 11.72 9.44 8.28 7.98

P6552 
BUSINESS BRIEF 

15” W x 12” H x 3” D

This business bag is made of 600D Polyester and 
has a top zipper closure to the main compartment. 
Front pocket with Velcro® closure also has a built-in 
hole for ear phone wires. One of four bags in a 
collection – also see CB6341 and CB5032 cooler 
bags.

IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 12.20 9.84 8.63 8.30

P7421
LAPTOP BRIEF

15.5” W x 12” H x 5” D

Distinctly styled laptop bag is part of a matching line of 
products that includes SP7420 Duffle bag and KN7419 
Knapsack. This bag is made from 600D Polyester with Mesh 
and Ripstop and fits laptops up to 15.6” in the main zippered 
compartment. Features include padded shoulder strap and 
top carry handle, front flap with zippered pocket and large 
back zippered pocket. 

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 52.12 48.70 41.45 36.50 35.12

Please visit www.debcosolutions.com/nousa for a complete list of items that cannot ship to the USA.
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Contents 
not included

P4485 
BUSINESS BRIEF 

16” W x 12.5” H x 5.5” D (gusset expands to 8”)

This 600D Polyester business bag is loaded with features. 
Includes a spacious main compartment that expands up to 8” 
with an inside accordion file folder in zippered pocket. Also 
includes a front business organizer section. 
 
IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 37.38 35.26 29.82 26.25 25.25

PL3724 
BUSINESS BRIEF 

15.5” W x 11.5” H x 2.5” D

This bag is made of Koskin and features an 
adjustable/detachable shoulder strap, carry handle, zippered 
main and outside pockets and a dropped in covered board for 
added stability. See P3724 for this bag in Polyester. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 18.38 17.16 14.14 12.43 11.97

Padded interior for laptop

P3576 
BUSINESS BRIEF 

12” W x 14.5” H x 3.25” D

Padded business brief for your business essentials and 
your laptop is made of 600D Polyester and small diamond 
Ripstop. Features a heavy duty grip handle, padded shoulder 
strap, inside business organizer, side mesh water bottle 
pocket and various zippered pockets. 

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 29.76 27.40 23.02 20.25 19.48

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.
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P3724 
BUSINESS BRIEF 

15.5” W x 11.5” H x 2.5” D

600D Polyester business bag with shoulder strap, zippered 
main and front compartments and webbed carry handles. 
Also features a clear vinyl business card holder on front. 

IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 13.10 10.62 9.32 8.97

NW6968 
NON WOVEN BUSINESS BRIEF 

15.5” W x 11.5” H x 2.5” D

This upgraded non woven 120 gram Polypropylene business 
bag is perfect for carrying documents and catalogues 
to your appointments and meetings. Features shoulder 
strap, webbed carry handles, zippered outside and main 
compartments and a clear vinyl business card holder. 

IM 40 50 250 500 1000 
2AB2C 10.42 9.76 7.73 6.77 6.52

N3097 
BUSINESS BRIEF 

16” W x 11.5” H x 3.75” D

This all-purpose business bag is made of 600D Polyester 
with 1680D Polyester bottom. Features adjustable/
detachable shoulder strap, dual carry handles, front zippered 
and main compartments and a side mesh bottle holder. 

IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 15.68 12.87 11.32 10.90

NOW! Service - new Sameday service. Order Today. Ship Today.
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ALTTUDE COLLECTION

AL6832
AL6853

AL6821

AL6832
ALTTUDE LAPTOP BRIEF 

14.5” W x 10.75” H x 4” D 

Part of a collection that also features AL6821 toiletry bag and 
AL6853 duffel. This laptop brief is made from textured PU 
and is padded to fit laptops up to 13”. A great business brief 
to carry your laptop and other business essentials.

IM 25 50 250 500 
2ABC 72.98 68.56 58.65 51.66

AL6853
ALTTUDE DUFFEL 

16” W x 10.75” H x 4” D

This stylist weekender bag is part of a collection called the 
Alttude line that also includes AL6821 toiletry bag and 
AL6832 laptop brief. It is made from textured PU and 
features a large main section with zippered opening, various 
other pockets for storage, upgraded hardware and four 
bottom feet.

IM 25 50 250 500 
2ABC 90.44 85.18 73.03 64.35

AL6821
ALTTUDE TOILETRY BAG 

11.5” W x 7” H x 4.5” D

This handsome and sophisticated toiletry bag is part of our 
Alttude collection that also includes AL6832 laptop brief and 
AL6853 duffel. This shaving or cosmetic bag is made from 
textured PU and features a side carry handle for transporting 
and hanging.

IM 25 50 250 500 
2ABC 40.40 37.52 31.78 27.98

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.
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Contents 
not included

PL4481 
BUSINESS BRIEF 

16” W x 12.5” H x 5.5” D (gusset expands to 8”) 

Always a popular choice is this business bag made of Koskin. 
Includes front flap with organizer section underneath, main 
zippered compartment, divided back pockets, shoulder strap 
and carry handle. See P4481 for Polyester version. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 34.84 32.84 27.73 24.40 23.48

Contents 
not included

PL4485 
BUSINESS BRIEF 

16” W x 12.5” H x 5.5” D (gusset expands to 8”)

You can’t go wrong with this business bag that is fully loaded 
with features. It is made of Koskin and includes inside 
padded main compartment with accordion file folders for your 
documents, shoulder strap, carry handle, organizer section 
under front flap, back zippered pocket plus more! See P4485 
for this bag in Polyester. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 45.38 42.88 36.42 32.07 30.85

NW4171 
NON WOVEN BUSINESS BRIEF 

15.5” W x 11.5” H

Made out of non woven 90 gram Polypropylene this business 
bag includes main compartment and front pocket with zipper 
closures. A non woven version of our P3949 business brief. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 4.32 3.49 3.03 2.92 2.78

All imprinted products in this publication are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to endorse or misuse any trademarks or company names.
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P3949 
UNDERARM BUSINESS BRIEF 

15.5” W x 11.5” H

Underarm business bag made of 600D Polyester features 
a top zipper closure, front zippered pocket and a webbed 
carry handle. 
 
IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 6.66 5.53 4.83 4.65

N3944 
UNDERARM BUSINESS BRIEF 

15.5” W x 10.5” H

A bag designed to help keep your paperwork, 
documents and catalogues safe and protected. Features 
420D Nylon material, a full zipper running across the top and 
a side webbed carry handle/wrist strap. 

IM 75 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 5.78 4.62 4.03 3.88 3.72

P3977 
UNDERARM BUSINESS BRIEF 

16” W x 11” H

Transport and store your documents in this 600D Polyester 
underarm brief. Includes a side carry handle/wrist strap and a 
large imprint area to make your logo stand out. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 4.92 4.02 3.50 3.37 3.22

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.
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NW8859 
CHELSEA RACER NON WOVEN 
MESSENGER BAG 

10.25” W x 13” H x 3.25” D

Store school and work supplies in this non woven 100 gram 
Polypropylene messenger bag. Use the extra-wide and extra-
long adjustable strap over your shoulder or across your body. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 5.04 4.11 3.57 3.43 3.28

E9001
LONGFORD COTTON MESSENGER 
LAPTOP BAG 

14.5” W x 11.5” H x 4.75” D 

The extra-long strap on this 10 ounce Cotton messenger bag 
allows you to carry it over your shoulder or across your body. 
The main compartment has a padded divider section that fits 
laptops up to 15.6”.

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 21.18 19.82 16.44 14.45 13.90

E6585
STYLE SHAPER MESSENGER BAG 

14” W x 11” H x 3.25” D 

A useful and practical messenger bag made out of 
heavyweight 18 ounce Cotton Canvas. Includes two snap 
button closures on the flap to the main compartment, inside 
slash valuables pocket and an extra-long adjustable padded 
shoulder strap.

Natural
IM 25 50 250 500 1000 
2AB2C 23.32 21.24 17.65 15.52 14.92
Black
IM 25 50 250 500 1000 
2AB2C 25.18 23.02 19.20 16.88 16.23

For no imprint pricing see www.debcosolutions.com.
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Earphones 
not included

P4520 
MESSENGER BAG 

14.25” W x 18” H x 3.5” D

This messenger bag features a large main 
compartment to hold your books, portfolio and lunch. It is 
made of 600D Polyester and mesh, features a full organizer 
section under the front flap and a hole for earphones on the 
zippered pouch on shoulder strap. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 20.70 19.38 16.07 14.13 13.60

Extra-long and 
extra-wide adjustable 

shoulder strap

NW8737
THE MOVER NON WOVEN MESSENGER 
BAG 

15” W x 13” H x 4” D

This messenger bag features an extra-long and extra-wide 
adjustable strap to wear across your body or over your 
shoulder. It is made from non woven 100 gram Polypropylene 
and includes a front flap with Velcro® closure and a slash 
pocket behind the front flap. 

IM 75 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 5.90 4.71 4.10 3.93 3.77

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

NW8924
GLOBETROTTER NON WOVEN  
BUSINESS BAG

16” W x 14” H x 2.5” D

A great shopper tote with a front pocket and a large 
imprint area. This bag is made from non woven 90 gram 
Polypropylene and includes a front slash pocket with Velcro® 
closure and self-material handles/shoulder straps.  

IM 150 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 3.66 3.07 2.65 2.55 2.43
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Extra-long shoulder strap

NW6943 
NON WOVEN MESSENGER BAG 

13” W x 13” H x 4” D

A great messenger bag for students, conventions and 
conferences.  The front flap has Velcro®  
closure and leads to a main compartment. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 3.98 3.20 2.77 2.65 2.53

P8467
MESSENGER BAG

14.75” W x 12” H x 3” D

This messenger bag is perfect for carrying books, your lunch 
and other daily essentials. It is made from 600D Polyester and 
420D Dobby and features a top zipper, plastic clip closure, 
inside organizer pocket and adjustable/non-detachable extra long 
shoulder strap.

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 15.50 14.42 11.78 10.35 9.97

www.debcosolutions.com
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WS8832 LATPTOP BRIEF
15” W x 11.2” H x 3” D

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 91.02 85.74 73.52 64.78 62.30

WS8814 BUSINESS BRIEF
16.75” W x 12” H x 3.75” D

IM 12 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 101.46 93.38 80.14 70.61 67.91

Products in our Wall Street Collection are made of soft and luxurious Richskin and 
meet the needs of the travelling executive. This line includes WS8827 tablet sleeve, 
WS8832 laptop brief, WS8814 business/laptop brief, WS8847 laptop backpack and 

WS8853 travel bag. The laptop briefs, backpack and travel bag all include a dust 
cover to help protect your investment (products are packed inside  

dust covers for imprinted orders only).

WS8832

WS8814

WS8847

WS8853

WALL STREET COLLECTION

WS8847 LAPTOP BACKPACK
12” W x 16.2” H x 5.2” D

IM 12 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 109.60 101.12 86.83 76.50 73.56

WS8853 TRAVEL BAG
22.4” W x 10” H x 12.2” D

IM 12 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 121.96 112.88 97.00 85.45 82.16
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N6701 
LAPTOP SLEEVE SLEEVE 

12” W x 15” H

Designed to fit laptops up to 15.6”. Made of lightweight and 
durable Neoprene this laptop sleeve cushions and protects 
your computer. Safely carry your laptop in any bag. 
 
IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 8.08 6.29 5.52 5.32

SL8567
TABLET SLEEVE AND STAND 

8.5” W x 10.5” H x 0.25” D (sleeve) 

This tablet sleeve is designed to fit an iPad or various other 
tablets/electronics. It is made from Soft PU and is the ideal 
solutions for travellers. The sleeve has an inner foam liner for 
padded protection and a Velcro® closure. 
 
IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 12.56 10.14 8.90 8.57

Contents 
not included

N8557
MANHATTAN TABLET BRIEF 

Lightweight and durable 2.5mm Neoprene makes this a great 
bag to hold your tablet and other accessories. It is designed 
to fit an iPad and other tablets and also has various pocket 
organizers to hold items like your Smartphone, mouse, 
power bank or other electronic gadgets and wires. This bag 
includes an adjustable and removable webbed shoulder strap 
as well as a pen/stylus loop on front flap (pen not included). 

IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 14.10 11.47 10.07 9.68

FAST FORWARD – FREE 1 day service. Order Today. Ship Tomorrow.
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Built-in RFID 
protection

SB8797
THE BODYGUARD CARD HOLDER WITH 
RFID PROTECTION 

4” W x 3” H x 0.25” D

Carry this Aluminum and PVC card holder with you in your 
pocket, briefcase or purse. The RFID protection helps 
decrease the risk of digital pickpockets. The interior has 
seven accordion pockets for business, credit and debit cards 
and the outside is weather resistant. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 4.92 4.02 3.50 3.37 3.22

Business cards 
not included

BL3264 
BUSINESS CARD HOLDER 

9” W x 4.75” H x 0.5” D

This business card file made of Bonded Leather holds up to 
72 business cards (front and back). A great product for office 
promotions and tradeshows. Helps you keep organized. 

IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 14.12 11.51 10.12 9.75

Cards not 
included

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.
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Contents 
not included

Front

PREMIUM BONDED 
LEATHER COLLECTION

BL8250 
CARD HOLDER 

4” W x 3” H x 0.5” D

Another great addition to our Premium Bonded Leather line. 
Includes front slash pocket and multiple business cards 
pockets. Individually boxed. 

IM 40 50 250 500 1000 
2AB2C 11.62 10.92 8.75 7.68 7.40

Contents 
not included

Front

BL3250 
CARD HOLDER 

4” W x 3” H x 0.5” D 

This business card/credit card holder made of Bonded 
Leather includes three card pockets and an outside slash 
pocket. 

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 7.24 5.56 4.87 4.70

Holds up to 24 cards

SL8756
CARD CADDY WALLET 

4” W x 3” H x 0.25” D

This Simulated Leather card holder holds up to 24 cards or 
pieces of ID in the 12 clear PVC card slots. Also includes a 
metal snap closure. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 3.54 2.82 2.43 2.33

All imprinted products in this publication are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to endorse or misuse any trademarks or company names.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=BL3250&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=BL3250+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=BL3250&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=BL3250+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=BL8250&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=BL8250+CAD
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http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SL8756&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SL8756+CAD
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N1889 
IDENTIFICATION HOLDER 

4.75” W x 5.75” H x 0.5” D

This neck wallet features a front badge holder with clear Vinyl 
window, main compartment with top zipper, back zippered 
pocket, back slash pocket, pen holder and a 42” neck string 
with slider. It is made of 420D Nylon. 

IM 75 250 500 1000 
AB2C 5.62 4.47 3.90 3.75

NW4637 
IDENTIFICATION HOLDER/WALLET 

6” W x 7” H 

The clear vinyl window holds your name badge. Other 
features include various zippered, slash and Velcro® pockets 
and a 46” two-tone neck string with slider. Made of non 
woven 75 gram Polypropylene. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 4.26 3.45 3.00 2.88 2.75

N1643 
IDENTIFICATION HOLDER/WALLET 

5” W x 6.5” H

This neck wallet made of 420D Nylon features a 
zippered money/valuables pouch, clear window on front for 
your ID, pen loop and a 42” neck string. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 4.18 3.38 2.93 2.83 2.72

NOW! Service - new Sameday service. Order Today. Ship Today.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW4637&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW4637+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW4637&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW4637+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=N1643&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=N1643+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=N1643&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=N1643+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=N1889&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=N1889+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=N1889&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=N1889+CAD
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Contents 
not included

N1688 
IDENTIFICATION HOLDER/WALLET 

5.5” W x 6.25” H (closed)

A tradeshow must-have! This badge holder is made  of 420D 
Nylon and features various inside zippered, slash, pen holder 
and Velcro® pockets as well on a large front clear badge ID 
holder. The neck string is 46” and has a slider. There is also a 
belt loop on the back. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 7.12 5.93 5.18 4.98

Contents 
not included

P3597 
IDENTIFICATION HOLDER 

4” W x 6.25” H

This badge holder features a 34” lanyard with “breakaway” 
style closure. It is made of 600D Polyester and has a front 
clear window for your badge, back zippered money pouch 
and two back slash pockets perfect to hold pens. 
 
IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 4.56 3.71 3.23 3.12 2.98

Contents 
not included

N1779 
IDENTIFICATION HOLDER 

4.75” W x 5.75” H

The ideal option for tradeshows and conventions. This badge 
holder is made of 420D Nylon and includes a top zipper 
closure, pen/pencil pocket, back business card holder, front 
clear badge ID holder and 42” neck string with slider. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 4.60 3.75 3.27 3.15 3.02

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=P3597&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=P3597+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=P3597&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=P3597+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=N1688&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=N1688+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=N1688&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=N1688+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=N1779&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=N1779+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=N1779&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=N1779+CAD
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SB8735
TWIST O’ MIGHT SILICONE BRACELET 

8” Long x 0.5” H

Use this Silicone bracelet to advertise your cause, message 
and raise awareness. It is a new ‘twist’ in Silicone bracelets 
and looks like a twisted chain. One size fits most. 

IM 150 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 2.30 1.87 1.58 1.50 1.42

NW5261 
IDENTIFICATION HOLDER/WALLET 

5” W x 6.75” H

Our most affordable badge holder is made of non woven 80 
gram Polypropylene. Features include rope neck string with 
slider, side pen loop, main top zippered compartment as well 
as front and back pockets. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 3.28 2.60 2.25 2.17 2.07

All imprinted products in this publication are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to endorse or misuse any trademarks or company names.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SB8735&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SB8735+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SB8735&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SB8735+CAD
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http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW5261&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW5261+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW5261&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW5261+CAD
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CA6352 
250 SHEET MEMO BOOK WITH 125 STICKY 
NOTES 

3.25” W x 3.25” H x 1.25” D

A handy memo book that also includes sticky notes. Made of 
cardboard and paper, this memo book includes 250 sheets of 3” 
x 3” coloured memo notes and 125 sticky note flags under the 
front cover in five neon colours. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 3.88 3.11 2.68 2.58 2.47

Brightly coloured 
matching memo pad

DA8591 
THE ASSISTANT 250 SHEET STICKY NOTE 
BOOK 

3.5” W x 4.25” H x 0.625” D

This Cardboard and paper cover note book includes a 100 
sheet 3” x 4” memo pad on one side and a 3” x 2” pad with 
25 sticky notes as well as assorted sticky note flags (25 
each colour) on the other side. The memo pads are brightly 
colour coordinated with the front cover. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 4.46 3.62 3.13 3.02

Cannot print 
white on black

DA7017 
125 MINI STICKY FLAG BOOKLET 

3.25” W x 2.375” H x 0.125” D

The glossy coated paper booklet cover easily fits in your 
purse or briefcase to have handy to jot down notes. Includes 
five 0.75” x 2” neon coloured sticky flags (25 each colour) 
that are ideal for flagging, tabbing and indexing. 

IM 250 500 1000 2500 
B3C 1.22 1.02 0.97 0.90

For no imprint pricing see www.debcosolutions.com.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA7017&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA7017+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA7017&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA7017+CAD
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http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA8591&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA8591+CAD
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DA4739 
500 STICKY NOTE ORGANIZER 

7” W x 4” H x 1” D

Contains a total of 500 sticky notes in a smooth PVC 
Leatherette case. Two-sided English calendar 
included (French available on request). 

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 7.90 6.11 5.33 5.12

DA4763
450 STICKY NOTE ORGANIZER 

6” W x 3.5” H x 0.75”D 

This smooth PVC Leatherette case contains 450 sticky 
notes in total. Two-sided English calendar included (French 
available on request). 

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 4.68 3.80 3.30 3.17

DA4824 
2000 STICKY NOTE/FLAG ORGANIZER 

5.25” W x 4.25” H x 1” D 

Contains a total of 2000 sticky notes/flags inside a smooth 
PVC Leather case. Two-sided English 
calendar included (French available on request). 

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 8.54 6.65 5.82 5.58

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA4739&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA4739+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA4739&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA4739+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA4763&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA4763+CAD
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http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA4824&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA4824+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA4824&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA4824+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA4824&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA4824+CAD
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DA8411 
SPIRAL STICKY 250 SHEET NOTEPAD 
WITH NOTEFLAGS 

2.75” W x 3” H x 0.75” D

This recycled cardboard cover with spiral bound spine and 
elastic band closure keeps your sticky notes together. 
Includes one yellow 2” x 3” sticky notepad (125 sheets) and 
2” x 0.5” sticky flags in neon colours (25 each). 

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 3.42 2.71 2.33 2.23

DA8344 
300 STICKY NOTES WITH RULER 

6.25” W x 2” H x 0.25” D

This cardboard sticky notes holder includes a built-in PP ruler 
in the top lid. Under the top lid you will find one yellow 3” x 
1.75” 50 sheet sticky pad and five 0.5” x 1.75” note flags in 
five neon colours (50 each colour). 

IM 150 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 2.80 2.33 2.00 1.92 1.82

CA6625 
NOTES MEMOPAD WITH 150 STICKY 
NOTES 

4.25” W x 6.25” H x 0.625” D

Keep this convenient book handy for jotting down quick 
notes and flagging important details. Under the cover made 
out of Cardboard and Paper you will find a memo pad with 80 
sheets of white 70 gram paper plus 150 sticky note flags (25 
of each colour).

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 3.52 2.80 2.42 2.32

All imprinted products in this publication are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to endorse or misuse any trademarks or company names.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CA6625&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA6625+CAD
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http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA8344&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA8344+CAD
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DA6537 
STICKY SEE 150 STICKY NOTES 

3.625” W x 0.25” H x 2.25” D

Use these transparent stickies to make notes in your book 
while still being able to see the text underneath. Includes a 
total of 150 sheets of PET film sticky notes: 2” x 2” yellow, 
0.5” x 2” pink arrow indexer and 0.5” x 2” green and yellow 
sticky flags. Just slide the sticky notes to either side of the 
Acrylic holder for easy access.

Clear 

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 6.22 4.64 4.03 3.87

CA6388
GENEVA MINI NOTEBOOK 

3.125” W x 5.125” H x 0.25” D

The unique cardboard cover on this item has a speckled, 
marble-like appearance with spiral binding. Includes 70 
sheets of lined 40 gram paper and 20 yellow 2” x 1.25” 
sticky notes as well as 100 sticky note flags in various 
colours. Matches CA8677 spiral notebook. 
 
IM 100 250 500 1000
AB2C 3.18 2.49 2.13 2.03

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA6537&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA6537+CAD
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DA8427 
RECTANGLE BOOKMARK WITH 150 
STICKY NOTES 

2.75” W x 8.5” H

Use to make notes in the office and around the home. This 
bookmark is made of Polypropylene and includes 25 sheets 
of 1.75” x 1.5” yellow sticky notes, five neon coloured sticky 
flags (25 each colour) and a ruler on two sides. 

IM 250 500 1000 2500 
B3C 1.69 1.43 1.37 1.28

DA6427 
APPLE BOOKMARK WITH 150 STICKY 
NOTES 

2.75” W x 8.5” H

A great studying tool for students! This bookmark is made of 
Polypropylene and includes 25 sheets of 1.75” x 1.5” yellow 
sticky notes, five neon coloured sticky flags (25 each colour) 
and a ruler on two sides. 

IM 250 500 1000 2500
B3C 1.69 1.43 1.37 1.28

DA7427 
CIRCLE BOOKMARK WITH 150 STICKY 
NOTES 

2.75” W x 8.5” H

This bookmark is a great mailer! Made of Polypropylene, it 
includes 25 sheets of 1.75” x 1.5” yellow sticky notes, five 
neon coloured sticky flags (25 each colour) and a ruler on 
two sides. 

IM 250 500 1000 2500 
B3C 1.73 1.47 1.40 1.32

FAST FORWARD – FREE 1 day service. Order Today. Ship Tomorrow.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA7427&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA7427+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA7427&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA7427+CAD
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SL5995
VINYL MOUSE PAD 

9” W x 7.75” H

Vinyl mouse pad provides a non-reflective surface so your 
mouse works better. The back is Velvet lined to protect 
surfaces. Your message is always visible on the desktop 
with the large imprint area. Individually gift boxed. 

IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 6.60 5.00 4.38 4.23

Preprinted

54 Square inch logo shown

CU4779
CORK MOUSEPAD 

8.75” W x 7.25” H x 0.25”D

Show your commitment to going green by using this 
lightweight and durable Cork mouse pad. Cork is natural, 
recyclable and biodegradable. Mouse pad is packaged in 
preprinted box as illustrated. 

IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 6.24 4.69 4.10 3.95 

Colourful smooth surface

Mouse and laptop not included
CU6394
BEAN TOWN MOUSE PAD 

8” W x 9” H x 0.25” D

Decorate your home or office with this brightly 
coloured and uniquely designed mouse pad with white trim. It 
is made from PVC with a rubber non-slip base to keep your 
mouse pad in place. The top surface allows your mouse to 
roll smoothly. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 4.82 3.93 3.42 3.28

Accessories 
not included

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU6394&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU6394+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU6394&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU6394+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU4779&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU4779+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU4779&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU4779+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SL5995&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SL5995+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SL5995&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SL5995+CAD
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Contents 
not included

DA3522 
DESK ACCESSORY BOX 

8.5” W x 7” H x 2” D

An attractive and functional gift! Leatherette desktop 
box has a front frame that holds your favourite 
4” x 6” photo. Use at home or at the office. 
Individually boxed.  
 
IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 23.52 19.65 17.30 16.65

DA4366 
CALENDAR BOARD 

8.75” W x 14” H x 0.75” D

Wooden calendar with perpetual month and dates so it 
will never go out of date! Hang this anywhere to make 
your logo highly visible. (French version available upon 
request) 
 
IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 33.26 31.34 26.44 23.28 22.42

Please visit www.debcosolutions.com/nousa for a complete list of items that cannot ship to the USA.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA4366&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA4366+CAD
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http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA4366&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA4366+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA3522&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA4366+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=DA3522&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=DA4366+CAD
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Contents
not included

N6618
NEOPRENE PENCIL CASE

8.25” W x 4” H x 2” D

The pencil case is made from lightweight and durable 2.5mm 
Neoprene and is a great pencil case for school. Includes a 
zippered opening to the main compartment and matching 
coloured piping and zipper. Ideal for travelling with your laptop 
to protect your electronic accessories.

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 7.66 6.40 5.62 5.42

P2753 
PENCIL CASE 

9.5” W x 6.5” H

600D Polyester pencil case with top zipper closure. Three 
metal grommets allow you to easily store in your three ring 
binder. CPSIA compliant. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 3.80 3.04 2.63 2.53

NW4727 
NON WOVEN PENCIL CASE 

9.5” W x 6.5” H

Non woven 100 gram Polypropylene pencil case with a top 
zipper closure. Includes three grommet holes to put your 
pencil case in your three ring binder. CPSIA compliant.   

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 3.30 2.60 2.23 2.15 2.05

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=N6618&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=N6618+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=N6618&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=N6618+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=P2753&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=P2735+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=P2753&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=P2735+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW4727&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW4727+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW4727&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW4727+CAD
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Worry-free program management
• Program pricing discounts
• Automated trigger notifications featuring stockthreshold, 

clearance, shocking deals, expiry and special product 
alerts

• Live, consultative program development
• Specialized tools, including branded storyboardsPROGRAM MANAGEMENT SUITE

See www.debcosolutions.com/safetynet for full details

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/pms.aspx?utm_source= main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=now+service+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/pms.aspx?utm_source= main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=now+service+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com?utm_source= main2016&utm_medium= zoom &utm_campaign=debcosolutions+CAD
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CA8816 
SURREALIST COLOUR EDGE NOTEBOOK 

4” W x 5.75” H x 0.75” D

Keep and find your page easily with this notebook with a 
cardboard art paper cover and ribbon page marker. The edge 
of the pages are coloured for a unique rainbow look. Includes 
128 sheets of lined paper. 

IM 75 250 500 1000 
AB2C 5.30 4.16 3.60 3.45

CA9029 
JOT JOT GO COLOURED PAGE 
NOTEBOOK 

4” W x 5” H x 0.375”D

Use at home for your grocery list or keep on your desk for 
jotting down quick notes. This notebook has an art paper 
Cardboard cover with Coptic chain stitch binding. Includes 96 
sheets of multi-coloured precut perforated pages.  

IM 75 250 500 1000 
AB2C 4.90 3.82 3.30 3.15

CA8994 
PIVISTICKER PIVOT PAD WITH 150 
STICKY NOTES 

3.125” W x 0.5” H x 3” D

Keep this pivot pad in your desk, purse, bag or at home for 
note-taking. It has a Cardboard cover and a corner Metal 
pivot screw. Includes a total of 150 sticky notes.   

IM 150 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 2.84 2.35 2.00 1.90 1.80

For no imprint pricing see www.debcosolutions.com.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CA8816&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CA8816+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CA8816&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CA8816+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CA9029&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CA9029+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CA9029&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CA9029+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CA8994&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CA8994+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CA8994&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CA8994+CAD
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CA3499 
OCEANSCAPE JUNIOR NOTEBOOK 

3.5” W x 5.5” H x 0.5” D

This notebook is Suede Leatherette and has a 100 gram 
Thermo PU cover with 80 sheets of 80 gram lined paper. The 
ribbon bookmark, elastic closure and cover are all matching 
coloured. This is the same design as CA6499 Seascape 
journal in a smaller size. 

IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 6.54 4.93 4.30 4.13

CA6499 
SEASCAPE JOURNAL 

5.25” W x 8.25” H x 0.5”D

Keep everything secure with this Suede Leatherette and 100 
gram Thermo PU cover notebook that includes 80 sheets of 
80 gram lined paper. There is an interior pocket inside the 
back cover as well as matching coloured ribbon bookmark 
and elastic closure. 

IM 40 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 10.60 9.92 7.85 6.88 6.62

CA6994 
SPIRAL POST-GRADUATE 

4.25” W x 6.75” H x 0.875” D

Keep one of these notebooks in your purse, bag, desk 
and car! The top opening spiral bound cardboard cover 
opens to reveal 100 sheets of coloured lined paper.  

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 6.28 4.71 4.10 3.95

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CA6994&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CA6994+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CA6994&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CA6994+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CA3499&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CA3499+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CA3499&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CA3499+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CA6499&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CA6499+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CA6499&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CA6499+CAD
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CA6540 
EVEN WRITER SQUARE NOTEBOOK 

5.25” W x 5” H x 0.5” D

This notebook will come in handy for meeting or class 
notes. It is available in a variety of colours and includes a 
Polypropylene cover, side spiral binding and 80 sheets of 
lined 80 gram paper.  

IM 125 250 500 1000 
AB2C 3.02 2.45 2.10 2.00

CA6536 
SMALL SCRATCH MINI MEMO BOOK 

3.75” W x 3” H x 0.25” D

A wonderful memo book to carry in your purse, knapsack 
or business brief to keep handy to jot down quick notes 
and lists. The cover is Polypropylene with spiral binding and 
includes 80 sheets of blank 80 gram paper. 

IM 250 500 1000 2500 
B3C 1.80 1.52 1.45 1.37

All imprinted products in this publication are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to endorse or misuse any trademarks or company names.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CA6536&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CA6536+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CA6536&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CA6536+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CA6540&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CA6540+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CA6540&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CA6540+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CA6540&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CA6540+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CA6536&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CA6536+CAD
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PK2001
PASSPORT AND LUGGAGE TAG GIFT SET 

Give the gift of travel with our BL8033 passport
holder and BL8991 luggage tag made out of Premium 
Bonded Leather. Helps you easily identify your 
luggage. Gift boxed with ribbon. 

Brown  

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location 
on BL8033 and BL8991. Set up charge(s) extra. 

BL8033: 2.5” W x 2.5” H (front) 
BL8991: 1.5” W x 1” H (back)

IM 25 75 250
2AB 35.06 32.50 27.47

PK3003
NOTEBOOK PORTFOLIO 

Attend your next meeting in style. Premium Bonded Leather 
BL5272 padfolio with decorative faceplate and three-sided 
zipper closure. Paper pad and PE8605 stylus pen included. 
Gift boxed with ribbon. 

Brown  

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location 
on padfolio. Set up charge(s) extra. 

BL5272: 5” W x 5” H (front)

IM 25 75 250
2AB 54.42 50.88 43.34

GIFT BOX
These items are packed inside an elegant black 
gift box and include a silver coloured pull bow 
with satin finish to make the perfect bow every 
time! Bows come inside a clear sleeve and are 
packed inside the gift box.

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=PK3003&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=PK3003+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=PK3003&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=PK3003+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=PK2001&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=PK2001+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=PK2001&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=PK2001+CAD
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PK3001
EXECUTIVE GIFT SET 

The perfect gift for busy professionals. Keep 
organized in the office with this three piece gift set. 
This gift set includes BL3283 padfolio, BL3250 
business card holder/wallet and KC8201 key ring 
holder. Gift boxed with ribbon. 

Black  

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one 
location on BL3283, BL3250 and KC8201. Set up 
charge(s) extra. 

BL3283: 5” W x 5” H (front) 
BL3250: 2” W x 1.5” H (front) 
KC8201: 1.5” W x 0.25” H (front ring on left) 

IM 25 75 250
2AB 59.04 55.40 47.36

CA6541 
TREK TAKER 6 RING MEMO BOOK 

7” W x 9” H x 1.25” D

This 6-ring memo book is the perfect size to slip into your 
purse, briefcase or drawer. It is made from PU Leatherette 
and features a pen loop for included PE8605 stylus pen, back 
organizer section, front snap button closure and 80 sheets of 
6-hole punched lined paper. Individually gift boxed.

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 27.76 25.48 21.33 18.75 18.03

www.debcosolutions.com

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=PK3001&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=PK3001+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=PK3001&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=PK3001+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CA6541&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CA6541+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CA6541&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CA6541+CAD
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CA6985 
JAKARTA NOTEBOOK 

5.75” W x 8.25” H x 0.5” D

Use this Suede Leatherette notebook in the 
boardroom or the classroom. It includes 80 sheets of lined 
paper and a matching coloured ribbon bookmark. Use the 
bookmark to quickly pick up where you left off. Individually 
gift boxed. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 17.16 15.98 13.11 11.52 11.08

PL2460 
ZIPPERED NOTEPAD PORTFOLIO 

10.25” W x 13.75” H x 1.5” D

Stay organized with this Koskin portfolio that features a 
three-sided zipper closure to the main compartment with 
interior gusseted accordion file pocket, zippered pocket and 
card slots. There is also a full length slash pocket on the 
front. Paper pad and pen included.

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 29.56 27.82 23.38 20.58 19.80

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=PL2460&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=PL2460+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=PL2460&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=PL2460+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CA6985&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CA6985+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CA6985&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CA6985+CAD
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CA6996 
MAYAN 6 RING MEMO BOOK 

6.75” W x 9.25” H x 0.75” D

This compact 6-ring memo book easily stores in laptop bags, 
purses and knapsacks. It is made from Suede Leatherette 
with an inside Suede liner. Also features a pen loop for the 
included PE8605 stylus pen, back organizer section, front 
PVC protective page and 80 sheets of 6-hole punched lined 
paper.

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 26.68 24.44 20.44 17.97 17.28

CA6553 
LUZERNE LETTERBOOK 6 RING MEMO 
BOOK 

6.5” W x 9.25” H x 0.75” D

Jot down notes, assignments and to-do lists with this PU 
Leatherette memo book. Features inner Suede liner, pen loop 
for included PE8605 stylus pen, 80 sheets of 6-hole punched 
lined paper, organizer section inside back cover and front PVC 
protective page. Individually gift boxed. 6 ring replacement 
paper available. See website for details.

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 27.72 25.44 21.29 18.72 18.00

FAST FORWARD – FREE 1 day service. Order Today. Ship Tomorrow.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CA6553&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CA6553+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CA6553&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CA6553+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CA6553&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CA6553+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CA6996&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CA6996+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CA6996&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CA6996+CAD
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No extra charge 
to insert your 
custom pen

BL5272
ZIPPERED NOTEBOOK PORTFOLIO 

10” W x 13” H x 1” D

Attend your next meeting in style! Made of  
Premium Bonded Leather with decorative faceplate and 
three-sided zipper closure. Includes inside slash and business 
card pockets and pen loop. Paper pad and PE8605 stylus 
pen included. Individually boxed. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 40.62 38.34 32.49 28.60 27.52

BL6827 
ZIPPERED NOTEBOOK PORTFOLIO 

9.75” W x 12.5” H x 1” D

Bonded Leather portfolio with three-sided zipper closure. 
Inside has slash and business card pockets and the front 
has a decorative faceplate that can be etched engraved. 
Individually boxed. Paper pad and PE8605 stylus pen 
included. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 35.14 33.12 27.96 24.62 23.68

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=BL5272&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=BL5272+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=BL6827&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=BL6827+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=BL6827&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=BL6827+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=BL5272&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=BL5272+CAD
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SL8206 
NOTEBOOK PADFOLIO 

10” W x 12.5” H x 0.5” D

This sleek padfolio is made from PVC with a 210D inner liner. 
Features various slash and business card pockets inside 
as well as a pen loop. Paper pad and PE8605 stylus pen 
included.

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 19.86 18.58 15.38 13.53 13.03

BL3283 
NOTEBOOK PORTFOLIO 

9.75” W x 12.5” H x 1” D

Bonded Leather padfolio with inside slash and 
business card pockets. Paper pad and PE8605 stylus pen 
included. Individually boxed. 
 
IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 30.44 28.66 24.11 21.22 20.42

Please visit www.debcosolutions.com/nousa for a complete list of items that cannot ship to the USA.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SL8206&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SL8206+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SL8206&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SL8206+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=BL3283&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=BL3283+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=BL3283&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=BL3283+CAD
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BL7210 
CLIPBOARD/PAD HOLDER 

9.25” W x 13” H x 0.5” D

Bonded Leather clipboard provides a sturdy surface for 
writing. Features a strong spring to secure paper pad, inside 
slash pocket and inner microfibre liner. Individually boxed. 
Paper pad included. Pen not included. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 25.72 24.16 20.20 17.77 17.10

PL689 
ZIPPERED NOTEPAD PORTFOLIO 

10.25” W x 13.5” H x 1” D

This portfolio is made from Koskin and features a three-
sided zipper closure to keep your important papers secure. 
Also features various inside pockets for every day work 
essentials, as well as an outside full length slash pocket. 
Paper pad and PE8605 stylus pen included.

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 21.50 20.14 16.73 14.72 14.17

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=PL689&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=PL689+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=PL689&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=PL689+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=BL7210&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=BL7210+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=BL7210&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=BL7210+CAD
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No extra charge 
to insert your 
custom pen

PL666 
ZIPPERED LEGAL PORTFOLIO 

16” W x 12” H x 1.75” D

Legal size Koskin portfolio with three-sided zipper closure 
that opens to main compartment with accordion pocket for 
files, zippered pocket and various slash pockets for other 
business essentials. The front also has full zippered pocket. 
Paper pad and PE8605 stylus pen included. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 28.68 26.98 22.65 19.93 19.18

PL686 
NOTEPAD PORTFOLIO 

10.25” W x 13.5” H x 1” D

This padflio has a clean and contemporary look and features 
various inside pockets for every day work essentials, as well 
as an outside full length slash pocket. Made of our Koskin 
material. Paper pad and PE8605 stylus pen included.

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 19.72 18.44 15.25 13.42 12.92

NOW! Service - new Sameday service. Order Today. Ship Today.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=PL666&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=PL666+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=PL666&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=PL666+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=PL686&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=PL686+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=PL686&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=PL686+CAD
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NW4028 
NON WOVEN PADFOLIO 

10” W x 13” H x 0.75” D

Non woven 75 gram Polypropylene padfolio with interior 
slash pocket and clear business card holder. Choose all black 
or black with a splash of colour! See NW4030 for matching 
junior sized padfolio. Paper pad and PE8605 stylus pen 
included.

IM 40 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 12.16 11.42 9.16 8.03 7.73

SL4982 
POSH NOTEBOOK PORTFOLIO 

9.75” W x 13” H x 1” D

This elegant looking portfolio features an inside 
coloured fabric liner with a Pebble Grain PVC 
exterior. Matches our SL7220 jotter. Paper pad and PE8605 
stylus pen included. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 18.88 17.64 14.56 12.80 12.32

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.
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P8174 
COMMUTER ZIPPERED RINGBINDER 

11.5” W x 13.75” H x 2.5” D

Lots of room for your paper work in this 300D 
Polyester binder. Includes three 1.5” non removable ‘O’ 
rings, durable PP liner and a three-sided zipper closure. 
Paper pad and pen not included. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 20.72 19.40 16.09 14.15 13.62

SL615 
ZIPPERED NOTEPAD PORTFOLIO 

10” W x 13.5” H x 1” D

The look and feel of leather at a fraction of the cost! This 
portfolio features a three-sided zipper closure that opens to 
an interior with business card pockets, accordion file as well 
as various other pockets to hold your business necessities. 
Paper pad and PE8605 stylus pen included.

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 25.74 24.18 20.22 17.78 17.12

All imprinted products in this publication are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to endorse or misuse any trademarks or company names.
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We Will Insert 
Any Custom Pen At 

No Extra Charge

BL3292 
ZIPPERED NOTEPAD BINDER 

14.5” W x 10.5” H x 2” D

Zippered three ‘D’ ring binder made of Bonded Leather with 
1.5” removable rings. Includes three-sided zipper closure to 
main compartment with various slash, zippered and business 
card pockets. Also includes removable calculator and top carry 
handle. Paper pad and PE8605 stylus pen included.

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 62.38 58.46 49.91 43.96 42.28

P6657 
NOTEPAD BINDER 

14” W x 11.5” H x 2” D

600D Ripstop Polyester binder with three 1” 
non-removable ‘O’ rings. Three-sided zipper closure to the 
interior. The front has a gusseted Velcro® pocket. Paper pad 
and PE8605 stylus pen included.

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 27.66 26.00 21.80 19.18 18.47

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.
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P3627 
PRESENTATION FOLDER 

10.75” W x 12” H x 2” D

Be prepared in your meetings with this PVC Leatherette 
binder. Includes three 1.5” non-removable ‘O’ rings, interior 
business card pocket and dual slash pockets. Close with 
attractive magnetic snap closure. Paper pad and pen not 
included.

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 24.98 22.84 19.07 16.78 16.15

BL3275 
ZIPPERED JUNIOR PORTFOLIO 

7.25” W x 9.75” H x 1” D

Junior sized Bonded Leather portfolio with 
three-sided zipper closure. Features inside accordion 
pocket, business card slash pockets and zippered pockets. 
Individually boxed. Paper pad and PE8605 stylus pen 
included.

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 23.30 21.86 18.22 16.03 15.43

SL5775 
POSH JUNIOR PADFOLIO 

7.25” W x 9.25” H x 0.5” D

Junior sized padfolio part of our POSH line of 
products featuring an inside coloured fabric liner. 
Exterior is Pebble Grain PVC. The inside boasts 
various slash and business card pockets. Paper pad and 
PE8605 stylus pen included. Matches SL7220 jotter and 
SL4982 portfolio.

IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 12.12 9.78 8.58 8.27

For no imprint pricing see www.debcosolutions.com.
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NW4030 
NON WOVEN JUNIOR PADFOLIO 

6” W x 9” H x 0.75” D

A junior sized padfolio made from non woven 75 gram 
Polypropylene with interior slash pocket and clear business 
card holder. See NW4028 for matching portfolio. Paper pad 
and PE8605 stylus pen included.

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 7.14 5.95 5.20 5.00

SL7220 
POSH JOTTER 

3.5” W x 5.25” H x 0.5” D

This jotter is part of a set of matching products that features 
an inside coloured fabric liner. It is made of Pebble Grain 
PVC and features two inside business card pockets, elastic 
pen loop on side and a 50 sheet memo pad. Just the right 
size for your pocket or purse. Matches SL5775 padfolio and 
SL4982 portfolio. Pen not included. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 5.08 4.16 3.63 3.50

CA8361 
RECYCLED CARDBOARD PIVOT PAD 

4” W x 4” H x 0.5” D

This hard cover recycled cardboard memo pad includes 
100 – 80 gram sheets of unlined white recycled paper. Also 
features a corner metal screw and a recycled logo on inside 
back cover. A great size to keep notepad handy for jotting 
down notes.  

IM 150 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 2.62 2.16 1.85 1.77 1.67

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.
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CA5988
CARDBOARD NOTEBOOK

5” W x 7” H x 0.5” D

Recycled Cardboard hard cover notebook with 100 lined 
sheets of 80 gram white recycled paper. There is also a 
recycled logo on inside back cover. Matches CA8361 
Recycled Cardboard Pivot Pad. Pen is included.

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 3.98 3.18 2.75 2.63

CA8677 
GENEVA CARDBOARD SPIRAL 
NOTEBOOK 

6” W x 7” H x 0.5” D

The cardboard cover of this notebook has a speckled, 
marble-like appearance and a diamond quilted pattern along 
the bottom third on the front. Also includes spiral binding, 
70 sheets of lined 70 gram paper and elastic pen loop for 
included PE4772 eco pen.

IM 50 250 500 1000
AB2C 5.96 4.44 3.87 3.72

CA8634 
KELOWNA CARDBOARD NOTEBOOK 

4” W x 6” H x 0.5” D

Recycled cardboard hard cover notebook includes 50 sheets 
of 80 gram white lined recycled paper and spiral binding. 
Includes PE4772 recycled paper pen that fits into the elastic 
pen loop on the front cover. Matches CA8361 pivot pad and 
CA5988 notebook.

IM 150 250 500 1000 2500
AB3C 3.06 2.55 2.18 2.08 1.97

www.debcosolutions.com
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We Will Insert 
Any Custom Pen At 

No Extra Charge

RP7340 
CARDBOARD NOTEBOOK 

5.5” W x 7” H x 1” D

This spiral bound notebook features a recycled cardboard 
cover, black elastic cord closure, black pen loop with 
matching coloured PE4772 recycled paper pen and 70 
sheets of lined recycled paper. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 5.16 4.24 3.70 3.57

RP4751
CARDBOARD NOTEPAD 

5” W x 7” H x 0.75” D

This spiral bound notepad features 80% recycled cardboard 
with a coloured linen cover. Includes 70 sheets of paper, 
matching elastic cord closure and pen loop as well as a 
PE4772 recycled paper pen. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 5.26 4.33 3.78 3.65

PE8947
MAGIC MECHANICAL PENCIL

0.25” Diameter x 6.375” Long

This mechanical pencil is shaped just like a traditional wooden 
pencil with the addition of a lead sleeve designed to protect 
the lead. The 0.7mm pencil lead automatically extends when 
needed so you don’t have to stop writing to click for more 
pencil lead. No sharpening required!   

IM 250 500 1000 2500 
B3C 1.31 1.08 1.02 0.93

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.
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PE4771 
RECYCLED PAPER PEN 

6” L x 0.25” Diameter

A blue ink ballpoint pen made of recycled paper. 
Barrels on coloured pens are made from recycled paper 
and barrels on natural coloured pens are made from Kraft 
recycled paper. 

IM 250 500 1000 2500 
B3C 1.02 0.83 0.78 0.72

PE4772 
RECYCLED PAPER PEN 

6” L x 0.25” Diameter

Blue ink quality ballpoint pen with pocket clip. Barrels are 
made from Kraft paper recycled paper. Ready to write with 
just one click. 

IM 250 500 1000 2500 
B3C 1.11 0.92 0.87 0.80

PE4895 
4-IN-1 PEN SET 

2” W x 5.25” H x 0.375” D 

Four writing instruments are packed inside ABS 
plastic case. Includes one blue pen, one red pen, 
yellow highlighter and a mechanical pencil with eraser. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 3.74 2.96 2.55 2.43

FAST FORWARD – FREE 1 day service. Order Today. Ship Tomorrow.
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CP9033 
LOMBARD CLIPPER CAR PHONE/GPS 
CLIP 

2.75” W x 1” H x 1.25” D

Your device is held in place on your vehicle air vent so you 
can be hands-free. It is made from ABS and TPR and is 
lightweight and small for easy travel. Rotates for vertical, 
horizontal or angled viewing. And is extendable to fit various 
phone sizes.

IM 150 250 500 1000 
AB2C 2.36 1.95 1.65 1.58

Phone not included

MT9018
ESCAPISAFE EMERGENCY HAMMER WITH 
SEAT BELT CUTTER

2.75” W x 5.625” H x 0.25” D

Add this item to your vehicle glove box or keep handy using 
the Velcro® on the back, under your seat or dashboard. 
There is a steel point to shatter vehicle windows in an 
emergency and a seat belt cutter with recessed blade to 
protect fingers.   

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 4.48 3.62 3.13 3.00

Front

Back

CU4906 
USB CAR CHARGER 

2.25” W x 1” Diameter

ABS single port low profile 1 Amp USB charger adaptor. 
Charge cell phones, MP3 players, portable games and 
other electronic devices. Use in your vehicle and always 
have power on the road. 5V; 1000ma output. CE and FCC 
certified. Tested and certified by accredited 3rd party lab.

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 3.38 2.65 2.28 2.18 2.07

For no imprint pricing see www.debcosolutions.com.
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MT8514
6-IN-1 MULTI TOOL WITH LED LIGHT

1.125” W x 2.25” H x 0.625” D

This 6-in-1 multi-tool key ring includes a bright LED light, 
keychain, knife, bottle opener, slotted screwdriver and a 
Phillips screwdriver. It has a lightweight all Aluminum body 
with anodized finish. Individually boxed. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 7.38 6.15 5.37 5.15

KC8687
PHONE PAL PHONE HOLDER WITH 
KEYCHAIN AND SCREEN CLEANER

1.5” W x 2.25” H x 0.25” D

A product with many uses: key ring, screen cleaner and a 
phone stand/holder. The cap is attached to the key ring to 
help it from getting lost and under the cap you will find a 
screen cleaner with brush. Can also be used to prop up your 
electronic device.

IM 150 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 2.12 1.73 1.47 1.40 1.32

Phone and keys 
not included

CU7440
DUAL USB CAR CHARGER

1.25” Diameter x 2.5” H

ABS dual port 2.1 Amp USB charger adaptor. Charge cell 
phones, MP3 players, portable games and other electronic 
devices on the go. CE and FCC certified. Also charges iPads 
and other tablets. 5V; 2100ma output. Tested and certified by 
accredited 3rd party lab.

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 5.72 4.69 4.07 3.90 3.72

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.
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KC8916 
PERCHERON BRAIDED KEYCHAIN

1.5” W x 4.5” H

This item is a handy and ideal promotional handout. The 
elegant Leatherette braided key chain includes a zinc alloy 
ring to attach your keys. Individually black gift boxed.

IM 75 250 500 1000 
AB2C 5.30 4.18 3.63 3.48

KC8939 
SHIRE SPLIT KEYCHAIN

0.75” W x 4” H

Attach your home and car keys to the two zinc alloy split 
key rings. The key ring has an easy release to add or 
remove accessories. It is made from Leatherette and comes 
individually black gift boxed.

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 8.16 6.33 5.53 5.32

FL9005
FLARESTAR 9 LED FLASHLIGHT 

1” Diameter x 3.75” H

This ABS 9 LED flashlight is great for use around the house, 
at the office or in the garage and workshop. Includes a 
matching coloured carabineer (not an exact match) and a 
push button on/off switch on top. 

IM 75 250 500 1000 
AB2C 5.08 3.98 3.45 3.30

KC8942 
LIPPIZZAN KEYCHAIN 

1.25” W x 3.75” H  

The four zinc alloy mini split key rings on this item allow 
you to separate keys for your home, cottage, office and 
vehicles. Keep your keys in hand and your message in sight. 
Individually black gift boxed.

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 7.04 5.36 4.68 4.50    

All imprinted products in this publication are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to endorse or misuse any trademarks or company names.
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KC3087 
POKER CHIP KEY RING 

1.5” diameter (poker chip)

11 gram clay poker chip with metal key ring. 
Personalize these keychains for wedding or 
anniversary favours. Or, use to advertise with your own 
design. Bulk packed. 

IM 150 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 2.26 1.85 1.57 1.48 1.40

FL8933 
LOCKLIGHT CARABINEER LED KEY RING

1.25” W x 2.5” H x 0.5” D

This is a great promotional item for realtors, a trade show 
giveaway and car dealers. It is made from ABS Plastic and 
has a total of three LED Lights. Use the key ring for your 
keys or attach to your bag, purse or backpack.

IM 150 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 3.30 2.75 2.35 2.25 2.13

FL9051 
AQUILA BRIGHT MINI BARREL 
CARABINEER LIGHT

0.875” Diameter x 2.75” H

Use this light for small and hard to see areas. It is made from 
Aluminum and ABS and has a barrel style body with six bright 
LED lights. The small and compact size fits in your desk, 
drawer or glove box or you use the carabineer style clip to 
attach to your bag, backpack, purse or key ring.

IM 75 250 500 1000 
AB2C 5.42 4.29 3.73 3.58

FL9011 
TWILIGHT BLOOM MINI LED FLASHLIGHT

0.875” W x 2.125” H

Light up dark areas and door locks with this ABS single LED 
flashlight. It is compact, lightweight and has a mini carabineer 
type key ring for your keys. Just twist the top to turn on and 
off.

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 4.18 3.36 2.90 2.78

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=FL9011&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=FL9011+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=FL9011&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=FL9011+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=FL9011&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=FL9011+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=FL9011&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=FL9011+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=FL9051&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=FL9051+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=FL9051&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=FL9051+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=FL8933&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=FL8933+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=FL8933&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=FL8933+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=KC3087&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=KC3087+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=KC3087&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=KC3087+CAD
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Contents
not included

SL8487
KEY POUCH / HOLDER

4.125” W x 2.5” H x 0.75” D

This tri-fold Simulated Leather wallet holds six keys in the 
non-removable key holders. The inside is lined and has one 
slash pocket. The wallet closes securely with two button 
snaps. Keep all of your keys in one place and clutter-free. 

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 8.16 6.33 5.53 5.32

KC8202
FELT KEY STRAP

8” W x 1” H x 0.125” D

A great inexpensive promotional item! This key strap is made 
from 3mm soft touch Felt and has a split metal key ring to 
attach your keys.

IM 250 500 1000 2500 
B3C 1.42 1.20 1.15 1.08

CP8935 
ICE SCRAPER

4” W x 9.25” H x 0.25” D

Be prepared in the winter to scrape frost, snow and ice from 
your vehicle windshield and windows with this Plastic flat 
handle scraper with a clear 4” blade. It is lightweight, easy to 
use and compact for storage.

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 3.30 2.60 2.23 2.13 2.02

FAST FORWARD – FREE 1 day service. Order Today. Ship Tomorrow.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=KC8202&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=KC8202+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=KC8202&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=KC8202+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SL8487&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SL8487+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SL8487&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SL8487+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CP8935&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CP8935+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CP8935&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CP8935+CAD
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Keep Your Hand Warm 
While Scraping Your Windshield

CP8873
GLACIER BREAKER ICE SCRAPER MITT 

6” W x 13.75” H

Keep your hand warm with this Cotton ice scraper mitt with 
heavy-duty padded inner fleece liner for extra warmth and 
comfort. Scrape ice from your windows with the durable ABS 
blade while the elastic at the wrist keeps out the cold, snow 
and ice.

IM 35 50 250 500 1000 
2AB2C 14.96 13.90 11.31 9.93 9.55

Contents
not included

CP3430 
CAR VISOR 

11” W x 6.25” H

Made of 70D Nylon, this product features two webbed 
straps with Velcro® to secure to your sun 
visor. Store your sunglasses in the felt lined pocket. 

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 7.06 5.38 4.70 4.52

CP3576 
ICE SCRAPER MITT 

7.5” W x 14” H

600D Polyester water resistant glove with ABS
and PP ice scraper with 4.5” blade. Interior is
fleece lined to keep your hand warm. 

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 7.24 5.55 4.85 4.67

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CP8873&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CP8873+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CP8873&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CP8873+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CP3576&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CP3576+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CP3576&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CP3576+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CP3430&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CP3430+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CP3430&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CP3430+CAD
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 Increase Visibility and 
Alert Other Motorists!

FL8729 
BEACON BUDDY EMERGENCY ROADSIDE 
FLASHER

This flasher beacon is a great addition to your car or boat 
emergency kit. It is made from ABS Plastic and has 12 
powerful red LED lights and two strong magnets on the 
back. There are 9 different lighting modes to increase your 
visibility and alert other motorists to your vehicle. Instructions 
included and individually boxed. Includes 3 ‘AAA’ batteries 
(included/not inserted).

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 24.46 22.32 18.60 16.35 15.72

CT3748 
THE TIRE INFLATOR 

6.5” W x 5.75” H x 3.5” D (bag)

Excellent for roadside emergencies, bikes or 
inflatables. 30 lb. pressure hose with 10” adaptor cord that 
plugs into your lighter DC 12V. Comes with two nozzle 
adaptors and a sports needle. All packed in a 600D Polyester 
carry bag. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 38.52 36.34 30.74 27.07 26.03

CP8922 
TRURO AUTO DASHBOARD ANTI-SLIP 
PHONE HOLDER 

4” W x 6.5” H x 0.75” D 

No adhesive required; just place this item on your dashboard 
and keep your phone, coins, keys and sunglasses within 
reach. Also holds your Smartphone upright for easy viewing 
and hands-free navigation.

IM 40 50 250 500 1000 
2AB2C 11.62 10.90 8.71 7.63 7.33    

Please visit www.debcosolutions.com/nousa for a complete list of items that cannot ship to the USA.

Phone not included

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CP8922&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CP8922+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CP8922&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CP8922+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CP8922&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CP8922+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CT3748&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CT3748+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CT3748&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CT3748+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=FL8729&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=FL8729+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=FL8729&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=FL8729+CAD
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Accessories
not included

CP2392 
NON-SLIP CAR MAT 

13.5” W x 6” H

PVC Sponge mat is a great non-slip surface to hold your 
sunglasses, cell phone and other electronics in place on your 
dashboard. Can be custom trimmed to fit in smaller areas. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 3.74 3.00 2.60 2.50

Phone
not included

CP4879 
ANTI-SLIP CAR MAT

3.5” W x 5.75” H

Great auto accessory to hold your sunglasses, cell phone 
or transponder in place. Heat/cold resistant, durable soft 
PU gel. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 4.18 3.36 2.92 2.80
Not available to ship to USA due to patent infringement

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CP2392&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CP2392+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CP2392&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CP2392+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CP4879&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CP4879+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CP4879&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CP4879+CAD
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NW6631 
AUTO LITTER BAG 

8” W x 10” H x 4” D

This bag is perfect for commuters, cab companies and 
families. Made from non woven 75 gram Polypropylene 
this bag features two straps that attach with a snap closure 
around your headrest posts, gear shift or other convenient 
locations. There is also a snap closure on the main 
compartment to contain odours and contents.

IM 150 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 2.66 2.20 1.88 1.80 1.72

CT4917 
POCKET TIRE GAUGE 

0.75” Diameter x 6” L

Durable plastic body with metal pocket clip. Reading range of 
10-75 PSI and also reads in KPA. Keep your tires at optimum 
levels.

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 3.08 2.42 2.08 2.00

CT2971 
DIGITAL TIRE GAUGE 

6.75” W x 1.75” H x 0.75” D

Keep your tires properly inflated to help reduce gas 
consumption. Illuminated digital readout lasts for 90 seconds 
and measures 2 – 150 PSI. Can also be used as a flashlight. 
Individually boxed. 

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 24.70 22.56 18.82 16.55 15.92

Keep Your Tires 
Properly Inflated !

NOW! Service - new Sameday service. Order Today. Ship Today.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CT4917&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CT4917+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CT4917&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CT4917+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CT2971&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CT2971+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CT2971&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CT2971+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW6631&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW6631+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW6631&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW6631+CAD
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Contents
not included

Contents
not included

NW7351 
NON WOVEN FOLDING CARGO CARRIER 

14” W x 11” H x 10” D

Go straight from the grocery cart to the trunk. Made of non 
woven 100 gram Polypropylene with one set of short handles 
and one set of long handles for carrying versatility. 

IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 15.80 12.96 11.40 10.98

NW7042 
NON WOVEN TRUNK ORGANIZER 

23.25” W x 12” H x 12” D (open)

Mixture of non woven 75, 100 & 120 gram 
Polypropylene with PE boards on ends. Use it when you 
need it and fold for easy storage when not in use. Foam 
padded bottom with Velcro® strips to help stay in place. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 18.98 17.74 14.65 12.88 12.40

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW7351&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW7351+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW7351&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW7351+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW7042&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW7042+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW7042&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW7042+CAD
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NW8407
USS RANGER CARGO CARRIER

13” W x 7.5” H x 7.5” D

Keep this cargo carrier in your trunk to store emergency 
gear, ice scraper, folding umbrella and other items. It is made 
from non woven 100 gram Polypropylene and folds flat for 
easy storage when not in use. You can also go from the 
grocery cart straight to your trunk. Can also be used at home 
for shelving and closet organization.  

IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 12.44 10.05 8.83 8.52

Upgraded 
Auto Safety 

Kit!

GP3812 
CAR SAFETY KIT 

12” W x 12” H x 3” D

600D Polyester carry case contains 8” pliers, 12 gauge 
booster cables, first aid kit, two screwdrivers, tire gauge, 
gloves, thermal blanket, safety matches, candles, safety 
triangle, electrical tape, fuses, siphon pump, hand press 
flashlight, safety vest and light sticks. All contents 
polybagged and inside of carry case. 
 
IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 78.84 74.14 63.49 55.93 53.80

All imprinted products in this publication are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to endorse or misuse any trademarks or company names.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW8407&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW8407+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW8407&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW8407+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=GP3812&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=GP3812+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=GP3812&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=GP3812+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=GP3812&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=GP3812+CAD
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GP8521 
TRIANGLE EMERGENCY KIT 

12” W x 12” H x 3.5” D

This triangle shaped auto safety kit includes: foldable 
warning triangle, work gloves, 10 gauge – 2 metre long 
booster cables, bungee cord, car fuses, electrical tape, two 
screwdrivers – one Phillips and one flat, crank flashlight, 
disposable clear poncho, Mylar blanket and reflective safety 
vest. All contents are bulk polybagged and packed inside 
600D Polyester carry case. 

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 62.40 58.50 49.94 44.00 42.33

GP2937 
CAR SAFETY KIT 

12” W x 12” H x 3.5” D

600D Polyester carry case with reflective tape on outside 
contains battery booster cables, car fuses, ice scarper, 
electrical tape, gloves, tire gauge, pliers, screwdrivers and 
ratchet set. All contents polybagged and inside of carry case. 

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 38.78 36.00 30.47 26.83 25.82

Store In Your 
Trunk For  

Emergencies!

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=GP2937&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=GP2937+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=GP2937&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=GP2937+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=GP8521&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=GP8521+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=GP8521&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=GP8521+CAD
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http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/categoryredirect.aspx?categoryid=microfiber&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=microfiber+CAD
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Bottles
not included

N8563
TWO BOTTLE NEOPRENE WINE BAG/
CADDY 

8.5” W x 13.5” H x 3.5” D

This wine bag is made from 3.5mm lightweight and durable 
Neoprene and holds two standard sized 750 ml. bottles. It 
features an inside sleeve to help protect your bottles, a front 
open pocket with zigzag stitching and a padded carry handle. 
A high quality reusable wine presentation bag. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 17.36 16.20 13.31 11.70 11.27

Bottle
not included

E8968 
RHONE VALLEY COTTON WINE BAG 

7” W x 11.5” H x 3.75” D

This 10 ounce Cotton wine bag holds one standard 
sized bottle so you can tote your wine in style! It is 
durable, reusable and has Cotton webbed carry handles. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 4.30 3.47 3.02 2.90 2.77

www.debcosolutions.com

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=E8968&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=E8968+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=E8968&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=E8968+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=N8563&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=N8563+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=N8563&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=N8563+CAD
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Bottles
not included

NW4759 
NON WOVEN WINE BAG 

6.75” W x 11” H x 3.5” D

Holds two wine bottles, 1.5 litre or 1 litre
bottles. Durable and easy to carry. Non woven 90 gram 
Polypropylene. 

IM 150 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 2.86 2.38 2.05 1.97 1.87

Bottles
not included

NW4908 
NON WOVEN WINE BAG 

6.75” W x 11” H x 6.5” D

Transport up to four wine bottles in this non 
woven 90 gram Polypropylene bag. Inside 
dividers for added strength and durability. 

IM 150 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 3.72 3.13 2.70 2.60 2.48

Bottles
not included

NW5387 
NON WOVEN WINE BAG 

5” W x 14” H x 3.25” D 

A great gift idea! Holds a standard sized 750 ml. 
bottle. Non woven 90 gram Polypropylene. Also holds 1.5 
litre or 1 litre bottles. 

IM 150 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 2.70 2.24 1.92 1.83 1.73

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW4908&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW4908+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW4908&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW4908+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW5387&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW5387+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW5387&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW5387+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW4759&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW4759+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=NW4759&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=NW4759+CAD
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Bottles
not included

TO8197 
ICE WINE BAG 

5” W x 10” H x 4.5” D

Add your own ice or ice pack to chill your bottle. 
Clear PVC heat-sealed bag helps to prevent 
leakage. Built-in card pocket with preprinted to/
from insert. 

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 8.10 6.29 5.50 5.28

Bottles
not included

TO8565
FELT WINE SLEEVE/CARRY BAG 

6” W x 15” H

This reusable bag is great for wine gift giving. It is made from 
2mm Felt and has an urban designed die cut out handle for 
easy carrying. The bag folds flat for easy storage and holds 
most standard sized 750 ml. bottles. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 4.40 3.56 3.10 2.98

Bottle
not included

Gel blocks chill your bottle of wine

CB4276 
WINE CHILL BAG 

14.75” H x 4” Diameter

Translucent vinyl wine cooler bag to hold your 750 ml. bottle. 
Features cut-out handles with double snap closure and gel 
blocks to chill a wine bottle. Clear front window showcases 
your label. 

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 8.12 6.33 5.55 5.35

FAST FORWARD – FREE 1 day service. Order Today. Ship Tomorrow.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CB4276&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CB4276+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CB4276&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CB4276+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=TO8197&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=TO8197+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=TO8197&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=TO8197+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=TO8565&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=TO8197+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=TO8565&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=TO8197+CAD
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WK8916
EL THIRSTO BOTTLE OPENER

1.625” W x 7” H

This is a great item for home, bars and restaurants. It is made from 
Stainless Steel and has a hole at one end to store on a hook when 
not in use. The sleek and slim design first into an apron or pocket. 
Removes various sizes of caps. 

IM 150 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 3.42 2.85 2.45 2.33 2.22

WK8975
WOODEN BOTTLE OPENER 

1.75” W x 5.625” H x 0.5” D 

This Oak wood bottle opener has a comfortable and easy to 
grip handle and a strong Stainless Steel opener. Removes 
caps from your favourite brew with this simple and classic 
design.

IM 150 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 3.56 2.98 2.57 2.45 2.33

C3740 
CORKSCREW 

1” W x 4.75” H x 0.5” D

Stylish corkscrew features serrated foil blade, bottle opener 
and a corkscrew. Bulk packed. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 4.86 3.96 3.45 3.32

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WK8916&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WK8916+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WK8916&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WK8916+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WK8975&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WK8975+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WK8975&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WK8975+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=C3740&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=C3740+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=C3740&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=C3740+CAD
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WK8668
TAILGATER BOTTLE CAP SHAPED 
OPENER 

3” W x 3” H x 1” D

This opener is shaped like and looks just like a large bottle 
cap. It is made from ABS Plastic and easily opens bottles 
with caps or twist lids. Turn the cap over to reveal two 
different types of bottle openers. Attach to your fridge with 
magnet to keep handy.

IM 150 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 3.66 3.05 2.63 2.52 2.38

WK8602 
COTTAGE MATE ROUND BOTTLE OPENER 

3” W x 3” H x 0.125” D

ABS Plastic lightweight bottle opener fits easily in your hand. 
Use the magnetic button on the back to attach to your fridge 
and keep handy. Open bottles quickly and easily. 

IM 150 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 2.78 2.29 1.95 1.87 1.77

KC8220 
LED KEYCHAIN WITH BOTTLE OPENER 

1.25” W x 2.75” W x 0.25” D

The perfect event give-away! Plastic body with a bright LED 
light on one end and bottle opener to 
easily remove bottle caps. Easy to carry with you. 

IM 150 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 2.48 2.04 1.73 1.65 1.55

All imprinted products in this publication are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to endorse or misuse any trademarks or company names.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WK8668&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WK8668+CAD
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http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=KC8220&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WK8220+CAD
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Keep Your Wine 
Fresh Longer!

WK6383
TWIN NAPA STOPPERS GIFT SET 

1” Diameter x 2.5” H 

This set includes two matching coloured Rubber and Plastic 
bottle stoppers with an Aluminum plate on top for decorating. 
Keep your wine or other spirits fresh after opening. A great 
gift or giveaway for corporate events, holiday gifts and wine 
tastings. FDA compliant.

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 7.96 6.67 5.85 5.63

WK6358 
VACUUM WINE SEALER 

1.875” Diameter x 2.75” H

Compact ABS Plastic vacuum sealer keeps 
unfinished bottles of wine fresh and helps to preserve 
the taste. 

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 6.42 4.82 4.18 4.02

WK8921
TANIN-BOMB WINE AERATOR KIT 

6.75” W x 2.25” H 

Create a better bouquet, enhance flavour and allow a 
smoother finish with this Acrylic and Silicone two piece wine 
aerator set. Allow your wine to breathe instantly with the 
aerator and seal your bottle with the vacuum sealer so that 
you can enjoy the rest for later.

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 20.72 19.38 16.05 14.10 13.57

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

Bottle
not included

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WK8921&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WK8921+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WK8921&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WK8921+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WK6383&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WK6383+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WK6358&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WK6358+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WK6358&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WK6358+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WK8921&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB8921+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WK6383&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WK6383+CAD
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WK6426
TUSCAN TOUCH WINE AERATOR 

2” Diameter x 6” H 

This wine aerator draws in and mixes the proper amount of 
air as it filters into your wine glass. It allows your wine to 
breathe instantly and creates a better bouquet by enhancing 
flavour to allow for a better finish. Made of Acrylic and 
Stainless Steel and is individually boxed. Includes a velvet 
pouch for storage. No need to let your wine sit; enjoy 
instantly! FDA compliant.

Clear/Black 

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 37.72 34.96 29.54 26.00 25.00

WK6408
BORDEAUX BROTHER WINE VACUUM 
STOPPER 

1” W x 0.75” H x 3.5” D 

This Aluminum Alloy and food grade Silicone vacuum stopper 
is reusable to help keep the flavour and aroma of opened 
wine. Pump to remove the air from the bottle to help keep 
the contents fresh.

IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 8.98 7.05 6.17 5.93

WK6427
EL CLASSICO WINE POURER AND 
STOPPER GIFT SET 

4.75” W x 2” H x 3.75” D (box) 

This two piece wine gift set includes an ABS Plastic pourer 
and stopper. The stopper creates an airtight seal to keep 
your bottle fresh and the pourer helps you provide a smooth 
pour without any drips. Fit most standard sized bottles. FDA 
compliant.

IM 40 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 14.24 13.40 10.87 9.53 9.17

NOW! Service - new Sameday service. Order Today. Ship Today.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WK6426&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WK6426+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WK6426&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WK6426+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WK6427&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WK6427+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WK6427&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WK6427+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WK6408&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WK6408+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WK6408&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WB6408+CAD
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Bottle
not included

Present Your Gift 
Of Wine In Style!

WK4371 
WINE BOX 

14.25” W x 4.5” H x 4.5” D 

Your gift of wine can be presented in style. 
Elegant paper board box holds and protects your 
bottle of wine.

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 19.32 18.06 14.93 13.13 12.65

GP2962 
WINE KIT 

14.25” W x 4.5” H x 4.5” D

Attractive Rosewood box contains a compartment to hold 
your bottle of wine as well as a corkscrew, 
thermometer, wine stopper, foil cutter and a wine spout. 

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 53.56 50.10 42.69 37.62 36.20

Bottle
not included

WK3958  
WINE KIT 

14.25” W x 4.5” H x 4.5” D

Laminated MDF wine box contains corkscrew, 
thermometer, wine stopper, foil cutter and a wine 
spout in top lid. Also features a main compartment 
to hold a wine bottle. Our lowest priced wine kit. 

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 41.26 38.38 32.54 28.68 27.62

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WK3958&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WK3958+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WK3958&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WK3958+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=GP2962&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=GP2962+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=GP2962&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=GP2962+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WK4371&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WK4371+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WK4371&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WK4371+CAD
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WK8601
ARCTIC HARVEST WINE CHILLING STICK 

1.75” W x 13.5” H 

This wine chill stick helps keep wine chilled at the perfect 
temperature for up to one hour. Just place the rod in the 
freezer for thirty minutes before use and then place in your 
bottle (you may have to pour some wine first to make room). 
It is made of ABS Plastic and Stainless Steel and includes a 
gravity lid on pourer and drip free spout. Instructions included 
and individually git boxed. FDA compliant.

Silver/Black 

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 31.76 29.28 24.62 21.65 20.82

Bottle
not included

Chill Your WIne 
At The Perfect 
Temperature!

Bottle
not included

Ensure Your Wine 
Is Served At The 

Optimal  
Temperature !

WK6409
LE SOMMELIER DIGITAL WINE BOTTLE 
THERMOMETER 

3” W x 3” H x 1.5” D 

This bottle thermometer slides directly onto your bottle 
to measure the temperature when the button is pressed. 
The 2-digit LCD display measures temperature in Celsius 
(range -9 to 65). Ensure your wine is served at the optimal 
temperature. Button cell battery included/inserted.

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 20.60 19.26 15.94 14.02 13.48

All imprinted products in this publication are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to endorse or misuse any trademarks or company names.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=WK8601&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=WK8601+CAD
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KP8927
ARCTIC BLOCK ICE CUBE TRAYS

4” W x 3.75” W x 4” D

This set of two ice cube trays is made from flexible and durable 
Food Grade Silicone. Each tray makes up to four large 2” x 2” ice 
cubes that allow for slower melting and less dilution in your drink. 
Retail packaged as illustrated.

IM 40 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 13.04 12.28 9.93 8.72 8.40

KP8905
MINIMILLERS SALT AND PEPPER GRINDER 
SET

2” H x 1.25” Diameter

You get one black and one white mini spice grinder with this set. 
The compact design is perfect for picnics, offices and travel. Just 
twist to grind and pop open the top to refill. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 18.04 16.84 13.87 12.20 11.75

KP8932
FRESH BLVD. MAGNETIC BAG CLIP

7.25” W x 0.5” H x 0.875” D

Close bags of chips, frozen foods, bagged lettuce and other 
goodies to keep them fresh. This bag clip is made from ABS 
Plastic and includes a magnet on the back to hang photos, notes 
and recipes on your fridge.

IM 150 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 2.30 1.87 1.58 1.50 1.42

For no imprint pricing see www.debcosolutions.com.

Salt & Pepper 
not included

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=KP8932&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=KP8932+CAD
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KP6641
LUNCH MATE CUTLERY SET

1.5” Diameter x 7” H (assembled)

A great cutlery set for camping and lunches that includes a 
fork, spoon and serrated knife. The cutlery packs inside the 
protective carrying case. The cutlery is ABS and the case is 
PP Plastic. Reusable, easy to clean and dishwasher safe.

IM 150 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 2.56 2.11 1.80 1.72 1.62

Food not included

KP8280
ON-THE-GO SALAD CUP

6.5” H x 4” Diameter

This set includes a large food grade Plastic cup, a small 
dressing cup and a Plastic fork. The large cup allows you 
to keep your lettuce fresh until you are ready to pour your 
dressing in. Dressing cup and fork fit right in the container. 
BPA free and FDA compliant. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 5.18 4.24 3.68 3.55

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=KP8280&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=KP8280+CAD
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KP6700/KP8289 
SALT AND PEPPER MILLS 

3.5” W x 6” H x 1.25” D (each mill)

Stainless Steel body salt and pepper mills with push button 
design that allows you to use with only one hand. Individually 
gift boxed.

See KP6700 for Salt and Pepper Mill Gift Set with Stainless 
Steel stand
See KP8289 for single Salt or Pepper Mill

KP6700
IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 54.38 50.88 43.36 38.22 36.78
KP8289
IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 28.28 26.02 21.85 19.25 18.55

KP6784/KP8284 
SALT AND PEPPER GRINDERS 

2.5” Diameter x 8.25” H (each grinder)

Stainless Steel battery operated salt and pepper mills with 
Ceramic grinder. Features a built-in light, clear Acrylic window 
and customizable grind size. Batteries included/not inserted. 
FDA compliant.

See KP6784 for Salt and Pepper mill gift set
See KP8284 for single Salt or Pepper mill

KP6784
IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 75.84 71.32 61.07 53.81 51.78
KP8284
IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 33.08 30.56 25.74 22.67 21.82

www.debcosolutions.com

Salt & Pepper 
not included

Salt & Pepper 
not included
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Tools magnetically attach

KP7096 
CHEESE BOARD WITH UTENSILS 

9.5” W x 6.75” H x 2.75” D

Environmentally friendly Bamboo cutting board 
features magnetic utensil holder. Includes 
Stainless Steel knife, fork and spreader all with 
Bamboo handles. Individually boxed.

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 32.92 30.44 25.67 22.62 21.78  

GP4823 
BAMBOO TEA BOX 

8.5” W x 6.5” H x 3” H

Store your tea in style! Environmentally friendly 
Bamboo box with magnetic closure contains fixed 
set of 42 Twinings tea bags. 

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 58.62 54.94 46.91 41.35 39.82

GP8864
JAVA VAULT

9.75” W x 2.0375” H x 8” D

Use this Ash tree wood box to hold either twelve Keurig® K-Cups 
or six Tassimo pods. Place one of the two included trays in the box 
to hold your own Keurig® or Tassimo coffee. Or, you can purchase 
Keurig® coffee and hot chocolate K-cups at an additional cost - 
see website for options and pricing. 

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 51.26 47.94 40.85 36.02 34.68

Coffee not included, 
but available for 
purchase.  See 
website for details.

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.
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GP3077 
EXECUTIVE TEA SET 

9” W x 3.75” H x 5” D (box)

Give the gift of tea! 42 Twinings tea bags in various flavours 
are packed inside this elegant Pinewood gift box. Box has a 
metal clasp closure. 

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 61.70 57.88 49.45 43.60 41.98

Tea accessories
not included

GP3049 
TEA GIFT PACK 

19” W x 4” H x 5.5” D (box)

The best tea gift pack to please any tea lover! 
Attractive Birchwood case contains fixed set of 72 Twinings 
tea bags in various flavours. Box is lined with Felt and has 
magnetic closures. 

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 90.80 85.60 73.45 64.75 62.31

GP8417 
TEA AND CHOCOLATE GIFT BOX 

9.5” W x 2.75” H x 6.875” D (box)

Ashtree MDF box contains a fixed set of 24 
Twinings tea bags plus 12  pieces of premium 
Ghirardelli chocolates. Velvet pads on bottom of box protect 
surfaces. Seasonally available in cooler months. 
  
IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 66.64 62.58 53.52 47.18 45.43

FAST FORWARD – FREE 1 day service. Order Today. Ship Tomorrow.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=GP8417&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=GP8417+CAD
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Contents
not included

DA6454
CERAM-O-STORE CANISTER 

4.5” Diameter x 5.5” H

This Ceramic canister has a generous 750 ml. (25 oz.) 
capacity with wide-mouth opening to store your flour, 
sugar, pasta, cookies, cereal, coffee, tea, etc. The airtight 
lid helps keep the contents fresh. The lid is made from 
environmentally friendly Bamboo. Individually boxed and FDA 
compliant.

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 21.94 20.56 17.09 15.03 14.47

Contents
not included

Also a Great 
Desktop Accessory!

DA7259 
CANISTER 

3.5” Diameter x 2.8” H

Environmentally friendly Bamboo canister looks great on your 
countertop. Fill with candies and give as a gift or use on your 
desk for your office accessories. Anti-microbial and easy to 
care for. Lid has a magnetic closure. 

IM 40 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 13.26 12.48 10.09 8.87 8.53

KP6576 
HEAT KEEPER THERMAL FOOD 
CONTAINER 

5” W x 4.5” H x 4” D 

The ideal food container for commuting, school, work and 
travelling. This item is made from Food Grade Polypropylene 
and holds up to 450 ml. (15.5 oz.). The double walls help 
maintain your food’s temperature. The interior and handle are 
both white and you choose the colour of the exterior. The top 
lid screws on and has a tight seal.

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 8.72 6.82 5.97 5.73

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.
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A3629 
APRON 

22” W x 27” H

Bib style apron in coloured Poly Cotton 65/35 blend with 
extra-long self-material waist ties. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 10.38 8.75 7.67 7.37

A3621 
3 POCKET WORK APRON 

20” W x 24” H

Poly Cotton 65/35 apron with adjustable neck tie and extra-
long self-material waist ties. Three open divided pockets at 
bottom. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 9.26 7.78 6.82 6.55

A3626 
CHEF’S APRON 

24” W x 30” H

This apron features self-material adjustable neck tie and 
extra-long waist ties. It is made of a Poly Cotton 65/35 
blend. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 10.24 8.62 7.55 7.27

E9039 
THURSTON OVERSIZE COTTON APRON

36” W x 30” H

Keep your clothing protected with this generously sized 
apron that is made from 65/35 Poly Cotton. The extra-long 
35” (for a total of 70”) waist straps are long enough to wrap 
around and tie in the front. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 11.70 9.89 8.67 8.33

Please visit www.debcosolutions.com/nousa for a complete list of items that cannot ship to the USA.
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B0020 
CHEF STAR 24 PIECE BBQ SET

19” W x 12” H x 3.25” D 

This 24 piece BBQ set is perfect for camping and grilling. 
A total of 24 Stainless Steel pieces are packed inside the 
ABS carry case. Includes spatula with built-in serrated meat 
blade, meat tenderizer and bottle opener, large tongs, basting 
brush, large fork, large knife, grill brush, four skewers, six 
steak knives, six forks and salt and pepper set.

IM 12 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 123.62 114.54 98.50 86.83 83.55

B0005 
5 PIECE BBQ SET 

20” W x 8” H x 3.5” D

ABS carry case contains a Stainless Steel spatula, 
tongs, knife, fork and a brush. The case has dual 
hinges, a carry handle and has a non woven inner 
liner. 

IM 12 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 80.10 73.10 62.63 55.21 53.15

NW4477 
NON WOVEN PROMOTIONAL APRON 

24” W x 30” H

Non woven 90 gram Polypropylene promotional apron. 
Washing not recommended. Get your logo seen in the 
kitchen and by the grill. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 3.56 2.84 2.45 2.35 2.23

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.
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BQ4023 
BBQ TOOL SET IN MITT 

17” W x 5” H x 3” D

Cotton padded BBQ/oven mitt with three stainless BBQ 
tools: spatula, tongs and fork.  Right-handed lined BBQ mitt 
is heat resistant with black polyester on one side and silver 
coating on the other side. Individually boxed. 

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 30.10 27.72 23.29 20.50 19.73

Shaped Like a 
Golf Bag With 
Golf Themed 
BBQ Tools!

G3545 
24” GOLF BAG/4 PIECE BBQ TOOL SET 

5” Diameter x 24” H 

600D Polyester replica golf bag contains four BBQ tools: 
golf ball shaped tongs, wire brush, putter shaped spatula and 
divot shaped fork. Comes complete with zippered golf cover. 

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 92.30 86.98 74.61 65.76 63.26

BQ8875 
DIGITAL BBQ THERMOMETER

6.75” W x 1.5” H x 0.5” D (folded)
12” W x 1.5” H x 0.5” H (open)

This ABS Plastic instant-read digital thermometer has 
an easy-to-read LCD display to determine the internal 
temperature of your meat. It also features an on/off button, 
Celsius/Fahrenheit button, foldable probe and auto shut-off.

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 19.78 18.48 15.27 13.42 12.90

NOW! Service - new Sameday service. Order Today. Ship Today.
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MT8911
TURNER MIGHT 8-IN-1 SCREW DRIVER 
SET WITH LED LIGHT 

1.5” W x 7.5” W

A great item for any toolbox, camping, to keep in the car 
and to have around for odd jobs at home or in the office. It 
is made from ABS and Steel and includes three flat and five 
Phillips screwdrivers that fold out to use. Also has a built-in 
bright LED light.

IM 40 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 12.78 12.00 9.65 8.47 8.13

GP8894
ALLEN TIME 22 PIECE TOOL KIT 

6.25” W x 8.75” W x 1.125” D

A great item for your household, office, camping and to keep 
in the car. You can keep everything organized in the Plastic 
case with snap closure for quick and easy access. Includes 
screwdrivers with various sized bits, pliers, ratchet with bits 
and Allen keys.

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 24.62 22.48 18.74 16.48 15.85

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.
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MT8867
HOOK-A-TACH SWIVEL

1.75” W x 3.5” H x 0.5” D

Attach to your stroller, shopping cart, diaper bag, luggage, 
bag, purse, backpack, belt loop, car head rest, closets, 
walker or wheelchair for an extra set of hands. The ‘S’ hook 
swivels 360 degrees and the other end has a carabineer type 
closure.   

IM 150 250 500 1000 
AB2C 2.48 2.05 1.77 1.70

MT9021
ANYOUVERT 3-IN-1 BOTTLE OPENER 

1.625” W x 3.5” H x 0.25” D

Use this opener to twist off bottle lids, pop open can tabs 
and flip metal caps off bottles. It is made from PC Plastic and 
is the perfect multi-use opener to keep handy and is great for 
people with limited hand strength. Let this tool do the work 
for you. 

IM 150 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 2.22 1.82 1.53 1.47 1.38

TG8945
CANOTEK TELESCOPIC BACK 
SCRATCHER

1.25” W x 7.75” Long (extends to 26.5” Long)

Scratch that itch with this useful promotional item! It is 
made from Stainless Steel with a PVC telescoping handle 
that extends to 26.5” long that includes a wide seven tooth 
scratching edge. Keep one handy at home and at the office.   

IM 150 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 3.34 2.78 2.40 2.30 2.18

All imprinted products in this publication are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to endorse or misuse any trademarks or company names.
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MT8928
TOUGH BIT SCREWDRIVER SET

0.75” W x 3.5” H x 0.5” D

Promote your name or business on this ABS Plastic 
screwdriver set that includes two slotted and two Phillips 
bits that magnetically attach to the driver. The bits are 
conveniently store inside the case when not in use.

IM 150 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 2.52 2.07 1.77 1.68 1.58

PE6467
ILLUSIONIST STYLUS SCREWDRIVER PEN

5.5” L x 0.25” H

This product includes a blue ink pen on one end and a touch 
screen stylus at the other end. It is made from Plastic and 
has a rubberized grip. Just twist the stylus end to reveal the 
screwdriver with flat and Phillips heads.

IM 150 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 2.82 2.35 2.02 1.93 1.83

MT8973
MATHESON FLASHLIGHT TOOL

3” W x 0.5” H x 1.5” D

This small Plastic tool has multiple uses. It is a LED flashlight, 
a keyring and screwdriver. Just pop off the back to reveal 
screwdriver bit storage.  

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 3.52 2.78 2.38 2.28 2.17

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.
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Belt clip on back

MT0002 
MULTI-PURPOSE TAPE MEASURE 

3” W x 2.25” H x 1” D

ABS Plastic case comes with a 10’ tape measure with built-in 
level, pen and sticky notes. Metal clip on back to secure to 
your belt or pocket. Individually boxed. 

IM 150 250 500 1000 
AB2C 4.00 3.36 2.90 2.78

MT8172 
MULTI-TOOL 

1” W x 5.5” H x 0.75” D

ABS multi-tool features push-button bright LED light, level, 
four screwdriver bits (Phillips & slotted) and a pocket clip. 
Individually boxed. 

IM 150 250 500 1000 
AB2C 3.98 3.33 2.87 2.73

MT6992
FIXER SCREWDRIVER TOOL

4.25” H x 0.5” Diameter

Keep this Aluminum screwdriver that looks like a pen 
handy in your pocket or drawer. Just twist the top to reveal 
screwdriver and eight interchangeable bits. Each bit attaches 
magnetically. Clip on to carry anywhere you might fit a pen. 
Individually boxed.

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 4.46 3.60 3.12 2.98

325
For no imprint pricing see www.debcosolutions.com.
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MT6988
HAMMER-ALL MULTI-TOOL 

3.5” W x 6.75” H x 0.75” D

This Stainless Steel multi tool includes pliers, hammer, wire 
cutter, slotted and Phillips screwdrivers, double tooth file, can 
opener, pocket knife, lock mechanism, saw and nail puller. 
The tools all fold into the handle. Keep handy at home or 
work for general repairs or use while camping. Store in the 
included non woven bag. Individually boxed.

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 45.70 42.56 36.13 31.80 30.58

MT6387
JACK O’ TRADES MULTI TOOL 

2.5” W x 2.5” H x 0.5” D

This Plastic multi tool includes a screwdriver set with two flat 
and two Phillips screwdrivers. Small and compact for easy 
portability.

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 4.08 3.27 2.82 2.70 2.57

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.
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FL6485
MALT BLAZER 9 LED FLASHLIGHT OPENER 

1” Diameter x 4.75” H

Use this product as a flashlight and a bottle opener. The body 
is Aluminum and the flashlight has 9 bright LED bulbs. There 
is a wrist strap at one end and a bottle opener at the other 
end. Individually boxed.

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 8.46 6.60 5.77 5.55

FL8883
LUMINSOL LED WORK LIGHT 

2.5” W x 9.5” H x 2” D

The angle of this ABS work light can be adjusted to help light 
areas while working on the car, in the garage and camping. 
There is a metal hook to hang and work hands free. Includes 
one 0.5 watt light bulb plus 20 LED lights. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 18.66 17.40 14.33 12.58 12.10

FL9043
RADIAVATURE 21 LED SILICONE FLEX 
LIGHT  

2.875” W x 10.5” H x 0.75” D

Use this Silicone and ABS flexible light in the garage, inside 
the house or at the office when you need extra light. Bend, 
fold, wrap, hook or magnetically attach the light in all different 
positions. There are a total of 21 LED bulbs with a brightness 
of 126 Lumens. The two magnets on the back adhere to 
most metal surfaces. 

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 33.10 30.56 25.73 22.63 21.77

www.debcosolutions.com
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Reach and Light 
Difficult to Reach 

Areas!
FL8180
3 LED TELESCOPIC FLASHLIGHT

0.75” Diameter x 6.75” H

This flashlight has three bright LED lights and a telescopic 
neck. The body is Aluminum and there is a metal clip to 
attach to a shirt pocket or belt. The bendable and extendable 
neck extends to 22” long. Individually boxed. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 18.90 17.64 14.54 12.77 12.27

FL9037
VILLARLIGHT 25 LED AUTO EMERGENCY 
FLASHLIGHT 

1” Diameter x 9” Long

Attach the magnetic bottom to metal surfaces or hang using 
the metal hook at the top to have light where you need it. It is 
made from Aluminum and includes 9 LED lights + another 16 
LED lights with an on/off button on the side. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 16.64 15.48 12.67 11.12 10.68
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FL6569
REFLECTIVE SAFETY FLASHER LED LIGHT 

1.5” W x 4.25” H x 0.25” D

Tri-function LED light includes three settings at the press of a 
button: strobe light, flash and continuous on. Clip onto any bag, 
strap, or keychain to keep handy. Great for illumination while 
running or biking in the dark. 

IM 150 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 2.88 2.38 2.03 1.93 1.83

Magnetic base

FL4910 
LED SAFETY FLASHLIGHT 

5.5” H x 0.875” Diameter

Aluminum body with five LED lights on one end.Side has four 
LED lights plus four red strobe lights. Features a magnetic 
base to stick to your car when you need light. Individually 
boxed. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 18.62 17.38 14.31 12.57 12.08

FL8929 
PROTECTO-BRIGHT LED SAFETY FLASHER

1.25” W x 2.75” H x 0.25” D

Use this item while biking, walking, jogging and hiking to 
make sure you are noticed. It is made from ABS Plastic and 
has two LED light functions: strobe and continuous on. Clip 
onto your bag, strap, belt loop or key chain to keep handy.

IM 250 500 1000 2500 
B3C 2.36 2.02 1.92 1.82

All imprinted products in this publication are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to endorse or misuse any trademarks or company names.
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FL3783 
19 LED FLASHLIGHT 

5.5” W x 2” H x 1.5” D

Aluminum 19 LED flashlight with wrist strap comes packed 
inside a 1680D Polyester case. Carry case has Velcro® 
closure and belt loop. Perfect for home emergency kits. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 19.24 17.96 14.82 13.02 12.52

No Batteries Required

CT3472
2 LED HAND PRESS FLASHLIGHT 

4” W x 2.25” H x 0.75” D

Plastic flashlight with two LED lights. Internal 
generating system is charged by pressing the trigger handle. 
Individually boxed. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 4.14 3.35 2.90 2.78

FL4097 
9 LED MINI FLASHLIGHT 

4” H x 1.0125” Diameter

Durable, sure-grip flashlight body includes 9 bright LED lights 
and a wrist strap. Comes packed in a 1680D Polyester carry 
case with Velcro® closure. Great for camping and boating. 

IM 40 50 250 500 1000 
2AB2C 10.68 10.00 7.93 6.93 6.67

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.
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FL4946 
9 LED MINI FLASHLIGHT 

1” Diameter x 4.5” H

Durable Aluminum body flashlight includes 9 bright LED lights 
and lanyard/carry wrist strap. Great for use around the home 
or in the car. Individually boxed. 

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 7.96 6.16 5.38 5.17

FL8413 
28 LED FLASHLIGHT 

1” Diameter x 8” H

Rubberized ABS body with 4 lights at the top plus 24 lights at 
the side. Use for camping, the workshop and for emergency 
lighting. 

IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 12.96 10.49 9.20 8.85

Hands-Free Lighting! 

FL4503 
7 LED HANDS-FREE HEAD LIGHT 

2.875” W x 2” H x 2.75” D

Adjustable elastic strap secures light to your head and allows 
you to work or read ‘hands-free’. Adjustable three setting 7 
LED light cluster allows you to use one light, three lights or 
all seven. Individually boxed. 

IM 40 50 250 500 1000 
2AB2C 10.66 10.00 7.93 6.95 6.68

Please visit www.debcosolutions.com/nousa for a complete list of items that cannot ship to the USA.
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CL7292 
WALL CLOCK 

12” W x 12” H x 2.25” D

Add your own touch of style to any room. Made of MDF 
Wood and features brushed Aluminum dial and bevelled 
Glass faceplate with easy to read black numbers. 

Brown/Silver 

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 42.58 39.66 33.67 29.68 28.58

Easy to 
Read Numbers!

FL8239
9 LED FLASHLIGHT

1” Diameter x 3.375” H

This flasihlight has 9 bright LED lights and an 
Aluminum body. Also includes on/off button 
and wrist strap. Individually boxed. 

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 6.36 4.78 4.17 4.00

Magnet on back to stick 
to steel surfaces

FL8770 
LIGHT MATE PVC FLASHLIGHT

1.5” W x 5” H

The flat design of this PVC flashlight prevents it from rolling 
away and the magnet on the back helps you keep it handy 
when needed. Includes two bright LED lights, wrist strap and 
one CR2025 button cell battery. Not available in the USA.

IM 100 250 500 1000
AB2C 4.20 3.38 2.93 2.82

Not available to ship to USA due to patent infringement
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Enhance Your 
Decor and 

Help Protect Your 
Furniture!

BL3901 
COASTER SET 

4.125” W x 1.25” W x 4.375” D

A set of five individual coasters with their own case all in 
Bonded Leather material. The coasters have Velvet lined 
bottoms to prevent scratches. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 16.92 15.78 12.96 11.40 10.98

CO8269
GLASS COASTER SET

This coaster set includes four round tempered Glass 
coasters with a brown Ashwood stand. Use the 
wooden base to hold the coasters when not in use. 
Circular Glass coasters have bevelled edges. It makes 
a great executive gift or wedding favour. Individually 
gift boxed. 

Clear Coasters with Brown stand 

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 40.96 38.12 32.34 28.52 27.48

NOW! Service - new Sameday service. Order Today. Ship Today.
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NW7070 
NON WOVEN LAUNDRY BAG 

22.5” W x 27” H

A classic favourite for laundry, camp and schools. Non woven 
75 gram Polypropylene now with colour options to tailor to 
your school, team or group colours. Includes shoulder strap 
and double drawstring closure. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500
AB3C 4.46 3.62 3.15 3.03 2.90

E3628 
LAUNDRY BAG 

22” W x 28” H

4.5 ounce Cotton laundry bag features a shoulder strap 
to carry the bag and top drawstring closure with toggle 
lock. Perfect for students, trips to the laundromats and dry 
cleaners. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 7.98 6.69 5.87 5.65 5.43

Folds into its own sepa-
rate pouch

F5784 
FOLDING LAUNDRY BAG IN A POUCH 

20” W x 25” H (laundry bag open)
2.5” W x 5” H x 1” D (pouch)

Lightweight 190T Polyester laundry bag with rubber coating 
and drawstring closure folds into its own separate pouch. 
Pouch has snap closure and plastic clip to attach to bag, 
purse or knapsack. 

IM 50 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 6.76 5.15 4.50 4.35 4.18

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.
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Card design colour may not be exactly as shown

BL3711 
PLAYING CARD HOLDER 

3.5” W x 4.5” H x 1.25” D

Travel sized Bonded Leather card holder with 
elasticized pocket to hold one deck of cards. One deck of 
playing cards, paper pad and pencil included. 
 
IM 40 50 250 500 1000 
2AB2C 10.58 9.90 7.84 6.87 6.60

Card design colour may not be exactly as shown

G8965 
PLAYING CARD HOLDER 

4” W x 1” H x 3” H

Use these cards to play a variety of card games, for poker 
nights and for casinos and fundraisers. The lightweight 
Plastic case holds the standard deck of playing cards. 
  
IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 4.26 3.44 2.98 2.87

AM5199 
PLAYING CARDS 

2.5” W x 6.25” H x 1” D

A deck of laminated playing cards packed in a uniquely 
configured plastic carry case. Easily fits into bag or purse for 
travelling or use at home. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 3.44 2.75 2.38 2.30

All imprinted products in this publication are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to endorse or misuse any trademarks or company names.
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SG9034
SANDY BANKS SUNGLASSES

5.5” W x 2” H

Comfortable fit sunglasses suitable for any occasion! 
Comfortable vintage styling with Polycarbonate frame and 
lenses with UV400 protection. FDA approved.  

IM 150 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 3.66 3.05 2.63 2.52 2.38

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.
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SG8981
SANDY BANKS 2-TONE SUNGLASSES

5.5” W x 2” H

Protect your eyes while outdoors with these two-tone 
coloured frame sunglasses. They offer UV400 protection and 
a comfortable fit. FDA approved.  

IM 150 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 4.54 3.82 3.30 3.15 3.00

SG9001
SANDY BANKS SOFT-TONE SUNGLASSES

5.5” W x 2” H

Great idea for party and event giveaways! These sunglasses 
have a Polypropylene frame and Polycarbonate lenses. The 
frame is black and you have your choice of coloured arms. 
Offers UV 400 protection. FDA approved.  

IM 150 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 2.38 1.95 1.65 1.57 1.47

All imprinted products in this publication are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to endorse or misuse any trademarks or company names.
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G9905
PLASTIC FRISBEE 

9” Diameter

A great event giveaway for company picnics! CPSIA 
compliant. 

IM 150 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 2.36 1.93 1.63 1.55 1.45

M0170 
FRISBEE WITH POUCH 

10” Diameter (frisbee)

This Frisbee flyer is made of lightweight 190T Nylon and 
can be folded into the included pouch. The wire insert in the 
Frisbee holds its shape. A great 
option for mailers. CPSIA compliant. Frisbees packed flat, 
pouches bulk packed.

IM 150 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 1.92 1.55 1.30 1.23 1.15

B1822 
BEACH BALL 

16” Diameter (inflated) 
32” Circumference 

Vinyl beach ball for great fun at the beach and pool! Inflates 
by mouth and deflates easily for storage. CPSIA compliant. 

IM 150 250 500 1000 
AB2C 3.36 2.82 2.43 2.33

www.debcosolutions.com
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M0153
MINI FOOTBALL 

6” W x 3.5” H

A mini football made of PU soft foam with 
‘preprinted’ laces. A unique promotional item to promote 
team spirit! CPSIA compliant. 
  
IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 6.72 5.09 4.45 4.28

BT3811 
BICYCLE REPAIR KIT 

5.5” W x 4” H x 1.5” D (closed) 
5.5” W x 16.5” H (open)  

600D Polyester carry case contains Allen keys, patch kit, 
hex wrench, patch cement and tire leavers. Easily attaches to 
your belt clip, bicycle handles or seat. 
 
IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 17.54 16.36 13.45 11.83 11.40

Belt loop on back of carry case

BC0006 
BINOCULARS 

3” W x 4” H x 1.75” D

Small and light binoculars include 8 x 21 magnification, 
neck strap and rubberized coating. Binoculars fold 
and store in 600D Polyester carry case with belt loop 
attachment. Individually boxed. 

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 27.92 25.62 21.45 18.87 18.13

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.
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Fishing rod not included

P8337 
FISHING BAG 

37” W x 12” H x 5” D

600D Polyester fishing bag with padded interior 
features a main compartment to carry your fishing 
essentials like pliers, fishing gloves, stringer, sunscreen, 
fishing line, licences and hand sanitizer. Also includes 
shoulder strap, carry handles and various zippered pockets. 
Perfect for travelling, camping and using at the cottage. 

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 35.72 33.08 27.93 24.58 23.65

M8208 
CARABINEER LIGHT/COMPASS 

2” W x 5.25” H 

Carabineer features a bright light on the end so that you can clip 
it onto just about anything and have light everywhere you go. Also 
includes key ring, strap and decorative compass. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 4.82 3.93 3.42 3.28

M8108 
CARABINEER WITH DECORATIVE COMPASS 

1.5” W x 5” H 

Heavy-duty 8mm carabineer with a decorative compass. 
Holds your keys on the removable split key chain. 

IM 250 500 1000 2500 
B3C 1.85 1.57 1.48 1.40

FAST FORWARD – FREE 1 day service. Order Today. Ship Tomorrow.
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Looks Great 
Debossed!

B4255 
BLANKET 

46.5” W x 58” H (open)
12” W x 5.5” H (closed)

Our only blanket with a debossable front pocket. 180 gram 
Fleece blanket with PVC waterproof backing. Koskin front 
flap with zippered pocket. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 29.36 27.62 23.20 20.42 19.65

Our Lowest 
Priced Blanket!

B5772 
TRAVEL BLANKET 

50” W x 36” H (blanket open)
19.5” H x 6” Diameter (carry bag)

160 gram/m2 Polyester Fleece blanket with 
whipstitching folds into frosted PVC bag with 
drawstring closure. Lightweight blanket is perfect for the car 
or plane. 
 
IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 16.46 13.54 11.90 11.45

B5060 
BLANKET IN A BAG 

50” W x 60” H (blanket open) 
10.75” W x 15.25” H x 6.25” D (bag)

Keep warm while watching sporting events, keep in the car 
or use around the home. 270 gram anti-pilling polar Fleece 
blanket with 190T Polyester carry bag. 
 
IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 25.44 23.28 19.45 17.12 16.47

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.
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B9083
INVERMERE FLEECE BLANKET

47.25” W x 53” H (open)
13” H x 5” Diameter (bag)

Keep chills and drafts at bay with this 200 GSM Polar Fleece 
blanket. Includes a black Polyester drawstring bag with 
toggle closure and carry handle so you can fold and store 
when not in use.  

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 19.88 18.60 15.40 13.55 13.05

B9074
ST. MORITZ PICNIC BLANKET 

53” W x 59” H (open)
11.5” W x 7” H x 4” D (folded)

Use this blanket for camping, picnics, a day at the beach or 
outdoor at concerts and sporting events. It is made from 200 
GSM Polar Fleece with a 600D Polyester flap. The backing is 
moisture proof for outdoor use.  

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 21.46 20.08 16.65 14.63 14.07

B4976 
BLANKET 

Perfect for keeping warm at outdoor events  
and folds up for easy carrying. 230 gram  
Fleece blanket with 600D Polyester flap closure. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 16.96 15.82 12.98 11.42 11.00

Please visit www.debcosolutions.com/nousa for a complete list of items that cannot ship to the USA.
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Colour 
options

Waterproof backing 
on blanket

B2502 
BLANKET 

180 gram Fleece blanket with 70D PVC waterproof backing. 
Folds for ease in carrying. Complete with webbed carry 
handle. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 26.84 25.20 21.09 18.55 17.83

B3593 
FLEECE BLANKET 

52” W x 57” H (open) 
18” W x 12” H x 5.5” D (closed) 

Fleece blanket with waterproof liner folds for ease in carrying. 
When folded use the top carry handle or shoulder strap to 
carry and the front zippered pocket for storage. 

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 42.64 39.66 33.63 29.62 28.50

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.
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Extra-firm 1.5” padding

SC8158 
TAILGATE STADIUM SEAT CUSHION 

12” W x 11.5” H x 1.5” D 

A great tailgate and sporting event giveaway! Made of 210D 
Polyester with extra firm 1.5” foam padding, a front slash pocket 
and a reinforced top carry handle. 

IM 40 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 12.12 11.40 9.16 8.05 7.75

Extra-thick 2” padding

SC550 
SEAT CUSHION 

14.5” W x 13.5” H x 2” D 

Extra-thick 2” foam padded seat cushion for added comfort. Made 
of 600D Polyester and features a top zipper closure that allows the 
foam to be removed for embroidery and a top webbed grab handle. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 17.58 16.40 13.49 11.87 11.43

V8607L
HIGHVIZ LARGE SAFETY VEST 

26” W x 25” H

V8607M
HIGHVIZ MEDIUM SAFETY VEST 

23.25” W x 24” H

These safety vests are made from 100% Polyester and 
feature two horizontal stripes all the way around to increase 
your visibility. Just slip over your clothing and secure with 
Velcro® closure on front. 
Compliant with ANSI107/ISEA-2010 LEVEL 2.

V8607M
IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 8.34 6.51 5.70 5.50
V8607L
IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 8.34 6.51 5.70 5.50

NOW! Service - new Sameday service. Order Today. Ship Today.
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V1815 
RAIN PONCHO 

51.5” W x 40” H

Great to have handy when rain threatens to ruin your plans or 
outdoor event. This PVC rain poncho has an attached hood and 
snap closures on each side. 

IM 40 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 12.56 11.82 9.53 8.37 8.07

Water
Resistant!

NW6984 
NON WOVEN PONCHO 

51.5” W x 40” H 

Have weather protection in a second with this non woven 50 gram 
Polypropylene with 30 GSM water resistant lamination. The hood helps 
keep you dry and the body of the poncho has two snap closures on each 
side. Lightweight and reusable. Patent Pending. 

IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 11.58 9.33 8.20 7.90

V0826
DISPOSABLE PONCHO 

49” W x 46” H (open)
6.5” W x 4.5” H (pouch)

Never get caught in the rain again by keeping this Plastic 
poncho in a PVC pouch handy. It is a disposable poncho with 
a hood for travel, outdoor activities and sporting events. One 
size fits most. Not for use by children; suffocation hazard. 

IM 125 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 2.82 2.27 1.93 1.85 1.75

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.
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Tumbler not included

B6647
SPORT STAR FOLDING CHAIR IN A BAG

32.5” W x 34.5” H x 21.25” D

600D Polyester folding chair folds for travel into 
the black 190T Polyester carry bag. Carry bag has 
adjustable/non-detachable shoulder strap and 
drawstring closure. Have a seat wherever you go. 
Holds up to 225 lbs.

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 38.16 35.42 29.98 26.42 25.43

B8790
SUN SEEKER BEACH CHAIR 

9.5” W x 36” H x 18.5” D

Make your stay by the pool or at the beach 
comfortable with this steel framed beach chair. It is made 
from 600D Polyester and includes a padded headrest pillow 
and elasticized armrests. The chair folds up flat for storage 
when not in use. Holds up to 225 lbs.

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 64.00 60.06 51.34 45.26 43.58

All imprinted products in this publication are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to endorse or misuse any trademarks or company names.
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B4049 
ADJUSTABLE CHAIR IN A BAG 

Upgraded chair with three-position adjustable backrest, 
thicker sponge foam and a larger diameter frame. 600D 
Polyester chair with mesh accents and 600D Polyester carry 
bag. Holds up to 225 lbs.

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 92.58 87.28 74.91 66.03 63.55

B283 
FOLDING CHAIR IN A BAG 

21” W x 36” H x 16” D (chair) 
10.5” W x 37” H x 5” D (bag) 

Includes removable headrest perfect for embroidery! 600D 
Polyester chair with arm rests and mesh pocket for your 
beverage. Chair folds for storage in self-material carry bag. 
Holds up to 225 lbs.

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 43.50 40.54 34.45 30.38 29.27

348

Bottle not 
included

Can not 
included
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B4394 
FOLDING CHAIR IN A BAG 

Anytime comfort when you’re on the go! 600D 
Polyester chair folds for travel into 190T Nylon carry bag. 
Removable headrest is perfect for printing. 
Holds up to 225 lbs.

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 37.20 34.52 29.20 25.73 24.78

B4878 
FOLDING CHAIR IN A BAG 

Perfect for BBQ’s, picnics or sporting events. 600D 
Polyester with mesh accents and padded backrest. Includes 
600D Polyester storage/carry bag with strap. 
Holds up to 225 lbs. 

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 75.02 70.56 60.43 53.28 51.28

349

Bottle not 
included

Bottle not 
included
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GOLF

Shoes not included

Shoes not included

Ventilated sides

P3598 
SHOE BAG 

11.5” W x 13.5” H x 4.5” D

Carry your shoes and accessories together in this bag made 
of 600D Polyester with small diamond Ripstop PU. Features 
include three-sided zippered opening to main compartment, 
ventilated sides, inside shoe divider, outside zippered pocket, 
padded base, dual webbed carry handles and a zipped mesh 
pocket. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 19.26 18.00 14.87 13.08 12.60

P2906 
GOLF SHOE BAG 

14” W x 9” H x 6.5” D

600D Polyester shoe bag with a three-side zippered closure 
to the main compartment with ventilation. Features attractive 
Leatherette zipper pulleys, a front zippered pocket and a top 
two-toned webbed carry handle. 

IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 12.04 9.71 8.53 8.22

Shoes not included

NW4841 
GOLF SHOE BAG 

8.5” W x 14” H x 6” D

Non woven 90 gram Polypropylene golf shoe 
bag with three-sided zippered opening. Main 
compartment to store your shoes, front slash pocket 
and top web carry handle with non woven wrapping. 

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 6.82 5.18 4.52 4.35

www.debcosolutions.com
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Shoes not included

GF6553 
SHOE BAG 

8.5” W x 14” H x 5.5” D

An indispensable addition to any golfer’s bag! This shoe bag 
is made of 600D Polyester and includes a zippered main 
compartment with breathable mesh, side mesh pocket and 
webbed carry handle. 

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 9.70 7.69 6.75 6.50

Shoes not included

Mesh sides for ventilation

GF4132 
SHOE BAG 

8” W x 16” H x 5” D

This shoe bag is made from 600D Polyester and has 
mesh sides for ventilation. Also includes reinforced 
webbed carry handle, back zippered pocket and front 
flap with Velcro® closure to main show compartment. 

IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 9.22 7.27 6.38 6.15

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.
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E3624N 
SHOE BAG 

12” W x 15” H

Keep your shoes in this 8 ounce Cotton Canvas bag to 
protect from scuffing during transport or for storage. Includes 
a convenient easy-close drawstring closure. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 4.86 3.96 3.45 3.32 3.17

Shoes not included

Faux fur lining inside

P2988 
GOLF SHOE BAG 

14” W x 9” H x 5” D

This shoe bag has a fully padded back for extra 
protection and is made from 1680D Polyester. The inside is 
lined with faux fur for even more protection. Access the main 
compartment with the dual front zippers. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 29.26 27.52 23.11 20.33 19.57

GP7426 
CADDY PLUS GOLF KIT 

4.5” W x 4.5” H (pouch)

This golf kit is ideal for golf tournaments, course carts 
and pro shops and easily attaches to a golf bag, backpack 
or purse. The pouch is made from PVC and includes 10 
white golf tees and a G3426 Zinc Alloy golf divot tool with 
magnetic ball marker.

IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 11.44 9.15 8.00 7.68

FAST FORWARD – FREE 1 day service. Order Today. Ship Tomorrow.
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GP7066 
ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY GOLF KIT 

5.5” W x 6.75” H x 0.5” D (pouch)

Non woven 75 gram Polypropylene pouch (NW7136) with 
top zipper closure and hook contains five white PLA golf 
tees and G7065 Bamboo golf divot repair tool with magnetic 
marker. Be green on the green! 

IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 7.48 5.75 5.02 4.83

Golf balls and 
tees not included

M4295 
GOLF ACCESSORY BAG 

5.5” W x 6.75” H x 0.5” D

The perfect bag to hold all of your balls, tees, pencils and 
gloves. This bag is made of 420D Nylon and has a top zipper 
closure and a black plastic hook to attach to your bag. 
 
IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 3.72 2.98 2.58 2.48

Includes golf tees 
and divot repair tool

NW7136 
GOLF ACCESSORY POUCH 

5.5” W x 6.75” H x 0.5” D

An eco-friendly version of our M4295 made out of non 
woven 75 gram Polypropylene. Clip onto your golf bag 
to store your balls, tees and glove. Features a top zipper 
closure to the main compartment. 

IM 150 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 2.66 2.20 1.88 1.80 1.72

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.
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Golf balls and 
tees not included

G4053 
GOLF ACCESSORIES POUCH 

4” W x 6.5” H x 1.5” D

This pouch is made out of Neoprene and is a great 
addition to your golf bag to hold your tees and extra balls so 
they don’t fall to the bottom of your bag. Includes a front mesh 
pocket, plastic hook and top zipper closure. 

IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 7.36 5.65 4.95 4.77

Contents not included
P2297 
GOLF ACCESSORY BAG 

5.5” W x 7” H x 1” D (closed)

This golf accessory bag is made of 600D Polyester with 
420D Diamond Ripstop Nylon and has inside compartments for 
your score card, pencil, tees, coins, balls and glove. Removable 
golf ball sleeve attaches with Velcro® and the plastic hook 
allows for easy attachment to your golf bag. 

IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 13.42 10.91 9.58 9.23

Contents 
not included

P3664 
GOLF ACCESSORY BAG 

6” W x 6.5” H x 2” D

This bag is perfectly sized to hold your tees, balls, scope, 
tools and gloves. It is made of 1680D Polyester with small 
diamond Ripstop PU. Pull the two side drawstrings to close 
and keep closed with the locking toggle. Also includes a clip 
to attach to your bag.

IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 8.20 6.38 5.60 5.40

Please visit www.debcosolutions.com/nousa for a complete list of items that cannot ship to the USA.
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N6507
READY-A-BALL NEOPRENE GOLF BALL 
DISPENSER

2.5” W x 8.5” H x 1.5” D

Dispense golf balls with this 2.5mm lightweight 
Neoprene golf ball holder and dispenser that holds three 
golf balls (not included). The pouch has Velcro® closure, 
a plastic clip to attach to your golf bag and a mesh 
pocket on the back.

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 5.98 4.45 3.88 3.73

N6113 
GOLF BALL/TEE HOLDER 

2.5” W x 6.5” H x 1.5” D

This Neoprene pouch holds three golf balls (not 
included) and three white golf tees (included). Has a plastic clip 
to attach to your golf bag. 
 
IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 4.26 3.45 3.00 2.88

Contents 
not included

M3409 
GOLF ACCESSORY BAG 

5” W x 7” H x 2.5” D

Microfibre and Ripstop Vinyl accessory bag features inside 
zippered mesh pockets for balls, tees, score card and golf glove, 
metal hook attachment for golf bag and upgraded golf club 
shaped zipper pulleys. 

IM 40 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 12.38 11.64 9.36 8.22 7.92

Golf balls
not included

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.
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Cans not included

N2475
CAN/BOTTLE HOLDER 

2.5” Diameter x 4” H

This Neoprene can cooler offers extra insulation as well as 
a non-slip surface to hold your drink. Holds a 355 ml. can 
or 341 ml. bottle (12 oz.). Folds when not in use for easy 
storage. 

IM 150 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 1.78 1.44 1.20 1.13 1.05

Five PLA golf tees 
are included

G8324 
GREENSIDE BOTTLE HOLDER 

9” H x 3” Diameter

Keep your water bottle cool out on the golf course with this 210D 
Polyester with mesh and ripstop bottle holder. Holder has a 
drawstring closure to main compartment with plastic stopper, 
plastic hook to attach to bag and front open slash pocket. 
Includes five PLA white golf tees. 

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 8.72 6.82 5.97 5.73

NOW! Service - new Sameday service. Order Today. Ship Today.

Bottle
not included

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=G8324&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=G8324+CAD
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Golf balls and can 
not included

CB730 
ONE CAN GOLF COOLER BAG 

5.5” W x 2.75” D

This single can golf cooler is made from 600D Polyester and 
includes a plastic hook to attach to your golf bag. The webbed 
loops on front hold four included golf tees. The inside white PEVA 
keeps your drink cold. 
 
IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 6.70 5.07 4.43 4.27

Contents
not included

Mini Replica 
Golf Bag!

CB790 
TWO CAN GOLF COOLER BAG 

3.5” Diameter x 10.25” H

A mini replica golf bag that holds 2 cans and is made of 150D 
mini ripstop Polyester. Includes dual zipper closures at top and 
bottom for easy can retrieval, plastic hook to attach to bag, 
front zippered pocket and black PEVA insulated liner to keep 
drinks cold. 

IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 9.76 7.75 6.80 6.55

Contents
not included

CB734
GOLF BAG SHAPED COOLER BAG 

7.5” W x 10” H x 5.5” D

A distinctively designed cooler bag in the shape of a golf bag! 
This bag is made of 600D Polyester and can hold 6 cans. 
Other features include an adjustable shoulder strap, heat-
sealed leakproof PEVA metallized liner, hook to attach to bag 
and various zippered and mesh pockets. 

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 24.86 22.72 18.96 16.68 16.05

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.
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Dimpled exterior just like a golf ball

DA8751
CHAMP DIMPLED MUG GOLF

3.5” Diameter x 5.25” H

The outside of this Porcelain mug has a glossy finish and is 
dimpled just like a golf ball. It is double walled and holds up to 
295 ml. (10 oz.). The top lid is PP and has a slide closure. 

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 11.90 9.56 8.38 8.07

Shaped like a golf bag

CB4021 
ELITE GOLF BAG SHAPED COOLER 

8.5” W x 11” H x 7” D

This golf bag shaped cooler bag holds up to 10 cans inside 
the insulated heat-sealed compartment with PEVA liner. It is 
made of dotted Dobby and 70D Nylon and also includes a top 
carry handle, adjustable shoulder strap, front zippered pocket, 
two side pockets and key ring attachment. 
 
IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 27.18 25.54 21.40 18.83 18.12

All imprinted products in this publication are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to endorse or misuse any trademarks or company names.

PERSONALIZATION 
Using Debco’s Perfect Print and MAX 
Perfect Print decorating methods,  
personalization may be added. Now 
you can easily and affordably  
individualize each product in your order 
with recipients’ names, numbers, dates, 
addresses, QR codes, and/or titles.
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G4494 
GOLF TOWEL  

24” W x 15.5” H

Quick dry microfibre towel with great absorbing power. Includes 
black plastic swivel hook to attach to your golf bag. Microfibre 
makes cleaning your clubs easy! 
  
IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 7.72 5.98 5.23 5.05

G2798 
TRI-FOLD GOLF TOWEL  

15” W x 20” H

100% Cotton golf towel with silver eye and hook to attach to 
your bag. Use for golf, tennis and bowling. 

IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 9.22 7.27 6.38 6.15

G3654 
GOLF TOWEL 

11” W x 15” H

100% Polyester Fleece two layer golf towel with hook 
attachment. The perfect giveaway for your golf 
tournament. 
 

NO IMPRINT ONLY 

NI 12  50  250  500  750 
2AB2C 4.74  4.52  3.91  3.45  3.32

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.
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G8562 
EAGLE GOLF TOWEL 

16” W x 16” H

A perfect golf towel for tournament giveaways! This towel 
is made from 320 gram Microfibre and includes an upper 
Leatherette header that is perfect for debossing. Keep handy 
to clean clubs and grips by using the Plastic hook to attach 
to cart or bag.

IM 40 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 10.76 10.08 8.00 7.02 6.75

G7065 
DIVOT REPAIR TOOL WITH MAGNETIC 
BALL MARKER 

1” W x 4” H

Environmentally friendly Bamboo divot repair tool 
includes a ball marker that attaches to the tool magnetically. 
A 2-in-1 golf accessory that also helps reduce your carbon 
footprint. Also available in the
GP7066 golf kit in a pouch. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 4.42 3.58 3.10 2.98

BC2734 
GOLF SCOPE 

3” L x 1.25” Diameter

This pocket sized golf scope estimates distance to hole 
by focusing on the pin from a 50-200 yard distance. 
Measures distance in both yards and metres. Features 7 
x 18 magnification, wrist carrying strap and cleaning cloth. 
Individually boxed. 

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 25.90 23.70 19.78 17.38 16.72

For no imprint pricing see www.debcosolutions.com.
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G8824
DIV BALL MARKER HAT CLIP

1” W x 1.25” H

An excellent promotional item for golf tournaments, events 
and sponsors. This Iron ball marker hat clip has a strong 
magnet to hold the ball marker in place. You can attach this 
clip to your hat, visor, pocket, shoelace, shirt collar, belt or 
waistband to keep handy.

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 6.98 5.31 4.63 4.45

G6573
PERFECT FIXER GOLF DIVOT REPAIR 
TOOL

1.25” W x 3” H

Replace the divots you make on the golf course with 
this Zinc Alloy divot tool. There is also a ball marker that 
magnetically attaches to the tool. Durable and easy to use.

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 6.98 5.31 4.63 4.45

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.
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MT2731 
GOLF TOOL/KNIFE 

3.5” W x 1” W x 0.625” D

Multi-function Stainless Steel tool includes knife, 
spike tightener, brush, ball marker and divot repair 
tool. Individually boxed. 

IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 7.96 6.16 5.38 5.17

G3426 
GOLF DIVOT WITH MAGNETIC BALL 
MARKER 

1” W x 3.75” H

Quality divot repair tool with ball marker made of Zinc Alloy. 
Ball marker is detachable and is held in place magnetically. 
Individually boxed. 

IM 40 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 10.00 9.34 7.33 6.40 6.13

G7325 
‘FIX-ALL!’ DIVOT REPAIR TOOL WITH 
BALL MARKER 

1.25” W x 5” H x 0.5” D

This Plastic and Stainless Steel divot repair tool is also a 
groove cleaner and a club rest. The prongs snap into action 
at the push of a button. Ball marker magnetically attaches to 
the tool so it doesn’t get lost. 

IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 7.92 6.13 5.35 5.13

All imprinted products in this publication are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to endorse or misuse any trademarks or company names.
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One of Our 
Lowest Priced 
Golf Umbrellas!UG743

GOLF UMBRELLA  

30” rib length, 60” arc 

One of our lowest priced golf umbrellas! Made from 190T 
Polyester with 14mm black fibreglass ribs and shaft. Other 
features includes plastic tips, metal top, rubberized straight 
handle, Velcro® tie closure and manual open. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 16.64 15.56 12.80 11.28 10.90

UG603 
GOLF UMBRELLA 

27” rib length, 54” arc

This golf umbrella features a quality straight wooden handle 
with eight 190T Polyester panels. It opens manually and 
features a windproof function. 
 
IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 17.58 16.46 13.58 11.97 11.55

All imprinted products in this publication are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to endorse or misuse any trademarks or company names.
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UG708 
GOLF UMBRELLA 

30” rib length, 60” arc

This golf umbrella features a durable and sturdy 
handle with a strong and lightweight shaft. Features eight 
190T Polyester panels with two layers of Polyester for 
maximum ventilation that enhances windproofing. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 25.84 24.32 20.38 17.97 17.32

UG709 
GOLF UMBRELLA 

30” rib length, 60” arc

Same styling as our UG708 with a white and coloured 
checkered pattern. Features eight 190T Polyester panels 
with two layers of Polyester for maximum ventilation that 
enhances windproofing. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 26.14 24.60 20.64 18.18 17.53

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.
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UG350 
OVERSIZE GOLF UMBRELLA 

32” rib length, 64” arc

This huge 64” umbrella offers plenty of room for two or three 
people! It opens manually and features a windproof function, 
matching coloured PVC hand grip, eight 190T Polyester 
panels and Velcro® tie closure. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 21.66 20.34 16.94 14.93 14.40

UG502 
GOLF UMBRELLA 

30” rib length, 60” arc

One of our most popular golf umbrellas! Made of
190T Polyester, this umbrella features fibreglass ribs and 
frame for added strength and durability. Manual open with 
plastic hand grip that includes ID name card insert. 
 
IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 20.76 19.48 16.20 14.28 13.78

UG804 
GOLF UMBRELLA 

30” rib length, 60” arc

Our top-of-the-line golf umbrella! This umbrella 
features an all fibreglass frame, automatic open, 
rubberized straight handle, Velcro® tie closure and 
eight 190T double layered Polyester panels. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 32.24 30.42 25.67 22.63 21.82

www.debcosolutions.com
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Our custom umbrella program allows you to design your own uniquely coloured umbrella from a large selection of fabric colours. 
We will manufacture your choice of up to 8 different fabric colours for as few as 50 umbrellas. 

UGC502 
CUSTOM GOLF UMBRELLA 

30” rib length, 60” arc 

Customize your own golf umbrella with this popular style! 
Features 14mm black fiberglass shaft, metal top, plastic tips, 
fiberglass ribs and frame, 190T Polyester panels, manual 
open and Velcro® tie closure. The handle is molded plastic 
with an ID name card insert.

IM 50 
A 28.83

UGC203 
CUSTOM GOLF UMBRELLA 

27” rib length, 54” arc

This umbrella looks great in your custom corporate colours! 
Includes windproof feature, 14mm brown wooden shaft with 
matching straight handle, 8 double black ribs and tips, spring 
hand open, eight 190T Polyester panels and Velcro® tie 
closure. Absolute minimum 50 pieces. 

IM 50 
A 25.61

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.
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UF849
FOLDING WINDPROOF UMBRELLA 

21” rib length, 42 inch arc
Folds down to 10” L when closed

This folding umbrella is made from 190T Polyester and 
features a windproof metal shaft, polyresin ribs, plastic 
handle with wriststrap, manual open and Velcro® tie closure. 
Also includes matching 190T Polyester cover. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 16.06 15.00 12.33 10.87 10.50

UF887 
PHOENIX FOLDING UMBRELLA 

21” rib length, 42” arc
Folds down to 11.5” when closed

The vibrant colours of this folding umbrella made from 
Pongee material will help you and your logo stand out. The 
handy auto open and close feature makes one-handed 
operation easy. Includes black Metal windproof shaft, 
Velcro® tie closure, matching coloured Rubberized handle 
with wrist strap and matching coloured carry pouch. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 20.32 19.06 15.84 13.97 13.48

FAST FORWARD – FREE 1 day service. Order Today. Ship Tomorrow.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=UF887&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=UG887+CAD
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Pinstripe Pattern 
On Inside

UF6627 
PINSTRIPE FOLDING UMBRELLA

23” rib length, 46” arc
Folds to 13” L when closed

The underside of this 190T Polyester umbrella has a pinstripe 
pattern for an upscale look. Features matching Polyester 
cover, automatic open/close, rubber handle, polyresin 
frame, windproof function and Velcro® tie closure. Matches 
UE8497 Executive Pinstripe Umbrella.

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 27.46 25.26 21.20 18.68 18.02

UF6991 
CAPTAIN GRIP CARABINEER HANDLE 
FOLDING UMBRELLA 

21” rib length, 42” arc
Folds down to 14.5” when closed

Use the carabineer on the rubberized Plastic handle of this 
umbrella to clip to your bag for easy carrying. It is made from 
190T Polyester and features manual open, metal frame and 
shaft and self-material sleeve.

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 18.80 17.62 14.58 12.85 12.40
Not available to ship to USA due to patent infringement

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=UF6627&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=UG6627+CAD
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Auto-open

UF237 
TELESCOPIC FOLDING UMBRELLA

21” rib length, 42” arc, 
folds down to 11” when closed

This umbrella folds down to only 11” when closed and has a 
telescopic metal shaft. Includes two layers of 190T Polyester 
panels for maximum ventilation to enhance windproofing. 
Umbrella is auto open and has a Velcro® tie closure. 

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 26.54 24.38 20.44 18.02 17.37

UF8712 
CLASS DRY FOLDING UMBRELLA

23” rib length, 46” arc
Folds to 13” L when closed

This is an all black version of the UF6627 pinstripe umbrella. 
It has six 190T Polyester panels and an automatic open/close 
features. Also includes matching Polyester cover, Velcro® tie 
closure, metal shaft and tips, fibreglass ribs, rubber handle 
and polyresin frame.

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 24.94 22.86 19.13 16.87 16.27

Please visit www.debcosolutions.com/nousa for a complete list of items that cannot ship to the USA.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=UF237&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=UG237+CAD
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UF301 
FOLDING UMBRELLA 

21” rib length, 42” arc, 
folds down to 15” when closed

One of our most popular folding umbrellas! Made from 
190T Polyester material with matching coloured sleeve, this 
umbrella boasts a molded plastic grip handle, wrist strap, 
auto open and Velcro® tie closure. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 12.22 11.34 9.15 8.07 7.80

Tie closure is 
printable

UF6523 
CITY MOVER FOLDING UMBRELLA 

21” rib length, 42” arc
Folds down to 9” when closed

This folding umbrella folds down to only 9” when closed so 
you can easily carry it with you in your bag to have for those 
surprise rain storms. It is made from 190T Polyester, opens 
manually and includes a wrist strap, plastic handle, Nylon 
cover and metal shaft, ribs and tips. The large Velcro® tie 
closure is printable along with the umbrella panels.

IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 10.36 8.31 7.32 7.08

UF304 
FOLDING UMBRELLA 

24” rib length, 48” arc, folds to 17” when closed

Choose this folding umbrella when you need oversize 
coverage. Includes 190T Polyester panels, wrist strap, 
hand open, matching nylon cover and Velcro® tie 
closure. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 15.40 14.38 11.78 10.38 10.03

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=UF304&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=UG304+CAD
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UF314 
FOLDING UMBRELLA 

21” rib length, 42” arc, 
folds down to 10.5” when closed

Six panel 190T double layer Polyester umbrella with silver 
trim. Auto open-close feature with two layers of material for 
maximum ventilation and windproofing. Includes stylish 
self-material pouch. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 25.90 24.38 20.44 18.02 17.37

UF307 
TELESCOPIC FOLDING UMBRELLA 

28” rib length, 56” arc, 
folds down to 21” when closed

An upscale folding umbrella option with a telescopic metal 
shaft and attractive dark brown wood handle. This 190T 
Polyester umbrella features automatic open, leather wrist 
strap, fibreglass ribs and Velcro® tie closure. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 20.82 19.54 16.25 14.33 13.83

NOW! Service - new Sameday service. Order Today. Ship Today.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=UF314&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=UG314+CAD
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8

UF704 
FOLDING USA UMBRELLA 

21” rib length, 42” arc, folds to 15” L when closed

This umbrella opens automatically at the push of a button 
to reveal the preprinted panels to show your American 
patriotism. Features 190T Polyester material with blue 
sleeve, auto open, plastic grip handle, wrist strap and 
Velcro® tie closure. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 15.04 14.04 11.49 10.13 9.78

UF701 
FOLDING CANADA UMBRELLA 

21” rib length, 42” arc, folds to 15” L when closed

Show your Canadian pride! This umbrella is 
preprinted as illustrated on two panels and the other panels 
are available for customization. Features 190T Polyester 
material with red sleeve, auto open, plastic grip handle, wrist 
strap and Velcro® tie closure. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 15.98 14.92 12.25 10.80 10.43

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.
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Keeps You Dry 
While Allowing 

You to See Where 
You Are Going!

UE6357
DOME SHAPED UMBRELLA   

23” rib length, 46” arc

A newly designed dome shaped umbrella that 
covers your shoulders keeping you extra dry. The patterned 
clear panels allow you to see where you are going. Made 
from PVC and features 10mm Metal frame and shaft, 
fibreglass ribs, rubberized curved handle and automatic open. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 20.54 19.28 16.02 14.12 13.62

Folds down to only 9.5”

UF518 
FOLDING UMBRELLA 

21” rib length, 42” arc 
folds to 9.5” L when closed

This umbrella folds down to only 9.5” when closed and 
easily fits in your purse, knapsack or business bag. Made 
of 190T Polyester and features manual open, polyresin ribs 
with windproof function, matching coloured cover and black 
rubberized handle with wrist strap. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 16.44 15.36 12.64 11.13 10.75

All imprinted products in this publication are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to endorse or misuse any trademarks or company names.
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UE8689 
SHELTER POD DOME SHAPED VINYL 
UMBRELLA 

23” rib length, 46” arc

The clear Vinyl panels on this umbrella allow you to see 
where you are going while the dome shape covers you and 
helps keep you dry. Features coloured accents and trim, 
matching coloured curved Plastic handle, tips and top, metal 
frame, shaft and ribs, snap button tie closure and hand open.

IM 40 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 12.18 11.50 9.29 8.18 7.92

UE801 
EXECUTIVE UMBRELLA 

27” rib length, 54” arc

This executive umbrella features a durable and 
modern curved handle for easy carrying. Also 
includes 190T Polyester panels, auto open and 
Velcro® tie closure. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 20.56 19.30 16.04 14.13 13.63

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.
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UE517 
EXECUTIVE UMBRELLA 

23” rib length, 46” arc

A classic stick umbrella with a curved black plastic handle 
and 190T Polyester panels. Also features auto open, durable 
fibreglass ribs for extra windproof function and Velcro® tie 
closure. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 23.16 21.76 18.18 16.03 15.47

UE492 
EXECUTIVE UMBRELLA 

23” rib length, 46” arc

A trusty umbrella to keep in the car, home of office. This 
umbrella is made from 190T Polyester and features many 
colour options. Also includes sturdy black plastic handle, 
auto open and Velcro® tie closure. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 13.84 12.90 10.51 9.27 8.95

For no imprint pricing see www.debcosolutions.com.
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Stay Dry With This 
Stylish Umbrella!

UE8497
EXECUTIVE PINSTRIPE UMBRELLA 

23” rib length, 46” arc

Stay dry with this stylish executive umbrella. Made from 
190T Polyester this umbrella features a pinstripe pattern on 
the underside of the umbrella. Also includes fiberglass frame 
and shaft, automatic open, metal top and tips and rubberized 
curved handle. Matches UF6627 Folding Pinstripe Umbrella.

IM 25 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 23.98 21.94 18.33 16.15 15.58

C.

Our Most Popular 
Executive Umbrella

UE110 
EXECUTIVE UMBRELLA 

24” rib length, 48” arc

This fashionable umbrella features a curved wooden hook 
handle. A great hotel umbrella! Features 190T Polyester 
material with eight panels, automatic open and Velcro® tie 
closure. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 15.40 14.38 11.78 10.38 10.03

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=UE8497&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=UE8497+CAD
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Matching coloured handle

UE4269 
EXECUTIVE UMBRELLA 

46” arc, 23” rib length

Great for the fashion industry with bright colour 
options! This eight panel 190T Polyester umbrella 
features a lightweight aluminum shaft, easy open feature and 
soft grip EVA matching coloured handle. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 17.34 16.22 13.38 11.80 11.40

UE727 
EXECUTIVE UMBRELLA 

23” rib length, 46” arc

190T Polyester panels with black fibreglass ribs for added 
flexibility. Shaft is aluminum with black EVA handle. Match 
your company logo to umbrella trim colour. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 16.10 15.04 12.36 10.90 10.53

www.debcosolutions.com
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NW8178 
FREQUENT FLYER GARMENT BAG 

24” W x 50” H x 5” D (open) 
24” W x 24.5” H x 10” D (folded) 

A great promotional item for clothing stores, travel agencies 
and dry cleaners! This garment bag is made from non woven 
90 gram Polypropylene and features a full-length zippered 
closure, two webbed carry handles, front zippered pocket 
and a hanger hole with loop. Advertise your logo while 
protecting your clothes and keeping them wrinkle-free.

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 12.56 10.14 8.90 8.57

NW8575 
THE SINGLE SUIT GARMENT BAG 

23.5” W x 52.5” H

This non woven 60 gram Polypropylene flat garment bag is 
perfect for a single suit or outfit. It provides lightweight and 
durable protection for your clothes and features a full-length 
zippered closure and a hanger hole at the top. This bag 
is great to use in your closest to help protect your suit or 
special outfit.

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 7.12 5.44 4.75 4.57

PL951 
GARMENT BAG 

23” W x 40” H (open)
23” W x 20” H (closed)

A great bag for travellers! This Koskin garment bag folds 
in half for easy transporting. This bag features a full-length 
zipper closure, two handles that close securely with Velcro®, 
outside zippered pocket and dual inside gusseted shoe 
pockets. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 38.98 36.78 31.13 27.40 26.37

All imprinted products in this publication are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to endorse or misuse any trademarks or company names.
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Contents not included

DL1482 
TOILETRIES CASE 

12” W x 10” H x 6.5” D

Keep all of your toiletries together in this roomy case made 
of 600D Polyester. Features a tuck-away hook for hanging, 
top carry handle, shoulder strap and various inside mesh and 
zippered compartments inside and outside. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 25.52 23.96 20.04 17.63 16.97

Contents not included

P4155 
TOILETRIES CASE 

10.25” W x 21.5” H x 4” D (open)

This 600D Polyester bag features a space saving 
tri-fold design that is perfect for keeping your 
toiletries organizer while travelling. Features three 
zippered pockets, grab handle and hook for hanging. 

IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 12.40 10.02 8.80 8.48

AL6821
ALTTUDE TOILETRY BAG 

11.5” W x 7” H x 4.5” D

This handsome and sophisticated toiletry bag is part of our 
new Alttude collection that also includes AL6832 laptop 
brief and AL6853 duffle. This shaving or cosmetic bag is 
made from textured PU and features a side carry handle for 
transporting and hanging.

IM 25 50 250 500 
2ABC 40.40 37.52 31.78 27.98

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=AL6821&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=AL6821+CAD
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Contents not included

P4222 
TOILETRIES CASE 

10.5” W x 8” H x 3.25” D

This case is the perfect size to hold make-up or 
shaving supplies. Made from 150D mini ripstop 
Polyester this bag boasts a padded base and back, 
one side with mesh, top zipper closure and an 
inside protective PEVA liner. 

IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 7.98 6.18 5.40 5.20

Contents not included

DL1471 
TOILETRIES CASE 

8.5” W x 9.5” H x 2.75” D

This toiletry case is made of 600D Polyester and features a 
webbed grab handle, leatherette zipper pulleys, inside mesh 
and zippered compartments, three sided zipper for easy 
access and is padded on the bottom and sides. The tuck-
away metal hanger to keep the case within reach by hanging 
on door hook. 

IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 12.58 10.18 8.95 8.62

Contents not includedN9625 
SAFE CASE NEOPRENE MULTI PURPOSE 
POUCH 
3.25” W x 6” H x 0.25” D

Help protect your cell phone, camera and other electronic 
devices with this lightweight and durable Neoprene pouch. 
Includes a front open slash pocket, back zippered pocket and 
silver key ring carabineer.

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 4.68 3.80 3.30 3.17

Please visit www.debcosolutions.com/nousa for a complete list of items that cannot ship to the USA.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=N9625&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=N9625+CAD
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P3777 
WAIST PACK 

9.5” W x 6” H x 3” D

This 600D Polyester pack has an adjustable strap to secure 
around your waist so that you can be hands-free. Includes 
lots of zippered pockets for storage when on-the-go. 
 
IM 40 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 11.04 10.36 8.25 7.23 6.97

M3771 
WAIST PACK 

10” W x 6” H x 3” D

This waist pack is made of 420D Nylon and allows you to 
be hands-free. Includes extra long adjustable webbed waist 
strap and a total of three zippered compartments to help you 
stay organized. 
 
IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 8.10 6.29 5.50 5.28

MK3105 
SIX PIECE MANICURE SET 

1.75” W x 4.5” H x 1.25” D 

This elegant manicure set comes with tools packed inside the 
aluminum storage case. There are six tools in total including: 
tweezers, scissors, nail clipper, file and two different cuticle 
tools.
 
IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 6.64 5.00 4.35 4.17

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=P3777&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=P3777+CAD
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TG9078 
OBSERVER TRAVEL MIRROR 

2” W x 3.25” H

Keep this handy and compact Aluminum travel mirror in your 
purse, bag, desk or pocket. It is durable and easy to clean. A 
great giveaway for nail and hair salons, drug stores and other 
businesses. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 4.70 3.82 3.32 3.18

MK6435 
RUNWAY READY MANICURE SET 

3.25” W x 0.75” H x 2” D

A great promotional product for nail salons! This item is 
made from ABS Plastic and includes a mirror, cuticle pusher, 
scissors, tweezers and nail clippers with a file. The top lid has 
a magnetic closure. Individually boxed.
 
IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 6.16 4.60 4.02 3.87

MK6423 
BEAUTY BLOSSOM MANICURE SET 

4.5” W x 0.625” H x 3.75” D

Just push the button on this ABS Plastic case to open 
the top lid to reveal a large mirror, nail clippers, tweezers, 
scissors and a cuticle pusher. Individually boxed.

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 7.08 5.40 4.72 4.53

MK6440 
MAKEOVER ORB MANICURE SET 

1” Diameter x 3” H

Cylindrical shaped ABS Plastic manicure set includes a 
mirror, nail clippers, tweezers and a cuticle pusher. Twist the 
body to reveal the mirror and tools that each have a designat-
ed spot in the compartment. Individually boxed.
 
IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 4.78 3.89 3.38 3.25

NOW! Service - new Sameday service. Order Today. Ship Today.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=TG9078&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=TG9078+CAD
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Contents not included

PREMIUM BONDED 
LEATHER COLLECTION

BL8033 
PASSPORT HOLDER

4.5” W x 5.875” H x 0.25” D 

Functional and stylish document holder made of 
Premium Bonded Leather for passports, boarding passes 
and other documents. Individually gift boxed. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 18.84 17.60 14.53 12.77 12.28

Contents not included

SL1909 
DOCUMENT HOLDER 

5” W x 10” H x 1” D

The document holder is a great travelling companion! Made 
from Simulated Leather, this holder features a built-in change 
compartment, pen pocket, inside card pockets, ID window, 
inside zippered pocket and outside full length slash pocket. 
Closes securely with three sided zipper closure. 

IM 35 50 250 500 750
2AB2C 18.12 16.92 13.94 12.27 11.82

Contents not included

PT4210 
TICKET WALLET/DOCUMENT HOLDER 

6.5” W x 10.5” L

Keep your tickets, boarding pass, passport and other 
documents organized while travelling with this 600D 
Polyester document holder. It features two interior pockets, 
a card slot, front open slash pocket and classic styling with 
zippered closure. Get your logo noticed all around the world! 

IM 100 250 500 750
AB2C 8.02 6.69 5.85 5.62

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=BL8033&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=BL8033+CAD
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RB6445 
ROCHESTER ROCKET 20” ROLLER BAG 

13.5” W x 20” H x 8” D 

This strong and durable roller bag is made from Jacquard with an ABS 
Plastic hard shell case. It features an iron and aluminum frame, zipper 
closure to main fully lined compartment, telescopic handle, top grab handle, 
combination lock, four side rubber feet and 360 degree smooth rolling 
wheels. 

IM 12 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 140.92 131.02 112.78 99.41 95.65

Hard Shell 
ABS Case!

RB8653 
20” ROLLER LUGGAGE 

20” W x 13.75” H x 9” D

This heavy-duty carry-on bag is good-looking and functional. 
The case is a hard shell ABS Plastic and the frame is Iron 
and Aluminum. Includes 360 degree smooth rolling wheels 
for great manoeuvrability, zipper closure to fully lined main 
compartment, telescopic handle, top and side grab handles, 
combination lock, four side rubber feet and inside crossover 
straps. This bag is strong and durable and can also be used 
for checked luggage. 

IM 12 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 156.42 145.78 125.56 110.68 106.48

All imprinted products in this publication are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to endorse or misuse any trademarks or company names.

RB9075 
WEEKEND STEELER ROLLER DUFFLE 

26.25” W x 10” H x 12” D 

The split level compartments on this roller duffle offer 
you extra packing convenience. It is made from Ripstop 
Polyester and features heavy-duty framing with smooth 
roller blade wheels as well as various pockets and grab 
handles.

IM 12 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 115.54 106.84 91.85 80.96 77.91

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=RB9075&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=RB9075+CAD
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TG8835 
AIR TRAVEL SILICONE TRAVEL BOTTLES 

6” W x 6” H x 1.75” D (bag)

Make airline travel easy with this set of food grade Silicone 
bottles and PVC carry bag. The set of three mini travel 
bottles are made from flexible and squishy Silicone, are easy 
to clean and the lids twist off for refilling. Each bottle holds up 
to 100 ml. (3.25 oz.) and pack into the zip lock carry bag. 

IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 20.94 17.49 15.43 14.90

P8964
FALLEG TOILETRY BAG

10.25” W x 6” H x 3” D

Carry makeup, shaving tools and other toiletry items in this 
heavy Vinyl toiletry bag that is great for travel and everyday 
use. Features a top zipper closure and coloured piping and 
zipper.   

IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 9.84 7.82 6.87 6.62

Contents 
not included

PK2006
PASSPORT HOLDER AND LUGGAGE TAGS 
GIFT SET  
A travel essential gift pack that includes SL5059 passport 
holder and two SL5064 luggage tags all made from Simulat-
ed Leather. The passport holder has a clear pocket on the 
left side for quick access to ID and a secure passport holder. 
The luggage tags are round with an identification insert card 
under the front flap. Gift boxed with ribbon.

Your choice of Black or White/Royal Blue 

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location 
on SL5059 passport holder and both SL5064 luggage tags. 
Set up charge(s) extra.

SL5059: 2” W x 3” H (front)
SL5064: 2” Diameter (front/back)

IM 25 75 250
2AB 30.88 28.58 24.13

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=P8964&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=P8964+CAD
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M2757 
ALUMINUM LUGGAGE TAG 

4” W x 2.25” H

Aluminum luggage tag with wire loop closure to 
attach to your bag. Name card to identify your luggage with 
clear Vinyl card protector. Also fits a standard sized business 
card. Individually boxed. 

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 6.24 4.67 4.07 3.92

LT5243 
ATHENS SCUBA LUGGAGE TAG 

4.5” W x 2.5” H

Help identify your bag on the luggage carousel with this 
Scuba Vinyl luggage tag. It includes a white address card to 
insert into the shaded area for privacy or you can insert your 
own business card. The matching coloured loop cord allows 
you to easily attach to your luggage, duffle bag, briefcase or 
laptop bag. 

IM 125 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 2.72 2.20 1.88 1.80 1.72

LT8861 
PERTH JET PRIVACY LUGGAGE TAG 

3.125” W x 4.25” W x 0.25” D

The slide out PVC name card holder on this luggage tag 
slides in to conceal your information. Attach to your bag and 
help identify your luggage at baggage claim. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 6.16 5.09 4.43 4.27

For no imprint pricing see www.debcosolutions.com.
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Larger Version of 
LT4998 Luggage Tag

LT5998
SILICONE LUGGAGE TAG

4.25” W x 2.5” H

This Silicone luggage tag will get your logo noticed all over the world! 
Includes an elastic loop strap to attach to your roller luggage, laptop bag, 
business bag, lunch bag or knapsack. Perfect for travel, hotel or car rental 
companies. A larger option to our LT4998 luggage tag. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 6.38 5.27 4.60 4.42

LT4243 
SCUBA LUGGAGE TAG 

4.5” W x 2.5” H

These brightly coloured Scuba Vinyl luggage tags help 
you identify your luggage. Includes white address card to 
insert into shaded area for privacy and a grey loop cord 
to attach to your baggage. 
 
IM 125 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 2.80 2.27 1.95 1.87 1.77

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=LT5998&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=LT5998+CAD
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BL2645 
LUGGAGE TAG 

3.5” Diameter

This luggage tag is made from Bonded Leather, is 
inexpensive and features a name card with flap 
closure and burnished metal hardware. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 4.18 3.36 2.92 2.80 2.67

PL1922 
LUGGAGE TAG 

5” W x 3” H

This luggage tag has many colour options so that you can 
easily spot your luggage. Made from Koskin and includes a 
name card with flap closure. Can also be used on your lunch 
bag, knapsack or business bags. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 3.94 3.16 2.75 2.65 2.53

Shown with 
HD READY decorating

LT8735 
SALZBURG LUGGAGE TAG

4.25” W x 2.25” H

This luggage tag looks great with a full colour HD Ready 
imprint! It is made from PVC and includes a Vinyl pocket 
on the back side, a paper name card insert and a PVC 
transparent strap.

IM 150 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 2.12 1.73 1.47 1.40 1.32

All imprinted products in this publication are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to endorse or misuse any trademarks or company names.
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PREMIUM BONDED 
LEATHER COLLECTION

BL8991 
LUGGAGE TAG 

4.5” W x 2.5” H 

This luggage tag is made of Premium Bonded Leather and 
features a privacy flap with snap closure over bilingual name/
address card insert. Individually boxed.
 
IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 7.64 5.89 5.15 4.95

SL5064
ROUND LUGGAGE TAG

5” Diameter

This Simulated Leather luggage tag matches our SL5059 
passport holder and can be purchase as a set, see PK2006. 
This luggage tag is round, has an inside liner and an 
identification insert card under the front flap. 

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 6.30 4.73 4.13 3.98

BL1991 
LUGGAGE TAG 

4.5” W x 2.5” H

Made from Bonded Leather, this luggage tag features a name 
card with flap closure and burnished metal hardware. The 
perfect travel accessory! 
 
IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 4.72 3.84 3.33 3.20

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=BL8991&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=BL8991+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=BL8991&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=BL8991+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SL5064&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SL5064+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SL5064&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SL5064+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=BL1991&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=BL1991+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=BL1991&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=BL1991+CAD
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P4341 
LUGGAGE HANDLE WRAP 

6” W x 5.75” H

This padded grip comes in bright, eye-catching 
colours and wraps around almost any handle. 
Preprinted identification label allows your luggage to 
be identified in case it’s lost or misplaced. Made from 
420D Polyester with Velcro® closure. Not available in 
the USA.

IM 100 250 500 1000 2500 
AB3C 3.18 2.51 2.17 2.08 1.98

BL7438 
LUGGAGE TAG 

3” W x 7.75” W

Bonded Leather luggage tag with 600D Polyester trim is 
individually gift boxed and makes a great impression! Includes 
front privacy flap with snap closure, identification insert card 
under the front flap and silver hardware. 
 
IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 6.76 5.13 4.47 4.30

FAST FORWARD – FREE 1 day service. Order Today. Ship Tomorrow.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=BL7438&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=BL7438+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=BL7438&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=BL7438+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=P4341&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=P4341+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=P4341&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=P4341+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=P4341&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=P4341+CAD
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ID name card 
in PVC pocket

TG5809 
LUGGAGE STRAP 

2” W x 65” Long

Easily spot your luggage in the crowd with this luggage strap 
made from PP webbing. Includes a PVC pocket with ID 
name card and quick release plastic buckle closure that is 
adjustable to fit most luggage. 

IM 50 250 500 1000 
AB2C 6.42 4.84 4.22 4.05

TG8990
SOULBUCKLE BAG STRAP

1.5” W x 13.75” Long

The PVC webbed adjustable bag strap allows you to 
piggyback your laptop bag, purse or other bag with your 
roller bag. Just place your bag on top of your roller bag and 
secure it to your roller bag handle. Adjusts from 8” to 14” 
with two Plastic buckles.   

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 4.98 4.07 3.55 3.42

Luggage and bag 
not included

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=TG5809&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=TG5809+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=TG5809&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=TG5809+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=TG8990&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=TG8990+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=TG8990&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=TG8990+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=TG8990&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=TG8990+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=TG5809&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=TG5809+CAD
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TG8606 
EXACTOR LUGGAGE SCALE 

3.5” W x 9” H x 1.25” D

Stop paying expensive charges for your luggage 
being overweight or exceeding dimension restrictions. This 
luggage scale can weigh luggage up to 32 kg. or 70 lbs. It 
has a built-in tape measure, does not use batteries and is 
easy to use.

IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 8.54 6.67 5.83 5.62

TG8951
THE B1 TRAVEL LUGGAGE SCALE

4” W x 1” H x 1.5” D

Weigh your luggage and help prevent baggage surcharges 
with this ABS Plastic travel scale. Just clip the strap and 
buckle around luggage handle and lift to measure. Weighs up 
to 40 kg/88 lb.   

IM 40 50 250 500 750 
2AB2C 13.04 12.26 9.89 8.67 8.33

CU9512 
IMMUNITY HOLDER RFID PASSPORT 
SLEEVE 

4.25” W x 5.5” H

This item is designed to protect a single passport with RFID 
(Radio Frequency Identification). RFID scanning of your 
passport’s chip is blocked while it’s in this Polyethylene 
sleeve so you can protect your personal information. 

IM 250 500 1000 2500 
B3C 1.82 1.53 1.45 1.35

Please visit www.debcosolutions.com/nousa for a complete list of items that cannot ship to the USA.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=TG8951&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=TG8951+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=TG8951&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=TG8951+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=TG8951&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=TG8951+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=TG8606&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=TG8606+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=TG8606&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=TG8606+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU9512&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU9512+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU9512&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU9512+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CU9512&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CU9512+CAD
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CL4475 
TRAVEL ALARM CLOCK 

3” W x 3.75” H x 1” D

This PVC travel alarm clock with second hand folds into its 
own carry case with snap closure. Individually boxed. Stay on 
time while travelling! 

IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 12.52 10.11 8.87 8.53

TG3770 
TRAVEL SEWING KIT 

3.5” W x 2” H x 0.25” D

Sew on the go with this durable and easy to pack kit! Easy 
open slide case contains five colours of thread and threader, 
blunt nose scissors, two buttons (One black & one white), 
four needles, straight pin and safety pin. 
 
IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 3.62 2.89 2.50 2.40

Contents not included

SL5059
PASSPORT HOLDER

4” W x 5.5” H x 0.25” D

This passport holder is made from Simulated Leather  and 
matches our SL5064 luggage tag. There is a clear pocket 
on the left side for quick access to your ID plus a passport 
holder. See PK2006 for this item sold with two luggage tags 
in a gift set. 

IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 9.22 7.27 6.38 6.15

Imprinted price includes a one colour imprint in one location unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $55.00(G) is extra. Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to 
change. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SL5059&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SL5059+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=SL5059&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=SL5059+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=TG3770&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=TG3770+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=TG3770&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=TG3770+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CL4475&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CL4475+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=CL4475&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=CL4475+CAD
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N2745 
EYE MASK 

10” W x 4.75” H

Get a great night sleep with this soft and silky 70D Nylon 
eye shade has a Felt padded contoured backing for extra 
comfort. Includes two elastic straps with Velcro® closure. 

IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 8.92 7.02 6.15 5.93

TG8396 
PURSE HANGER 

1.25” Diameter x 4” H

Help keep your purse or bag clean and germ-free by 
keeping it off the floor. Simple and practical Zinc Alloy 
hook with soft felt on back protects surfaces from 
getting scratched. 

IM 100 250 500 1000 
AB2C 3.94 3.16 2.73 2.62

M3008 
NECK PILLOW 

18” W x 11” H (pillow)
6.75” W x 4.5” H (pouch)

Keep your neck supported while travelling with this 
Velour Flock neck pillow. Inflates when you need it 
and stores in a carry pouch to save space. 

IM 50 250 500 750 
AB2C 6.30 4.75 4.15 4.00

All imprinted products in this publication are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to endorse or misuse any trademarks or company names.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=M3008&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=M3008+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=M3008&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=M3008+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=N2745&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=N2745+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=N2745&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=N2745+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=TG8396&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=TG8396+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/redirect.aspx?style=TG8396&pricing=CAD&utm_source=main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=TG8396+CAD
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$75.00 (E) FREE - available on most  
products, see websiteCost

2:00 PM (EST) Monday to Fridays
All oders received after 2:00 PM (EST) for NOW! Service and Fast Forward

will default to being received the next business day

Orders & 
artwork must by 

received by:

nowservice@debcosolutions.com
** attach artwork with order

fastforward@debcosolutions.com
** attach artwork with order

Email 
Orders to:

All artwork received after 2:00 PM (EST) for NOW! Service and Fast Forward 
will default to being received the next business day

Include previous PO or invoice numberRepeat Orders:

No paper proof will be provided. Please provide contact name and phone number for urgent questions. 
Artwork will be imprinted as submitted. Maximum imprint size and default imprint 

location will be used unless otherwise noted.
Paper Proof

One colour imprint in one location onlyDecoration

Orders will ship by Purolator. 
Any ship methods noted on PO will automatically be changed to Purolator with-

out further notice.
Shipping

Please see website for more details on NOW! Service and Fast Forward rush delivery.
Subject to stock availability and production capacity. Customers must be in good credit standing.

Please see Delivery tab on product pages on our website for applicable items and maximum quantities 
available for these rush services.

Order Today. Ship Today. Order Today. Ship Tomorrow.

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/nowservice.aspx?utm_source= main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=now+service+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/ff.aspx?utm_source= main2016&utm_medium=zoom&utm_campaign=fast+forward+CAD
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• All artwork must be submitted to artdept@debcosolutions.com, 
always referencing the P.O. number to which it is attached.
• Subject line should read “artwork for P.O. #_____ from (your 
company name)”
• The purchase order and a PDF file of the artwork should be sent 
to po@debcobag.com
• Any questions or concerns about your order should be directed to 
customercare@debcosolutions.com

• Clean Vector based artwork (with PMS#’s where applicable) 
required for all screenprinting methods and Camera ready artwork 
required for all digital imprint methods. All camera ready artwork 
must be high resolution at minimum 300 dots per inch at 100% 
size. Both types of art require all fonts to be outlined to curves.

E-MAILING ARTWORK

IMPORTANT: E-MAILS RECEIVED WITHOUT IDENTIFICATION 
WILL BE RETURNED TO SENDER DELAYING THE 
PRODUCTION TIME.

Please include the following information within the subject line of 
your e-mail message:

1. Company Name (if you are a distributor) or the name of the 
distributor that you are working for.
2. Your purchase order number.
3. The product for which art is intended for.
4. Name of software and version and names of the attached files.

Using the latest in technology on PC based systems, DEBCO has 
the latest software versions of Adobe Illustrator (.ai). For all other 
software, please send files as an encapsulated postscript (.eps) 
file. Such files are generally acceptable, as long as the file has been 
exported as an .eps file and not merely renamed as such.

FILE MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS

Adobe Illustrator : Files should be saved as Illustrator EPS files and in 
the native Illustrator CS or Version 10 (to avoid any conversion issues). 

In cases in which two different colours are touching (close registration) 
a 0.25 to 1.0 point trap must exist between the two colours (this varies 
according to logo and size of imprint). You must convert all fonts to 
outlines (lines and curves).

Please supply multi colour files as SPOT colour separations and 
indicate exact PMS colour numbers. Four colour process files requiring 
separation are not acceptable for screenprinting methods.

UNACCEPTABLE ARTWORK

The following are not considered acceptable artwork:
- business cards
- low resolution/low quality photocopies
- four colour process prints
- negative film
- colour transparency film
- PDF files - GIF files - JPEG’s
- embossed/textured images to scan
- coloured bitmaps/tifs
- images from the web
- text that is smaller than 8 point size

UNACCEPTABLE FILE FORMATS

- Microsoft Word documents
- Power Point presentations

Note: Microsoft Office programs are not graphic programs and are not 
acceptable file formats

ART RECONSTRUCTION

Debco now offers redrawing of artwork that does not meet our art 
specifications. Any art sent that is bitmap, tifs, gifs, jpgs and low 
resolution vector art, we can redraw for a flat fee of $55.00 (G).

The turnaround time is approximately 24 hours to have the artwork 
redrawn. We will inform you upon receipt of your artwork via e-mail if 
the art does not meet our requirements and will offer to redraw your 
artwork. When we receive approval via e-mail from you to proceed with 
the redraw, the process will be put into motion to have your art redrawn.

ART REQUIREMENTS

INK AVAILABILITY PEN/PAPER PRINTING
PAD PRINTING INK COLOURS

The ink colours shown below are available on pad printed products (indicated with PAD 1C in this catalogue and on our website) such as 
plastics, aluminum, pens, tin casings, rubber, cardboard gift boxes, metal, vinyl, leather, and paper pad banners. Inks printed on products 

will vary from the inks below which are printed on paper. These inks will alter according to fabric, texture and colour of product.

The vast majority of DEBCO products can be printed with PMS 
mixed colours at no extra cost.  

A few select products are restricted in imprint colour selection.

Light Yellow Magenta Ultramarine Blue Grass Green Scarlet Red Purple

Process Blue Black White Silver Gold Orange
PEN PRINTING

Included pen is available for imprinting. 
Please see above for ink colour availability.

Imprint size: 1” W x 0.25” H

Utilize printed price and add: $0.50 (E) 

Set-up $50.00 (G)
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DECORATING METHODS

A. EMBROIDERY (EMB)
The logo is stitched onto the material using threads in designated embroidery friendly areas creating your design. 
Embroidery is an elegant and stylish way to portray a wide range of logo types. Embroidery is the perfect decorating 
method to add value to your purchase. Please see product page and click on ‘view decorating information’ to view 
embroidery run and digitizing charges by stitch count.

B. PERFECT PRINT (PP) 
Perfect Print allows a full colour computer generated logo to be printed onto heat transfer material and pressed onto a 
variety of fabrics. This process is produced at a lower cost than multi colour screen prints and is perfect for halftones and 
gradients. A full underlay (default underlay is white) must always be present (colour match not guaranteed). Maximum size 
of 40 square inches, optional die cut available.

C. WRAP-AROUND SCREEN PRINT
Using the same concept as our screen printing method, a logo is evenly applied to a smooth, cylindrical surface using 
finer inks. The result is a 3/4 wrap-around imprint that is both crisp and clean. Please see product page and click on ‘view 
decorating information’ to view run charges for additional colours and/or locations.

D. LASER ENGRAVING (LAS) 
Your logo attains a refined and elegant look with engraving. The logo is carved directly into the surface using a laser. The 
even and clean lines create a novel and detailed logo. Laser Engraving is most common on wood products and metal 
products, such as carabineers.

A. 

D. 

B. 

C. E. 

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/deco_options.aspx?utm_source= main2016&utm_medium= zoom &utm_campaign=Decorating%20Options+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/deco_options.aspx?utm_source= main2016&utm_medium= zoom &utm_campaign=Decorating%20Options+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/deco_options.aspx?utm_source= main2016&utm_medium= zoom &utm_campaign=Decorating%20Options+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/deco_options.aspx?utm_source= main2016&utm_medium= zoom &utm_campaign=Decorating%20Options+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/deco_options.aspx?utm_source= main2016&utm_medium= zoom &utm_campaign=Decorating%20Options+CAD
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E. TRANSFER PRINT (SP)
A transfer is created in a very similar method to screen printing, however, the ink is applied to a sheet of transfer paper 
instead of directly onto the material. The transfer is then pressed onto the product using a combination of heat and 
pressure. This method allows for unlimited colour separations that always require an underlay. Many products utilize this 
process as it assists in decorating products with foam insulation or hard to screen print locations. 

F. SCREEN PRINT (SP) 
The direct screen printing process involves placing the material under a mesh screen. By applying even pressure with a 
squeegee on the screen, your logo is imprinted onto the material surface. The screen printing process ensures your imprint 
looks its best on a wide variety of fabrics. This is the most common method of decoration.

G. MAX PERFECT PRINT (MAX PP)
MAX Perfect Print allows a full colour computer generated logo to be printed onto heat transfer material and pressed onto 
a variety of fabrics like Bonded Leather, Koskin, Simulated Leather, Leatherette and Vinyl. This process is used on products 
that multi colour screen prints cannot be done on and is perfect for halftones and gradients. A full underlay (default underlay is 
white) must always be present (colour match not guaranteed). Optional die cut available.

H. HD READY
Affordable high definition four colour process decorating is now available. Inexpensive run charges combined with stunning 
high-resolution images makes this one of the industry’s most sought-after decorating methods. Standard production time. 
Longer lead times may be needed for large quantities. 

I. DECALS (DEC)
To add value to some selected upper end products, a logo is transferred from a sophisticated computer generated program 
onto a durable adhesive backed vinyl substrate. Four colour process decals look stunning and are a great alternate decorating 
option. PMS colour match not available.

I. 

F. 

H. 

G. 

I. 

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/deco_options.aspx?utm_source= main2016&utm_medium= zoom &utm_campaign=Decorating%20Options+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/deco_options.aspx?utm_source= main2016&utm_medium= zoom &utm_campaign=Decorating%20Options+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/deco_options.aspx?utm_source= main2016&utm_medium= zoom &utm_campaign=Decorating%20Options+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/deco_options.aspx?utm_source= main2016&utm_medium= zoom &utm_campaign=Decorating%20Options+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/deco_options.aspx?utm_source= main2016&utm_medium= zoom &utm_campaign=Decorating%20Options+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/deco_options.aspx?utm_source= main2016&utm_medium= zoom &utm_campaign=Decorating%20Options+CAD
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A. DEBOSSING (DEB)
The process of debossing is offered on most of our leather, koskin, textura, EVA, and simulated leather lines only. A die is 
created of your logo and then pressed into the material creating an ‘impression’ of the logo. Debossing provides a subtle, 
yet higher perceived value on many products

B. AQUA MARK (AQ) 
Similar to traditional transfer printing, Aqua Mark has been developed exclusively for use on Debco’s Ceramic, Glass, 
Porcelain and Stainless Steel drinkware. Ink is applied to a sheet of transfer paper instead of directly onto the material. 
The transfer is then applied directly onto the product. This method allows for spot colour separations (PMS colour 
match). A clear underlay is always required. A white underlay may be required on dark product colours or glass. Acrylic 
and stainless: hand wash only in lukewarm water with soft cloth. Glass and ceramic: top rack of dishwasher on the China/
Gentle cycle.

C. PERMA PRESS (PS)
Similar to Perfect Print, Perma Press allows a four colour process or spot colour logo to be printed onto heat transfer 
material and pressed onto a variety of different products. We are now able to print four colour process images on non 
woven laminated products. Artwork needs to be provided as a high resolution file (300 dpi or over) in either bitmap or 
vector format. A full background is not required. PMS colour match may not be exact. 

D. PAD PRINTING (PAD) 
Pad Printing is extremely effective on rounded, uneven, or slanted product shapes. It is also perfect for small and intricate 
logos. A silicone pad is used to transfer the ink onto the product. The pad can hit various levels on a product at one 
time. Ink colour availability is restricted due to the limited ability to mix inks utilized in this process. Pad printing is utilized 
on products such as: plastics, pens, aluminum, tins, rubber, cardboard gift boxes, metal, vinyl, leather and paper pad 
banners.

E. 

B. 

C. 

A. 

D. 

DECORATING METHODS

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/deco_options.aspx?utm_source= main2016&utm_medium= zoom &utm_campaign=Decorating%20Options+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/deco_options.aspx?utm_source= main2016&utm_medium= zoom &utm_campaign=Decorating%20Options+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/deco_options.aspx?utm_source= main2016&utm_medium= zoom &utm_campaign=Decorating%20Options+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/deco_options.aspx?utm_source= main2016&utm_medium= zoom &utm_campaign=Decorating%20Options+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/deco_options.aspx?utm_source= main2016&utm_medium= zoom &utm_campaign=Decorating%20Options+CAD
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F. G. 

H. I. J. 

F. PERSONALIZATION 
Now you can easily and affordably individualize each product in your order with recipients’ names, numbers, 
dates, addresses, QR codes, and/or titles. The information that is personalized is restricted to a one colour 
imprint and must be contained within the dimensions of the four colour process MAX Perfect Print and Perfect 
Print. 

G. NATURAL COTTON HEAT TRANSFERS
Similar to Perfect Print, a heat transfer allows a full four colour process computer generated logo to be printed 
onto clear heat transfer material and pressed onto natural coloured cotton. This process allows for a beautiful, 
detailed logo and is perfect for halftones and gradients. The fabric must always be light coloured to allow for the 
logo to be seen on the product. Commonly sized at 8” x 10” for cotton tote bags, but other sizes are available. 
PMS colour match not available.

H. IMPRESS PRINT (IP)
Available on ceramic, glass and porcelain, your product is printed with an ink dust coating resulting in an elegant 
raised and frosted look.

I. LASER-LIKE (LL)
With our Laser-Like decorating option you get the look of engraving for the price of screen printing. Using a 
frosted colour effect, matte ink is screen printed directly onto the product. The result is an elegant impression 
that resembles the subtle look of engraving. Laser-Like is a durable and scratch resistant option that is available 
on most clear Acrylic, Glass, and Eastman-Tritan™ drinkware products.

J. ETCH ENGRAVING (ETCH)
This ‘cutting edge’ technology is very similar to laser engraving, but instead of a laser aimed at the product, the 
actual item is etched with a diamond tip. This creates an extremely crisp finish. Computerized engraving is used 
on our pens, aluminum, wine opener levers, and plates. 

http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/deco_options.aspx?utm_source= main2016&utm_medium= zoom &utm_campaign=Decorating%20Options+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/deco_options.aspx?utm_source= main2016&utm_medium= zoom &utm_campaign=Decorating%20Options+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/deco_options.aspx?utm_source= main2016&utm_medium= zoom &utm_campaign=Decorating%20Options+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/deco_options.aspx?utm_source= main2016&utm_medium= zoom &utm_campaign=Decorating%20Options+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/deco_options.aspx?utm_source= main2016&utm_medium= zoom &utm_campaign=Decorating%20Options+CAD
http://www.debcosolutions.com/EN-US/deco_options.aspx?utm_source= main2016&utm_medium= zoom &utm_campaign=Decorating%20Options+CAD
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Prices, Freight and Taxes
List prices are suggested prices and serve as a guide. Distributors are not obligated to follow and quote the suggested list prices when an order is placed. List prices 
are subject to change without prior notice. Debco shall not be responsible for any damages incurred by the purchaser as a result of changes to the list prices, including 
but not limited to direct, indirect, incidental, punitive or consequential damages or any other damages whatsoever, including without limitation, any loss of use, lost data, 
lost profits or lost opportunity arising out of an action for contract with a third party, an action for negligence or tort, or otherwise. 

For Canadian purchasers shipping within Canada, freight and title to the goods are “FOB” Concord, Ontario. 
For Canadian purchasers shipping to the U.S.A, freight, duties and taxes are extra. 

For orders to be filled by imported goods, freight and title to the goods are “FOB” Concord, Ontario or Vancouver, British Columbia (full container), depending on the 
proximity of the final destination to the ports. 

List prices are for Canadian customer purchasers. Prices are quoted in Canadian dollars for Canadian purchasers. For Canadian purchasers shipping to the U.S.A, U.S. 
import duty and taxes are excluded from the list prices. In the event of a discrepancy between the list prices quoted in the most current version of the Debco catalogue 
and the list prices quoted on the Debco internet website, the list prices found on the Debco internet website shall supersede those found in the Debco catalogue. All 
prices are subject to change without prior notice.

Price Quotations
A quotation is available for quantities other than those noted in the price list of the Debco catalogue. A quotation may be requested via facsimile, email, or telephone 
to the purchaser’s Debco Account Manager with the particulars. All quotations will be provided in writing with a quotation number. Please include the quotation number 
when placing the purchaser’s order. 

Debco reserves the right to adjust a quotation for any orders to take into account any changes in the law or government regulations requiring an increase of sales 
taxes, import duties, exchange rate changes, custom duties, excise duties or otherwise. In the event of any increase in wages or costs of goods to us after the receipt 
of an order from a purchaser, Debco shall be entitled to charge such increases to the final invoice amounts to the purchaser.

Products
Orders are subject to the availability of the products requested. Debco reserves the right to alter the products offered for ordering without prior notification. All 
descriptions and illustrations of products are approximate and actual products may vary slightly. Debco reserves the right to alter any detail or design of products 
described and illustrated in the Debco catalogue and/or the Debco website. While every effort is made to accurately describe the products in the Debco catalogue 
and website, Debco makes no warranty or representations regarding same and shall not be responsible for any direct, indirect, incidental, punitive or consequential 
damages or any other damages whatsoever, including without limitation, any loss of use, lost data, lost profits or lost opportunity, in an action for contract with a third 
party, or in an action for negligence or tort otherwise. 

Dye lots and imprint colours may vary slightly on repeat orders. While every effort is made to ensure that colours match as closely as possible, actual material colours 
may vary slightly from those depicted in the Debco catalogue and/or website. The 100% colour cotton fabrics are not guaranteed to be colourfast. In addition, PMS 
colour matching is not available on  s due to high firing temperatures and an exact imprint colour match cannot be guaranteed. Debco cannot guarantee continuity of 
shade, colour, size, texture or construction of finished goods from lot to lot. 

Quality of Ceramics
Due to the inherent properties of ceramics produced overseas, there may be small imperfections or irregularities that should not be deemed defective. Variations in 
glaze and imprint colours may occur due to variations in materials, firing temperatures and colour pigments. These variations must be considered acceptable.

Wraparound Imprint
Due to mug handles or the shape of some mugs, some logos may be distorted and/or a wraparound imprint may not be available.

Orders
All orders must be received in writing, e-mail or facsimile. A Purchaser Order number must be provided in order for an order to be processed. 
For exact repeat orders please include the previous Purchaser Order or invoice number for easy reference.

Minimum Quantity for No Imprint Orders
The absolute minimum quantity for a no imprint order to be accepted is half of the smallest quantity stated in the Debco catalogue and/or website. Any order for the 
absolute minimum amount of no imprint product is subject to a $15.00 (E) less than minimum charge.

Minimum Quantity for Imprinted Orders
The absolute minimum quantity for an imprinted order to be accepted is half of the smallest quantity stated in the Debco catalogue and/or website. Any order for the 
absolute minimum amount of goods with the same imprint is subject to a less than minimum charge of $70.00 (E).

Overs and Unders 
While every effort is made to ship the exact quantity, Debco shall be entitled to ship over or under the quantity per product of the same imprint by 5% and invoice 
accordingly. Orders that require an exact quantity will be subject to a $70.00(E) surcharge.

Confirmation, Cancellation, and Changes of Orders
All orders are considered confirmed at the time they are placed. A confirmation of receipt of a purchase order and a confirmation of shipping of an order can be 
received via e-mail. Please register for such services by sending the purchaser’s e-mail address to autoconfirm@debcobag.com. 

Cancellation of a confirmed order must be made in writing. If we receive a cancellation after the receipt of a domestic purchase order and a paper proof has been done, 
purchasers will be invoiced for a $60.00(G) cancellation charge for work-in progress. Any other orders may also be subject to significant penalties at the sole discretion 
of Debco. Purchasers will be invoiced for work-in progress on any part of a cancelled order that has already been filled up to the date that the written cancellation is 
received by Debco.

Non-Standard Imprint locations/sizes:
If a non-standard imprint size and/or imprint location is requested and approved by Debco, there will be a surcharge of $0.64 (E) each.
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Any quantity changes to an order after the time of placing shall be made in writing prior to work commences on filling the order. A decrease in the quantity of an order 
will be treated as a cancellation of an order for the part of the order that is affected. An increase in the quantity of an order will be treated as a separate order for the 
amount over and above the amount in the original order, unless written notification of the change is received prior to work commences on filling the original order. 

Production/Shipping Time
Standard production lead times are as follows: 
With Imprint Domestic orders filled by domestic stock – ship 1-4 business days from receipt of artwork 
With Imprint Domestic orders filled by imported goods – ship 12-16 weeks from approval of artwork 
No imprint Domestic orders filled by domestic stock – orders received after 12 Noon E.S.T. and shipping within Canada will be shipped the next business day. Orders 
shipping to the U.S.A. will ship 48 hours from receipt of order. 
No Imprint Domestic orders filled by imported goods – ship 10-14 weeks from receipt of purchase order 

Deliveries to the U.S.A. are subject to custom clearance and border delays. The production lead times do not include transit time, custom clearance or border delays 
that are in addition to the shipping time previously noted. Debco shall not be responsible for delays in shipping time as a result of unforeseen circumstances or 
uncontrollable events including but not limited to border delays, custom clearance, third party labour disputes, natural disasters, civil strife, acts of terrorism and/or war.

Inventory Delays
Demand may on occasion exceed the supply that is readily available. Every reasonable effort will be made to resolve inventory delays and to fill an order in a timely 
manner under the circumstances in order to meet the aforementioned shipping times under the Production/Shipping Time section hereinabove.

Modes of Delivery
Our primary carrier is Purolator, and as such, they are the last carrier to depart our facility each evening. If you request shipping with a carrier other than Purolator and 
your order cannot make their cut-off time, we will ship your order via Purolator and invoice accordingly for shipping. Delivery will be made by ground transportation 
unless otherwise specified in writing by the purchaser. If delivery of an order is subject to meet a specified date, please advise Debco in writing when placing the order. 
Debco shall not be held responsible for carrier delays.
 
Incorrect shipping addresses or redirects due to incorrect information given by the distributor and/or changes to the shipping address while in transit will result in 
additional charges from Purolator. The current rate for these changes is $10.00(x) - $12.00 (x) per box and is non-negotiable. These charges are the result of the 
distributor should they occur and are not the responsibility of Debco.

Exports from Canada
The items illustrated in this publication are for distribution in Canada. Many items may not be available for export to the USA or other countries. Please view our 
website at www.debcosolutions.com/nousa for items that cannot be shipped to the USA, but are illustrated in this publication.

Force Majeure
Debco Bag Distributors cannot be held responsible for failure to fulfill a delivery commitment as a result of unexpected situations which are beyond our control. 
Examples of this and not limited to are labour strikes, congestion at ports of entry into Canada, rail congestion, delays caused by congestion in overseas ports 
throughout Asia, and changes in government acts and regulations. Where we have implemented force majeure we will provide supporting information that has caused 
this delay.

Shipment to Third Party Decoraters
When goods are sent to a third party decorator (i.e. embroidery shop and/or screen printer) at the request of the distributor, it is the responsibility of the distributor to 
confirm any/all product issues i.e. colour, correct SKU, etc. prior to the commencement of decoration. DEBCO will not be liable and not cover any embroidery and/or 
decoration costs that ensue as a result of these types of unchecked errors.

Multiple Shipping Addresses 
For three (3) or more shipping destination addresses, there will be a surcharge of $7.15(E) per address.

Return Policy
Upon delivery of goods, DEBCO will allow the distributor 30 days for the determination of reasonable and acceptable product defects. This 30 day time frame is in 
concert with overseas factory agreements. Goods with imprints will not be accepted for a refund, account credit or exchange unless Debco is at fault. Goods without 
imprints may be returned for a refund, account credit or exchange and must include a Return Authorization Number obtained from a Debco Account Manager. Billable 
samples and random samples do not require a Return Authorization Number to be returned. Note that a restocking fee of fifteen percent (15%) of the invoiced amount 
will apply. Shipping cost will not be credited upon a return of an order of goods from Debco.

Billable Samples Without Custom Imprint
Billable samples without custom imprint are available on products highlighted with a red dot in our catalogue index or on product pages under ‘decorating info’. Most 
billable samples may be returned for an account credit within thirty (30) days of the invoice date if the billable samples are unused, returned with all original packaging 
and in saleable condition. Note: There are a select group of billable products that are non returnable and non refundable (see website for details). Please return billable 
items by prepaid freight. Note: a list of items available as a billable sample is subject to change without prior notice before the time of placing an order based on purchaser 
demand. Debco reserves the right to bill for all products purchased as samples including items without a red dot in our index. For a current list of billable samples and 
pricing please visit www.debcosolutions.com/billable. Items not currently listed as available as a billable sample may become available at the discretion of Debco.
 
A Billable Sample Request Form for ordering billable samples will be sent to the purchaser upon request.

Items not currently listed as available as a billable sample may become available at the discretion of Debco. 

Specific Samples With Custom Imprint
Samples of items may be provided with custom imprint at the following cost: 

Single-colour imprint/decoration: end unit price of the item plus freight, taxes and $55.00(G) set up cost. Multi-colour imprint/decoration: end unit price of the item, 
applicable running charges (as per the list price of the item), plus freight, taxes and $55.00(G) set up cost for each colour. The $55.00(G) set up cost is credited if an 
order, using the same artwork, is placed within 30 days of the invoice date of the request for specific samples and the invoice number is provided.
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Ink Change
All orders that require an ink colour change are subject to a charge of $27.50(E) per colour.

Terms
New accounts require a completed credit application to allow the Credit Department to set up the purchaser in Debco’s system. Any new orders for samples or items 
must have an attached credit application so that the order can be processed without delay. Deposits may be required on orders and is at the sole discretion of Debco. 

Orders made on accounts with outstanding invoice amounts may be placed on hold until the outstanding amounts due and any applicable interests are paid in full. 
Accounts with outstanding amounts may be placed with a collection agency or become the subject of court proceedings for collection purposes. Any fees, legal or 
otherwise incurred for collection purposes shall be paid by the purchaser along with all outstanding amounts due and any applicable interests before a new order is 
processed. 

Credit facility may be withdrawn on accounts with outstanding amounts at the sole discretion of Debco. 
Payment of invoice amounts are due net 30 days of the invoice date. Outstanding invoice amounts are subject to a 1.5% monthly late payment charge or an 18% 
annual fee. 

Payment of invoice amounts may be made by Visa or Mastercard. 
There is a charge of $35.00 for each returned cheque.

Credits
All unused or applied credits will be reversed/voided after 12 months from issue.

Blank Goods
Please see product pages for current prices on blank (no imprint) items.

Claims for Quantity or Quality of Products
Any claims in respect of the quality or quantity deficiency of products supplied Debco under a purchase order must be received in writing within 7 days after the 
purchaser’s receipt of the products. Otherwise, the products are deemed to comply with the purchase order and accepted by the purchaser.

Limitations on Liability
Save in so far as defects in goods supplied by Debco causing death or injury to the person, and/or damages to property giving rise to personal economic liability or 
otherwise, Debco’s liability shall not exceed, in aggregate, the amount paid by the purchaser for the goods supplied under a contract with Debco causing such damage. 
In no event shall Debco be liable for any consequential damages or any other damages whatsoever, including without limitation, any loss of use, lost data, lost profits 
or lost opportunity incurred by the purchaser or a third party. The purchaser shall hold Debco harmless of all claims over and above the contract amount paid by the 
purchaser for the supply of goods causing such damages. 

None of the foregoing shall limit consumers’ rights under the relevant laws.

Jurisdiction
A purchase order placed with Debco shall be governed by the laws of the Dominion of Canada and the laws of the Province of Ontario, without regard to conflict of 
laws. Any disputes arising there of shall be resolved in a competent court of jurisdiction in the Province of Ontario. A purchaser not residing in the Province of Ontario 
is deemed to attorn to the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts in the Province of Ontario should any disputes arise once Debco is in receipt of a purchase order.

Errors and Omissions
From time to time errors and omissions might be noticed in the Debco catalogue and/or the website, or discrepancies between the Debco catalogue and the website. 
These errors, omissions and/or discrepancies will be corrected on the Debco website and shall supersede the information found in the Debco catalogue.

Indemnification and Intellectual Property
Logos displayed in the Debco catalogue and the website are for illustrative purposes only and do not imply endorsement of any kind. Debco assumes that artwork 
submitted by the purchaser for imprinting and reproduction purposes in an order are in compliance with the relevant laws governing copyright and trademark 
requirements. By placing an order with artwork submitted for imprinting and reproduction purposes, the purchaser warrants that they have the legal right to the marks, 
symbols or designed depicted in the artwork and shall indemnify and hold Debco harmless in any action for infringement of a copyright or trademark as a result of the 
imprinting and reproduction of the artwork. The purchaser shall furnish proof of right to use an intellectual property upon challenge by a third party.

PMS Colour Matching
Debco does not charge for PMS colour matching. Colours are matched as closely as possible to PMS C (coated) colours. Debco is unable to guarantee exact colour 
matching. Note: dark imprint colours are not recommenced on dark fabrics. Some products have ink colour restrictions. Please inquire with a Debco Account Manager 
prior to placing an order.

Pre-Production Samples
Pre-production samples may be required and are charged at the unit cost of the product plus running charges (where applicable) and any applicable set-up charges. 
If a pre-production sample is requested on an order with a one-colour logo and the dollar amount of the order is under $1,000.00 net of taxes, set up charge and 
freight, a charge of $55.00(G) will be added to the above sample charges. Freight and taxes are extra.

Set Up Charges
Set up charges are $55.00(G) per colour/size/logo/design.
Exact repeat set up charge: $30.00(G) each. Previous purchase order or invoice number must be provided. 

Methods of Packing
An order of products filled from domestic inventory shall be packed in bulk boxes, unless noted otherwise in product descriptions. 

Unauthorized reproduction, duplication or use of any image, graphic, or text used on Debco’s website and catalogues is strictly prohibited.
© Debco Bag Distributors Ltd.
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Billable Sample = •INDEX

A3621   319

A3626   319

A3629   319

AL6821 •  244, 382

AL6832 •  235, 244

AL6853 •  235, 244

AM5199   335

B0005 •  320

B0020 •  320

B1822   339

B2502 •  344

B283 •  348

B3593 •  344

B4049 •  348

B4255 •  342

B4394 •  349

B4878 •  349

B4976 •  343

B5060   342

B5772   342

B6647 •  347

B8790 •  347

B9074  NEW 343

B9083  NEW 343

BC0006 •  340

BC2734 •  361

BL1991   392

BL2645   391

BL3250   253

BL3264   252

BL3275   283

BL3283   277

BL3292 •  282

BL3711 •  335

BL3901   333

BL5272 •  276

BL6339 •  238

BL6827   276

BL6953 •  237

BL7210   278

BL7261 •  238

BL7438   393

BL8033   386

BL8250   253

BL8590 •  183

BL8991   392

BQ4023 •  321

BQ8875  NEW 321

BT3811 •  340

C3740   306

CA3499   270

CA5988   285

CA6352   259

CA6388   262

CA6499   270

CA6536   271

CA6540   271

CA6541   273

CA6553   275

CA6625   261

CA6985   274

CA6994   270

CA6996   275

CA8361   284

CA8634   285

CA8677   285

CA8816   269

CA8994  NEW 269

CA9029  NEW 269

CB2315 •  232

CB2466   220

CB2864   229

CB290   230

CB297   229

CB3103   221

CB4021   359

CB4027   222

CB4276   305

CB4969   217

CB5027   221

CB5032   223

CB5990   218

CB6341   223

CB6444   216

CB6482   216

CB6544   215

CB6657   215

CB700   223

CB702   213

CB729   219

CB730   358

CB734   358

CB747 •  231

CB790   358

CB800   220

CB801   224

CB847 •  231

CB8569   219

CB8759   224
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CB8899  NEW 214

CB8965  NEW 213

CB8967  NEW 214

CB8980  NEW 231

CL4475   396

CL7292 •  332

CM1202 •  55

CM1219 •  55

CM1308 •  53

CM151 •  57

CM216 •  57

CM2414 •  57

CM6529 •  56

CM6531 •  51

CM6990 •  59

CM6997 •  54

CM7414 •  56

CM816 •  55

CM8414 •  58

CM8490 •  53

CM8825 •  58

CM9057 • NEW 50

CM9058 • NEW 51

CM916 •  51

CO8269 •  333

CP2392   296

CP3430   294

CP3576   294

CP4879   296

CP8873  NEW 294

CP8876  NEW 129

CP8919  NEW 128

CP8922  NEW 295

CP8935  NEW 293

CP8969  NEW 129

CP9033  NEW 109, 289

CT2971 •  297

CT3472   330

CT3748 •  295

CT4917   297

CU1009 •  88

CU1010 •  108

CU1011 •  88

CU1528 •  84

CU1703 •  83

CU1993 •  90

CU1999   107

CU2002 •  87

CU2003 •  87

CU2993 •  90

CU3000  NEW 86

CU4000  NEW 86

CU4779   264

CU4906   89, 289

CU4909 •  85

CU5449 •  98

CU5703 •  83

CU5996 •  96

CU6338 •  102

CU6356   78

CU6386   117

CU6390 •  86

CU6394   264

CU6395   91

CU6401 •  95

CU6402   90

CU6407 •  122

CU6449 •  98

CU6464 •  84

CU6508 •  79

CU6512   117

CU6549 •  97

CU6560   123

CU6577   117

CU6586   106

CU6591   116

CU6652   102

CU6987 •  119

CU6993 •  84

CU7303 •  85

CU7323 •  101

CU7440   89, 290

CU7836   108

CU8205   96

CU8226 •  94

CU8368 •  104

CU8466 •  103

CU8498   97

CU8537   104

CU8545 •  77

CU8561   125

CU8592 •  96

CU8640 •  123

CU8650 •  119

CU8698 •  103

CU8727   116

CU8775 •  100

CU8776 •  95

CU8809 •  100

Billable Sample = •INDEX
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CU8823 •  103

CU8865 • NEW 80

CU8869 • NEW 99

CU8879 • NEW 80

CU8882   111

CU8888  NEW 121

CU8909 • NEW 82

CU8913 •  89

CU8917 •  107

CU8923 • NEW 99

CU8925 •  127

CU8930 •  109

CU8934 • NEW 81

CU8936 • NEW 107

CU8938 • NEW 106

CU8944 • NEW 81

CU8946 • NEW 122

CU8952 • NEW 82

CU8957 • NEW 120

CU8959 • NEW 101

CU8976 • NEW 93

CU8977  NEW 120

CU8978 • NEW 93

CU8982 • NEW 108

CU8984 • NEW 77

CU8989  NEW 121

CU9006  NEW 120

CU9032 • NEW 105

CU9040 • NEW 105

CU9053 • NEW 94

CU9060 • NEW 88

CU9512   395

CU9703 •  83

CU9917 • NEW 106

CU9949 •  79

DA2321 •  38

DA3522 •  265

DA4297   62

DA4366 •  265

DA4739   260

DA4763   260

DA4809 •  34

DA4816 •  25

DA4824   260

DA5045   113

DA5569   36

DA5808 •  38

DA6373 •  43

DA6427   263

DA6436   114

DA6454 •  318

DA6537   262

DA6552  •  32

DA6561   113

DA7017   259

DA7259   318

DA7272   61

DA7296   60

DA7301   63

DA7321 •  39

DA7363 •  26

DA7393 •  41

DA7427   263

DA7437   48

DA8031   114

DA8296   60

DA8297   62

DA8299   62

DA8321 •  39

DA8344   261

DA8346 •  60

DA8381 •  43

DA8411   261

DA8427   263

DA8591   259

DA8713   63

DA8733   47

DA8751 •  59, 359

DA8752 •  59

DA8766 •  40

DA8787 •  54

DA8791   61

DA8808 •  39

DA8811   47

DA8817 •  27

DA8821 •  40

DA8846 •  34

DA8881 •  29

DA8891 •  29

DA8903 • NEW 24

DA8979 • NEW 52

DA9003 • NEW 53

DA9017 • NEW 33

DA9047 • NEW 35

DA9055 • NEW 37

DA9321 •  41

DA9373 •  42

DL1471   383

DL1482   382
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E1000   136

E2000   137

E2008   139

E2308   140

E3000   141

E3105   140

E3616   226

E3617N   226

E3624N   353

E3628   334

E4691   138

E4732   143

E4769   140

E6001   137

E6060   137

E6065   136

E6585   247

E6708   142

E7099   138

E8000   136

E8217   143

E8364   141

E8429   211

E8564   139

E8593   139

E8818   142

E8825   143

E8860   134

E8906  NEW 135

E8915  NEW 135

E8958  NEW 134

E8961  NEW 133

E8968  NEW 303

E8974  NEW 135

E8983  NEW 142

E9001  NEW 247

E9016  NEW 203

E9020  NEW 177

E9039  NEW 319

EZ100   171

EZ200   171

EZ300   171

EZ5499   128, 172

EZ6356   78, 174

EZ847   127, 173

EZ8499   115, 175

EZ8603 •  121, 175

EZ866   127, 173

EZ8919   128, 172

EZ8925   127, 173

EZ8969  NEW 129, 174

EZ966   127, 173

F0701   169

F4984   169

F5269   169

F5784   334

F7237   168

FL3783 •  330

FL4097 •  330

FL4503   331

FL4910   329

FL4946   331

FL6485   327

FL6569   329

FL6606  NEW 68

FL6986 •  68

FL8180   328

FL8239   332

FL8413   331

FL8729 •  295

FL8770   332

FL8828 •  69

FL8883  NEW 327

FL8929   68, 329

FL8933   292

FL9005  NEW 291

FL9011  NEW 292

FL9037  NEW 328

FL9043 • NEW 327

FL9051  NEW 292

G2798   360

G3426   363

G3545 •  321

G3654   360

G4053   355

G4494   360

G6573   362

G7065   361

G7325   363

G8324   357

G8562   361

G8824   362

G8912   65

G8965   335

G9071 • NEW 65

G9905   339

GF4132   352

GF6553   352

GP2937 •  300

Billable Sample = •INDEX
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GP2962 •  310

GP3049 •  317

GP3077 •  317

GP3812 •  299

GP4823 •  316

GP7066   354

GP7426   353

GP8405   97

GP8417 •  317

GP8521 •  300

GP8864 • NEW 316

GP8894 • NEW 322

JS6534 •  237, 239

JS6569 •  195, 239

JS8851 •  195, 239

KC3087   292

KC8202   293

KC8220   307

KC8687   91, 290

KC8916  NEW 291

KC8939  NEW 291

KC8942  NEW 291

KN4951 •  201

KN6479   205

KN6480   205

KN6525 •  196

KN6589 •  196

KN7238   201

KN7419   197

KN8473   198

KN8664   200

KN8834   195

KN8849 •  196

KN9004  NEW 202

KN9067  NEW 202

KN9077 •  198

KP6576 •  318

KP6641   314

KP6700 •  315

KP6784 •  315

KP7096 •  316

KP8280   314

KP8284 •  315

KP8289 •  315

KP8581 •  228

KP8624 •  227

KP8805 •  228

KP8905 • NEW 313

KP8927 • NEW 313

KP8932  NEW 313

LP4093 •  240

LT4243   390

LT5243   389

LT5998   390

LT8735   391

LT8861   389

M0153   340

M0170   339

M2757   389

M3008   397

M3409   356

M3771   384

M4295   354

M8108   341

M8208   341

MK3105   384

MK6423   385

MK6435   385

MK6440   385

MT0002   325

MT2731   363

MT6387   326

MT6988 •  326

MT6992   325

MT8172   325

MT8514   290

MT8867  NEW 323

MT8911  • NEW 322

MT8928   324

MT8973  NEW 324

MT9018  NEW 289

MT9021  NEW 323

N1643   255

N1688   256

N1779   256

N1889   255

N2475   357

N2745   397

N3097   243

N3944   246

N6113   356

N6446   70

N6453 •  70

N6483   230

N6507   356

N6618   266

N6701   251

N7392   48

N8356   229
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N8557   251

N8563 •  303

N8699   69

N8839   227

N9625   383

N9699  NEW 69

NW1190   204

NW2942   163

NW2950   154

NW3788   161

NW4028   280

NW4030   284

NW4060   167

NW4171   245

NW4190   209

NW4300   153

NW4477   320

NW4517   225

NW4622   207

NW4637   255

NW4680   164

NW4699   159

NW4727   266

NW4733   167

NW4759   304

NW4801   206

NW4835   161

NW4841   351

NW4873   144

NW4908   304

NW4915   155

NW4942   163

NW5261   257

NW5387   304

NW5462   217

NW5779   225

NW6203   166

NW6342   199

NW6351   156

NW6419   166

NW6631   297

NW6762   225

NW6768   162

NW6797   165

NW6860   165

NW6915   222

NW6943   249

NW6959   164

NW6968   243

NW6984   346

NW7007   157

NW7011   168

NW7025   162

NW7042 •  298

NW7048   159

NW7070   334

NW7136   354

NW7137  NEW 213

NW7189   160

NW7274   190

NW7351   298

NW8008   158

NW8013   160

NW8178   381

NW8191   155

NW8298   157

NW8407  NEW 299

NW8575   381

NW8629   165

NW8737   248

NW8820   154

NW8859   247

NW8896   214

NW8924  NEW 153, 248

NW9190   208

OTG104 •  91

P1921   199

P1990   200

P2297   355

P2423   197

P2485   208

P2753   266

P2906   351

P2988   353

P3576   242

P3597   256

P3598   351

P3627   283

P3664   355

P3724   243

P3777   384

P3949   246

P3977   246

P4155   382

P4222   383

P4341   393

P4481   240

P4485   242

P4520   248

Billable Sample = •INDEX
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P5036   207

P5978   209

P6353   208

P645L  NEW 71

P645M  NEW 71

P6494   204

P6552   241

P6657   282

P7421 •  241

P8174   281

P8285   206

P8323   241

P8337 •  341

P8467   249

P8556   210

P8604   211

P8622   211

P8701   210

P8962  NEW 203

P8964  NEW 388

P8988  NEW 126

P9010  NEW 126

P9285   207

PC6428 •  233

PC8693 •  233

PC8850   232

PD8887  NEW 71

PD9056  NEW 71

PE4771   287

PE4772   287

PE4895   287

PE6467   124, 324

PE8248   124

PE8605   124

PE8613   125

PE8947  NEW 286

PK2001 •  272

PK2003 •  45

PK2006 •  388

PK2008 •  46

PK2009 •  46

PK3001 •  273

PK3003 •  272

PK4001 •  44

PK4009 •  44

PK4014 •  45

PK4015 •  45

PK6000   30

PK7000   30

PK8000   31

PL1922   391

PL2460   274

PL3724   242

PL4174   240

PL4481   245

PL4485   245

PL666   279

PL686   279

PL689   278

PL930   185

PL934   189

PL939 •  189

PL950   184

PL951 •  381

PL990 •  193

PT4210   386

RB3829 •  193

RB4427 •  192

RB6445 •  191, 387

RB8653 •  192, 387

RB9075 • NEW 191, 387

RE428   152

RE6944   152

RP4751   286

RP7340   286

SB1499   116

SB5499   128

SB6393   112

SB6588   111

SB8425   111

SB8499   115

SB8725   112

SB8735   257

SB8797   252

SB8885   67

SB9042  NEW 109

SB9091   118

SC550   345

SC8158   345

SG8981  NEW 337

SG9001  NEW 337

SG9034  NEW 336

SL1909   386

SL4982   280

SL5059   396

SL5064   392

SL5775   283

SL5995   264

SL615   281

Billable samples are noted on our website and in the index. Prices are subject to change without notice and 
will be noted on our website.
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SL7220   284

SL8206   277

SL8487   293

SL8567   251

SL8756   253

SP211   187

SP2663   188

SP362   184

SP411   186

SP4164 •  188

SP472   188

SP4806   179

SP5268 •  180

SP5773 •  180

SP6473 •  183

SP6500 •  182

SP6533 •  181

SP6555 •  185

SP6581 •  178

SP6802   178

SP7223   179

SP7384   190

SP7420 •  187

SP8262   181

SP8702   190

SP876 •  186

SP8804 •  177

SP8841 •  182

SP8986  NEW 177

TG3770   396

TG5809   394

TG6462   118

TG8396   397

TG8606   395

TG8835 •  388

TG8945  NEW 323

TG8951  NEW 395

TG8990  NEW 394

TG9078  NEW 385

TK969 •  189

TO4159   145

TO4258   149

TO4511   148

TO4530   138

TO4708   147

TO4815   149

TO5985   145

TO6379   151

TO6557   218

TO6559   147

TO6582    141

TO7244   144

TO7287   149

TO7417   152

TO7439   146

TO8152   153

TO8197   305

TO8256   226

TO8326   145

TO8565   305

TO8713   146

TO8740   151

TO8898   150

TO8992  NEW 150

UE110   378

UE4269   379

UE492   377

UE517   377

UE6357   375

UE727   379

UE801   376

UE8497   378

UE8689   376

UF237   371

UF301   372

UF304   372

UF307   373

UF314   373

UF518   375

UF6523   372

UF6627   370

UF6991   370

UF701   374

UF704   374

UF849   369

UF8712   371

UF887  NEW 369

UG350   367

UG502   367

UG603   365

UG708   366

UG709   366

UG743   365

UG804   367

UGC203 •  368

UGC502 •  368

USB101 •  92

USB102 •  92

USB104 •  92

INDEX Billable Sample = •
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USB108 •  92

USB201 •  92

USB202 •  92

USB204 •  92

USB208 • 92

USB308 • 92

V0826   346

V1815   346

V8607L   345

V8607M   345

WB1503 •  20

WB3940 •  5

WB4833 •  5

WB4939 •  6

WB6317 •  13

WB6405 •  28

WB6434 •  16

WB6511 •  37

WB6543 •  9

WB6578 •  32

WB6590 •  28

WB6785 •  17

WB6816 •  27

WB6995 •  13

WB7075 •  4

WB7107 •  6

WB7381 •  9

WB8007 •  6

WB8015 •  5

WB8192 •  9

WB8208 •  22

WB8232 •  12

WB8282 •  25

WB8293 •  21

WB8314   14

WB8318 •  12

WB8342 •  23

WB8437 •  19

WB8480 •  22

WB8579 •  10

WB8583 •  10

WB8619 •  11

WB8685 •  26

WB8785 •  16

WB8866 • NEW 24

WB8868 • NEW 11

WB8877 • NEW 3

WB8889 •  17

WB8902 • NEW 23

WB8907 • NEW 8

WB8918 • NEW 15

WB8963 • NEW 20

WB8987 • NEW 7

WB8999 • NEW 14

WB9027 • NEW 19

WB9030 • NEW 3

WB9045 • NEW 36

WB9049 • NEW 23

WB9054 • NEW 8

WB9066 • NEW 21

WB9107  • NEW 4

WB9940  • NEW 4

WK3958 •  310

WK4371 •  310

WK6358   308

WK6383 •  308

WK6408 •  309

WK6409 •  311

WK6426 •  309

WK6427 •  309

WK8601 •  311

WK8602   307

WK8668   307

WK8916   306

WK8921 • NEW 308

WK8975  NEW 306

WS8814 •  236, 250

WS8832 •  236, 250

WS8847 •  197, 250

WS8853 •  183, 250

YM3704 •  73

YM4943 •  73

YM8274   74

YM8415   73

YM8704 •  73

YM8872 • NEW 74

YM8908 • NEW 72

YM8914  NEW 72

YM8943 •  73

YM9041  NEW 67

YM9052  NEW 66

YM9065  NEW 66

YM9073  NEW 74

Billable samples are noted on our website and in the index. Prices are subject to change without notice and 
will be noted on our website.
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ADDITIONAL DECORATING COSTS
SET UP CHARGES: $55.00(G) EACH

REPEAT SET UP CHARGES: $30.00(G) EACH
(previous purchase order or invoice number must be provided)

EMBROIDERY (EMB)    
All products up to 5,000 stitches utilize no imprint price and add: 
25 - 99   100 - 249   250 - 499   
$2.65(G)  $2.50(G)   $2.35(G)  

For quantities 500 and above please call for quotation  
For quantities above 5,000 stitches please add $0.45 (G) for each additional 1,000 stitches   
Digitizing tape charge $90.00(G) up to 5,000 stitches, $20.00 (G) for each additional 1,000 stitches  
Please allow 7-10 days after sew out approval 

HD READY 
Utilize imprinted price and add $0.35(E) run charge
If you require an HD Ready in an additional location, an additional location running charge (based on quantity) AND 
an HD Ready running charge both apply. 

IMPRESS PRINT (IP) 
Utilize imprinted price and add $1.43(E) run charge
Standard imprint colours: White or Clear
Other imprint colours available (close PMS colour match); preproduction sample required for approval prior to full 
production run.

LASER ENGRAVE (LAS) & ETCH ENGRAVE (ETCH) 
Laser Engrave on carabiners utilize imprinted price and add $0.40 (E)  
Up to 3 square inches, utilize imprinted price and add $0.85 (E) 
Up to 8 square inches, utilize imprinted price and add $1.40 (E) 
For each additional square inch above 8 square inches, please add $0.75 (E) 

Decorative Faceplate Etch Engrave Personalization on Bonded Leather line faceplates only  
Utilize imprinted/no imprint price and add $4.00 (E)  

DEBOSS (DEB)   
Utilize no imprint pricing and add:   
Min. - 99  100 - 299  300 +   
$1.75 (E)  $1.50 (E)  $1.35 (E) 
 
DIE CHARGES      
Visit applicable product on www.debcosolutions.com, click on VIEW DECORATING INFORMATION button, enter 
your logo size to calculate your die charge.   

AQUA MARK (AQ)
Aqua Mark Spot Colour printing - Minimum two colour imprint 
Set up charges are $55.00(G) per colour/design 
Utilize imprinted price and add the following run charges: 
Under 500 pieces: 
2nd colour $0.80(E) 
Each additional colour after the 2nd colour $0.40(E) 
500 pieces or more 
2nd colour $0.60(E) 
Each additional colour after the 2nd colour $0.35(E) 
If you require an Aqua Mark in a 2nd location, an additional location running charge (based on quantity) AND 
applicable Aqua Mark running charges will apply. 



DRINKWARE  2

HEALTH   64

TECHNOLOGY 76

TOTE BAGS  132

E-Z IMPORT  170

DUFFELS   176

BACKPACKS  194

PERFECT PRINT (PP)   
Utilize imprinted price and add: 
0-18 square inches $0.40 (E)  
18-28 square inches $0.65 (E)   
28-40 square inches $0.99 (E)
If you require a perfect print in an additional location, an additional location running charge (based on quantity) AND a perfect 
print running charge (based on size of logo) are both applicable. 

MAX PERFECT PRINT (MAX PP)   
Utilize imprinted price and add:
1-6 square inches $0.26 (E)
7-9 square inches $0.39 (E)
10-12 square inches $0.50 (E)
13-16 square inches $0.66 (E)
16-20 square inches $0.79 (E)
If you require a MAX perfect print in an additional location, an additional location running charge (based on quantity) AND a 
MAX perfect print running charge (based on size of logo) are both applicable.  

PERMA PRESS (PS)   
MINIMUM 250 PIECES 
Utilize imprinted price and add: 
0-18 square inches $0.40 (E) 
19-28 square inches $0.65 (E) 
29-40 square inches $0.99 (E) 
41-50 square inches $1.20 (E) 
51-64 square inches $1.40 (E)
If you require a Perma Press in an additional location, an additional location running charge (based on quantity) AND a Perma 
Press running charge (based on size of logo) are both applicable   

PERSONALIZATION
Using Debco’s Perfect Print and MAX Perfect Print decorating methods, personalization may be added for a small fee*. Now 
you can easily and affordably individualize each product in your order with recipients’ names, numbers, dates, addresses, QR 
codes, and/or titles. The information that is personalized is restricted to a one colour imprint and must be contained within the 
dimensions of the four colour process Perfect Print or MAX Perfect Print (see Decorating Info on website for Perfect Print 
and MAX Perfect Print sizing and pricing). Personalized information must be submitted at the time of order entry in an Excel 
document with one name/title/number per cell. Please advise imprint colour, font size and font (see website for a list of fonts 
available). Times New Roman will be the default font if none specified.
Catalogue imprinted minimums must be respected.
Personalization is not available for NOW! Service, Fast Forward or 3 Day rush.
A preproduction sample of one of the personalized items is required for approval prior to production of the full order.
* In addition to the $55.00(G) set up for Perfect Print, there is one additional set up charge of $55.00(G) applicable to your 
personalized order. There are no per unit running costs for personalization.

INSERT YOUR OWN PEN
No extra charge to insert your own pen. A Return Authorization number must be obtained from an Account Manager prior to 
shipping your pens to Debco. The pens must be delivered to Debco prior to production of your order. Our PE4772 Recycled 
Paper Pen will not be included in orders that involve Debco inserting your pens. 
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